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THE LEAGUE IDEA AND THE ROLE OF WOODROW WILSON

Schemes to replace the endemic anarchy of international relations by a system
designed to ensure peace, security and order were not unique to the twentieth
century, but the unparalleled destruction of the First World War meant that for the
first time they had to be taken seriously by the practitioners as well as the theorists of
politics. Not only was there a popular clamour for some new means of controlling
international violence, which democratically elected statesmen could hardly ignore,
but the old international order had been decisively swept away, and its only suc-
cessors with clear-cut answers to everything were Lenin’s Bolsheviks, who threatened
to overthrow the domestic social and economic orders as well. The Western powers
at Paris were well aware of this, and the first problem that faced them was how to
translate into concrete form a bewildering array of ideas as to what the League should
be, while ensuring that the resulting organisation offered a viable reformist alter-
native to the revolutionary vision of the Bolsheviks.

Numerous private groups of concerned citizens, such as the American League to
Enforce Peace, had been pressing various schemes for a new world order through-
out the war, but their impact was fairly limited. They helped to focus public opinion
upon the idea of a new order and popularised the name ‘League of Nations’ but the
League that was actually created owed little of substance to their efforts. The British
Foreign Office officials responsible for drawing up an influential British draft for a
possible League accepted some of their underlying ideas but dismissed as ‘impract-
icable’ their specific provisions.1 More significantly, President Woodrow Wilson,
regarded by many as the ‘father’ of the League, refused to associate himself with any
of the unofficial schemes, privately referring to the members of organisations pro-
moting them as ‘woolgatherers’.2

Wilson’s role in the genesis of the League is a complex one. It is clear that he
was convinced from an early stage that a new international system was required, and
that he saw in this the means of obtaining both personal glory, and power and
prestige for his country. Later, in common with other statesmen, he came to pin a
variety of additional aspirations upon the League, including resisting the Bolshevik
threat, underwriting the peace treaties, democratising the world, establishing a new
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economic order (with a pre-eminent role for the United States) and ending the
colonial system. However, he had few, if any, well-defined ideas as to the actual form
of the new organisation that was to bring about this diplomatic revolution.

Even before the war, Wilson had shown some interest in novel means of securing
peace. His first Secretary of State, Bryan, had promoted a series of bilateral treaties
whose principal feature was an agreement that, should a dispute arise, the states in-
volved would observe a moratorium of one year to permit investigation and attempts
at arbitration before resorting to war.3 This unlikely notion that a ‘cooling off’ period
might lower temperatures sufficiently to prevent war was to reappear as Article 12 of
the League Covenant. A more significant early influence was an abortive attempt by
Wilson and his close adviser Colonel House to sponsor a Pan-American Treaty in
which an important element would be an article committing all parties to ‘a common
and mutual guarantee of territorial integrity and of political independence under
republican forms of government’.4 A similar wording was used in Wilson’s first public
endorsement of the League of Nations on 27 May 1916 and in the last of his famous
Fourteen Points on the peace settlement in January 1918.5 However, Wilson had gone
over his May 1916 speech shortly before delivering it and erased any reference to
the possible use of physical force against transgressors, indicating his awareness of
the constitutional difficulties of gaining acceptance for a blanket commitment to
use American military power.6

The problem of translating his high-sounding rhetoric into substantial obligations
is apparent in all of Wilson’s deliberations on the League. For example, he resisted
early British schemes for a League revolving around the idea of an institutionalised
great power concert as well as House’s first draft constitution of July 1918, which had
similarly excluded smaller powers. Yet he continued to insist that the League should
be ‘virile’ without seeming to appreciate that the presence of small states could be a
source of impotence.7 Sometimes he spoke as if the League’s peacekeeping objective
was to be achieved mainly by open diplomacy and the pressure of public opinion.8 On
other occasions his original emphasis on mutual guarantees (which was reiterated in
Article 10 of the Covenant) was claimed to be the ‘backbone’ of the League, without
which it ‘could hardly be more than an influential debating society’.9 He could still,
however, claim to the American Senate that Article 10 was ‘binding in conscience
only, not in law’, and just before the Peace Conference said privately that he expected
economic sanctions to be the main weapon used against aggressors.10 He was simi-
larly unclear about what provisions should be made, under the League, for former
enemy colonies. As late as 10 December 1918, in discussion with his expert advisers,
he believed that it was possible for such colonies to become the common property of
the League and to be administered by the smaller nations.11 However, when South
Africa’s General Smuts published his detailed plan for a League, Wilson enthusias-
tically endorsed his basic idea of a mandates system, although Smuts excluded from
this the former German colonies in the Pacific and Africa as being ‘inhabited by
barbarians’, whereas Wilson was to argue at Paris that they should be amongst the
League’s mandated territories.12 By the time of the Peace Conference the mandates
question, which had started life as a peripheral issue, had become so important to
Wilson that he could maintain in his arguments with the other major powers that
the League ‘would be a laughing stock if it were not invested with this quality of
trusteeship’.13
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Part of Wilson’s problem was that he had come to distrust his own State
Department and in particular his Secretary of State, Robert Lansing, whom he con-
sidered to be too cautious and legalistic in his approach to the League.14 Lansing
differed from the President, first in the importance each attached to the League –
Lansing insisted that the prime necessity was to push for the democratisation of
authoritarian countries15 – and secondly in his conception of the League. Whereas
Wilson’s thinking, vague though it was, entailed a positive commitment by all League
members to employ sanctions against aggressors, Lansing proposed a strengthening
of existing diplomatic devices such as arbitration and commissions of inquiry, but
only a negative commitment by states to refrain from the use of violence in settling
their disputes.16 The result of the growing acrimony between the two was that
Wilson refused to consider any analyses of the League idea that emanated from the
State Department. Hence, at the start of 1919, all that Wilson had at his disposal in
the way of detailed guidance on the League was a brief draft covenant drawn up by
House in July 1918 and an equally short revision of this by Wilson himself.17 House’s
version was full of resonant phrases about ‘honourable’ and ‘dishonourable’
international behaviour and, while Wilson had resisted this temptation, his draft
suffered from his inability to translate his ideas into precise terminology that could
not be torn into shreds by the legal advisers of other governments. Despite the
disdain felt by most of the British Cabinet towards the League idea, considerably
more thought had been given in official British circles to its concrete implications,
and several draft covenants existed by 1919, of which Smuts’s was the most detailed.
The French and Italians had also produced their own versions by then. The League
Covenant that was eventually decided was the outcome of a lengthy bargaining
process amongst these and other players. Wilson’s chief contribution was not as the
originator of the Covenant but rather lay in his insistence that some edifice bearing
the title ‘League of Nations’ should be created, that the League should be the first
item on the Paris agenda and that it should be an integral part of the peace treaty.18

THE COVENANT OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS

The Covenant consists of 26 Articles, as against the 111 Articles of the United Nations
Charter, but despite its relative brevity it still contains several features that are of
great importance in the history of international organisation. Almost every Article
was the subject of intense negotiation, first between the British and Americans, who
between them produced the ‘Hurst–Miller draft’, on which subsequent discussions
were based, and then in the Paris meetings. The key principles of the Covenant may
be summarised as follows.

Collective Security
Although this term was not used until much later, its central theme – deterring
potential aggressors by agreeing in advance to oppose them with a united front of
all other states – was present in all of the deliberations. The collective security idea
had been discussed in earlier international conferences, such as those after the
Napoleonic Wars, but its immediate origin lay in the belief that the First World War
would have been prevented had Germany been aware beforehand of how extensive
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the opposition to it would become. The League’s key collective security provisions
were contained in Articles 10 and 16. Article 10 stipulated that the League’s members
‘undertake to respect and preserve as against external aggression the territorial
integrity and existing political independence of all Members of the League’. In 1919
this was by far the most controversial Article being debated and was a major factor
behind the American Senate’s refusal to accept the peace treaty. However, partly
because of this, the commitment had been extensively watered down, with an
original ‘guarantee’ being replaced by an ‘undertaking’ and with the League Council
merely being required to ‘advise upon the means by which this obligation shall be
fulfilled’. Article 16 states that if a Member resorted to war without going through
various prior steps stipulated in the Covenant to bring about a peaceful resolution of
a dispute, it would ‘ipso facto be deemed to have committed an act of war against all
other Members of the League’: the core principle in any collective security system.

However, the only advance commitment all accepted under this Article was to
sever economic and other relations with the offending state. The Council could
merely ‘recommend’ what forces they should contribute to any subsequent mili-
tary operation. Earlier proposals from the French for an international army with a
permanent general staff failed to win support. Moreover, there were some who
were sceptical from the start about the whole concept of collective security. As early
as 1916, Sir Maurice Hankey, Secretary to the War Committee in Britain, argued
strongly – and presciently – that the promise of security held out by such projects
was ‘wholly fictitious’ and likely to foster dangerous illusions, especially in Britain.19

Crisis Management
Many believed that the war had escalated out of control from its origins in a
relatively minor crisis. Article 12, requiring states to observe a three-month ‘cooling
off’ period before resorting to war, and Article 15, setting out procedures under
which the Council would investigate and report upon disputes, were intended to
prevent a repetition of such escalations.

Disarmament
The Anglo-German naval arms race before the war was seen as another factor con-
tributing to the slide towards conflict. States had different ideas, however, as to which
aspects of arms control and disarmament should be stressed: the British favouring an
end to conscription, the French mainly interested in securing German disarmament,
and the Americans calling for the abolition of the private manufacture of weapons.
Article 8 contained some relatively weak provisions on this matter, calling upon the
Council to formulate arms reduction proposals and upon states to exchange full and
frank information on the subject. The private manufacture of weapons was duly
declared ‘open to grave objection’, the Council being merely required to advise ‘how
the evil effects attendant upon such manufacture can be prevented’.

Justiciable Disputes
The nineteenth century had witnessed a growth in international arbitration and
other means of legal resolution of disputes. Such ‘justiciable disputes’ were defined
by Smuts in his draft Covenant as ‘those which concern matters of fact or which are
capable of a legal or judicial handling’. The Preamble to the Covenant referred to ‘the
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firm establishment of the understandings of international law as the actual rule of
conduct among Governments’. Article 13 committed Members to submit to arbitra-
tion those disputes which they recognised to be suitable for arbitration, and which
could not be settled by diplomacy; while Article 14 established a Permanent Court
of International Justice. This could hear ‘any dispute of an international char-
acter’ referred to it by the parties, or give an advisory opinion if asked by the Council
or Assembly.

Social and Economic Issues
Article 23 extended the range of League activities well beyond security questions.
This was in part a response to the challenge that had been posed by the Bolshevik
Revolution and its claim to represent the interests of the working class, regardless of
nationality, and also Lenin’s anti-imperialist message. Members undertook to secure
and maintain fair and humane conditions of labour and just treatment for their
colonial peoples, while they also entrusted the League with a range of tasks, includ-
ing supervision and execution of agreements relating to the traffic in women and
children and the drugs trade. However, a proposal from Wilson to include a reference
to freedom of religion failed because Japan refused to support it unless there was an
additional provision opposing discrimination against aliens on the grounds of their
race. This was anathema to the Australians and other members of the British Empire
delegation, who feared the implications of such a clause for their immigration
policies, so both proposals had to be dropped.

Trusteeship
The former enemy colonies became mandates of the League under Article 22. This,
however, was far from embodying the kind of anti-colonial principles that are
implicit in the UN Charter, referring as it did to ‘peoples not yet able to stand by
themselves under the strenuous conditions of the modern world’, whose tutelage
was to be entrusted to ‘advanced nations’. While some territories that had been part
of the Turkish empire were deemed to have the potential for self-government in the
short term, others were clearly seen as being far from that condition. The League
mandatories (effectively the new colonial powers) were required to observe certain
principles, such as freedom of conscience and religion, in governing these territories
but otherwise were simply to provide an annual report to the new Mandates Com-
mission of the League.

Organisational Principles
The League was to have three main organs to carry out its work. The most important
of these was its Council, seen by the British and others as a kind of institutionalised
great power concert. Although the British initially called for Council membership to
be open only to the major powers, pressure from the smaller states, as well as from
Wilson, led to the novel device in Article 4 of having both permanent great power
and non-permanent small power members of the Council, the latter to be elected by
the Assembly rather than appointed from time to time by the great powers, as in the
original draft Covenant. The Council was to have primary responsibility for carrying
out the League’s security provisions but its powers in this regard were far less than
those accorded its UN equivalent, the Security Council, as discussed above. Very little
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was said in the Covenant about the Assembly’s nature or composition. In 1919 the
British saw it as a talking shop that would meet very infrequently and would be
composed either of parliamentarians or of representatives of the public drawn from
women’s groups, religious interests and the like.20 In the end the Assembly func-
tioned much like its UN equivalent, the General Assembly, with its members acting
as the official delegates of their states, meeting annually and taking whatever powers
they could, such as overall financial control of the League, a responsibility that had
not been specifically allocated by the Covenant.21 The institution of the Secretariat
occasioned far less controversy, with the Secretary-General (given the grander title of
‘Chancellor’ in most early drafts) seen as essentially an administrator and coordi-
nator of the activities of the League with those of other organisations. Article 6,
establishing the Secretariat, was agreed after only eight minutes’ discussion.22

As a legal document the Covenant had many defects. Some Articles were ambiguous
or contradicted other Articles. The crucial provisions for collective security were full of
loopholes. However, the criticisms of this nature that were made at the time, and are
still occasionally repeated, were misguided. States did not operate within the confines
of a fully developed legal order where, like tax avoiders, they were merely engaged in
an unending search for legitimate ways of attaining their ends. The fact that the
Covenant could be interpreted as permitting some kinds of aggression in certain sorts
of circumstances was immaterial, although anyone witnessing the battles in Paris
over the precise wording of some clause might be forgiven for thinking otherwise.
The significance of weak or ambiguous formulations in the Covenant was not that
these might permit wars which a stricter wording would have prevented, but that
they mirrored the doubts felt by most states about committing their security to the
new system.

Although in general the cautious and restrictive wording of the Covenant accu-
rately reflected states’ determination to protect their sovereign rights and privileges as
well as their scepticism about collective security, it did represent two tentative points
of departure in the history of international relations. First, notwithstanding the
insistence in Article 15 (repeated in Article 2 of the UN Charter) that the League
should not concern itself with matters within the domestic jurisdiction of states, the
Covenant does venture beyond a strict interpretation of this principle in a number of
respects. In particular, it embodied a limited consensus as to the existence of certain
international standards of conduct that were to apply both to colonial peoples and to
working conditions in member countries. Although lacking any mechanisms to
enforce observance of these standards, this did imply a limited right for the League
to concern itself with human rights – a subject that was to become increasingly
important in the League’s successors. Secondly, the Covenant was a clear acknowl-
edgement of the increasing range of common interests shared by states outside the
field of security, and the need for more effective centralised supervision of these.

THE LEAGUE AND INTERNATIONAL SECURITY

At one level, the history of the League is synonymous with the often-told story of the
failure of the Western democracies to oppose the aggression of the fascist regimes
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and prevent world war. The international order established at Versailles was inher-
ently unstable because the temporary weakness of Germany and Russia meant that
the balance of power upon which it was founded was essentially artificial and would
come under increasing strain as those two states regained their strength. With the
United States keeping aloof from any role in maintaining international order
after the Senate’s rejection of the Versailles Treaty, only two of the remaining great
powers, Britain and France, had any kind of commitment to the territorial status quo
determined at Paris, and by the 1930s, with the impact of the Great Depression, only
these two retained any kind of commitment to liberal democratic values, extremist
political views having taken hold in Russia, Italy, Japan and Germany. Such circum-
stances would have imposed severe strains on any international organisation devoted
to a collective security principle whose implicit assumption is that overwhelming
power will always be in the hands of those prepared to resist the enemies of order
and peace.

Many have argued that even in more favourable international circumstances than
those that prevailed in the 1930s there are certain basic flaws in the collective
security concept. It requires states to be united in their determination to resist
aggression, yet if such unity of purpose were to exist, the reason for it would have
vanished.23 The principle assumes that it will always be perfectly clear that
aggression has been committed and that a particular state is the guilty party, yet
world politics are seldom if ever so unambiguous.24 Only a collective security pact
capable of bringing effective sanctions to bear could hope for success, yet states are
unlikely to establish such an obvious threat to their own monopoly of power.25

Indeed it is clear that the major powers themselves had strong reservations about
collective security: even when they were devising the system, London, Washington
and Paris were also agreeing to a separate tripartite system of alliances to guarantee
French security. When these alliances proved abortive following the American failure
to ratify the treaties, France continued to seek security outside the League framework.

Yet this is not the whole story of the League’s involvement with security issues.
Lord Balfour’s comment in 1925, that conflicts amongst the major powers arising
from ‘deep-lying causes of hostility’ were beyond the League’s competence, reflects a
more general constraint upon the capacities of IGOs in a sovereign state system.26

In this regard, one complicating factor for the League was the continued existence, for
several years after the war, of the allied Ambassadors’ Conference, which sometimes
seemed to be a rival (and intrinsically more powerful) agency for ordering post-
war international relations. The issue of the League’s legal competence to consider
matters already on the agenda of the Ambassadors’ Conference was raised in the
case of Yugoslavia’s incursion into Albania in 1920 and during the Greco-Italian
crisis of 1923.27

Similarly, some of Europe’s more tradition-minded diplomats were at first dis-
inclined to grant the League any responsibilities that might, however remotely, imply
a diminution of national sovereignty. In 1921, for instance, Lord Curzon reproved the
Persian Foreign Minister for writing to reassure the League Secretary-General that a
recent Anglo-Persian agreement was not incompatible with the Covenant. The only
effect of such a letter, he maintained, would be to afford the League a pretext to sit in
judgement on Persia’s sovereign right to interpret its own treaty obligations in any
way it chose.28 In early 1920, the allied powers refused to refer the Adriatic question to
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the League Council, arguing that to do so would imply that there was complete dis-
agreement among the allies which diplomacy was unable to overcome, and adding,
ingeniously, that a reference to the League under Article 11 (which mentioned
situations threatening war) would ‘start rumours of war unnecessarily’.29 Taken at
face value these observations seemed to negate the whole purpose of the League,
which had been set up as a centre for diplomacy and an alternative to war.

The withdrawal of the United States was followed by widespread moves in the
Assembly to water down the crucial collective security provisions of Articles 10 and
16. The impact of these could be seen in a British Foreign Office memorandum in
1926 suggesting that, whenever the League Council had to determine the Article 10
obligations of League members, it should have due regard for the ‘geographical
situations and special conditions’ of each state, and that members themselves were
free to decide whether they could contribute to any military action under Article
10.30 The provisions for automatic sanctions in Article 16 were similarly weakened
by a number of Assembly resolutions interpreted by the Foreign Office to mean that
sanctions were not obligatory, although states should ‘co-operate loyally’ in any
collective action under the Article.31 Conversely, efforts to strengthen the League’s
collective security provisions were generally doomed to failure. Britain’s representa-
tive, Lord Robert Cecil, was unable to secure the adoption of a Treaty of Mutual
Assistance, which would have made collective security operate on a regional rather
than a global basis, and would have ensured that sanctions under this system would
be more effective.32 In 1924 the ‘Geneva Protocol’, which would have provided for
compulsory arbitration of disputes, also failed to be adopted, primarily because of
British objections.33

If the League was hampered from the start in its aspirations towards collective
security, this did not prevent it from playing other roles in the security area. As it
came to be a more familiar fixture on the international landscape, so the powers
began to make greater use of it for a vast range of purposes, although there were still
some who, like Britain’s Lloyd George, privately bewailed the results of this trend:
‘It [the League] should have been much more informal, like the Supreme Council.
As it was, it had weak links spreading everywhere and no grip anywhere.’34 In general,
however, after this initial wariness had diminished, the powers developed the habit of
passing on for League consideration a range of disputes and other international
problems which for various reasons they were unable or unwilling to resolve by
normal diplomatic means. For instance, in 1920 London brought the dispute between
Sweden and Finland over the Aaland Islands before the Council because it saw this as
the safest way of dealing with an issue of some delicacy (given Soviet interest in the
Islands) without causing dissension amongst the Western powers.35 Here one concern
was to use the League to give an aura of legitimacy to the territorial distribution which
had resulted from the break-up of the Tsarist empire. The same aim was apparent in
an attempt by the allies to place the short-lived breakaway state of Armenia under
League protection, although on this occasion the League Council declined the allied
request, arguing that the League did not have the resources to undertake tasks of this
magnitude.36

Even Lloyd George discovered a use for the League in 1921, when he threatened
Yugoslavia with League sanctions during a conflict between Yugoslavia and Albania.37

Lord Balfour was later to claim that the peaceful settlement of this dispute had
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only been possible because both states could accept the disinterestedness of the
League’s bodies, including the Commission of Inquiry that was set up to investigate
the matter.38 This was a fairly typical example of the self-congratulatory tone that
accompanied some of the League’s successes in the 1920s, and which helped to
create a popular faith in the League’s efficacy that was, in fact, founded on illusion.
In this case it had been a great power ultimatum to a smaller state which had forced a
settlement, and one, moreover, in a situation where both sides had been genuinely
anxious to reach a border demarcation.

Other issues were passed to the League by the Supreme Council or the Ambas-
sadors’ Conference: sometimes because the powers didn’t want to spend time on
them; sometimes because the questions involved were intractable, and handing them
over to the League was a convenient and legitimate way of evading responsibility
for them; occasionally because they were an unwanted source of friction amongst
the powers themselves; and sometimes because they genuinely called for a lengthy
process of impartial investigation. Numerous border disputes in eastern and central
Europe, Anglo-French differences over Upper Silesia, the Saar Territory, and French
nationality policies in Tunis, and the problems of stabilising the international
economy, all ended up with the League Council for one or more of these reasons.
Its normal workload also included countless smaller problems arising out of its peace
treaty responsibilities for various minority populations.

The resolution of questions of this kind led Britain’s Foreign Secretary, Austen
Chamberlain, to declare in 1925 that his respect for the League had increased now
that he had seen it at work, not ‘on one of those great problems which excite most
attention but on those little problems which if we do not settle them might be a great
trouble in the world’.39 This raises the difficult question of how to assess the value of
much of the League’s work in the 1920s. The League existed in part to prevent minor
crises from escalating into major confrontations between the powers, but one can
only speculate as to whether any of the crises of the 1920s contained the seeds of a
larger conflict which the League could, therefore, be said to have averted. However
the more ambitious claims made for the League during this period were probably
unjustified. Sarajevo had led to war in 1914 because many circumstances had
combined to produce an atmosphere of war-preparedness in Europe. In the 1920s
almost the opposite conditions prevailed.

The Greco-Italian Dispute
Of the many small conflicts and crises where the League played a part in the 1920s,
three illustrate clearly its ability to make a useful contribution as well as its limita-
tions. The first occurred in 1923 when three Italian diplomats were assassinated in
Greece, prompting Mussolini’s government to send a bellicose ultimatum to Greece
with a set of demands which included the payment of a 50 million lire indemnity
within five days.40 When the Greek government did not submit immediately, Italian
troops occupied the Greek island of Corfu, whereupon Greece appealed to the League
Council. To most objective eyes the injured party in this case was Greece, with Italy
having clearly violated the Covenant by its immediate recourse to arms. However,
France was at this time involved in action somewhat similar to Italy’s, having
occupied the Ruhr in an attempt to enforce payment of Germany’s reparations bill,
and was in any case in no mood to condemn a fellow great power in order to bolster
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some abstract principle of collective security. The Council therefore contented itself
with passing the matter to a Commission of Inquiry, simultaneously prejudging the
outcome by ordering Greece to deposit 50 million lire in a Swiss bank pending
the Commission’s findings.41

The Greco-Bulgarian Dispute
The contrast with the Council’s handling of the Greco-Bulgarian affair two years later
is instructive. This began in September 1925 when Greek troops crossed into Bulgaria
after a shooting incident on the border. Strong diplomatic pressure from Britain and
France, acting through the League Council, brought about a rapid ceasefire and a
Commission of Inquiry was appointed to investigate the causes of the conflict and the
amount of reparations which should be paid. In contrast to the Greco-Italian dispute,
when the Council in effect determined in advance both Greece’s responsibility and
that Italy should receive the full indemnity demanded, the Council in 1925 declared
that ‘all necessary care and deliberation should be employed in ascertaining the facts
and fixing the amount of reparations due’.42 Moreover, whereas in the Corfu incident
a legal commission went some way towards condoning Italy’s premature resort to
force, in the Greco-Bulgarian conflict Briand, then President of the Council, stated as a
general principle that ‘in the case of a territory violated without sufficient reason
reparations are due, even if at the time of the event the party committing the violation
believes that the circumstances justified his act’.43

However, although the outcome of this affair was hardly the triumph for col-
lective security it was claimed at the time, it did illustrate the advantages of the
existence of the League in a crisis involving two small states where the great powers
had no vital interests and so could act in concert. The Bulgarian government was
confident enough to be able to instruct its troops not to resist the Greek incursion
once it knew that the League Council was taking up the matter. Even Greece, which
could justifiably feel aggrieved at the double standards which seemed to apply to
similar behaviour by great and small powers, was partially appeased when it received
economic aid, arranged through League auspices.44 Both Greece and Bulgaria bene-
fited from the appointment of a small group of observers to arbitrate over any
frontier dispute for two years after the ceasefire – a forerunner of contemporary UN
peacekeeping operations.

The Bolivia-Paraguay War
The Bolivia–Paraguay conflict, which developed into a major war in the 1930s,
revealed that the League’s sphere of action was mainly limited to Europe and that it
could do little in Latin America without the support of Washington. When the first
fighting occurred, in 1928, the matter was placed before the Council by the League
Secretary-General, Sir Eric Drummond, in a rare use of his personal initiative.45

However, the Council merely reminded the two sides of their Covenant obligations
and passed the issue to a Pan-American institution, which unsuccessfully attempted to
resolve the dispute by arbitration.46 When the conflict reached the level of full-scale
war in 1933 – a war in which 100,000 were to die – the League was far more extens-
ively, although equally ineffectually, involved. It sent out a Commission of Inquiry,
attempted vainly to bring about conciliation, appointed a special Advisory Committee
and tried to enforce a ceasefire by organising (with some success) an arms embargo,
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first against both sides, then against Paraguay alone after it had rejected Assembly
proposals on the war.47 Although the United States participated in the arms embargo,
it refused to join either of the investigative bodies and it was clear to the disputants
that these lacked credibility without an American presence.48

By the end of the 1920s the League had developed a number of techniques which
it had used with varying degrees of success in several conflicts. There were estab-
lished routines for investigating disputes, conciliating the parties and keeping the
peace in the aftermath of the fighting. These had, on occasions, even been backed
by the threat of sanctions. Yet, as the major crises of the 1930s unfolded, the League
seemed increasingly irrelevant, to a point where such a momentous event as the loss
of statehood by one of its own members, Austria, in 1938, could take place virtually
without comment from the League. But in most cases it was not so much that the
League did nothing – the 1930s witnessed the entire range of possible League
responses to crises – but that what was done was always too little or too late.

The Manchurian Crisis
The limitations of the League were perhaps demonstrated most clearly in the first
great crisis of the 1930s, when Japanese troops overran Manchuria in 1931.49 Japan
had a legitimate military presence in Manchuria to protect its interests in the South
Manchurian Railway, and it was an explosion on the railway, allegedly detonated by
Chinese soldiers, which sparked off the Japanese move into Manchuria. Although it
was revealed much later that the whole incident had been manufactured by the
Japanese army as a pretext for the invasion, blame at the time appeared to be more
evenly divided. The League Council at first hoped to be able to deal with the issue in
much the same way as it had handled the Greco-Bulgarian conflict – as an ‘acci-
dental’ outbreak of fighting which both sides wanted to be peacefully resolved.
China appealed to the League under Article 11 of the Covenant, rather than immedi-
ately resorting to the collective security and enforcement provisions of Articles 10, 15
and 16. The Council’s first move was to call for a ceasefire and withdrawal of
Japanese troops. When the Japanese did not withdraw and further Council meetings
(attended for the first time by an invited American delegation) were fruitless, it was
decided on 10 December to send a League Commission under Lord Lytton to
investigate the dispute.

Meanwhile Japan’s advance continued, and in January 1932 new fighting broke
out in Shanghai. This led China to make a fresh approach to the League, this time
invoking Articles 10 and 15 and appealing to the Assembly rather than the Council.
The Shanghai affair proved to be merely a temporary episode but Japan, increasingly
dominated by militarist elements, established a separate puppet state in Manchuria,
‘Manchukuo’, on 9 March. Nearly seven months later the report of the Lytton Com-
mission was published. Although it refused to countenance international recognition
of Manchukuo, it called for Manchuria to have autonomous status within China, with
a significant Japanese influence over its administration. The report strove to main-
tain a similar even-handedness throughout, but its adoption by the Assembly on 24
February 1933 was followed on 27 March by Japan’s withdrawal from the League.50

The Manchurian crisis brought into sharper focus than any previous conflict the
range and complexity of the problems faced by collective security in general and the
League in particular. The first area of confusion concerned whether Japan could be
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identified as a clear-cut aggressor. Throughout the crisis Japan was acknowledged to
possess legitimate interests in Manchuria, and, especially in the early days, many
were inclined to believe that the Chinese had brought the conflict upon them-
selves51 – a belief bolstered by the frequent Japanese assurances as to their limited
intentions, which the Council had little option but to accept.52

Secondly, and inevitably in a crisis sparked off by a great power, a variety of
larger political considerations outweighed the immediate issue for the other powers.
Britain and France were anxious not to take any action that would be opposed by
Washington, while in the United States the State Department was influenced by the
possibility that League opposition to Japan might have an adverse effect on the
delicate domestic balance of power in Japan between civil and military factions.53

None of the powers was really willing to confront Japan, while, in accordance with a
long tradition, one section of the British Foreign Office was more concerned lest
French duplicity might enable Paris to gain some advantage over London in its
relationship with Japan.54

A third problem, and one for which the institutionalised character of collective
security was partly responsible, was the considerable delay in implementing the
various stages of the League’s consideration of the matter. Japan was able to use a
variety of delaying tactics including legal quibbles throughout the crisis while the
length of time taken for the Lytton Commission to be constituted and arrive in
China occasioned bitter complaints from the Chinese.55

Finally, the crisis clearly revealed the Eurocentric nature of the League. Several
influential British diplomats argued, in effect, that the fundamental principles on
which the League was based were not applicable to this conflict because the Japanese
had not yet ‘assimilated the ideas of international relations which have guided British
policy since the war’,56 and because, given Japan’s special rights in Manchuria, ‘the
ordinary canons of international intercourse have no application in Manchuria’.57

The Ethiopian Crisis
Ominously, the League’s disarmament Conference, which met from February 1932
until the end of 1934, failed to produce any results other than to confirm a 1925
agreement that poison gases should be prohibited in warfare. But the crisis which
effectively broke the League as a force of any significance in the important political
questions of the time was the Italian invasion of Ethiopia on 3 October 1935.
Although Ethiopia was a sovereign member of the League, Mussolini’s government
had long seen it as occupying a special, quasi-colonial position in relation to Italy.
As early as 1926 Ethiopia had had occasion to protest to the League because of an
Anglo-Italian agreement over the exploitation of Ethiopia’s economic resources. The
1935 crisis began with clashes between Italian and Ethiopian soldiers in the Wal-Wal
region of Ethiopia in December 1934. Although Italy initially seemed prepared to
accept a peaceful solution, Italian pressure continued with a build-up of troops in
neighbouring Somaliland. On 16 March, Ethiopia appealed to the League under
Article 15, which dealt specifically with disputes that had not proved amenable to
arbitration or judicial settlement.

For France and Britain the crisis posed a number of genuine dilemmas, including
the risk of pushing Mussolini into a great power conflict and possibly into the
welcoming arms of the real danger in Europe: Hitler’s Germany. On the other hand,
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should the prestige of the League be seriously damaged by inaction over Ethiopia this
might have equally unfortunate consequences.

Mussolini was able, following the earlier example of Japan, to engage in a number
of delaying tactics, and it was not until September 1935 that the League Council
effectively took up the crisis, although Britain and France had in the meantime been
involved in informal negotiations with Italy.58 They had also begun to consider the
prospects and likely consequences of applying military sanctions against Italy should
Article 16 be invoked. French Prime Minister Laval and Sir Samuel Hoare, Britain’s
Foreign Secretary, privately agreed that sanctions should be limited to economic and
financial measures, to be applied ‘cautiously and in stages’.59 But in public Hoare
made a strong speech at the Assembly in the hope that this might deter Italy from the
action it was so obviously contemplating. A League Commission of Inquiry into the
Wal-Wal incident in effect exonerated both parties, while another League Committee
(investigating one of Italy’s pretexts for the legitimacy of its pressure on Ethiopia)
recommended on 18 September that a League Commission should be appointed to
promote internal reform in Ethiopia: a rare early instance of a global IGO concerning
itself with the internal affairs of a member. But the futility of all such gestures of
conciliation was demonstrated when Italy launched its invasion on 3 October. Four
days later the Council decided that Italy had gone to war in violation of its Covenant
obligations, and on 11 October the Assembly appointed a Committee to coordinate
the imposition of sanctions.

From this point, the international response to the invasion proceeded at three
different levels, which were not always in harmony with each other. At one level, the
various League institutions and special Committees concentrated primarily on the
sanctions question. At another, Britain and France, while also involved in organising
sanctions, continued their behind-the-scenes efforts to obtain an agreed settlement,
efforts whose course was critically influenced by important differences between the
two powers.60 At the third level, public opinion played an important though by no
means always a helpful role, and one in which the different national publics, espec-
ially in Britain and France, did not speak with the same voice.

The principal economic sanctions imposed were an embargo on exports of war
materials to Italy, a prohibition of all Italian exports and a ban on loans to Italy.
Debate at Geneva came to focus on whether stronger sanctions were required,
particularly prohibiting oil exports to Italy and closing the Suez Canal to Italian
shipping. The second was never a real possibility: Britain and France, who controlled
the Canal, both regarded this as clearly a military rather than an economic sanc-
tion and one that would very probably lead to war.61 But an embargo on oil was
another matter and came close to being imposed. Two problems were: first, fears that
American producers might take advantage of an embargo, notwithstanding Washing-
ton’s declared support for sanctions; and secondly worries that an oil embargo might
provoke Mussolini into a ‘mad dog act’ – that is, a declaration of war.62 Britain was
also concerned that, should this happen, she might not be able to count on the
support of France, which was going through a period of political turmoil and where
public opinion, partly influenced by newspaper campaigns, appeared hostile both to
Britain and to any idea of war with Italy.63 It was largely these considerations,
alongside the ever present apprehension that this would be the wrong war at the
wrong time, given the rise of German power, that led to the abortive ‘Hoare–Laval
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Pact’ in December, by which the two powers would have attempted to settle the crisis
on terms favourable to Italy.64

However, opinion in Britain, which was strongly pro-Ethiopian, forced Hoare to
resign when details of the Pact were revealed, and eventually at the end of February
1936, after a League committee of experts had concluded that a universally supported
oil embargo would prove effective against Italy within three and a half months,
Britain decided to support oil sanctions. This caused consternation in France, coming
as it did at the same time as the developing crisis over Germany’s remilitarisation of
the Rhineland. But French apprehensions proved to be premature as resistance in
Ethiopia quickly collapsed before oil sanctions could be introduced. On 10 May the
Ethiopian emperor, Haile Selassie, cabled the League that he had decided to end the
war, prompting, amongst many other responses, Guatemala’s immediate withdrawal
from the League because ‘events have demonstrated the impossibility of putting into
practice the high ideals aimed at when the League was founded’.65

At one level, the Ethiopian crisis may be seen as a case study of the inherent
problems in collective security’s requirement that states undertake a general and
open-ended commitment to unite against any aggressor in a situation where action
against one state could jeopardise the balance of power against another, far more
dangerous aggressor. In the event the chief error of the powers lay in their inability
to reach a clear-cut decision either for or against firm opposition to Italy. The best
illustration of this does not involve sanctions but the other, less dangerous side of
the coin: assistance to Ethiopia. In 1930 the League had passed a draft Convention
agreeing to give financial support to states suffering aggression, but this had never
come into force.66 Ethiopia appealed for financial assistance on 1 November 1935,
arguing that ‘relying upon the guarantee of collective security embodied in the
Covenant, the Ethiopian Government had created neither arsenals nor arms and
munitions factories’.67 Britain’s ambassador to Ethiopia strongly urged the govern-
ment to support the Ethiopian request, but Hoare replied that as the League as a
whole (which was waiting for a lead from Britain) refused to agree to a collective
loan, Britain would not do so unilaterally.68 Ethiopian military resistance to Italy
was, in fact, surprisingly effective for some months, and after the ceasefire Ethiopia’s
delegate to the League argued strongly that lack of financial support to purchase
weapons and munitions had been the decisive factor in the Ethiopian defeat.69

Many explanations and excuses have been offered for the League’s failure in the
security field: it lacked universality, with the United States never a member and
Germany, the Soviet Union, Japan, Italy and several Latin American states with-
drawing at various points; it had to cope with crises of extraordinary magnitude and
frequency at a time when the popular mood in the democracies was against war, and
when the worldwide depression made even the cost of economic sanctions seem
intolerable; the association of the League with the Versailles Treaty made it auto-
matically unpopular in Germany; the Covenant was a flawed document from the
start, with too many ambiguities and loopholes; or alternatively it was too ambitious
and always impracticable in a world of sovereign states. From another perspective, to
talk of the League’s failure is meaningless when the true failure in the 1930s was of
Anglo-French diplomacy and will in the face of relentless aggression, with the League
merely one of the instruments available to the two powers. If so, it was never an
instrument in which they seemed to invest much confidence: the combined annual
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budget of the League, the ILO and the Permanent Court was seldom greater than 6
million dollars – barely the cost of a single cruiser.

THE LEGAL, ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL FUNCTIONS
OF THE LEAGUE

The League had extensive and growing functions apart from its collective security
role. It attempted to carry out its peace treaty obligations to minorities by organising
plebiscites or investigating disputes; its conferences tried to determine rules and
guidelines to govern international economic relations or such matters as the refugee
problem; it drew up international conventions on environmental and ecological
questions, such as the regulation of whaling, or controlling the pollution of the seas
by oil; it devised more comprehensive international regimes in areas like commu-
nications and transit, preventing the spread of epidemics, or controlling drug traffic.

It also had more formal legal responsibilities through the creation of the
Permanent Court of International Justice. This consisted of eleven (later fifteen)
judges selected by both the Council and Assembly, to ‘represent the main forms of
civilization and the principal legal systems of the world’, in the words of Article 9 of
its Statutes. The Court heard 66 cases between 1922 and 1939, of which 28 were
requests for advisory opinions; 50 of the cases were filed before 1932. Many of the
cases stemmed from friction arising out of the peace treaties, especially where
Polish–German relations were concerned. Some created significant precedents, as
when a 1928 advisory opinion on the courts of Danzig appeared to imply that
individuals had rights under international law, thus rejecting the traditional doctrine
which only accorded such rights to states.70

Danzig was also one of the League’s two administrative responsibilities, having
been established as a free city in order to meet Polish demands for access to the sea
without actually ceding the city, with its mainly German population, to Poland.
It was not directly governed by the League but placed under its protection, with a
High Commissioner to act as mediator in disputes. The position of the High Com-
missioner became increasingly impossible with the Nazification of Danzig that
commenced in 1933, and by 1937, the Council had effectively abandoned Danzig to
its fate. The League’s second administrative responsibility was for the Saar Territory,
an economically important area on the Franco-German border that was claimed by
both countries. The League governed it for 15 years, at the end of which it organised
a plebiscite which, as expected, gave the Territory back to Germany, with a massive
Nazi campaign making the result even more inevitable.

The League, in the shape of its Mandates Commission, also had more limited
administrative functions with regard to the former enemy colonies. The different
types of League mandate were listed as: C mandates (South-west Africa, and Ger-
many’s Pacific territories), which the new mandatory powers, South Africa and
Australia, were able to govern virtually without constraint; B mandates (other African
colonies of Germany), where several restrictions on the mandatory power were laid
down; and A mandates (Palestine and Trans-Jordan, Syria and Lebanon, Iraq), which
had a wide range of different provisions. The charter for Palestine, for example,
included the requirement to put into practice the Balfour declaration, which had
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promised a Jewish national home there. The Iraq mandate stipulated that Iraq
should be given its independence as soon as possible.71 The Mandates Commission
was given only marginal and indirect powers of supervision and in practice played
little part other than reviewing the annual report mandatory powers were required
to submit.

The true growth area in international organisation was in economic, social and
humanitarian work, with more than 60 per cent of the League’s budget going to
these functions by 1939.72 It enjoyed the least success in its economic role, notwith-
standing some early triumphs when it undertook responsibilities for the financial
reconstruction and stabilisation of Austria, Hungary, Bulgaria and Greece.73 How-
ever, the more deep-seated problems of the world economy eluded all attempts at
international solution, whether within or outside the League framework. The League
was rather more successful in its other ‘technical’ activities. It established major
institutions such as the Health Organisation and the Communications and Transit
Organisation, as well as numerous committees on such matters as the drug trade,
refugees, the traffic in women and children, and intellectual cooperation. The
important non-members of the League, including Germany before it was admitted
in 1926, participated in most of these activities from the start. Although the new
technical organisations did not supplant all of the existing international unions, as
had originally been intended, they did make a significant contribution to the
development of international regimes in their respective fields. For example, the
Health Organisation established new procedures for combating epidemics, sent out
several large medical units to China, standardised a great number of medicines,
stimulated interest in nutritional problems and initiated studies of child welfare,
public health training and many other subjects. Similarly, the International Labour
Organisation – the only significant part of the League structure to remain intact
after 1945 – which the United States did join had a significant impact in promoting
higher standards for working conditions.

THE STRUCTURAL FRAMEWORK OF THE LEAGUE

One aspect of the League which had, for better or worse, a lasting impact on future
international organisations and on the wider conduct of diplomacy was the structure
of its principal organs, the Council, Assembly and Secretariat. In each case the basic
pattern set in the League was maintained in the UN as well as in several regional
organisations.

The Council’s prospects of becoming an institutionalised great power concert had
vanished when the Peace Conference accepted the principle of four Council seats for
smaller states on a non-permanent basis. Once this was conceded, it inevitably made
the acquisition of such places a matter of prestige and even, for some states, a major
foreign policy goal. The Assembly had decided in 1920 that the main criterion in the
allocation of non-permanent places should be equitable geographical distribution.74

This accentuated an already evident tendency towards the formation of regional
blocs, as was evident in the crisis occasioned by Germany’s admission to the League
(and an automatic Council seat) in 1926, which led to claims for permanent Council
membership from Brazil, Poland and Spain. An attempt was made to appease them
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by increasing to nine the number of non-permanent seats (which had already been
increased in 1922 to six), to include a new category of three ‘semi-permanent’ seats,
whose members could be re-elected by a two-thirds majority of the Assembly. This
did not satisfy Brazil and Spain, who both resigned from the League, although Spain
returned within two years.

The Assembly, despite being seen as by far the least important League body, had
been allocated a number of functions by the Covenant, including, under Article 3,
the capacity to deal with ‘any matter within the sphere of the League or affecting the
peace of the world’. But these formal provisions were far less important in estab-
lishing the Assembly’s significance than a series of precedents set in the first
Assembly, which opened on 15 November 1920. These included the decisions to meet
every year, not every four years as originally envisaged, to assume overall financial
control of the League, and to require the Council to present it with a report on its
activities every year. On important political questions the requirement for Assembly
votes to be unanimous sometimes prevented action, though nothing like as often as
had once been feared.75

Only three disputes were referred directly to the Assembly, with results which in
general did not suggest that such a large organisation could play a useful role where
tact and diplomacy might be needed more than verbal belligerence. This was particu-
larly the case with the first dispute, the fighting in Shanghai during the Manchurian
crisis, where the highly nationalistic and sensitive government in Japan did not take
kindly to criticism from smaller states. The Assembly debates were one of the factors
leading to Japan’s withdrawal from the League, as they were, also, in prompting
Paraguay to withdraw after the Bolivia–Paraguay dispute had been referred to the
Assembly. The third instance, the Soviet invasion of Finland at the end of 1939, came
when the League was already virtually irrelevant, although its action in expelling the
Soviet Union was likewise an expression of moral indignation rather than a well
thought-out attempt to resolve the crisis.

The third part of the League’s structure was its Secretariat. In the absence of clear
guidelines in the Covenant, the first Secretary-General, Sir Eric Drummond, tried to
establish the principle that League officials were responsible to the League rather than
to their own countries, but, inevitably perhaps, practice did not always match the
theory. Places on the Secretariat assumed a political significance from the outset as the
major blocs in the League tried to ensure that their interests were well represented. For
instance, when the Frenchman Joseph Avenol replaced Drummond in 1933, Italy,
Germany and the smaller states as a group each demanded and received the
‘compensation’ of an additional place on the Secretariat.76 Moreover, as Drummond’s
biographer notes: ‘In a sense, Secretariat positions and places on temporary or
permanent League bodies . . . were a type of spoils system manipulated both to pay
off political obligations as well as to assure the continual loyalty or assistance of a
particular power.’77 This was especially the case of the fascist states, but even Drum-
mond maintained close links with the British Foreign Office, frequently informing
London about his Secretariat business and sometimes about his dealings with other
powers, and receiving access to confidential documents in return.78

In two respects the Secretariat demonstrated the value of having a permanent
body of international officials. It frequently served as a useful and necessary channel
of communication between the many parts of the League, including the national
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delegations. And over the years it became a repository of information and experience
about the unique problems of international organisations. It may say something for
the validity of the concept of the impartial international civil servant that many
League officials later took up employment with the UN.

CONCLUSION

There are three main reasons why the failure of the League did not doom the whole
process of international organisation. The first is that the obvious defects in the
League Covenant could be amended, particularly with the United States as a
member. Secondly, it was clearly going to be increasingly difficult for the major
powers simply to ignore the voices of the smaller states in matters where the latter
felt they had a significant interest, and a global IGO meeting continuously provided a
means of giving all states a chance of making their opinions known. Finally, the
League had been established as a response to several clearly perceived problems and
these showed no sign of going away. Indeed, the tasks which seemed to require
cooperative international solutions had grown in number, as even the briefest
comparison of the Covenant with the UN Charter indicates. It was, therefore,
possible to see the League not as having failed but as having made a start, if not an
especially encouraging one.
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THE CREATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Two things were clear in the minds of the wartime allied leaders: they would create a
new collective security system and they would not build it on what was now seen as a
discredited League structure.1 Yet despite themselves, the framers of the Charter
created an organisation that bore ‘a most embarrassing resemblance’ to the League.2

Significant elements of successful pre-existing international machinery, such as
the International Labour Organisation, were adopted without fundamental altera-
tion. The structure of the UN, with its Secretariat, Security Council and General
Assembly, mirrored the equivalent organs of the League (see Figure 3.1). Both
organisations were firmly based on the principle of sovereign equality (Article 2.1 of
the Charter), and many of the commitments are virtually identical. But the immedi-
ate context in which the Charter was drafted was different in three ways.

First, the drafting of the Charter was much more professional and considered.
Its general outline had been agreed by the end of the Moscow Conference in
October 1943. Exceedingly complex negotiations between professional diplomats at
Dumbarton Oaks in August–September 1944 worked out many of the details, but the
sensitive issue of the Security Council veto was left to the top-level Yalta meeting in
February 1945. There the ‘big three’ – the USA, USSR and UK – agreed that on all but
procedural matters, each of the Security Council’s permanent members would have a
veto – that is, could prevent the adoption of a resolution by voting against it. They
then imposed it on the San Francisco Conference of April–June 1945.3

Secondly, the UN was deliberately created before the end of the war. This was
because the ‘big three’ wanted to cash in on wartime unity. They feared post-war
disunity both at home (the Americans were worried about a resurgence of isola-
tionism) and among the allies. They also wanted to avoid the 1919 mistake of linking
the new organisation with the peace treaties.

Thirdly, and according to one of the drafters, ‘[n]othing . . . was so original in
the Charter as the manner of its making’.4 The San Francisco Conference, which
was attended by fifty states, took place in an unprecedented glare of publicity. Some
1200 amendments were tabled and discussed, and important changes were made.
The General Assembly’s powers became more definite and it was given the right to
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P R I N C I P A L O R G A N S

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY SECURITY
COURT OF JUSTICE COUNCIL ASSEMBLY

Military Staff Committee Main committees

Standing Committee and ad hoc bodies Other sessional committees

International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia Standing committees
and ad hoc bodiesInternational Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda

UN Monitoring, Verification and Inspection Commission (Iraq) Other subsidiary organs

United Nations Compensation Commission

Peacekeeping Operations and Missions

Programmes and funds
UNCTAD UNDP UNHCR
United Nations Conference on United Nations Office of the United Nations
Trade and Development Development Programme High Commissioner for Refugees

ITC UNIFEM UNICEF
International Trade Centre United Nations United Nations
(UNCTAD/WTO) Development Fund for Women Children’s Fund

UNDCP UNV WFP
United Nations United Nations World Food Programme
Drug Control Programme Volunteers

UNEP UNFPA UNRWA**
United Nations United Nations United Nations Relief
Environment Programme Population Fund and Works Agency for Palestine

Refugees in the Near East

UNHSP
United Nations Human
Settlements Programme
(UN-Habitat)

Other UN entities
OHCHR UNOPS UNU NSSC UNAIDS
Office of the United United Nations Office United Nations United Nations Joint
Nations High for Project Services University Systems Staff College United Nations
Commissioner Programme
for Human Rights on HIV/AIDS

Reserch and training institutes
INSTRAW UNITAR UNIDIR**
International Research United Nations Institute United Nations Institute
and Training Institute for Training and Research for Disarmament Research
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** Report only to the General Assembly.
Source: United Nations, Department of Public Information DPI/2299 (February 2003).

Figure 3.1 The United Nations system
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discuss and make recommendations on any matter affecting the peace of the world
or the general welfare of nations.5 The powers of the Economic and Social Council
(ECOSOC) were significantly altered, and its dignity was enhanced by making it one
of the UN’s principal organs. The Conference added a Declaration Regarding Non-
Self-Governing Territories (Chapter XI). It drafted two lengthy Chapters (XII and XIII)
on trusteeship, which had not been discussed at Dumbarton Oaks, and in so doing
strengthened the system that had been submitted by the sponsoring powers and
France. It also established the Trusteeship Council as a major organ.

DIFFERENCES FROM THE LEAGUE

As mentioned, there were fundamental similarities between the UN and the League.
But within these elements of continuity there were five significant differences of
shape and emphasis.

The first was the veto. In the eyes of the ‘big three’, this was the greatest
improvement over the League, in that – as the British Commentary on the Charter
put it – ‘the successful working of the United Nations depends on the preservation of
the unanimity of the Great Powers. . . . If this unanimity is seriously undermined
no provision of the Charter is likely to be of much avail.’6 Secondly, whereas the
Covenant was more British than American, the Charter was the reverse. This largely
accounted for the third difference: that the new organisation was given a greatly
enlarged role in economic and social matters. There were several reasons for this: the
immediate problems of postwar economic reconstruction; a widespread feeling that
some international safeguards should be instituted to counter the blatant and extreme
violations of human rights of the kind committed by the Nazis; and a suspicion that
war might result from adverse economic conditions. Fourthly, the Charter has a
different tone. The Covenant rather suggested that the League’s major problem would
be accidental and limited war, whereas the Charter seems to envisage large wars
begun deliberately by wicked men. The final difference was that the UN marked
several steps forward in terms of the expectations of states, as seen in the suggestions
that economic, social and welfare issues might be considered internationally, that
colonial powers had a responsibility ‘to promote . . . progressive development towards
self-government or independence’,7 and that human rights were a matter for inter-
national concern. A clash soon developed between this last idea and Article 2.7 of the
Charter (which forbids UN intervention in ‘essentially . . . domestic matters’), which
in time resulted in some erosion of the non-intervention principle.

THE EARLY YEARS: COLD WAR DISPUTES AND THE
COLLAPSE OF THE CHARTER SYSTEM

The cold war between the US-led West and the Soviet-led East was already perceptible
by the time the Charter came into force in October 1945. Because of its tensions, the
most important intended change from the League – that the Security Council should
be something like a great power directorate – did not materialise, foundering on the
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shoals of superpower mistrust. The clearest manifestation of this was the 279 vetoes
cast during the cold war. Most vetoes in the first period, 1945–60, were cast by
the Soviet Union (see Table 3.1), reflecting her isolated position in the Council.
Unsurprisingly, the USA made propagandistic use of the situation, arguing that it
demonstrated Soviet obstructiveness and introducing resolutions that would
patently elicit vetoes.
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Table 3.1 Patterns in the use of the veto

Period China* France UK USA Russia/

USSR**

Total

2002 0 0 0 2 0 2

2001 0 0 0 2 0 2

2000 0 0 0 0 0 0

1999 1 0 0 0 0 1

1998 0 0 0 0 0 0

1997 1 0 0 2 0 3

1996 0 0 0 0 0 0

1995 0 0 0 1 0 1

1994 0 0 0 0 1 1

1993 0 0 0 0 1 1

1992 0 0 0 0 0 0

1991 0 0 0 0 0 0

1990 0 0 0 2 0 2

1989 0 2 2 5 0 9

1988 0 0 1 6 0 7

1987 0 0 2 2 0 4

1986 0 1 3 8 0 12

1981–85 0 4 7 24 2 37

1976–80 0 5 4 10 4 23

1971–75 2 2 8 11 5 28

1966–70 0 0 2 1 1 4

1961–65 0 0 1 0 11 12

1956–60 0 2 2 0 15 19

1951–55 1 0 0 0 29 30

1946–50 0 2 0 0 51 53

Total 5 18 32 76 120 251

* Taiwan occupied China’s seat until October 1971 when it was replaced by the People’s

Republic of China.

** In December 1991 the Russian Federation succeeded to the Soviet Union’s seat.

Note:

Statistics derived from Sally Morphet, Research and Analysis Department Memorandum, Table of

Vetoed Draft Resolutions in the United Nations Security Council, 1946–1995 (Foreign and Com-

monwealth Office, International Research Unit, Research and Analysis Department, January

1996); and Celine Nahory, Giji Gya and Misaki Watanabe, Subjects of UN Security Council Vetoes,

http://www.globalpolicy.org/security/membership/beto/vetosubj/htm.



In this climate it was impossible to create the envisaged UN machinery for the
maintenance of international peace and security. Since East and West did not trust
each other to carry out military action on behalf of the UN, the Military Staff
Committee talks about the creation of a UN force broke down in 1948. The Security
Council also played only a limited role in the pacific settlement of disputes.

THE KOREAN WAR AND THE QUESTION OF
COLLECTIVE SECURITY

In the Korean War, the UN moved from being simply a forum for diplomatic pres-
sure and propaganda to playing a forceful role in a way not envisaged by the drafters
of the Charter. When North Korea invaded South Korea on 25 June 1950, the US
immediately took the matter to the Security Council. Because the Soviets were
boycotting the Council (over the failure to give China’s seat to the new, Communist
regime), the Council was able to adopt an American resolution calling on members
to ‘furnish such assistance to the Republic of Korea as may be necessary to repel
the armed attack and restore international peace and security in the area’. By mid-
September, 14 states had sent ground forces for the defence of South Korea.8

However, the American force commander, General MacArthur, was carried away by
virulent anti-communism and military success and provoked the entry of China into
the war. The UN suffered near-disastrous reverses and, with the Soviets now back in
the Security Council, the United States raised the issue in the General Assembly.
Under the Uniting for Peace Resolution (Resolution 377), the Assembly authorised
itself to consider any threat to the peace if the Security Council was blocked by the
veto. The following year, at America’s instigation, China was condemned as an
aggressor. The war dragged on until July 1953 when an armistice agreement restored
the status quo ante.

The American propaganda-machine portrayed Korea as a collective security opera-
tion. This claim is justified in three ways. First, the UN took strong action against
aggression. Secondly, a UN-commanded force was established after the Security
Council had condemned North Korea’s invasion. Thirdly, although the Charter gives
the Security Council primary responsibility for maintaining international peace and
security, the General Assembly clearly has a secondary or residual role. It might
not have been collective security as envisaged in the Charter, but it was pretty well in
line with the League’s conception that individual states would contribute as and
when they individually recognised that aggression had been committed.

However, the operation in Korea was not collective security as envisaged in the
Charter, but peace enforcement – partial and threatening action authorised by
the UN. This was, firstly, because whereas the Charter-makers had assumed that
all the great powers would participate in decisions about collective security, the US
had swiftly taken advantage of a Soviet boycott of the Security Council to pass US-
inspired resolutions.

Secondly, the Korean operation was overwhelmingly American. The US con-
tributed 50 per cent and the South Koreans 40 per cent of the UN ground troops, to
which only 16 out of 60 UN members contributed men. The US also provided most
of the air and sea forces. The UN command was practically identical with the US
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Far Eastern Command, sharing the same commanding officer and common head-
quarters. Moreover, General MacArthur considered himself a US commander waging
war on communism on behalf of the US. Nor were other members much consulted.
The final armistice was negotiated on Washington’s instructions and the Security
Council played no role. Conversely, and contrary to the Charter’s conception of
collective security, North Korea was not isolated but received considerable assist-
ance (chiefly from Beijing), and the Soviet Union staunchly opposed what the UN
was doing.

Thirdly, there was little of the centralised decision making envisaged by the
Charter. It was up to individual states to decide whether they wished to participate
militarily in the war or in the economic embargo against China after the General
Assembly had condemned it as an aggressor in February 1951.

Fourthly, after crossing the 38th parallel (dividing North and South Korea) in
October 1950, the exercise was transformed into a campaign to unite Korea. Only
military failure brought the UN back to its original aim of acting ‘solely for the
purpose of restoring the Republic of Korea to its status prior to the invasion from the
north and of re-establishing the peace broken by that aggression’.9

Fifthly, the US would have acted anyway as the Korean War was in her interest:
she ordered her armed forces to come to the aid of South Korea even before the
crucial UN resolution. However, using the UN to legitimise US actions was not
entirely straightforward, as to some extent the UN tied Washington’s hands, and at
crucial moments the General Assembly exercised a restraining influence.

CHINESE REPRESENTATION IN THE UN

An important legacy of the Korean War, and another consequence of US dominance
of the cold war UN, was the travesty of Taiwan continuing to sit in China’s Security
Council seat for 22 years after the establishment of the (Communist) People’s
Republic of China (PRC) in 1949. The Korean War intensified already-strong Ameri-
can hostility to Beijing; and the General Assembly, prompted by the US, condemned
the PRC as an aggressor. Selective sanctions were imposed against it. The United
States then used her dominance in the General Assembly to prevent the discussion of
the question of China’s seat. As the General Assembly became dominated by the
third world, and the US lost her assured, automatic majority, Washington resorted
(in 1961) to having the question of Chinese representation declared an important
question. This required a two-thirds majority and kept Taiwan in the UN for another
decade. Only in 1969 did votes for the People’s Republic start picking up, and in
October 1971 Taiwan was replaced by the PRC.

THE RISE OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

In the Uniting for Peace Resolution, America had sought to capitalise on her
dominance in the General Assembly by trying to turn that organ into a body that
could authorise collective security operations. This soon proved unfeasible and
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Washington turned back to alliances such as NATO, for her security needs. None the
less, the prestige of the General Assembly rose at the expense of the strife-ridden
Security Council. This was because the US continued being more or less assured of
voting majorities in that organ and because weaker states were keen to increase the
authority of the Assembly. And so, while the Security Council lost work and went
into decline, the General Assembly came to be seen as the important organ.

THE UN AND DISPUTES ARISING OUT OF THE ENDING
OF COLONIALISM

Indonesia
The cold war did not prevent the UN playing a useful role in several disputes arising
out of the end of colonialism. One of the earliest examples of UN mediation, which
also indicated the UN’s powerful anticolonial thrust, was in 1947 when the Dutch
colonial authorities clashed with the de facto Indonesian republican government.
In the first of many such claims by colonial powers, the Netherlands said it was a
domestic matter, falling within Article 2.7 of the Charter. The Security Council
successfully evaded this assertion and appointed a three-nation Good Offices Com-
mittee to try to conciliate the two parties. A truce was arranged but was quickly
violated by the Dutch. The Council then upgraded the Committee into a Commission
for Indonesia and gave it greater powers. After strong US pressure, the Netherlands
agreed in March 1949 to grant speedy independence to Indonesia.

In this instance, the existence and character of the UN clearly influenced the
behaviour of the two principal actors – the Netherlands and the USA – and also
the eventual outcome. Washington did not want to upset or humiliate the Nether-
lands, but she was worried about communist influence in the region and was
unwilling to allow Moscow the propaganda victory of being seen as the greatest
friend of liberation movements. The mere fact of UN membership forced the USA to
take a stance on a dispute she might otherwise have ignored. The Netherlands was
affected by a rising tide of criticism, especially from Asian countries who were willing
to organise sanctions. The UN played a valuable role in defusing and settling the
crisis and, thanks to it, the Dutch government escaped from an uncomfortable
situation in a face-saving way.

Palestine
The UN also played a part in bringing independence to the former Italian colonies in
Africa – Libya, Somaliland and Eritrea – though in the latter’s case, not until after a
long armed conflict with Ethiopia. Two other disputes arising out of decolonisation
also produced considerable and long-lasting strife: Palestine and Kashmir. In Pales-
tine, Britain’s attempts to maintain law and order were frustrated by American
meddling, ruthless Zionist terrorism and the sheer costs of keeping a large portion of
her war-weary army in that territory. With the Cabinet unable to think of a solution,
Britain turned to the UN.

In August 1947, after three months’ investigation, the majority of the members of
a Special UN Committee thought that Palestine should be partitioned into an Arab
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state, a Jewish state and a UN-administered Jerusalem. (The minority recommended
a federal state with Jerusalem as its capital.) The Jews welcomed the partition plan
since the balance of advantage was in their favour. The Arabs, however, were im-
placably opposed to the creation of a Jewish state. Britain had earlier warned that
she would not enforce a solution unacceptable to both sides. Believing the plan to be
an inequitable recipe for disaster, and in the faint hope that announcing her immi-
nent withdrawal might make the Arabs and Israelis reach a settlement, Britain
declared she was abandoning the mandate. Thereafter she took no part in UN dis-
cussions on Palestine and sullenly let events run their course prior to her departure
on 15 May 1948.

Thanks to strong-arm US tactics, the General Assembly approved the partition
plan, and a UN Commission for Palestine was set up to implement it. However, the
UN Commission never left New York and the Jewish community in Palestine declared
the existence of Israel at midnight on 14 May 1948. A few minutes later President
Truman granted immediate recognition without consulting or informing anyone.
All the members of the Security Council were worried that the bloodletting that
followed the creation of Israel might escalate dangerously. So the Security Council
used tough words, demanding a four-week truce, which was obtained with the
assistance of unarmed UN officers. When fighting broke out again a month later, the
Security Council ordered an indefinite truce and brought in more officers to supervise
it. The situation remained precarious. Peace treaties were impossible. The presence
of international officers – later known as the UN Truce Supervision Organisation
(UNTSO) – became a permanent fixture.10 Several UN officials were killed during the
1948 fighting, including the UN mediator, Count Bernadotte of Sweden.

Kashmir
The problem of Kashmir was a legacy of Britain’s hasty partition of India. Following
Independence in August 1947, the situation became increasingly inflammable.
A large force of Pathans crossed the border from Pakistan, leading the Hindu ruler of
Muslim Kashmir to accede to India, who then provided military help. Finding her
army confronting Pathan tribesmen, India protested to the Security Council that
Pakistan was interfering in Kashmir. Pakistan protested that her hands were clean
and that India was violating self-determination and oppressing Kashmiri Muslims.
The Security Council despatched a Commission, which obtained the parties’ agree-
ment to a ceasefire (coming into operation on 1 January 1949) and used a small
group of military officers to watch over the ceasefire and prevent minor incidents
getting out of hand.

Since neither India nor Pakistan renounced their claim to the whole of Kashmir,
the officers remained after the delineation of the ceasefire and became known as
the UN Military Observer Group in India and Pakistan (UNMOGIP). A few dozen
UNMOGIP soldiers were still there in 2003, monitoring the 500-mile partition line
(which India claims is an international frontier) from the Pakistani side. Although
there is frequent tension, and India and Pakistan have several times come to blows,
neither party is constantly thirsting for war. India grudgingly accepts the presence of
UNMOGIP (despite insisting since 1972 that it has no function) while Pakistan sees
UNMOGIP as a symbol of her continuing grievance.
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AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO SECURITY: PEACEKEEPING

It was not until the late 1950s that it was recognised that the UN was engaging in a
distinctive activity that, while not envisaged in the Charter, was immensely helpful in
threatening situations. At the time, the Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjöld often
referred to peacekeeping as ‘preventive diplomacy’. This reflected his belief that
peacekeeping was a diplomatic method whose purpose was chiefly to prevent the cold
war seeping into conflicts. However, although peacekeeping did do this, it had a wider
role. It referred ‘to the international help which is sometimes sent to an immediate
problem area’ when conflicting parties ‘wish, at least for the time being, to live in
peace’.11 In retrospect, it is clear that this was what the UN did in Indonesia, Palestine
and Kashmir. Yet the concept of peacekeeping has always been misunderstood, partly
because it is often confused with collective security and enforcement action. Peace-
keeping’s expanded role since the end of the cold war has also muddied the concept.
However, the fourfold characteristics of traditional peacekeeping did not alter during
the cold war years, and they are still relevant to a number of missions today.

The first of these characteristics is that such missions’ operational personnel are
drawn from armed services. Such people are usually available for immediate despatch
to trouble spots; they are acceptable to the local military with whom they will have
to deal; and they have the expertise which is generally needed. They are subject
to tight discipline (important in sensitive spots on foreign soil), and the authorita-
tive approach of the military can be very useful. Such peacekeepers are drawn from
countries with no immediate interests in the dispute, and during the cold war they
tended to come from the Nordic countries, Canada, India and Ireland.

The second, vital, characteristic of traditional peacekeeping is its values (or
principles): the requirement that such bodies adopt a non-threatening and impartial
approach. Peacekeepers are not in the business of using or threatening force. They
are armed lightly (or, in the case of most observer groups, not at all), and may only
use their weapons in self-defence and to assert freedom of movement. They do not
take sides, whatever their private feelings or those of their states. Only thus are they
likely to be trusted by all disputants.

Thirdly, traditional peacekeeping fulfils three functions. Defusion helps to reduce
an immediate crisis by enabling disputants to withdraw in a face-saving way, by
helping to avoid a crisis escalating to war, or by deterring third parties from inter-
vening. Once in place, the force may help to settle future crises. UNTSO and
UNMOGIP served this function. Calming activity helps to keep a potentially danger-
ous situation quiet, just as a bandage protects an open wound. Peacekeepers may also
stop things getting worse by dispelling each side’s anxiety about the other’s inten-
tions, and helping to prevent incidents. Sometimes, the wound is so deep that, as
with UNMOGIP, peacekeepers are in for a long stay. Peacekeeping to settle or resolve
disputes occurs when an impartial third party is required to ensure that each party
honours its side of an agreement. For example, to maintain order during a plebiscite,
to oversee a plan for national reconciliation, or to administer a disputed territory
prior to handing it to one of the disputants without the other losing face.

The final characteristic of traditional peacekeeping refers to the context in which
it operates. Its function is, in all key respects, one of cooperation. An authorising
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body such as the Security Council or General Assembly must agree on the establish-
ment of the operation, determine its duration and, if need be, extend its mandate.
States must supply resources and funds for the operation. And host states must give
their consent and be willing either to settle their dispute or to desist from hostilities
for the time being. If consent is withdrawn, the force must be removed, otherwise
sovereignty would be infringed; contributing states would probably withdraw their
troops; and the non-cooperation or hostility of the host state would quickly make
peacekeeping untenable. Unless all the immediate parties to a dispute are willing
to co-operate, peacekeeping cannot work. If just one side cooperates, peacekeepers
may no longer be regarded as impartial, and much of the mission’s raison d’être
will be lost.

UNEF
The first UN Emergency Force (UNEF I), in the Sinai – often regarded as the be-
ginning of peacekeeping – illustrates these characteristics. It began as a defusing
operation when Britain and France invaded Egypt in 1956. Since British and French
vetoes blocked Security Council action, the General Assembly used the Uniting for
Peace procedure to discuss the Suez crisis. The majority supported a Canadian sug-
gestion that a UN force should replace the British and French troops. But in order
that all concerned could put their own interpretation on what had happened, the
exact way of replacing the British and French was left vague. No-one was deceived
that Britain and France were being forced out of Egypt, but they kept some dignity.
After they and the Israelis had gone, UNEF’s 6000 troops from ten countries sat on
the Egyptian side of the Egypt–Israel border, Israel having rejected their presence.
The force remained a calming presence until 1967 (diminishing in scope as the years
went by), helping to prevent incidents and reducing anxiety.

The Congo
The UN operation in the Congo from 1960 to 1963 illustrates the way in which
the cold war continued to dominate the UN in the security field. It also marked the
culmination of the USA’s manipulation of the cold war UN.

Having been thrust precipitously into statehood on 30 June 1960, the former
Belgian Congo (now the Democratic Republic of the Congo) immediately disinte-
grated into bloodshed and chaos following a mutiny by the Congolese army. Without
the permission of the Congolese government, Belgium began intervening to restore
law and order. The Congolese government appealed to the UN for protection from
Belgian aggression.

UNEF I had given a powerful impetus to the idea that despite the breakdown
of collective security, the UN could play a significant role in the maintenance of
international peace. The despatch of an observer group to the Lebanon in 1958 had
further whetted this appetite. Thus the Security Council hardly batted an eyelid at
despatching a 20,000-strong peacekeeping force to the Congo, although, by the
peacekeeping standards of the day, it was huge and tremendously expensive. By
September the UN Operation in the Congo (ONUC) had easily supervised the
withdrawal of Belgian forces. But ONUC’s more important purpose was to defuse a
potential new area of cold war conflict by interposing a neutral, UN force that would
isolate the country from superpower ambitions. Other than France (who sympathised
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with Belgium), the chief external powers all initially supported ONUC. For the
superpowers, it was their first involvement in Black Africa and they invested
considerable energy and prestige in it. Washington had long been a supporter of
peacekeeping in principle, and using the UN seemed an ideal way to avoid the Congo
becoming ‘a kind of whirlpool of great power politics and conflicting world ideol-
ogies’.12 Moscow, meanwhile, was keen to make political capital by having Belgium
branded an aggressor, gaining a friendly Congolese government and preening her
anticolonialist credentials. Unfortunately, the mercurial Congolese Prime Minister,
Patrice Lumumba, leaned clumsily towards Moscow, encouraging Western fears of
Soviet intervention. These worries were shared by the Secretary-General, Dag Ham-
marskjöld, who allowed ONUC to take a line that weakened Lumumba’s position
and led to his downfall and eventual death at the hands of his enemies. The West
was not unhappy at this, but the Soviet Union was livid. Bitterly attacking Ham-
marskjöld for acting ‘in the interests of the colonisers and in flagrant contradiction
of the Charter’,13 the USSR refused to have any dealings with him and demanded
the Secretary-General be replaced by a three-man troika consisting of representa-
tives of the West, the East and the non-aligned.

A complication of the Congo crisis was the secession, at its start, of the copper-
rich province of Katanga, which was very important to the Congolese economy. The
Katangese had no overriding sense of loyalty to the Congolese state and were en-
couraged by Belgium in their greed to keep the profits of the copper mines. But this
violated the principle of territorial integrity and, had it succeeded, would have
offered a dangerous precedent for would-be secessionists elsewhere. It was also seen
as a neocolonialist move by the Soviets and the non-aligned.

Because UN members were more interested in achieving political goals than
adhering to peacekeeping principles, the Security Council authorised the use of force
to end civil war and expel mercenaries, and it was used against Katanga several times
before a decisive military action (at the end of 1962) brought the secession of the
province to an end. By taking sides in a major domestic conflict the UN had moved
from peacekeeping to peace enforcement: that is, it took partial and threatening
action to achieve a settlement of a conflict.

The Congo episode was controversial in several ways. Additionally, it produced an
unhappy fall-out for a number of years. It coloured Soviet attitudes to peacekeeping. It
made African states apprehensive about playing host to peacekeepers. It made many
states, and the Secretariat, very cautious about the UN getting involved within states
in a law-and-order role (fearing that, as in the Congo, it could all too easily lead to
political controversy). And it gave the UN severe financial problems. Until then
peacekeeping costs came out of the regular budget. However, despite a ruling from the
International Court of Justice, 32 states, including France and the Soviet Union, did
not pay their shares of the costs of the Congo operation (and the Soviets also refused
to pay for UNEF I). By 1964 arrears stood at $100 million and there was a major crisis
since, under Article 19 of the Charter, a defaulter is at a certain stage deprived of its
vote in the General Assembly. Had this been applied, the Soviet Union would
probably have left the UN. This was averted by avoiding formal votes for a year. Then,
in 1965, the US conceded that the General Assembly would not apply Article 19 on
this occasion. According to one observer, America’s retreat on the constitutional
issue was ‘the end of an era: the end of American hegemony within the UN’.14
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THE RISE AND FALL OF TWO SECRETARIES-GENERAL

To discharge his office effectively, a Secretary-General (see Table 3.2) must be
trusted by the UN’s members, especially the most powerful. When national interests
clash, he must walk a political tightrope between the claims of opposing sides. In the
paranoid atmosphere of the cold war UN, the balancing act was particularly deli-
cate – and not always successful.

Trygve Lie
The first Secretary-General was Trygve Lie of Norway. He was a dynamic man, full
of initiative and very ambitious for his office and for the UN. He adopted an active
role from the outset, declaring in September 1946 that under Article 99 it was his
duty to inform the Council of threats to the peace, and, if the Council did not act,
he must. By July 1948 he was exercising, unchallenged, the right to present his own
amendments to resolutions before the Council. However, Lie offended the USA (in
1946 over Iran), and incurred British criticism (over the Berlin crisis in 1948), and
Soviet enmity (over Korea). During his last few years in office, he was completely
ignored by the Soviets in their official contacts with the UN and in its attendant
social life.

When Lie’s term expired in 1951, he did not seek reappointment, but the Western
powers felt that, as a matter of principle, it was important to support Lie. The Soviets
responded by vetoing Lie’s reappointment and, after the Security Council had
reported that it was unable to agree on a recommendation, the General Assembly re-
elected Lie. However, the Soviet boycott meant that Lie could not effectively
discharge his office and he resigned in November 1952.

Dag Hammarskjöld
Lie was not the best man for the job. He was too brash, hasty, didactic, tactless and,
in his quest for the UN-inspired millennium, unrealistic. He left the organisation in a
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Table 3.2 UN Secretaries-General

Trygve Lie Norway 1 February 1946 to 10 April 1953

Dag Hammarskjöld Sweden 10 April 1953 to 18 September 1961

U Thant Myanmar

(formerly

Burma)

3 November 1961 to 30 November 1962

(Acting Secretary-General)

30 November 1962 to 31 December 1971

(Secretary-General)

Kurt Waldheim Austria 1 January 1972 to 31 December 1981

Javier Pérez de Cuéllar Peru 1 January 1982 to 31 December 1991

Boutros Boutros-Ghali Egypt 1 January 1992 to 31 December 1996

Kofi Annan Ghana 1 January 1997 –



poor shape. His successor was Dag Hammarskjöld of Sweden, who was expected to
stick to administration and to be untroublesome and quiet. Hammarskjöld immedi-
ately reorganised the Secretariat; he was cautious, and he gained a reputation for
being financially ‘sound’. However, he had no more intention than Lie of taking
a back seat. He also had tremendous gifts. He combined ingenuity, subtlety, tact,
discretion and great intelligence with deft political skills.

Under Hammarskjöld, and apparently because of him, the UN seemed to flourish.
Increasingly, the UN tended to ‘leave it to Dag’, who, seemingly, could perform
marvels. In 1954 he arranged the release of US airmen who had been imprisoned in
China during the Korean War. When the Soviets invaded Hungary in 1956, he was
asked to ‘take any initiative which he deemed helpful’. During the 1956 Suez crisis
he played a very active and effective role, and was granted remarkable executive
powers in respect of the peacekeeping force that the UN despatched to Egypt. In 1958
he expanded the UN presence in Jordan and Lebanon. In 1959 he took the initia-
tive in visiting Laos after allegations that foreign troops had infringed the Laotian
border. In 1960 he was granted considerable powers in controlling the UN’s Congo
operation. Hammarskjöld was able to achieve so much not just because of his genius,
but because he took office at an ideal time: Stalin had died, Eisenhower had become
US President, there was a ceasefire in Korea, and a slight thawing of cold war ten-
sion. Being relieved that the UN was making progress in a few areas despite the
paralysis of the Security Council, the ‘big five’ allowed Hammarskjöld to act rela-
tively independently.

However, Hammarskjöld broke his political back by being too independent.
In seeing himself as a servant of the principles of the Charter, he ignored the vital
importance of keeping the permanent members happy. By running the Congo
operation as a pro-Western enterprise and giving a nod and a wink to Lumumba’s
removal, he incurred the wrath of the Soviets. They boycotted him and began
touting their troika proposal. But he did not just offend Moscow. There was friction
with the Eisenhower administration because of its attempts to bring down the
regime in Guatemala; France was so incensed by Hammarskjöld’s attitude towards
French policy in Algeria and his role during the Bizerte crisis of 1961 that President
de Gaulle did not send condolences when Hammarskjöld died; and there were rows
with other leaders. Had Hammarskjöld not been killed in a plane crash in September
1961, the aura that surrounds his name would probably have dissolved.

THE ‘NON-POLITICAL’ UN

The UN must be distinguished from the wide range of institutions known as UN
Specialised Agencies, which have been established to serve various functional ends.
Collectively, the UN and the Agencies are often called the UN ‘family’ or the UN
‘system’. However, each agency is an entirely separate international organisation.
Some, like the Food and Agricultural Organisation, were established before the UN.
Others were set up as part of the post-Second World War planning. Two of these, the
International Monetary Fund and World Bank, effectively lead a life independent of
mainstream UN activities.
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Within the UN proper, however, there are also many functional commissions,
ad hoc groups, ‘programmes’ and ‘funds’. And two of what the UN refers to as its
Principal Organs also have what may be seen as a ‘non-political’ focus: the Economic
and Social Council (ECOSOC) and the International Court of Justice (ICJ). But this
does not mean that attempts will not be made, as in the case of ECOSOC, to use such
bodies for political ends; nor that even the most non-political body of all – the ICJ –
is removed from the impact of major political phenomena such as the cold war.

ECOSOC
ECOSOC was intended to be the chief coordinator of the UN’s economic and social
activities and was given special responsibility to promote respect for, and observance
of, human rights and fundamental freedoms. Unfortunately, ECOSOC grew into a
sprawling and complex organisation. This was due to its broad terms of reference
and multiplicity of functions, combined with the early decision to pursue ‘every
social and economic objective in sight, with an extravagant faith in the virtue of
words and resolutions and in the value of proliferating committees and commis-
sions’.15 Subsidiary bodies include commissions, committees and working groups on
a huge range of topics. Thanks to effective logrolling, a West European Economic
Commission was followed by Asian and Latin American Commissions, nominally
supervised by ECOSOC. Also formally under ECOSOC auspices, but in practice
autonomous, are such bodies as the United Nations Children’s Fund, the Office of
the High Commissioner for Refugees, the Industrial Development Organisation, and
the UN Development Programme.

In the cold war UN, the work done in some of these fields was relatively uncon-
troversial. But negotiating and proffering advice on important social and economic
questions provided a wide opening for superpower tensions. Profound ideological
divergences over economic doctrine deepened the rifts between states whose repre-
sentatives had scant respect for the Charter – or reality – in airing antagonisms and
prejudices as they sought to score debating points. Discussions of social questions,
such as freedom of information or religious persecution, put the Soviet Union on
the defensive. On the other hand, the Soviets courted Afro-Asian favour by holding
the US up to ridicule on such questions as racial discrimination (which was still
legally practised there in the early 1950s). The role of pro-American and pro-Soviet
non-governmental organisations offered further complications.

The conflict between East and West robbed ECOSOC of the basis that would have
made possible effective cooperation. In economic matters, the US had a profound
impact since many development programmes were effectively dependent upon US
financial support. However, as the UN became dominated by the third world, there
was disenchantment with ECOSOC’s acceptance of the Western view of a minimalist
role for functional agencies. As will be seen in the next chapter, other fora became
more important.

The International Court of Justice
Because the Permanent Court of International Justice (PCIJ) was regarded as one of
the League’s greatest achievements and successes, in 1945 its name was simply
changed to the International Court of Justice (ICJ), and it was made one of the UN’s
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principal organs. However, the cold war climate was unpropitious for the Court.
From the beginning, and up to a point in contrast with the League, law played
second fiddle to politics.

During the cold war, the ICJ languished. In its 24 years, the PCIJ delivered
32 judgements and 24 advisory opinions, all of which were accepted. By contrast,
after 45 years, the ICJ had given only 33 judgements and 19 advisory opinions.
Judgements and advisory opinions have been rejected by all the permanent members
other than Britain, as well as by Bulgaria, Hungary, South Africa, Italy and West
Germany.16 In addition, far fewer states accepted the compulsory jurisdiction of the
Court (under the system known as the Optional Clause), and those who did accept
the Clause tended to attach very sweeping reservations.

This gave rise to a common perception that the ICJ was irrelevant. Yet there was
nothing wrong with the Court. The position was simply that in a society marked
by pessimism, divisiveness, high levels of tension and ideological rivalry (which
extended to the content of international law), the Court could not play a signifi-
cant role.

CONCLUSION

The UN was intended to be an improvement on the League, but its fate during the
cold war is a reminder that it is not the machinery or constitution of an organisation
that is crucial, but the attitude of its members and the international climate. All UN
members sought to use the organisation to further their national interests, but the
US was most successful because of its dominance in international society. The super-
power quarrel prevented the creation of the intended security machinery, and per-
meated all aspects of the UN system. Still, the UN was able to play a useful role
in some disputes, and the development of peacekeeping sometimes helped states to
live at peace.

Meanwhile, the UN had quickly become a vital adjunct to diplomacy. As a club
of sovereign states, the UN (unlike the League of Nations) was very much a going
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concern after fifteen years (and still growing after more than fifty years, see Figure
3.2). In fact, one of the most notable things about the UN during this period is that
despite the most acute international tension, states who were outvoted did not walk
out of the UN. Evidently, the idea that the world should be equipped with an
organisation that included all states was one whose time had come.
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THE THIRD WORLD AND THE UN

The decline in US dominance of the UN began in 1955 when America lost its
‘automatic’ two-thirds majority in the General Assembly. For in that year, after much
superpower wrangling, sixteen new members were admitted. (Until then, Security
Council vetoes or a lack of the required number of positive votes barred admission to
any states expected to side with either superpower in the cold war.) Within a few
years decolonisation had transformed the UN into a third world dominated organisa-
tion: out of 114 members in 1964, fifty-seven were Afro-Asians. In consequence, the
UN of the mid-1960s would have been ‘hardly recognisable’ to those who were at
San Francisco.1

Committees, commissions and working groups proliferated on issues that directly
concerned the third world. The UN’s agenda widened. Soon there were almost yearly
conferences on development or development-related issues – for example, the 1974
Rome food conference, which produced an ambitious, long-term plan and led to
the establishment of the World Food Council. The thrust of the third world UN was
in the direction of economic activities. By the early 1980s, up to six times more was
spent in this field than on international peace and security.

The Soviets courted the third world, but third world states voted with the Soviets
only when their views coincided, and in the early 1960s the US won twice as much
support as the Soviets on cold war issues. However, as the growth of non-alignment
indicates, most new members did not see the cold war as ‘their’ concern. They had
their own agenda and it did not coincide with that of the Soviets or the West. They
wanted to change the largely Eurocentric vision prevailing in the UN, to expand the
UN’s institutions in the direction of development, and to make the organisation
more ‘democratic’.2 The UN’s Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) and the
Security Council became more representative: membership of the former grew
from 18 to 27 in 1965, and from 27 to 54 in 1973. The Council expanded from 11 to
15 in 1965. But this did nothing to remove the international evils as perceived
by new states. They had all the righteousness of the weak and only one trump card,
their ability to speak out – loudly if necessary – and to pass General Assembly
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resolutions by overwhelming majorities. An increasingly strident Assembly became a
third world campaigning body in which voting victories substituted for funda-
mental changes.

ANTICOLONIALISM

From the very beginning the UN had a strong anti-imperial flavour. Two of the ‘big
three’ founder-members – the USA and USSR – were officially anti-imperial, and the
UN’s ranks were rapidly swollen by newly liberated states for whom decolonisation
was a burning issue to be pursued whenever the opportunity arose. There was no dis-
pute about the right of the General Assembly, acting through the Trusteeship Council,
to exert influence in trust territories, whose administering powers were bound by
individual trusteeship agreements. The Trusteeship Council collected annual reports
from administering states, received petitions and despatched three-yearly missions to
each territory. Its membership was equally divided between administering and non-
administering powers. This rendered it insufficiently aggressive or critical for the
anticolonials. Whenever possible, therefore, they used the General Assembly and
bypassed the Trusteeship Council. The Assembly heard oral petitioners who had been
refused a hearing by the Council, sent its own visiting missions to trust territories,
made recommendations (not always in accord with those of the Council) directly to
administering authorities, and tried to get the Trusteeship Council to take certain
sorts of action. And so the Trusteeship Council declined in business and prestige.

Separately from its provisions about Trusteeship, the Charter had a section
(Chapter XI) called the Declaration Regarding Non-Self-Governing Territories (that
is, regarding straightforward colonies). Initially, the colonial powers disputed the
General Assembly’s right to discuss any information they transmitted to the UN
under this Chapter. However, in 1946 the anticolonials succeeded in creating a
temporary Special Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories.
The Committee’s mandate and functions were then repeatedly extended and in the
1950s it became the main focus of anticolonialism. During these years, the General
Assembly decided that resolutions on non-self-governing territories did not require
the two-thirds majority that had been taken for granted until 1953. The colonial
powers’ emphasis on the importance of ‘progressive development’ (Article 73.b) was
criticised as too slow. And the Assembly utterly rejected Belgium’s argument that
overland empires (such as, so it was claimed, the Soviet Union) were similar to
overseas empires.

In 1960 the admission of 17 former colonies gave a big boost to anticolonialism,
and the Soviet Union seized the opportunity to curry friends and make trouble: it
proposed a declaration demanding freedom for all colonies within a year. The 43
Afro-Asians took up the idea, modified it, and in December 1960 a draft resolution
(the Declaration on Granting Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples) was
overwhelmingly passed as Resolution 1514. It demanded immediate independence
and proclaimed the ‘subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domination and
exploitation’ to be ‘a denial of fundamental human rights . . . contrary to the Charter
of the UN, and . . . an impediment to . . . world peace and co-operation’.3
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In 1961, the effort to revoke the legitimacy of colonialism was pushed to an
extreme when India ‘liberated’ Goa from Portuguese rule and the three Afro-Asians on
the Security Council supported India, ignoring Article 2.4, which bans the use or
threat of force. Then, in 1965, Resolution 2105 comprehensively condemned colonial
rule as a threat to international peace and security and a crime against humanity.

Meanwhile, in 1963 the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories4 had been wound up because irked colonial powers would have nothing
to do with it. By then, the anticolonials were pursuing their imperialist quarry in
other fora: the Assembly’s Fourth Committee and the predominantly Afro-Asian
‘Committee of Twenty-Four’, which was established in 1961. The latter committee
collected information and received petitioners – providing they had the ‘right’ bias.
(In 1967 it refused to circulate petitions in which Gibraltarians protested about Spain
or residents of Aden complained about interference by the United Arab Republic [as
Egypt was then called].) It despatched visiting missions where the colonial power
would accept them and, when visits were denied, held meetings in the field, near to
the territories. It also compiled its own list of colonial areas to which independence
should be granted.

The Committee of Twenty-Four became increasingly extreme, partly because the
fiercest anticolonials – the 38 sub-Saharan African states – were frustrated over the
‘hard core’ colonial areas remaining in Africa. By the end of the 1960s, however, there
were few trust territories, and such colonies as remained were mostly very small. But
the campaign continued. It resulted in irritated Western powers leaving the Com-
mittee of Twenty-Four. When Portugal recognised the independence of its former
African colonies in 1974, the anticolonial spotlight focused almost exclusively on
Southern Africa. Here the target was not just colonialism (in the shape of the white
minority regime in Rhodesia, and South Africa’s continuing control of South West
Africa – Namibia), but the racist policies of Rhodesia and South Africa.

RACIAL DISCRIMINATION

South Africa
Racial discrimination had become an international issue in 1946 when the General
Assembly criticised South Africa’s treatment of people of Indian origin. Gradually the
criticism broadened, and when South Africa introduced complete racial segregation
in 1952, the General Assembly launched its onslaught. In 1961, apartheid was con-
demned as a flagrant violation of the Charter. In 1962, the General Assembly passed
its first resolution calling for sanctions (only the Security Council can impose them),
and institutionalised the anti-racist campaign by creating the Special Committee
against Apartheid (as it was known from 1970). From 1966 onwards it was assisted by
an anti-apartheid centre in the UN Secretariat.

The 11 members of the Special Committee against Apartheid were all from the
third world or eastern bloc and they harried South Africa as vigorously as the Com-
mittee of Twenty-Four hounded imperialists. (The UN Council for Namibia acted
similarly in respect of South Africa’s occupation of Namibia.) South Africa was
hounded out of the Food and Agriculture Organisation in 1963, and the International
Labour Organisation in 1964. In 1963 the Security Council called on states to
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embargo arms sales to South Africa, and in 1965 the General Assembly passed the
strongly-worded Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimina-
tion, Resolution 1904. By 1973, 12 per cent of all Assembly resolutions attacked South
Africa. In 1974, South Africa suffered the humiliation of having her delegates’
credentials rejected (which meant they could not appear in the General Assembly or
on its committees). In 1976 the Assembly began advocating ‘armed struggle’. By the
early 1980s, South Africa was being verbally attacked in over half the plenary sessions
and criticised in a fifth of Assembly resolutions. South Africa’s trading partners were
condemned for encouraging racist policies and the Security Council was unsuccess-
fully called on to apply comprehensive mandatory sanctions.5

Rhodesia
Rhodesia came before the General Assembly in 1961, and was one of the first ter-
ritories tackled by the Committee of Twenty-Four. The latter castigated British colo-
nialism, international monopolies and white settlers for being in league with one
another. But it was Rhodesia’s unilateral declaration of independence (UDI) in Nov-
ember 1965 that put it on the front burner. At Britain’s behest, the Security Council
immediately condemned the ‘illegal, racist minority regime’,6 urged states to with-
hold recognition, called on Britain to end the rebellion, and asked other states
to break off economic relations and apply an oil embargo. This fell short of what the
Africans ardently desired and demanded: British military force to defeat the rebels.
But Britain made it clear she would veto military sanctions, and the Security Council
would go no further than was acceptable to London.

However, the Commonwealth (not the UN) persuaded Britain in December 1966
to sponsor a Security Council resolution that led to the first ever application of
mandatory sanctions. Nine exports vital to the Rhodesian economy were embargoed
on the grounds that the illegal regime constituted ‘a threat to international peace
and security’ (this incantation being necessary for Chapter VII to be invoked). Almost
a hundred states reported compliance with the resolution and Zambia, which was
dependent on Rhodesia for 95 per cent of her transport, was given urgent Common-
wealth aid and a British-sponsored airlift of oil. In 1968, at Britain’s request, the
Security Council approved a total trade ban on Rhodesia. The British navy patrolled
the sea surrounding Beira (the port nearest to Rhodesia), but there was much sanc-
tions busting, primarily by South Africa, which supplied Rhodesia with oil, and
Portugal (which ruled neighbouring Mozambique). Moreover, in 1971 the US Con-
gress lifted the ban on importing ‘strategic and critical’ materials from Rhodesia
(chiefly chrome and nickel).

When Rhodesia declared itself a republic in 1970, it again came before the Security
Council. The Afro-Asians insisted on voting on a resolution they knew Britain would
veto. Having seen the Security Council’s sanctions committee paralysed for months
because of ‘a silly little squabble about its membership’, Washington responded to
‘openly insincere manoeuvrings’7 by casting its very first veto. But in the mid-1970s
the political balance in Southern Africa changed with Angolan and Mozambican
independence, and nationalist guerrillas gained an increasing military advantage.
South Africa in effect told Rhodesia’s leader Ian Smith to settle, and Smith reached an
internal agreement in 1978. The world refused to recognise it. By then Rhodesia was
taking up practically all Lord Carrington’s (the British Foreign Secretary) time.
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Significantly, it was not the UN that weighed most heavily in Britain’s thinking but
Commonwealth pressure; the political and economic costs of not settling; the views
of Britain’s European partners and the USA; and (in the eyes of some) the danger of
the expansion of Russian influence. Building on his predecessor’s negotiations, Lord
Carrington chaired the Lancaster House talks that led to Rhodesia becoming
Zimbabwe in May 1980. In this there was no role for the UN: it was a Commonwealth
force that monitored the pre-independence elections.

THE ‘NON-POLITICAL’ UN

In the third world UN, the Western, liberal distinction between what was technical
and political became blurred. Issue compartmentalisation broke down and everything
became ‘related to everything else’.8 This is well illustrated by the events leading to
the demand for what was called a ‘New International Economic Order’ (NIEO).

The New International Economic Order
President Kennedy’s proclamation of the 1960s as a UN Development Decade has
been described as being ‘to economic development what the Declaration on Colo-
nialism was to self-determination’.9 Thereafter the ‘north–south gap’ was a major UN
issue, which gained impetus from the influx of third world members and the arrival
in 1961 of a Burmese Secretary-General, U Thant, who regarded the problem as ‘the
most serious source of tension in the world’.10 In 1960 the UN created the Inter-
national Development Association to provide loans on favourable terms to third
world countries. And in 1962, ECOSOC endorsed Thant’s proposals for action in such
areas as development planning, mobilising human resources, international trade,
development financing, technical cooperation and other aids to development. Mean-
while, the General Assembly passed numerous resolutions endorsing legal principles
that would favour the interests of the third world in its dealings with foreign-owned
businesses. But although there were some gains, the gap between rich and poor
widened and, in terms of assistance and growth, ‘the decade was a dismal failure’.11

By then the third world’s expectations had markedly increased and, being
disappointed with ECOSOC’s conservative line, it had created bodies in which to
challenge the whole American-inspired, liberal trading system: 1964 saw the creation
of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) and the
emergence of the ‘Group of 77’ like-minded third world states.12 By maintaining a
united front under the leadership of UNCTAD’s first Secretary-General, Raoul
Prebisch, the developing states called attention to their trade problems and the way
in which these were aggravated by the developed states, while successfully keeping
attention away from reforms they could introduce themselves. In this way, they
managed to change the terms of the debate and put the West on the defensive.

Seeing UNCTAD as ‘a demand for everything by those who have nothing’,13 the
West ignored such UNCTAD demands as more ‘untied’ aid, lower tariffs and stable
prices for primary commodities. This prompted much name-calling and recrimina-
tion, especially against the USA, who acted as scapegoat for the West. But two develop-
ments in the early 1970s led the West to take a more constructive attitude towards
the problem of development and admit the inequity of the existing international
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economy. First, there was the collapse of the Bretton Woods system, widespread
harvest failures and a major international economic crisis. Secondly, the quadrupling
of oil prices in the wake of the 1973 Middle East War had a tremendous psycho-
logical impact, raising doubts about the West’s supply of raw materials from the
South, on which it seemed increasingly dependent. Developing states felt greatly
encouraged and the more radical, led by Algeria, saw the oil crisis as the first shot in a
world economic revolution.

In April 1974, at the sixth special session of the General Assembly, Southern
assertiveness blossomed into full-blown demands for a New International Economic
Order (NIEO). Agreement on practical measures was well-nigh impossible, but two
resolutions were adopted. The first, the Declaration on the Establishment of a New
International Economic Order, combined ‘features of a recitation of past evils, a salu-
tation of present changes in the international economic power structure, and a
manifestation of desired reforms in the system’.14 The second resolution adopted
a ‘Programme of Action’ for the NIEO. This had no substantive weight, being an
enumeration – in emotive and value-laden words – of the aspirations of the develop-
ing states and the normative duties of the developed. Later that year, the regular
Assembly session adopted a ‘Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States’. This
contained stiff medicine for the rich. In the words of some Western wags, it was ‘all
developing state rights and developed state duties’.15

However desirable the NIEO might have been, it demanded more self-abnegation
than the rich possessed. It achieved some modest economic gains, but had only
limited impact on its targets, the Bretton Woods Institutions and the IMF, for the key
states that were required to offer themselves as sacrificial lambs were those who
voted against the Programme of Action. The South soon realised that there was little
progress to be made in this confrontational direction. It therefore changed tack and
began moderating its tone as early as the General Assembly’s 1975 special session on
the NIEO. As the 1970s wore on, the prospects of an NIEO vanished. The North came
to feel less vulnerable. The oil countries were not willing to use their leverage on
behalf of other developing countries. The poor could not create other cartels similar
to OPEC. The South’s solidarity crumbled in the face of non-complementary short-
term interests and the success of the West in drawing in the nouveaux riches. The final
crunch came in 1980 when there was an attempt to empower the General Assembly
to bring all UN institutions into line with development doctrine and fundamentally
to reform the IMF. The General Assembly’s 1980 special session came to a dismal end
‘and effectively derailed ‘‘global negotiations’’ ’ on an NIEO.16

Meanwhile, although there were troubles elsewhere in the UN system (as will be
discussed below in respect of the International Labour Organisation), much valuable
work was done. For example, the World Weather Watch, launched by the World
Meteorological Organisation in 1967, was highly useful and successful and offered no
scope for making political hay. Thanks to the World Health Organisation, the battle
against malaria appeared to be making great progress, and smallpox was eradicated.
The Food and Agriculture Organisation’s support for the ‘green revolution’ was hailed
for dramatically improving food supplies through the introduction of high-yielding
cereals (although environmentalists were critical). Arguably, the UN system’s con-
tribution to eliminating poverty was a drop in the ocean. But at least something was
happening. People benefited through having sewers and clear running water in
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villages. Children were saved from hunger and early death. Education, hospitals and
roads were provided in developing states. Bridges were being built between the North
and the South and there was emerging a global society that recognised the existence
of a community of interest between interdependent states.

THE IMPACT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY’S ACTIVITY

The General Assembly has two levels of activity. One is the private level. Virtually all
member states have sent permanent missions to the UN, so that within the geo-
graphically-confined space of an area around the UN’s headquarters there are high-
ranking diplomatic posts from almost all the world’s states. This is particularly
important for third world states, who, being relatively poor, cannot afford many
embassies. Representation at the UN, however, gives them the opportunity to make
private face-to-face contact with diplomats from all members. It also provides access
to representatives from the Vatican State (the only significant non-member since
Switzerland joined the UN in 2002) and from non-governmental organisations, of
which, by the 1990s, a thousand had consultative status with ECOSOC. As at most
conferences, off-stage discussions can have as much importance, and, on particular
issues, often more, than what goes on in public. A recent American delegate put it
thus: ‘Open meetings make good theater, but deals are cut in back rooms. . . . For
every one diplomat in the U.S. seat, playing by the rules, ten others should be work-
ing in the corridors.’17

The second level of the General Assembly’s activity – its public face – is, of course,
important. Here states can speak for the record, and mount their open diplomatic
campaigns. Some of these campaigns have had little effect, or have even been
counter-productive. Those who were on the receiving end of barracking in UN com-
mittees grew weary of discussions that were devoid of reality and in which they were
continually having to resist attempts to expand the UN’s authority. Thus the colonial
powers withdrew from the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories. Britain ceased participating in discussions on Rhodesia in the Committee
of Twenty-Four. A 1964 attempt to broaden the membership of the Committee on
Apartheid was unsuccessful, as opponents of sanctions refused to join. And in 1975
an anti-Israeli resolution equating Zionism with racism, which was interpreted as a
thinly veiled attack on the United States, nourished America’s growing disillusion
with the UN.18

States did not alter their fundamental policies just because of General Assembly
demands. For example, in addition to criticising the superpowers for discussing arms
control outside the UN framework, the General Assembly designated the 1970s and
1980s as ‘disarmament decades’ and convened three special sessions on disarma-
ment (in 1978, 1982 and 1988). But the main achievements were negotiated else-
where. Britain did not speed up decolonisation because of the UN, though the
anticolonialist campaign provided an added justification for her colonial disrobing.
The UN did not fundamentally alter Britain’s policy on Rhodesia or end racial dis-
crimination in Southern Africa. States whose cooperation was necessary for stiffer
sanctions against Rhodesia or South Africa did not change tack or give in to har-
anguing. Furthermore, one impact of sanctions can be to rally populations behind the
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target governments, and to make those governments more intransigent and anti-
pathetic to anything connected with the UN. This happened in Rhodesia and South
Africa. Thus Rhodesia’s Ian Smith claimed that there was ‘more justice where Satan
reigns than where the United Nations wallows in its sanctimonious hypocrisy’.19

However, third world campaigns were by no means always fruitless. A variety of
points should be noted. In the first place, as well as demonstrating the depth of
moral commitment to a cause, fiery speeches are one way of releasing a real build-up
of political steam. It is therefore possible that they may reduce the temptation
actually to indulge in hot-headed action. Secondly, General Assembly campaigns
provided a means whereby the dislike of certain situations could be effectively
dramatised, and so be given increased prominence. Thus, such devices as walking out
when South African representatives addressed the Assembly kept racial discrimina-
tion in South Africa in the public eye.

Thirdly, by repeatedly passing resolutions by large majorities, the third world
campaigners not only achieved symbolic victories but also had some influence on
that amorphous entity known as ‘world public opinion’. General Assembly resolu-
tions may be no more representative of world public opinion than, say, The Times or
Sun is of British public opinion. But they do signal developments in the world’s
diplomatic climate, and that in turn helps to set the international agenda. Resolution
1514 and subsequent resolutions, for example, amounted to a de facto amendment of
the Charter and the outlawing of colonialism, at least in political terms, and perhaps
also in legal terms. At the same time, they serve a vital role in placing and keeping
issues on the international agenda until the time is ripe for words to be put into
action. This is what is meant when it is said that General Assembly resolutions
represent something more than the sum of their parts. It also explains why such
importance is regularly attached by member states to getting a majority in favour of
their case, or to preventing their opponents from securing a majority. In this way the
General Assembly has become an important element in international diplomacy.

A fourth consideration is that public discussion in the General Assembly may
sometimes precipitate policy changes by individual states. A state that knows it is
going to be attacked may occasionally trim its policy sails in the hope of being able to
present a better defensive case. The knowledge that a delegate has to stand up and be
counted on an issue that is of no direct concern to her or his state may move that
state away from its initial inclination and in favour of the majority view, or at least
towards abstaining on the vote. Courting unpopularity through a gratuitous display
of one’s personal sympathies may be judged to be not worth the diplomatic cost.
This clearly seemed to happen over South Africa as the Assembly’s anti-apartheid
tempo heightened, for certain Western states came to opt for abstention on draft
resolutions which called for sanctions, rather than allow themselves to be seen as
providing comfort to an international pariah. Moreover, in the case of some states –
those of Asia – hostility to South Africa seems genuinely to have increased as a result
of regularly having to vote on the matter in the General Assembly. Through being
forced to take a public position, their substantive position underwent change. And
even when policy did not alter, it might have affected the way it was presented, and
that, in turn, had the potential to influence actual policy.

Fifthly, it must also be borne in mind that states are always alert to the possibility,
on issues which do not greatly interest them, of ‘selling’ their votes, or bartering them
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to achieve a desired result on another matter. And, sixthly, the General Assembly has
been increasingly looked to to provide legitimacy for states’ policies. The obverse of
this aspect of the Assembly’s activities is the diplomatic ploy of hiding behind a reso-
lution of the General Assembly – claiming an inability to act because the Assembly
has ruled it out or, where the Assembly is thought to have responded weakly, simply
trying to shift the blame for not having acted for oneself to the world body.

What all this amounts to is the undoubted fact that the General Assembly has
become a diplomatic forum of some significance. It is not a legislature. Nor do its votes
necessarily have a high moral character. It is a diplomatic register which states have
found it increasingly unwise to ignore, and which they have, when in the majority,
tried to use to further their own policies. It is, therefore, the third world states who
have benefited most from the General Assembly’s public activities. But, naturally,
states on the receiving end of the majority’s censure were far from happy about this
development. Above all, this was true of the world’s most powerful state, the US.

AMERICAN DISILLUSIONMENT AND INCREASED USE OF THE
SECURITY COUNCIL

American enthusiasm for the UN waned as the General Assembly became dominated
by the third world. Although in the 1960s the great majority of resolutions were still
supportive of America’s position, disillusion began setting in when, in 1964, third
world states would not back the USA over its intervention in the Congo. (America had
done this to protect Western citizens.) America also felt aggrieved at being treated
roughly by the Committee of Twenty-Four for her handling of her possessions in
the Pacific and Caribbean. For example, although Puerto Rico had voted freely in
1948 in favour of a compact of association with the USA, in 1972 the Committee
included Puerto Rico on its list of dependent territories and began demanding self-
determination and independence in increasingly extreme and unwarranted terms.

The USA, together with Britain and France, retreated from the General Assembly
to the Security Council and, in so doing, initiated its slow revival. The Security
Council was not, however, a cosy, comfortable place, especially following the addi-
tion, in January 1965, of six more members. The West had lost its dominance in the
Security Council and for the first time had to engage in genuine diplomacy on a
broad, inter-caucus basis. There was also a growing tendency on the part of states
who were not on the Security Council to demand that they be given a hearing at
open (public) Security Council debates, where their interests were involved. This had
begun in 1971, when liberation movements as well as states were invited. Not long
afterwards invitations were extended to anyone the majority wanted to hear.

Symptomatic of America’s declining leadership of, and support for, the UN was
President Ford’s warning in 1974 against the ‘tyranny of the majority’, and the
appointment in 1975 of Patrick Moynihan as the United States’ ambassador to the
UN. A blunt, confrontational man, Moynihan believed that the UN was growing ‘in a
certain kind of ideological authority . . . deployed on behalf of totalitarian principle
and practice wholly at variance with its original purpose’ and that it was time for
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Americans to make themselves ‘feared international forums for the truths [t]he[y]
might tell’.20 In the 1970s the General Assembly’s tilt against Israel made things
worse, and demands for an NIEO caused indignant outrage.

There was a new American indifference to UN appeals. Aid was cut, Rhodesian
sanctions were violated to maintain chrome imports, and America’s contribution to
the budget was reduced from 31 to 25 per cent. President Carter, who took office in
1977, sought to restore the UN’s place in American foreign policy and won African
favour by appointing a veteran civil rights leader, Andrew Young, as US ambassador
to the UN. But the UN was now an organisation of the underdogs and Carter could
not outweigh powerful internal opposition to what was regarded as an unholy
Soviet/third world alliance in the International Labour Organisation (ILO).

The International Labour Organisation
The 1970s had begun with Congress withholding US budget payments to the ILO
because a Soviet citizen was appointed to a senior position. In 1974, and without
proper prior investigation, the ILO conference passed a resolution condemning
Israel’s labour practices in the occupied territories. The same meeting failed to adopt
an Expert Committee’s report containing several specific condemnations of the
Soviet Union. The final straw was when the 1975 ILO conference granted observer
status to the Palestine Liberation Organisation. That November, Washington gave
notice of withdrawal because the ILO had ‘become increasingly and excessively
involved in political issues which are quite beyond the competence and mandate of
the organisation’; had shown ‘appallingly selective concern’ in respect of human
rights’; increasingly demonstrated ‘utter disregard’ of ‘due process’ in condemning
states without following the correct procedures; and its unique tripartite structure –
granting representation to employers, workers and states – had been eroded because
some employers and workers were under the thumbs of their governments.21

The ILO continued causing offence while America worked out its two years’
notice. First the conference blocked a US nomination for vice-president. Then it
rejected an American proposal to ensure the observation of due process before states
were attacked. And thirdly, it displayed ‘double standards’ in not adopting a report
critical of Argentina, Chile, Ethiopia and Uganda, while damning Israel by refusing to
accept data on labour conditions in the West Bank. Despite pressure from close allies
and the State Department, Carter reluctantly withdrew because the ILO had not
taken ‘corrective measures . . . to restore that organisation’s commitment to its
original purposes’.22

The ILO survived the loss of America’s 25 per cent of the budget by additional
voluntary contributions and financial economies. But it wanted Washington back
and introduced significant changes. Noticeably less rhetoric flew around the con-
ference hall. The agenda became markedly ‘non-political’. There were no anti-Israeli
resolutions. The ILO tackled the problem of human rights in the Soviet satellites in
Eastern Europe by condemning Czechoslovakia and investigating trades union
policies in Czechoslovakia and Poland. Moreover, the adoption of a secret ballot for
some votes enabled individuals to vote according to conscience rather than the
dictates of their governments. Satisfied, the USA rejoined the ILO in February 1980.
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The Security Council
In 1965 the enlargement of the Security Council from eleven to fifteen members
shifted the balance away from the P5 (five permanent members). The latter could
now be outvoted by non-permanent members who constituted a majority that could
block a resolution with seven abstentions. Non-permanent members, who now
tended to see themselves as representatives of their regional group, began inviting,
and giving a hearing to, non-members of the Security Council, thereby contribut-
ing to a certain amount of ‘irrelevancies and invective’.23 The USA found herself
increasingly isolated and, in consequence, resorted to the veto.

None the less, the Security Council remained a relative haven to which both
superpowers retreated from an awkward and unbiddable General Assembly. This
contributed to an increase in the Council’s authority, as did four other develop-
ments. First, the 1962 Cuban missile crisis made the superpowers recognise that they
needed to cooperate, and this ushered in the relaxation of tension generally known
as détente. It also brought home to the P5 the desirability of agreeing amongst them-
selves and engaging in genuine diplomacy on a broad, inter-caucus basis. Secondly,
this process was further encouraged by the 1967 and 1973 Middle East wars, which
reminded all the P5, especially the USA, that they shared a common interest in
avoiding war and that the UN could be useful in this. Thirdly, Richard Nixon,
who was elected US President in 1968, was inclined to acknowledge Soviet strategic
parity and talk the language of the balance of power. Fourthly, the trend towards the
Security Council was strengthened when the People’s Republic of China, who
favoured the Security Council as a place for conducting business, replaced Taiwan in
1971, at a time of markedly improved American–Chinese relations. Apart from the
1971 India–Pakistan war – when Chinese, Soviet and American interests diverged
sharply – the Security Council became a forum for action as opposed to expressions
of opinion.

As a result, limited collegiality emerged and the P5 began having private meetings
and consultations. These had originally been limited to deliberations on the
appointment of a Secretary-General. But in the late 1960s regular discussions began
to be held on substantive issues. By the early 1970s, the Council was also holding
‘informal consultations of the whole’: off-the-record meetings (governed neither by
the Charter nor by rules of procedure) at which representatives could speak freely
without committing their states. A commodious and well-provided consultation
room was built adjacent to the Council chamber, thereby making consultations a
symbolically separate replica of formal Council meetings.

THE UN AND THE MAINTENANCE OF INTERNATIONAL PEACE
AND SECURITY

The third world UN had little impact on the maintenance of peace and security, for
notwithstanding the fact that many disputes arose in the third world, they almost all
had a cold war dimension and so limited the UN’s ability to act. And on direct cold war
issues the UN continued to be of little relevance. However, although the UN was
shunted to the margins when the superpowers clashed, it could be still valuable.
During the 1962 Cuban missile crisis, the USA used the Security Council to embarrass
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the USSR with photographic evidence of the Soviet missile sites. Off-stage corridor
diplomacy and the Secretary-General’s mediation assisted in resolving the crisis.
Yielding to U Thant rather than to President Kennedy’s ultimatum enabled Khrush-
chev to save face. But the US looked to the Organisation of American States to
legitimise its naval ‘quarantine’ of Cuba, and Fidel Castro’s blank refusal to allow the
UN to dismantle the missile sites was a reminder of the need to take account of the
pride and views of smaller states.

The USSR vetoed a resolution condemning its invasion of Czechoslovakia in
August 1968, and had the newly installed, puppet Czechoslovak government remove
the item from the UN’s agenda. Since the Soviets had no intention of backing down,
there was nothing practical the UN could do. But because of the UN, the Soviets were
put in a very uncomfortable position. The Soviet ambassador was ‘weary, uneasy and
embarrassed’,24 and gave the impression ‘that he was reading out texts which even
he could not believe’.25 Although the Soviet veto of a condemnatory resolution was a
foregone conclusion, desperate filibustering revealed the want of a convincing justi-
fication. The fact that ten out of fifteen Council members voted for the resolution
clearly recorded the weight of opinion – as did many speeches in the subsequent
General Assembly.

Over Vietnam, the organisation was quite helpless. This was not just because
Washington would only allow the UN to act as a sounding-board for its claims to be an
aggrieved party and tireless seeker after peace. Hanoi also rejected the UN’s com-
petence in what it considered to be an internal conflict, and Hanoi’s friends followed
her lead. The Secretary-General tried to mediate but all efforts were rebuffed. Almost
all states regarded the 1967–70 Nigerian civil war as a strictly internal matter – the
line adopted by the Organisation of African Unity. Since no state ever took it to
the UN, the world body had no role.

The India–Pakistan War of 1971
The birth of Bangladesh in the 1971 India–Pakistan war vividly indicated the UN’s
impotence when permanent members’ interests were at stake. By June 1971, millions
of refugees were flooding into India from East Pakistan and cholera had broken out
in Calcutta. But the Soviet Union was protector of India, the Peoples’ Republic of
China was Pakistan’s patron, and the USA was reluctant to take a strong stand that
might damage détente with Moscow and rapprochement with Beijing. Because of this,
they ‘did not even discuss the problem privately’.26 U Thant’s ‘pleas and warnings to
the Security Council, both privately and publicly, fell on deaf ears’.27 Only when war
commenced, on 3 December, did the Security Council meet, but it was blocked by
vetoes and passed the matter over to the General Assembly under the Uniting for
Peace procedure. The Assembly called for a ceasefire and withdrawal of forces, two
weeks before the Security Council did likewise (though without taking a vote). But by
then Indian troops had achieved their objectives and Pakistani capitulation was
almost complete.

Cyprus
However, while the UN could do nothing when the superpowers fell out, its peace-
keeping activities continued making a valuable secondary contribution to peace –
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with the support not just of the major powers but also of the third world states. The
UN Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP) – which, unusually, contained troops from a per-
manent member, Britain – was despatched in 1964 to try to prevent fighting between
Greek and Turkish Cypriots, to maintain order, and to assist in restoring normal con-
ditions. During the next ten years UNFICYP did much humanitarian work but, in the
face of considerable intercommunal tension, could do no more than interpose itself
on the de facto front lines between the communities, patrol sensitive areas and
generally try to keep things calm.

A bungled coup attempt in 1974 led to a Turkish invasion and, later, to the
creation of the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus (the Republic being recognised
only by Turkey). UNFICYP could do nothing about this for it was neither intended
nor equipped to resist an army on the march. But it helped defuse the crisis, mar-
ginally stemmed the barbarity of the fighting, helped firm-up ceasefire lines and
established Nicosia airport as a UN-protected area. Since then the force has acted as a
buffer on the divided island.

Kashmir, 1965
Peacekeeping had also proved useful in 1965 when India and Pakistan came to
blows. With the help of the Secretary-General they were able to end fighting over,
and (in due course) agree on ownership of, a desolate, uninhabited salt marsh, the
Rann of Kutch. But they ignored Security Council calls for a ceasefire in Kashmir, and
in a rare show of unanimity that reflected the perceived seriousness of the threat, the
Council despatched U Thant to the sub-continent. The intransigence of both sides
forced Thant to proclaim his ‘helplessness’ to the Security Council, which sym-
bolically underlined its support for him by going, as a body, to the airport to welcome
him back. After several days’ deadlock, both sides found acceptable a Security Council
resolution demanding a ceasefire and withdrawal of troops to the positions held
before fighting began. Thant set up a new, short-term observer group that assisted
the existing peacekeeping mission on the India–Pakistan border in the vital task of
calming things down and supervising the ceasefire. It was not the Security Council
that was decisive in obtaining the ceasefire and withdrawal. It was the Soviet Prime
Minister, Alexei Kosygin, who negotiated the Tashkent declaration, signed by the two
parties in December 1965.

War in the Middle East, 1967 and 1973
In Egypt, the First UN Emergency Force (UNEF I) had an unanticipatedly long life.
While the Soviets grumbled, the United States, other Western powers and a number
of smaller states welcomed the idea that UNEF I should play a calming role in this
dangerous region. For its part, Egypt found it advantageous to have an international
buffer between her and her stronger neighbour. As long as Israel and Egypt were
willing to live at peace, UNEF I helped them to maintain it. But Arab–Israeli tensions
rose dangerously high in the spring of 1967 and, following an Egyptian request for
UNEF I to get out of the way in a certain area, it was completely (and controversially)
withdrawn by the UN Secretary-General. This was at a time of Security Council
paralysis; the first 1967 Council meeting was held in late May but it adjourned after
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propaganda and mud-slinging. When war broke out on 5 June, neither Israel nor
Egypt called a Security Council meeting. However, it quickly became clear that Israel
would massively triumph over Egypt, Syria and Jordan. Leonid Brezhnev, the Soviet
leader, wanted to save his allies from worse humiliation, and, as he told President
Lyndon Johnson on the hot-line, Moscow desired no part in a Middle East war. So
the Soviets backed down from insisting that Israel be condemned as an aggressor and
the Security Council called for a ceasefire. After six days, Israel had achieved its
objectives and the Security Council supported Thant’s proposal to send observers to
restore a UN presence. Officers from the peacekeeping force that had been based in
Jerusalem since 1949 – the UN Truce Supervision Organisation (UNTSO) – were
therefore despatched to the Golan Heights between Israel and Syria, and later to the
Suez Canal between Israel and Egypt. But although in November 1967 the Security
Council unanimously agreed a framework for the comprehensive settlement of the
Middle East conflict (Resolution 242), no settlement could be reached. Arabs and
Israelis continued living in a state of war, with frequent acts of violence on both
sides. UNTSO suffered casualties and the Secretary-General seriously contemplated
its withdrawal. Still, it was a useful buffer as long as the parties did not want fighting
to escalate.

The second most dangerous post-1945 crisis occurred when war broke out in the
same region, in 1973. After over a week of inertness, the immediate danger of con-
frontation jolted the superpowers into ‘an impressive and rare display of statesman-
ship and great power unanimity’.28 Through the Security Council they called for a
ceasefire. Fighting broke out again and ominous Soviet troop movements prompted
the USA to move its forces and put them on nuclear alert. The mere agreement to
send a second UN Emergency Force (UNEF II) to Sinai defused the superpower crisis,
but UNEF II’s really vital role was in bolstering the fragile ceasefire and defusing
tensions on the ground. It then monitored the withdrawal of troops and established
a buffer zone in the Sinai. Since both Egypt and Israel wanted to maintain stabil-
ity, they both cooperated with UNEF II, which helped ensure calm until the Camp
David Agreement of 1978 and the Egyptian–Israeli Peace Treaty of the following
year. Mindful of her Arab clientele’s condemnation of these developments, the
Soviet Union then announced it would veto an extension of UNEF II’s mandate.
The force was therefore quietly withdrawn. Inspectors from a US-manned Sinai
Support Mission acted as observers until 1982 when a non-UN Multinational Force
and Observers took over and Israel finally quit Egyptian territory.

Meanwhile, at the end of May 1974, gruelling shuttle-diplomacy by the US
Secretary of State, Henry Kissinger, produced an Israeli–Syrian agreement to dis-
engage their forces under the supervision of the UN Disengagement Observer Force
(UNDOF), which would then patrol a buffer zone between them. The superpowers
jointly sponsored UNDOF’s creation as they wanted to limit the possibilities of con-
frontation via their Syrian and Israeli clients. In less than a month, UNDOF had
defused a very hostile situation and, by its continuing presence, helped to prevent
accidental conflict on a very dangerous border. (It should be noted that another
peacekeeping force was despatched to Lebanon in 1978. It engaged in valuable
humanitarian work but was helpless to prevent Israeli incursions and was stuck
behind Israeli lines for three years after the Israeli invasion of Lebanon in 1982.)
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THE ROLE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL: U THANT

The choice of U Thant of Burma to fill out the remainder of Hammarskjöld’s term of
office directly reflected the added prominence of new Afro-Asian states. Thant took
over when the UN was going through dire days. It was in financial straits, peace-
keeping activities were under challenge and Moscow was pushing for a three-man
troika. Thant’s courageous and skilful handling of the 1962 Cuban missile crisis
defused the troika campaign. On his own initiative he provided Khrushchev and
Castro with acceptable ways of backing down, and he engaged in toilsome post-crisis
negotiations while the Council remained inactive. In November 1962 no-one chal-
lenged Thant’s election to a full, five-year term of office and he was able to insist
on, and obtain, the same authority as previous Secretaries-General. He reluctantly
accepted a second term (to begin in 1967) when the P5 ‘promised him every con-
sideration and virtually pleaded with him from a kneeling position’.29

Yet when Thant left office there was a widespread sigh of relief. One reason was
the myth that, compared with Hammarskjöld, Thant was inactive, ineffective and
lacked character and leadership qualities. The two men’s personalities were unalike.
They were from very different parts of the world and whereas Hammarskjöld
operated in a bustle, Thant moved quietly. But perhaps Hammarskjöld had too much
personality. He nearly wrecked the Secretary-Generalship; Thant strengthened the
office and demonstrated its capacities.

Thant was not lacking in backbone. He made no secret of his views and would not
be moved against his will. He spoke out against the Vietnam war, told the Soviet
public on Moscow Radio that they were misinformed about the Congo, and not only
denounced the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia but urged the despairing Czech-
oslovak ambassador to speak out in the Security Council. But Thant was attacked for
timorousness when Western powers needed to blame someone for the outbreak of
the Six-Day Middle East War in 1967.

Thant presided over the UN when it was in the political doldrums. The develop-
ment of sophisticated methods of crisis management between the superpowers
robbed him of the space to manoeuvre that had existed for his predecessor. It also
made the world less anxious about small wars escalating into superpower confronta-
tions. None the less, Thant probably acted more independently than any other
Secretary-General.

He went beyond Hammarskjöld in authorising first the use of force and then
decisive military action to end Katanga’s secession from the Congo. Despite French
and Soviet wariness and criticism, he extended the Secretary-General’s responsi-
bilities for the maintenance of peace. He took the initiative in the 1962 agreement
transferring West New Guinea from the Netherlands to Indonesia and the associated
despatch of a UN mission (the UN Temporary Executive Authority – UNTEA) to the
territory, enabling them to avoid handing it over directly to Indonesia. Dutch recog-
nition that time was not on her side, and US diplomatic pressure, were important in
resolving this dangerous crisis, but Thant’s role was also valuable.

In 1963 he helped work out a disengagement agreement in the Yemeni civil war
and obtained the Security Council’s blessing for UN observers being posted between
Yemen and Saudi Arabia. In 1963 he also persuaded the relevant parties to allow a
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team of UN observers to determine whether the peoples of North Borneo and
Sarawak wanted union with Malaysia rather than Indonesia or the Philippines.30

The Security Council approved Thant’s proposal to despatch the UN India–Pakistan
Observation Mission (UNIPOM) in 1965, and in 1970 he mediated on the future of
Bahrain, thereby enabling Iran to relinquish its claim and Britain to withdraw from
the Gulf. Thant got away with things because he was more circumspect than
Hammarskjöld and avoided unnecessary confrontation. When Thant failed, it was
because of the parties’ attitudes – for example, in 1971 when his warnings of
fratricidal strife in East Pakistan were ignored.

Withdrawing UNEF I in 1967 earned Thant much criticism. However, failing to
accede to President Nasser’s demand would have violated the key peacekeeping
principle of consent, and few states would have been willing to accept peacekeepers
in future. The UN had no right to do what it liked with volunteers who had
temporarily donned blue berets; and in any case two contributors had made it clear
that, given Egypt’s request, they would withdraw their troops. In the view of one of
his close advisers, Thant has been ‘grossly underestimated’ and his scapegoating over
the withdrawal of UNEF I was a ‘monstrous case of historical injustice’.31

THE ROLE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL: KURT WALDHEIM

Thant was not, however, an administrator and the Security Council sought a
successor who could put the Secretariat in order and tackle the UN’s financial
problems. After much difficulty, and at the eleventh hour, the Security Council chose
Kurt Waldheim of Austria. Ironically, in view of the fact that he was later discredited
because of wartime service in the Nazi armed forces, Waldheim’s main recommen-
dation was said to be his uncontroversial record.32 A senior Secretariat official later
described him as ‘an energetic, ambitious mediocrity’, who possessed ‘determination
and, on occasion, courage’ but ‘lacked the qualities of vision, integrity, inspiration,
and leadership’.33 None the less, he ‘gave satisfaction’34 and fared better than his
predecessors.

This was, first, because Waldheim was spared the types of controversies that faced
Lie and Hammarskjöld, and he encountered fewer potential banana skins. The
continued improvement of the international climate, and the unwillingness of
parties to use the UN in important conflicts, limited his scope. Meanwhile, the entry
of the People’s Republic of China into the UN in 1971 added a powerful supporter of
Franco-Soviet determination to keep the Secretary-General on a short lead.

The second reason why Waldheim was less criticised was that states had come to
realise that a diplomat’s pragmatic, quiet, unshowy approach was best for the job.
Waldheim was safe. He did not hector. He was nervous about offending members,
and conflicted with governments only three times: by speaking out over US bombing
of North Vietnamese dykes in 1972; by putting terrorism on the 1972 Assembly
agenda (against the wishes of several important states); and in 1976 by publicly
calling for a ceasefire in Lebanon and its maintenance as a unified state.

A third reason why Waldheim fared better was because his predecessors had firmly
established the office of Secretary-General. They had won the right to address the
Security Council, to take charge of peacekeeping operations (under the authority of
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the Council), to engage in fact-finding and good offices on their own initiative and
to initiate peacemaking. Although the Council kept a tight rein on Waldheim, he
adjusted UNTSO’s observation arrangements following the 1973 Middle East War.
When UNEF II took over most of UNTSO’s tasks on the Egyptian–Israeli border he
put peacekeeping on a sounder financial footing by proposing that UNEF II’s costs
be treated as part of the expenses of the UN.35 When Turkey invaded Cyprus in 1974,
he asked the President of the Security Council to call a meeting so that he could
report on information received from his representative and the UN Force Com-
mander. And with the division of Cyprus, Waldheim turned UNFICYP from a law-
and-order force into a barrier force.

Britain sharply rebuked Waldheim in 1972 when he tried to involve his office in
the Northern Ireland conflict, and he also failed to negotiate Vietnamese withdrawal
from Kampuchea (Cambodia). But he organised a highly successful conference aimed
at helping Kampuchean refugees. A 1979 meeting on Vietnamese refugees and dis-
placed persons doubled the number of resettlement places, produced $190 million
in new funds for resettlement centres, and persuaded the head of the Vietnamese
delegation to stop forced departures (then running at 65,000 a month). By working
quietly and discreetly, Waldheim claimed to have often ‘save[d] a human life, even
free[d] whole groups of people from persecution’.36 The most dramatic instance was
when he flew with eight French hostages to Paris in 1977 after arranging their release
from the Western Sahara.

Only after Waldheim ceased being Secretary-General did it come to light that,
instead of spending the greater part of the Second World War in Vienna writing a
short, unimpressive thesis (as he had claimed), Waldheim had been in the Balkans as
a junior staff officer with German army units that committed atrocities. He claimed
he knew nothing of the atrocities, and there was no evidence to link him to them
directly. Whatever the truth, Waldheim’s twists and turns – initially suppressing
the truth, then trying to deny it, and admitting at each stage only what could be
proved against him – raised serious question marks about his fitness ever to have
held high office.

CONCLUSION

International society was transformed by the emergence of the third world, but the
underlying realities of the game between sovereign states remained unchanged. The
main impact of the third world was in shifting the UN’s priorities and significantly
altering the international agenda by anathematising colonialism, racial discrimina-
tion and the North–South gap. The majoritarian impulse and outspokenness of the
South made life increasingly uncomfortable for the West (in itself an indication of
the significance of the UN). It also contributed to the P5’s retreat to the Security
Council and that organ’s gradual rehabilitation. But the cold war continued to pre-
vent the Council playing a leading role in many international disputes and the UN
‘shared in the slump of idealism that Vietnam induced’.37 By 1980 the slump was
turning into crisis.
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NOTES

1. Lawrence S. Finkelstein, ‘The United Nations: Then and Now’, International
Organization, vol. 19, no. 3 (1965), pp. 368–9.

2. Whether and how democracy can apply to an inter-state body is a large and
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As the seventies turned into the eighties, the international climate changed
unfavourably for the UN, making it unable to play a role in many conflicts because
of the unwillingness of disputants. The revolutionary Iranian government that seized
power in February 1979 ignored appeals from the Security Council and an ICJ ruling
demanding the release of American diplomats who had been taken hostage in Iran.
There was fighting between China and Vietnam (whose patron was the USSR). Israel
and the Palestine Liberation Organisation were locked in conflict in Lebanon. Central
America was suffering from social strife and insurgency. In December 1979 the cold
war flared up, with the USSR’s invasion of Afghanistan. When the Iran–Iraq war began
in September 1980, the Security Council idly watched two ‘troublesome’ states
slaughtering each other. During his first term of office as Secretary-General, Javier
Pérez de Cuéllar could not identify a single conflict that had been resolved because of
the UN’s efforts.

These unpropitious conditions were reflected in the ‘largely immobilized’ Security
Council.1 UN diplomats regarded it as the least successful UN organ and, in his first
annual report, de Cuéllar expressed concern about the world being ‘perilously close to
a new international anarchy . . . embarked on an exceedingly dangerous course, one
symptom of which is the crisis in the multilateral approach in international affairs
and the concomitant erosion of the authority and status of world and regional
intergovernmental institutions’.2 However, it was the US–UN relationship that
demanded de Cuéllar’s greatest attention and was his biggest concern during his first
term as Secretary-General.3

THE US–UN CONFLICT IN THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

In the United States, the election of Ronald Reagan as President in November 1980
compounded ‘a mood of widespread disenchantment’ with the UN. The organisa-
tion was ‘attacked on the grounds that it produces more rhetoric than action, that it
is ineffective and often ignored, and that the one-nation, one vote system allows the
Third World to dominate decision making – divorcing voting power from the ability
to act’.4
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The USA still found the UN useful, especially for letting the Secretary-General try to
solve seemingly intractable problems like Afghanistan or Cyprus. And America’s
disastrous experience in 1982–4 with the Multinational Peacekeeping Force in Beirut
was a sharp reminder of the value of leaving peacekeeping to the UN. (Both Jeane
Kirkpatrick – Reagan’s ambassador to the UN – and Reagan acknowledged the UN’s
past peacemaking and peacekeeping successes.) The Security Council was also the
obvious – and safest – place to denounce the shooting down of a Korean Airlines
jumbo jet that had strayed hundreds of miles off course over a strategic Soviet sub-
marine base.

But America’s patience with the snapping and snarling underdogs in the General
Assembly had run out. In 1982 she was on the losing side in 24 out of 157 resolutions.
In nineteen of them, the US was entirely alone or joined only by Israel. Further
offence was given by the UN’s refusal to endorse America’s interventions in Central
America. And so the Reagan administration tended to regard the UN as ‘a troublesome
sideshow’, a place where Kirkpatrick and her associates were ‘embattled defenders of
the faith, venturing out from their fortress in the U.S. Mission mostly to do battle with
the infidel, to chastise offenders, and to worry about the loyalty of putative allies’.5

Meanwhile, the right-wing Heritage Foundation thought ‘a world without the United
Nations would be a better world’.6 Former American envoys wished the UN would
‘be towed off into the sunset’ and maintained that the Security Council had ‘become
the captive of a Soviet/Third World working majority and of that bloc’s political
agenda: anti-Israel, anti-West, anti-US’.7

This picture of the US as the victim (in voting terms) of all but their close friends
was not an entirely accurate representation of reality. The General Assembly did not
operate on clear-cut bloc lines. Even America’s European allies did not support her
intervention in Grenada in 1983, for which she was condemned by the General
Assembly. On the other hand, and notwithstanding the general cohesiveness of the
Soviet bloc, Poland sided with the US more often than Mexico. Among African states,
Zimbabwe (a large recipient of US aid) voted with the US less often than Libya.
Moreover, the General Assembly condemned the Soviet presence in Afghanistan,
called for the immediate withdrawal of Vietnamese troops from Kampuchea
(Cambodia) in 1979, and rejected Cuban efforts to designate Puerto Rico as a US
colonial territory. In the Security Council in 1978, six non-aligned states voted with
the United States on Namibian independence, and the US continued to pursue the
multilateral path in Southern Africa, regarding Security Council resolutions as ‘the
basis and pivot for a settlement’ and as providing ‘indispensable credibility’.8

However, what counted were the perceptions of the Reagan administration, and
these led it to brush aside careful Secretariat analyses demonstrating that the majority
of states voted with the USA on more than half of the resolutions passed by the
General Assembly. They also encouraged the bypassing of the UN in the hope that the
US would thereby be more likely to dominate negotiations, avoid embarrassing
criticism and exclude the Soviet Union from international settlements.

Meanwhile, the supposed profligacy of the Secretariat and the UN system generally
offered a means of wreaking vengeance on the UN. The UN’s long-standing financial
difficulties had become acute by the 1980s. This was partly because the UN’s bur-
geoning budget had defied all attempts at reduction, partly because of the failure of
many states to pay their dues on time, and partly because some (like the USA) were
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withholding part of their dues. Hustled by the Heritage Foundation, Congress passed
the Kassebaum Amendment in 1985, requiring America’s UN contribution to be
reduced from 25 to 20 per cent of the budget unless the UN adopted weighted voting
on budgetary matters. Because additional Congressional legislation cut federal spend-
ing, in 1986 the US paid only about 12 per cent of the budget. No-one else could –
or would – meet the shortfall. (Most states paid between 0.01 and 0.02 per cent of
the budget.) With the USA accounting for over 80 per cent of the UN’s indebtedness,
the UN was in trouble.

Instead of focusing on world problems, the Secretary-General had to waste precious
time chasing money and keeping the organisation afloat. Conferences were cancelled,
staff expenditure was slashed, and the 1986 General Assembly was reduced from 13 to
10 weeks. At the beginning of 1987 there was less than a week’s cash in hand and the
year’s end saw the Secretary-General forecasting imminent insolvency. America’s
European allies made clear their disapproval of US financial delinquency, as did Japan,
who wanted a permanent Council seat in a viable UN. Other defaulters shamed
Washington by announcing they would remit what they owed: China intended to
repay nearly $4.4 million, the Soviet Union offered $18 million, and France (who
owed $4.35 million) said she would start paying her full assessed contribution.

These varying pressures gradually produced results. Kirkpatrick found debates and
resolutions becoming more constructive. At the 1986 special Assembly session on
Africa, self-criticism was more apparent than attacks on ‘imperialism’. An ‘18-Member
Group’ of the Assembly bowed to America by, in effect, proposing cuts in the
Secretariat, recommending weighted voting on the UN budget, and curbing General
Assembly extravagance. The proposals were accepted in 1986 with quiet Soviet
support. (The USSR shared America’s desire to keep the reins firmly in great-power
hands.) Applauding the decision, the American delegate promised to recommend
to the President and Congress that the US meet her full assessed contribution and pay
off outstanding debts, and the State Department duly invited Congress to modify the
Kassebaum Amendment. However, as we shall see, the reduction in American
indebtedness was partial and short-lived.

THE ROLE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL: JAVIER PÉREZ
DE CUÉLLAR

In 1981, Kurt Waldheim was nearing the end of his second term of office as
Secretary-General. He aspired to a third term, but was blackballed by China, and after
six weeks’ discussion and sixteen secret ballots, the Security Council despaired of
agreeing on a Secretary-General, let alone a good one. Eventually, however, Javier
Pérez de Cuéllar of Peru emerged as a compromise candidate who was acceptable to
everyone. A former diplomat with considerable UN experience, de Cuéllar was cast in
the Waldheim mould. But his qualities were superior to those of his predecessor.
By steering a middle course between the models of Hammarskjöld and Thant, de
Cuéllar won the high opinion of all, even those who did not think well of the UN.
He was unafraid of sticking out his neck, but although critical of the big powers in
general, he avoided giving serious offence to them individually. In 1986 there was
no dispute over giving him a second term of office.
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Like his predecessors, Pérez de Cuéllar inherited problems in the Secretariat,
which was ‘fat and flabby’ with ‘[t]too many top-level officials, political appoint-
ments, rotten boroughs and pointless programs’.9 In 1986 the General Assembly
agreed that cuts were needed. Within twelve months, senior staff had been reduced
by almost a third, and over the next few years there was a 13 per cent overall cut in
the size of the Secretariat. But de Cuéllar was uninterested in administration and
did not take advantage of these developments by reducing the budget and improving
the Secretariat’s administrative functioning. Morale suffered.

On the political front, Pérez de Cuéllar inherited an office that had considerable
influence, which he protected by maintaining his impartiality. Up to a point his
position was also enhanced by the revival of the cold war, and by the power struggle
between the USA and the General Assembly. No eyebrows were raised when he took
independent initiatives over the brewing dispute between Venezuela and Guyana;
in promoting a regional peace process in Central America; in the 1982 Falklands War;
and in sending fact-finding missions and establishing political offices in Kabul,
Islamabad, Teheran and Baghdad. He also successfully expanded his mediatory role
to include disputes between members within the UN itself when he warded off a
potentially damaging Arab proposal to challenge the credentials of the Israeli dele-
gation. And his appointment as formal arbitrator in the Rainbow Warrior affair
testified to his and the UN’s high standing.

Pérez de Cuéllar was criticised for failing to stir the Security Council into action in
advance of the expected Israeli invasion of Lebanon in 1982. The only time he
directly invoked Article 99 (over Lebanon in 1989) it had an unsatisfactory out-
come. However, indirect use of this article is usually more effective. For example, the
Secretary-General can produce a confidential memorandum; drop hints in the right
quarters; ask the Council President to call a meeting so that he can make a report; or,
during a meeting, draw the Council’s attention to new information and remind it of
his responsibilities and the gravity of the situation. This reflects the fact that the
Secretary-General has influence rather than power, and that many of his most useful
actions take place behind the scenes. It was therefore misplaced to complain that de
Cuéllar’s ‘face, voice and style seemed incapable of expressing anything beyond
clause 36 of subsection D of UN Resolution 1001’.10 One who was in a good position
to judge described him as ‘a man of rare talents’ who achieved much ‘because he
went about his business by stealth’.11

NON-POLITICAL ORGANS

US dissatisfaction with what she regarded as mismanagement, inefficiency, extrav-
agance and, above all, the spread of politics like an ‘infection’12 from the General
Assembly to the specialised agencies, led her to throw the UN Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) into crisis. America’s commitment to inter-
nationalism had always tended to be defined in terms of the American way of life, and
it seemed UNESCO was opposing ‘the very principles’13 upon which the US had built
the specialised agencies. Since UNESCO was considered marginal to US interests,
it bore the brunt of Washington’s wrath and was used to fire a warning shot to the
UN system as a whole.
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The UNESCO Crisis
UNESCO ‘is the intellectual arm of the United Nations system’, seeking to ‘build
peace in the minds of men and to do this through education, science, culture and
communication’.14 Most of its activities are uncontroversial. These include pre-
serving endangered cultural monuments (most famously, the Nubian temples threat-
ened by Egypt’s Aswan Dam), scientific collaboration (for example, research into
the environment and preventing desertification), and teacher training and literacy
programmes (for example, providing education for refugees). However, by virtue of
UNESCO’s mandate,15 its other activities make it the ‘most political’ agency. ‘It’s un-
pleasant. It’s inevitable, and you have to keep it below the toxic level,’ said a former
senior official.16

Politicisation crept in during the 1970s, when Britain and America tended to
neglect UNESCO while third world states used it to pursue ‘explicitly political’
matters ‘in the guise of debates on UNESCO-type issues’.17 Serious trouble began
with anti-Israeli moves in 1974. It continued in 1975 when Western delegates walked
out after the Arabs asked UNESCO to endorse a General Assembly resolution defining
Zionism as a form of racism. It came to a head over the proposed New World
Information and Communications Order (NWICO), which was ostensibly aimed at
countering Western, ‘imperialist’ control of news reporting.

There were three dimensions to the NWICO campaign. First, NWICO reflected the
developing states’ resentment that Western news agencies, which provide most inter-
national reporting, produced a one-way flow of communication that gave ‘a false
and distorted’ image of developing states.18 The West responded to this by helping
third world countries to improve their communications and information systems.
Secondly, NWICO had a significant cold war dimension. The USSR was its prime
mover and much of the debate about ‘decolonising’ information was clothed in
Marxist rhetoric. Thirdly, NWICO would have stringently limited the free flow of
information by government ‘licensing’ of journalists, and making governments
answerable to one another for unfriendly press reports. This would, of course, have
been to the benefit of the Soviet Union and other undemocratic regimes. A raw
American nerve was touched. What UNESCO described as ‘an essential objective for
the world community, on a level with the new international economic order’,19 the
US saw as a call to ‘war’, in which it was ‘not the future of press freedom which is at
stake, but the future of UNESCO’.20

Dissatisfaction with NWICO moved on to resentment that the eight states who
paid 60 per cent of UNESCO’s budget were ‘insulted and . . . vilified with anti-
colonialist propaganda’.21 Not only that, but UNESCO (and some other special-
ised agencies) had ‘lost touch with economic reality’ and indulged in ‘too much
travel, too many conferences, too much misuse of resources and too little cutting
off of dead wood’.22 Believing that bilateral programmes might give better value
for money, in July 1983 the Reagan administration ordered a thorough review
of US participation in UNESCO. This had an immediate salutary effect. That year’s
annual conference avoided ideological confrontation. Several contentious resolu-
tions were neutralised. Britain obtained consensus support for a flexible description
of NWICO as an ‘evolving and continuous process’. And the budget was trimmed
(though not enough for the USA and ten other states, who abstained when it was
voted on).
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Meanwhile, however, anti-UNESCO propaganda had gained the upper hand in the
USA. Congress prohibited the support of any organisation that threatened freedom of
the press. The powerful, right-wing Heritage Foundation insisted that UNESCO’s
activities were inimical to American interests and values. And even the normally
supportive New York Times said UNESCO had become ‘a babel of words notable for
their muddiness and dishonesty’ and that its every meeting had become ‘an anti-
Western rally’.23 It was not surprising that, in December 1983, the USA gave notice of
withdrawal from UNESCO because of its ‘politicisation’ of virtually every subject, its
‘hostility’ towards free institutions, its ‘unrestrained budgetary expansion’ and its
wasteful management methods.24

Britain, too, believed UNESCO was a ‘corrupt and useless body’,25 and this was
emphasised in influential press reports of its ‘always misguided and corrupt goings-
on’.26 In April 1982 the UK demanded several specific reforms, including: a budgetary
standstill, greater priority being given to practical activities in the field (especially
education, science and culture); better control by the governing bodies; improved
management and personnel arrangements; and proper attention to evaluation.

Vilification of UNESCO came to focus on the Senegalese Director General,
Amadou M’Bow, not least because he responded to Anglo-American criticism by
waging a ‘private war’ against them. It was observed that his long absences from
Paris, combined with a reluctance to delegate, made for erratic management; and
that ‘autocratic, vindictive and conflict-seeking’27 bureaucratic procedures tended to
‘stifle initiative, delay decisions and risked setting up paperwork barriers with the real
world’.28 In short, M’Bow had ‘created an immense mess’.29 (This was not altogether
fair, as UNESCO had problems before he took office and his dictatorial predecessor
had done ‘little to suppress the clouds of jobbery and political nonsense which
flowed steadily through the portals of the Paris headquarters’.)30

UNESCO’s Executive Board and M’Bow set up a committee and working groups to
consider reform. But Washington demanded fundamental constitutional change
(to give ‘minority’ – or Western – opinion an effective veto power) in an impossibly
short space of time. America left in December 1984. A year later, despite considerable
success in securing changes, and arguments that she benefited from membership,
the UK also withdrew. (In December 1985, Singapore was another to leave, because
of unhappiness over her assessed contribution.)

With the departure of Britain and America, UNESCO’s budget was cut by almost a
third. After a struggle and, crucially, the loss of Soviet support, M’Bow was dethroned
in 1987. His successor, Professor Federico Mayor, from Spain, at once set about
making reforms. NWICO was dropped and by 1991 a quarter of the budget was being
devoted to eradicating illiteracy. Dr Mayor admitted having ‘failed in one-fourteenth
of the objectives’ he had set himself,31 But although he turned UNESCO into a well-
run agency with the lowest staff costs in the UN system, Britain and the USA were not
enthusiastic about re-joining.

The Food and Agriculture Organisation
Another agency that had fallen on hard times was the Food and Agriculture Organisa-
tion (FAO) under Edouard Saouma of Lebanon. It ‘functioned relatively efficiently,
in its own terms: but the terms were the wrong ones’.32 Self-sufficiency in food
production was pushed without adequate consideration of whether it was the best
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all-round policy and of the ecological costs. Speaking anonymously, a senior official
spoke of ruinous policies, saying

[M]y children will look back and say that we, the new colonials, ruined Africa with food aid,

ensuring that in the next century it will be a totally dependent basket case. Why do we push

it? It buys governments’ votes. We are in the power business, not the business of food.33

Other demoralised civil servants also spoke frankly to the press, so that the FAO’s
public relations staff spent much of Saouma’s 18-year reign complaining about
hostile articles. Centralised concentration of power and petty controls were the order
of the day. ‘The author of a path-breaking FAO survey on the carrying capacity of
land, published in 1985, said that it took him twenty years – ‘‘sixteen to get
permission to start, four to carry it out’’ ’.34 Yet Saouma was easily re-elected for a
third term, defeating a Western-supported African candidate.

The International Labour Organisation
The experience of the International Labour Organisation (ILO) in the 1980s contrasts
sharply with that of UNESCO. At the same time as narrowly approving an anti-Israeli
resolution at the beginning of the decade, the ILO conference failed to adopt a report
citing East European violations of relevant international law. Then the wheel turned
full circle. Poland withdrew in 1984, complaining that critical reports constituted
interference in her internal affairs. Other Soviet bloc countries supported Poland,
alleging that ‘the ILO is being turned into an arena for political manoeuvres to serve
the interests of certain circles’.35 And in 1985 the Soviets considered withholding
contributions to ‘inappropriate’ ILO projects, and protested about a pro-Western bias.
However, Soviet foreign policy was about to be transformed by Mikhail Gorbachev,
and the dispute vanished.

CONCLUSION

The outlook for the international community and the United Nations often seemed
bleak in the 1980s. The inclement international climate did not encourage states to
turn to the UN to resolve their differences instead of using it as another forum in
which to act them out. In addition, after years of being on the receiving end of abuse,
the major contributor to the UN – the United States – decided that enough was
enough. It was time for the piper to call the tune; time to bring to heel the baying
third world (and its perceived Soviet pack leader). But this was achieved at a cost of
tipping the UN into crisis and it did not allay the hostility towards the UN that had
grown up in important quarters in the USA.

Yet the decade was to end with dramatic, profound and stunningly swift changes.
The cold war ended and there emerged a period of increased commonality of
interests between states. This contributed to the development of collegiality in the
Security Council and a very active UN role in the maintenance of international peace
and security. But while this accorded with the role envisaged for the UN when the
Charter was drawn up, it was not matched by adequate resources being made
available to the Organisation to meet the different kind of turmoil that was
unleashed. It is to these challenges that we will now turn.
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The 1990s was a decade of transformation in international relations. The cold
war ended. There was a big rise in UN members. Apartheid vanished from South
Africa. Iraq was expelled from Kuwait amidst much talk of a ‘new world order’. The
number of democracies nearly doubled and there were three times as many peace
agreements signed as in the previous three decades. But there was also consider-
able turbulence: volatility and strife in the former Soviet bloc; ethnic and religious
turdmoil; humanitarian disasters and emergencies in developing states where civil
disorder was out of control and security severely lacking; and more wars and open
conflicts than at any time in the preceding half-century. The rigid certainties of the
cold war had been lost.

It is noteworthy that states turned to the UN to try to tackle these problems.
In consequence, the UN experienced great triumphs (as in the 1991 expulsion of Iraq
from Kuwait) and also dreadful failures (as in its failure to prevent genocide in Rwanda
and Bosnia). But if unrealistically high expectations of the UN were dashed, much was
achieved. The suffering of many victims of conflict was relieved, and the concepts of
peace and security and of peacekeeping were fruitfully extended in an endeavour to
go further towards dealing with the underlying causes of war and creating conditions
in which formerly conflicting groups could learn to live at peace.

COLLECTIVE SECURITY REVISITED: IRAQ’S INVASION
OF KUWAIT

The collective security scheme of the UN Charter is inherently ill-suited for a world
of sovereign states who naturally insist on retaining control of their own armed
forces. It is also almost impossible for it to work where the major powers are deeply
distrustful of each other. Thus until the 1990s the UN only once even approached
putting collective security into practice – in the unusual situation of the Korean War.
But with the ending of the cold war this obstacle to the implementation of the
Charter’s scheme was removed. And almost immediately a case arose which led to
what many regard as being as good an instance of traditional collective security as
the world is likely to see.
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Having huge debts from his war with Iran, an eye to the main chance, and troubled
relations with wealthy Kuwait, Iraq’s ruthless ruler Saddam Hussein invaded and
proclaimed the annexation of the latter in August 1990. The Security Council speedily
condemned his action and passed a Chapter VII resolution (Security Council Resolu-
tion [SCR] 661) imposing mandatory economic sanctions. But although sanctions
were almost universally applied, they dented neither Saddam’s will nor his power-
ful military machine. Accordingly, the Security Council demanded (in SCR 678)
that Iraq either withdraw by 15 January 1991 or face the might of a United States-led
coalition. As compliance was not forthcoming the coalition attacked on 17 January
(the operation being called Desert Storm), and Iraq capitulated on 3 March. On 3 April
the Security Council determined the terms of a peace settlement. Other resolutions
condemned the repression of the Iraqi population, and established an observer mis-
sion to monitor the Iraq–Kuwait border.

Although the liberation of Kuwait encouraged much optimism about the UN’s
role as world policeman, critics of Desert Storm contended that the UN merely
legitimised US action. The argument ran as follows. The US (and hence the UN) acted
because of America’s strategic and oil interests in the Middle East and because
America twisted arms to get what she wanted. Thus the Council delegated the leader-
ship of the anti-Iraq coalition to the United States (authorising it in SCR 678 to use
‘all necessary means’). An American general was in day-to-day charge. The Council
received written and oral reports, but it did not formally discuss them. The ending
of the campaign (in which national flags, not the UN’s, were flown) was in Ameri-
can hands.

The Gulf War was clearly in the national interest of the USA, and from a foreign
policy perspective, it was a typical national interest/balance of power operation. But
the fact that it suited America does not preclude it from also serving the interests of
other states and the international community. In several respects, indeed, the epi-
sode met the criteria for collective security as set out in the Charter.

First, there was clear-cut aggression, Iraq having attempted the annexation of
another state. Secondly, Iraq was almost unanimously condemned. Thirdly, there
was powerful resolve in all important quarters to right this wrong. In consequence,
the Security Council was deeply involved, passing twelve resolutions before Desert
Storm was launched. The operation was supported militarily by twenty-nine allies,
financially by Japan and Germany, and morally by the vast majority of states. Even
Libya, Yemen and Jordan participated in economic sanctions. SCR 678 could hardly
have been more authoritative since almost all Council members were represented by
foreign ministers at the meeting that passed it. Fourthly, even if a permanent UN force
had existed, it would not have been capable of dealing with a threat from the then
fourth largest armed force in the world. The ‘hired gun approach’ was ‘unavoidable’.1

And, fifthly, at the end of the war, the five permanent members of the Security
Council (P5) all contributed troops to the peacekeeping force sent to monitor the
Iraq–Kuwait border (the first time this had happened in a UN peacekeeping mission).

Not much more can be expected from collective security than was achieved by the
UN in 1991. That the UN responded as it did was due to the uniqueness of the events
that precipitated action and the chance combination of a number of factors: the
importance of oil, Kuwait’s strategic position, Iraq’s unpopularity, the end of the cold
war, the change in Soviet foreign policy, and the USA’s ability to act.
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Perhaps Washington would have acted similarly without UN support, but the
lengths to which the USA went to get UN votes underlines the importance of the UN’s
legitimising role. The UN endorsed the propriety of what the coalition did; it helped
keep states in political line; and it was a means of generating diplomatic and general
public support for the war on Iraq. Conversely, not going through the UN would have
had very high foreign policy costs: considerable Arab discontent; possibly continuing
close Iraqi–Soviet relations; and Chinese unhappiness. Working through the UN also
emphasised the Organisation’s importance, helped to constrain US proponents of
tougher action, and expanded the UN’s credibility.

THE REVIVAL OF PEACEKEEPING

Expansion
Peacekeeping was relatively uncommon before the end of the cold war, only thirteen
missions being established between 1945 and 1987. However, the activity began to
come into its own in the late 1980s (see Table 6.1). Missions proliferated and a
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Table 6.1 The expansion of peacekeeping

Peacekeeping

missions in being at

year’s end

Total number of

peacekeepers

(based on highest

month each year)

Annual cost

(in millions of US $)

1985 5 12,500 141

1986 5 12,500 242

1987 5 12,500 240

1988 7 13,000 266

1989 10 17,900 635

1990 8 13,700 464

1991 11 15,300 490

1992 13 52,200 1767

1993 16 78,500 3059

1994 17 76,500 3342

1995 16 68,900 3364

1996 17 29,100 1522

1997 15 25,000 1226

1998 16 14,600 907

1999 19 18,400 1100

2000 16 38,500 1500

2001 16 47,800 2800

2002 15 46,799 2740

2003 13 45,732 2810

Source: United Nations documents and two tables on the Global Policy Forum website

(www.globalpolicy.org) by Michael Renner, ‘Peacekeeping Expenditures: 1947–2001’ and Michael

Renner and Christian Kaufholz, ‘Size of UN Peacekeeping Forces: 1947–2001’.



confusing plethora of acronyms were coined for the 42 UN operations established
between 1988 and the beginning of 2003. At the beginning of 2003, there were 15
ongoing peacekeeping operations, plus an additional 13 political and peacebuilding
missions. The operations ranged in strength from a handful of international and
local staff, to thousands of military, police and civilian peacekeepers (see Tables 6.2
and 6.3).

Immediately at the end of the cold war, peacekeeping proved useful in winding
down two high-profile international conflicts: overseeing Namibia’s transition to
independence in 1989–1990 and confirming the withdrawal of Cuban (and South
African) troops from Angola in 1989–91. Another mission enabled the Soviet Union
to extricate itself from Afghanistan (1988–89), although it was less successful in its
other task of trying to end Afghanistan’s civil war (in which the USSR and Pakistan
continued to intervene). A fourth mission supported the ceasefire and supervised the
withdrawal of forces in 1988 when the long-running Iran–Iraq war came to an end.

In these ways, a hitherto poorly understood, obscure and relatively uncommon
device attracted much attention, especially after UN peacekeeping forces won the
1988 Nobel Peace Prize. The ensuing exponential rise in the number of peacekeep-
ing missions had four notable consequences. First, there was a huge rise in the
number of peacekeepers, reaching a peak of 75,000 in 1993. Secondly, there was a
correspondingly large increase in the peacekeeping bill. In 1987 only $183 million
was spent on peacekeeping; by the mid-1990s the cost had risen to $3 billion.
Peacekeeping expenditure then dropped, but it was back to $3 billion by the start of
the twenty-first century. The third consequence was a large increase in the num-
ber of states that provided peacekeepers. In 1995, a total of 77 states had contributed
peacekeeping personnel; in 2000 the number was 123. In 2002, 90 states contribu-
ted uniformed personnel – including states in receipt of peacekeeping assistance.
Moreover, after 1990 it was no longer the case that generally the P5 did not contribute
peacekeepers. The fourth consequence of the tumult of demands was that the UN
began cooperating with regional organisations in peacekeeping and peacebuild-
ing. This started in 1993 when the observer mission in Liberia became ‘the first
peacekeeping mission undertaken by the United Nations in cooperation with a
peacekeeping mission already set up by another organization’,2 the Economic Com-
munity of West African States (ECOWAS). In the former Yugoslavia, the UN collab-
orated with three organisations: the Organisation for Security and Cooperation
in Europe (OSCE), the European Union (EU) and the North Atlantic Treaty Orga-
nisation (NATO). Other peacekeeping missions conducted outside the UN are listed
in Table 6.4.

Meanwhile, it was becoming clear that something in the nature of a meta-
morphosis in peacekeeping was under way. In contrast to the cold war era, the vast
majority of operations now took place within (as distinct from between) states, and
peacekeepers were sometimes being given a much larger range of tasks, leading to
greater variety in their personnel. By no means all operations reflected this second
development, and a few continued to be established in an inter-state context.
But both the overall nature and the public image of peacekeeping were undergoing a
significant change. As Kofi Annan (the Secretary-General and former head of
UN peacekeeping) put it, peacekeeping missions now provide ‘assistance to local
authorities in a wide range of areas . . . humanitarian relief and mine action [sic];
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Table 6.2 Past UN peacekeeping and peacebuilding operations

Name and location Duration Function

DOMREP

Mission of the Representative

of the Secretary-General in the

Dominican Republic

May 1965–

October 1966

Monitor ceasefire

MINUGUA

United Nations Verification

Mission in Guatemala

January–May 1997 Verify ceasefire and

demobilisation of combatants

MINURCA

United Nations Mission in the

Central African Republic

April 1998–

February 2000

Help restore climate of stability

and security as well as

dialogue among political

actors; supporting role in

presidential elections

MIPONUH

United Nations Civilian Police

Mission in Haiti (succeeded by

MICAH)

December 1997–

March 2000

Assist in professionalising

police force

MONUA

United Nations Observer

Mission in Angola (succeeded

UNAVEM III)

June 1997–

February 1999

Assist in consolidating peace

and national reconciliation,

enhancing confidence-

building, and creating stable

and democratic environment

ONUC

United Nations Operation in

the Congo

June 1960–June

1964

Monitor Belgian withdrawal,

end Katangese secession,

restore law and order, provide

technical assistance

ONUCA

United Nations Observer

Group in Central America

(Costa Rica, El Salvador,

Guatemala, Honduras and

Nicaragua)

November 1989–

January 1992

Verify compliance with

disarmament agreement and

neutralise irregular forces in

the region

ONUMOZ

United Nations Operation in

Mozambique

December 1992–

December 1994

Facilitate and monitor

implementation of peace

accord, monitor withdrawal of

foreign forces and provide

security, establish non-

partisan army, supervise

elections, humanitarian relief

and technical assistance
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Name and location Duration Function

ONUSAL

United Nations Observer

Mission in El Salvador

July 1991–April

1995

Monitor ceasefire and human

rights agreements

UNAMET

United Nations Mission in East

Timor (succeeded by UNTAET)

June 1999–

November 1999

Organise and conduct ‘popular

consultation’ to determine

whether East Timor would

become independent of

Indonesia

UNAMIC

United Nations Advance

Mission in Cambodia

(succeeded by UNTAC)

October 1991–

March 1992

Assist in observation of

ceasefire agreement

UNAMIR

United Nations Assistance

Mission for Rwanda

October 1993–

March 1996

Protect humanitarian

assistance efforts, encourage

stability

UNASOG

United Nations Aouzou Strip

Observer Group (Chad–Libya)

May–June 1994 Verify withdrawal of Libyan

forces

UNAVEM I

United Nations Angola

Verification Mission I

(succeeded by UNAVEM II)

January 1999–

June 1991

Verify withdrawal of Cuban

troops

UNAVEM II

United Nations Angola

Verification Mission II

(succeeded by UNAVEM III)

June 1991–

February 1995

Monitor ceasefire agreement,

and observe and verify

elections

UNAVEM III

United Nations Angola

Verification Mission III

(succeeded by MONUA)

February 1995–

June 1997

Help restore peace and

achieve national reconciliation

UNCRO

United Nations Confidence

Restoration Organization in

Croatia

March 1995–

January 1996

Implement and monitor

ceasefire agreements

UNEF I

First United Nations

Emergency Force (Suez Canal

sector, Sinai and Gaza)

November 1956–

June 1967

Supervise cessation of

hostilities and act as buffer

between Israeli and Egyptian

forces



Table 6.2 (continued )

Name and location Duration Function

UNEF II

Second United Nations

Emergency Force (Suez Canal

sector and Sinai)

October 1973–July

1979

Supervise ceasefire and Arab–

Israeli truce

UNFICYP

United Nations Peacekeeping

Force in Cyprus

March 1964– Supervise truce in Cyprus and

avert outside intervention

UNGOMAP

United Nations Good Offices

Mission in Afghanistan and

Pakistan

April 1988–March

1990

Assist in observation of non-

intervention agreement, and

supervise Soviet withdrawal

UNIIMOG

United Nations Iran–Iraq

Military Observer Group

August 1988–

February 1991

Supervise ceasefire and

withdrawal of forces

UNIPOM

United Nations India–Pakistan

Observation Mission

September 1965–

March 1966

Monitor India–Pakistan truce

(except in Kashmir where

UNMOGIP is based)

UNMIBH

United Nations Mission in

Bosnia and Herzegovina

December 1995–

December 2002

Law enforcement and police

reform via UN International

Police Task Force (IPTF), and

coordinating other UN

activities relating to

humanitarian relief and

refugees, de-landmining,

human rights, elections and

postwar reconstruction

UNMIH

United Nations Mission in Haiti

(succeeded by UNSMIH)

September 1993–

June 1996

Help modernise the armed

forces; establish a new police

force; establish secure, stable

and democratic conditions;

protect international and key

installations

UNMOP

United Nations Mission of

Observers in Prevlaka

(Croatia)

January 1996–

December 2002

Monitor demilitarisation of

strategic Prevlaka peninsula

UNMOT

United Nations Mission of

Observers in Tajikistan

December 1994–

May 2000

Monitor ceasefire



Name and location Duration Function

UNOGIL

United Nations Observation

Group in Lebanon

June–December

1958

Monitor Lebanon–Syria border

(Syria and Egypt were joined

together as the United Arab

Republic February 1958–

September 1961)

UNOMIL

United Nations Observer

Mission in Liberia

September 1993–

September 1997

Implement ceasefire

agreements

UNOMSIL

United Nations Observer

Mission in Sierra Leone

(succeeded by UNAMSIL)

July 1998–October

1999

Monitor military and security

situation; disarm and

demobilise former combatants;

monitor respect for

international humanitarian law

UNOMUR

United Nations Observer

Mission Uganda–Rwanda

June 1993–

September 1994

Monitor the border. Unable

fully to implement mandate

because of Rwandan genocide

UNOSOM I

United Nations Operation in

Somalia (succeeded by US-led

UNITAF)

April 1992–

March 1993

Monitor ceasefire; protect

shipment of humanitarian

relief

UNOSOM II

United Nations Operation in

Somalia II

March 1993–

March 1995

Protect relief work and

discourage violence

UNPREDEP

United Nations Preventive

Deployment Force (former

Yugoslav Republic of

Macedonia)

March 1995–

February 1999

Monitor borders with Albania

and Federal Republic of

Yugoslavia; ad hoc community

services and humanitarian

assistance in cooperation with

civilian agencies

UNPROFOR

United Nations Protection

Force (Croatia, Bosnia–

Herzegovina, borders of

former Yugoslav Republic of

Macedonia and Federal

Republic of Yugoslavia)

(succeeded by UNPREDEP,

NATO-led IFOR and UNCRO)

March 1992–

December 1995

Initially demilitarisation of

designated areas in Croatia;

mandate later extended to

Bosnia–Herzegovina to

support delivery of

humanitarian relief and

monitor ‘no-fly zones’ and

‘safe havens’; mandate later

extended to Macedonia’s

borders with the Federal

Republic of Yugoslavia and

Albania
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Table 6.2 (continued )

Name and location Duration Function

UNPSG

United Nations Civilian Police

Support Group (Eastern

Slavonia, Baranja and Western

Sirmium [Danube region of

Croatia])

January 1998–

October 1998

Took over policing tasks from

UNTAES in monitoring the

performance of the Croatian

police

UNSF*

United Nations Security Force

in West New Guinea (West

Irian)

October 1962–

April 1963

Observe implementation of

ceasefire and act as ‘police

arm’ of UNTEA and uphold its

authority

UNSMIH

United Nations Support

Mission in Haiti (succeeded by

UNTMIH)

July 1996–July

1997

Assist in professionalising

police and maintaining secure

and stable environment

UNTAC

United Nations Transitional

Authority in Cambodia

March 1992–

September 1993

Demobilise armed forces of

Cambodian factions; supervise

interim government; maintain

law and order; repatriation and

resettlement of refugees and

displaced persons; rehabilitate

Cambodian infrastructure;

organise democratic elections

UNTAES

United Nations Transitional

Administration in Eastern

Slovenia, Baranja and Western

Sirmium (Danube region of

Croatia)

January 1996–

January 1998

Replaced portion of UNCRO

left in Eastern Slovenia;

supervise and assist

demilitarisation and territory’s

peaceful reintegration into

Croatia

UNTAET

United Nations Transitional

Administration in East Timor

(succeeded by UNMISET)

October 1999–May

2002

Provide humanitarian relief

and run East Timor, preparing

it for independence (preceded

by UN Mission in East Timor

[UNAMET] [June–November

1999]), which organised and

conducted ‘popular

consultation’ to determine

whether East Timor would

become independent of

Indonesia



disarmament, demobilization and integration of combatants; training of the police
and judiciary; monitoring human rights; providing electoral assistance and strength-
ening national institutions’, and even running states.3 The ranks of peacekeepers
included police, lawyers, judges, city administrators and experts in customs, fiscal
management, public utilities, health, education, sanitation and agriculture.

For example, in the 1990s approximately 3500 civilian police officers were
involved in the UN’s Cambodian operation, and an extensive police reform and re-
construction mission was undertaken in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Electoral assistance
has also been a fast-growing area. It began at the end of the 1980s in Namibia and
Nicaragua; continued ambitiously in Cambodia in the early 1990s; and by the end of
the decade the UN had helped to organise, supervise and verify 70 elections.

Namibia
South Africa’s presence in Namibia in defiance of the General Assembly, the Security
Council and the International Court of Justice had been one of the sharpest thorns
in the UN’s flesh. Determined efforts in the 1970s had produced an agreement in
principle for a UN peacekeeping force to supervise pre-independence elections.
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Name and location Duration Function

UNTAG

United Nations Transition

Assistance Group (Namibia)

April 1989–March

1990

Organise and supervise

democratic elections leading

to independence

UNTEAy
United Nations Temporary

Executive Authority (West New

Guinea/West Irian)

October 1962–

April 1963

Administer territory and

maintain law and order during

transfer of authority from

Netherlands to Indonesia

UNTMIH

United Nations Transition

Mission in Haiti (succeeded by

MIPONUH)

August–November

1997

Contribute to professionalising

police force

UNYOM

United Nations Yemen

Observation Mission

July 1963–

September 1964

Monitor Yemen–Saudi Arabia–

Egypt truce

Source: This table is heavily indebted to the UN Department of Peacekeeping web pages

(www.un.org/Depts/dpko/dpko/home.shtml); the appendix to Robert C. Johansen, ‘Enhancing

United Nations Peacekeeping’, in Chadwick F. Alger (ed.), The Future of the United Nations

System: Potential for the Twenty-First Century (Tokyo, New York, Paris: United Nations University

Press, 1998); Alan James, Peacekeeping in International Politics (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1990);

and United Nations Department of Public Information, The Blue Berets, 2nd edn (New York:

United Nations, 1990).

* See also UNTEA.

ySee also UNSF.
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However, South Africa stubbornly stayed put until the changed international climate
and military defeats forced her hand. The consequential UN Transitional Assistance
Group (UNTAG) in Namibia was a huge operation, costing as much as roughly half
the UN’s regular budget. It monitored the 1989 elections, oversaw the virtual de-
militarisation of Namibia, kept law and order during the election process, engaged in
humanitarian work and endeavoured to insulate Namibia from external influences.
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Table 6.4 Non-UN peacekeeping missions

Name and location Duration

ECOMOG

ECOWAS Ceasefire Monitoring Group

(a) Liberia (Nigerian-led) August 1990–

(b) Sierra Leone 1997–2000

IFOR

Implementation Force (Bosnia) (Nato-led)

(succeeded by SFOR)

December 1995–December 1996

INTERFET

International Force in East Timor

(Australian-led)

September 1999–February 2000

ISAF

International Security Assistance Force

(Afghanistan)

December 2001–

KFOR

Kosovo Force (Nato-led, complementary

to UNMIK)

June 1999–

MISAB

Inter-African Force to Monitor the

Implementation of the Bangui Agreements

February 1997

MFO

Multinational Force and Observers (Sinai)

(US-led)

April 1982–

MNF I

Multinational Force (Beirut, Lebanon) (US-led) August–September 1982

MNF II

Multinational Force (Beirut, Lebanon) (US-led) September 1982–February 1984

SFOR

Stabilisation Force (Bosnia) (Nato-led) December 1996–

UNITAF

Unified Task Force (Somali) (US-led)

(Also known as Operation Restore Hope)

(succeeded by UNOSOM II)

December 1992–May 1993



Thanks to UNTAG, 97 per cent of registered voters participated in free and fair elec-
tions, which brought to an end a twenty-year armed struggle and introduced another
member to the UN.

Cambodia
The elections in Cambodia were part of an ambitious and wide-ranging attempt at
national reconciliation, during which the UN’s Transitional Authority (UNTAC) in
effect ran the country for a year. After bitter civil conflict followed by a decade of
occupation by Soviet-backed Vietnam (China was backing the other main group), the
occupying forces were withdrawn at the end of the cold war. Tortuous negotiations
ensued, eventually resulting in the four Cambodian factions agreeing that the UN
should mount a multifaceted peacekeeping operation. The culminating point of this
enterprise was meant to be a government whose legitimacy was accepted on all
internal sides. Things did not go smoothly. UNTAC had some sizable internal
problems of its own; one of the main Cambodian factions withdrew its cooperation;
and the others complied less than fully with what had been agreed. But the elections
went ahead, the turnout was surprisingly high, and a government emerged in which
power was shared by several of the factions. This enabled the UN to withdraw its
22,000-strong mission (three-quarters of whom were soldiers, and one-sixth police)
at the end of 1993. Australia’s Foreign Minister (who had been closely involved in
the negotiation of the agreement) claimed that the operation was a ‘flawed . . .
success’.4 But trouble lay ahead (see below).

Former Yugoslavia
In the case of the UN Protection Force (UNPROFOR) that was sent to ex-Yugoslavia,
the operation itself was frequently in grave difficulty, albeit in only one of the three
successor states in which it operated. A small number of its personnel sat on the
borders of the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia and the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia, being transformed in March 1995 into a ‘preventive deployment’ force
(UNPREDEP). The problem there stemmed from the fact that about one-third of
Macedonia’s population were ethnic Albanians; that the neighbouring Serbian prov-
ince of Kosovo was overwhelmingly Albanian; but that Serbia was anxious to retain a
Serbian imprint on Kosovo because it is very dear to the Serbs on historical grounds.
Clearly this presented a potential problem (which, as will be mentioned later, flared
up in 1999). The UN hailed UNPREDEP as an innovative instance of ‘preventive
deployment’ although, in fact, preventive missions are not novel, much traditional
peacekeeping being an attempt to prevent something (though usually that some-
thing is a second round of fighting).

In the new state of Croatia, three large Serbian enclaves resisted Croatian rule.
There was savage fighting, the Serb enclaves proclaimed the Republic of Serbian
Krajina in December 1991, and (following EU recognition of Croatia) UNPROFOR was
sent to the state in February 1992. Its job was to patrol the borders of the enclaves and
watch over the behaviour within them of the Serbs, in the hope of discouraging
further ethnic cleansing. It was replaced in March 1995 by a ‘confidence restoration’
mission to help execute a ceasefire arrangement and facilitate the reintegration of
Serb-controlled areas. In one region, Eastern Slovenia, this involved establishing a
transitional administration, but by the end of 1998 it had followed Western Slavonia
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and Krajina in being re-integrated into Croatia, and the Organisation for Security and
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) had taken over the task of monitoring the perform-
ance of the Croatian police.

By far the biggest part of UNPROFOR (and it became a very big force) was in
Bosnia-Herzegovina. Almost half the population was Muslim, but the other half was
divided roughly in a 2 :1 ratio between Orthodox Serbs and Catholic Croats. After it
declared independence from the Socialist Federation of Yugoslavia in March 1992
it was swept by violence. In the ensuing savage war, the Muslims were ‘cleansed’ by
Serbs from the areas in which the latter were in a majority. This prompted increas-
ingly strong revisions of UNPROFOR’s mandate, including invocations of Chapter VII
of the Charter, in conjunction with which the Security Council banned all military
flights in the state’s air space; asserted the right to ensure compliance with the ban;
established six ‘safe areas’ (or ‘safe havens’) that were to be free from armed attacks;
authorised certain measures to protect their civilian inhabitants; and demanded a
nationwide ceasefire. On the ground, tough measures were sometimes taken in
response to considerable provocation and promise breaking. NATO’s planes were
called in, and a ‘rapid reaction force’ was brought in on the ground, bringing a heavy
Anglo-French battle group into the vicinity of Sarajevo. At that point UNPROFOR
handed over to a heavily armed, 60,000-strong NATO-led force which, for a year,
monitored the implementation of the 1995 Dayton agreement and which had the
authority to use its arms, to enforce the military aspects of the peace agreement. After
a year, another, smaller NATO-led force took up the next task of stabilising the
peace – and at the time of writing (April 2003), NATO is still much involved in
Bosnia, and a UN High Representative is present to keep an eye on things.

East Timor
East Timor is another territory which has attracted international attention – with,
eventually, a much more favourable result. In 1999 a UN-supervised plebiscite was
held to determine the future of this poverty-stricken former Portuguese colony, which
had been snatched by Indonesia in 1975. Despite considerable intimidation, 98 per
cent of the registered voters wanted independence. Elements of the Indonesian
military administration and police force then orchestrated an orgy of murder, arson,
looting and forced deportation in which 80 per cent of East Timor’s buildings were
destroyed, about a thousand people were killed, and three-quarters of the 890,000
East Timorese displaced. Given Indonesia’s political and military weight, there was
little enthusiasm for armed intervention. However, Australia felt unable to stand
aside and, after much arm-twisting, Indonesia renounced its claim to East Timor and
an Australian-led international force restored law and order and oversaw Indonesian
withdrawal. East Timor then came under UN administration for two and a half years
while its infrastructure was built up to enable it to stand on its own. In May 2002,
Kofi Annan transferred power to the newly-elected President, who, in a warmly-
applauded gesture of reconciliation, travelled to the ceremony in the company of the
Indonesian President. The new sovereign state of Timor-Leste had been born.

The multifaceted nature of peacekeeping operations since the Cold War have
often reflected the wish to get closer to tackling the roots of conflict. Instead of just
trying to keep the peace, the UN was consciously expanding its peacemaking and
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peacebuilding activities to promote and consolidate democracy, and to provide more
equitable and effective governance by strengthening civil society (see Table 6.5). For
example, the observer group in Central America from 1989 to 1992 was integral to
the winding up of a bitter dispute in Nicaragua in which the US had been the leading
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Table 6.5 Ongoing political and peacebuilding missions (January 2003)

Acronym Name Duration Strength*

BONUCA UN Peacebuilding Office in the

Central African Republic

February 2000– 19 ICS

5 MA

6 P

Office of the Special Representative

of the Secretary-General for the

Great Lakes Region

December 1997– 7 ICS

Office of the Special Representative

of the Secretary-General for West

Africa

March 2002 5 ICS

MINUGUA UN Verification Mission in

Guatemala

September 1994– 60 ICS

6 P

UNAMA UN Assistance Mission in

Afghanistan

March 2002– 166 ICS

4 MA

4 P

UNMA UN mission in Angola October 1999–

February 2002

48 ICS

8 MA

UNPOB UN Political Office in Bougainville

(Papua New Guinea)

June 1998– 4 ICS

1 MA

UNOB UN Office in Burundi October 1993 28 ICS

1 MA

UNOGBIS UN Peacebuilding Support Office in

Guinea-Bissau

March 1999– 13 ICS

2 MA

1 P

UNOL UN Peacebuilding Support Office in

Liberia

November 1997– 10 ICS

UNPOS UN Political Office for Somalia April 1995 5 ICS

UNSCO Office of the UN Special Coordinator

for the Middle East

October 1999– 23 ICS

UNTOP UN Tajikistan Office of

Peacebuilding

June 2000 10 ICS

1 P

* ICS¼ international civil servants, MA¼military advisers, P¼police. Excludes locally recruited

staff and volunteers.



external antagonist. In 1993–94, peacekeepers in Mozambique oversaw the de-
mobilisation of a rebel army and its transformation into a legitimate political party
competing in free and fair internationally-supervised elections, helping to consoli-
date democratic arrangements as part of the settlement of internal conflict. And from
1998 to 2000 the UN contributed to the restoration of a climate of stability and
security as well as dialogue among political actors in the Central African Republic.
Furthermore, when peacekeeping missions were closed down in states that had
undergone war, the UN in 1997 began experimentally leaving behind small peace-
building support offices to reinforce the peace process and promote human rights,
democracy and the rule of law. The work is sometimes dangerous and frequently
very difficult; but it means that the UN has people on the ground, monitoring events,
working to keep open crucial channels of communication between factions, and
finding creative ways of assisting in recovery.

OVERSTRETCH

All this activity sometimes resulted in the UN overstretching itself, in terms of both
its resources and its hopes. And because too much was expected of peacekeeping,
there were unwise decisions that tarnished the UN’s reputation and led to peace-
keeping’s golden age ending almost as soon as it began.

What went wrong? Moral outrage combined with humanitarian impulses de-
manded that efforts be made to dampen down conflicts and alleviate the vast
suffering they entailed – especially when they were taken up by the media. But since
no-one wanted to dig deep into their pockets, the UN had to engage in bargain-
basement peacekeeping. It was bargain-basement inasmuch as some missions were
too small to execute their mandates. In Angola in 1992, 400 peacekeepers were given
the impossible task of observing and verifying elections in a country the size of
France, Germany and Spain combined. The Rwandan mission was almost half its
recommended size and the Secretary-General was asked to suggest how it might be cut
before it was even despatched. In Bosnia, a task force of around 1500 to 2000 police
was asked to perform more extensive tasks than many thousands more heavily armed
NATO soldiers.

Secondly, peacekeeping was bargain-basement in terms of the quality of some of
the peacekeepers. Peacekeeping had expanded at a time when Western states were
cutting back on defence expenditure and they had fewer troops to offer. Although
the range of contributors grew, too many peacekeepers were badly trained, badly
equipped and ill-prepared. In Rwanda, the UN ‘had to take what we could get’ in the
way of troops, and there were large differences between the equipment of the 26
peacekeeping contingents, some of which turned up ‘bare-assed’, demanding ‘that
the United Nations suit them up’.5 Many UN police in Cambodia lacked adequate
training and were unready for the complexities of the mission. Some had had no
prior policework experience at home, did not speak French or English (let alone
Khmer), lacked equipment, could not drive police vehicles, and ‘were corrupt and
even criminal in their behaviour’.6 Only half the estimated personnel required were
deployed in some districts, and some UN police had no supplies or desks or files at
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their headquarters for many months. Still, its modest successes showed that, properly
prepared, police could make a valuable contribution to peacekeeping.7

The third consequence of trying to run peacekeeping on a shoestring was that
the Department of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO) at UN headquarters was over-
whelmed. Missions were ill-prepared. When General Dallaire first went to Rwanda,
all he knew of the country was what he had found in a public library encyclopaedia.
In 2000, the staff of the DPKO were still ‘stretched to the bone’. For example, 12,000
UN troops in Sierra Leone were serviced by five DPKO staff with insufficient tech-
nical expertise.8

So far as the UN’s hopes were concerned, overstretch was sometimes reflected,
either during or after an operation, in the organisation’s failure or inability to
establish the social and political foundations which are required for an internally
peaceful and smoothly operating state. The hugely expensive operation in Cambodia
(costing $2 billion) departed ‘as UN missions do . . . long before essential civil institu-
tions had had a chance to grow’.9 Nothing was done when, in 1997, the elected
Prime Minister was ousted amidst heavy fighting; the elections that were held in
1998 were conducted in an atmosphere of intimidation and murder; and the country
remained ‘rife with corruption and cronyism, with continued illegal logging, drug
trafficking, gem mining and rampant prostitution’.10 Being preoccupied elsewhere
and suffering ‘diplomatic fatigue’, the West had ‘decided to abandon’ the ‘always . . .
elusive dream’ of democracy in Cambodia.11 Six and a half years after the Dayton
agreement, Bosnia remained ‘a political and economic wasteland’.12 Progress in
protecting human rights in El Salvador and Haiti (where six missions were sent) was
limited. Part of the reason for this stemmed from problems with the missions. But,
importantly, it was also due to economic and social conditions, a ‘difficult and tense
political context . . . [and] an insufficient determination within the country to
strengthen [the] institutions’ of justice and human rights.13

These instances are a salutary reminder that the UN cannot on its own solve
a political problem. Despatching peacekeepers is akin to applying a bandage to a
wound, with a view to allowing it to heal. The greater the wound, the longer and
more difficult is the healing process. Sometimes it can take many years. Sometimes
the wound is too raw and too deep for any healing. For just as war may be a form of
revolution, transforming a war-based society into a peaceful and open society is
something of a revolutionary process. The long, complex and difficult task can try
the patience of former combatants, especially in impoverished states that are emerg-
ing from civil wars, and that lack enough resources to establish peaceful democracies.

Indeed, in some states to which peacekeeping missions were sent, civil wars were
still in full swing. In that context, where the rewards of success were high – the seat
of government, with all its perks, prestige, and power – and the consequences of
failure were perhaps dire, it is not surprising that the peacekeepers were viewed
instrumentally. If their work was such that a government, faction or group was likely
to benefit from it, cooperation would be extended to them; but if it looked as if the
process of peacekeeping stood in the way of a group’s ambitions, then there was little
chance of the group showing them much respect. In Western Sahara, for example,
Morocco has stalled for more than a decade on the intended UN-supervised
referendum. In Angola, the losing side in the 1992 UN-supervised elections resumed
military hostilities, which only ended a decade later when the rebel leader was killed.
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In Liberia fighting continued despite peace accords. A false dawning of peace in the
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) in 1999 saw peacekeepers sent into a country
the size of western Europe during a four-year war that at one stage involved seven
states and cost around two million lives. Not surprisingly, the mission experienced
serious problems.

These experiences highlight the fundamental point that the success of tradi-
tional, non-forceful peacekeeping depends on consent. Disputants must be willing
to cooperate with peacekeepers and wish to live at peace, at least for the time being.
If they do not want, or fear, an adverse settlement, they may fail to cooperate with a
mission. If they want to fight, only two things will stop them: removing the cause of
the conflict or applying superior force, neither of which is provided by traditional
peacekeeping.

DISASTER

However, the feeling that something – preferably low cost – ought to be done about
deadly conflicts sometimes led politicians to fling traditional peacekeeping mis-
sions into inappropriate situations. Especially was this so in respect of conflicts that
attracted considerable media attention. In a couple of cases it led to peacekeepers
becoming ‘bystanders to genocide’.14

Rwanda
In 1993 a small, traditional-type peacekeeping mission (UNAMIR) was sent to
Rwanda to help implement a peace agreement between the Hutu government and
Tutsi rebels (the Rwandan Patriotic Front – RPF). Then, however, in April 1994, the
shooting down of the Rwandan President’s plane as it came in to land at Kigali was
the signal for Hutu extremists to seize power and embark on ‘the fastest, most
efficient killing spree of the twentieth century’.15 In the course of a hundred days,
about 800,000 people were systematically slaughtered, including roughly three-
quarters of the Rwandan Tutsi population and many politically moderate Hutu.

During this time UNAMIR was almost paralysed. The first reason was because
peacekeepers were only allowed to use force in self-defence. Secondly, UNAMIR was
hugely under-resourced in men and ammunition. And thirdly, after the slaughter
began, the Canadian commander, General Dallaire, was not in effective control of all
his troops. The mission was on the verge of disintegrating when its Belgian members
were withdrawn (after ten of them had been tortured and murdered) and Bangladesh
intimated it might follow suit. Soon Dallaire lost every line of communication to the
countryside and had only a single satellite phone link to the outside world.

Dallaire believed that UNAMIR could have made a marked difference if he had
had 5000 soldiers. Others thought the same, and there were occasions when a
handful of courageous peacekeepers saved many Rwandan lives. However, when the
Secretariat sounded out a hundred states about strengthening the force, only one
state responded positively: clearly the international community was disinclined to
send troops and equipment into the Rwandan vortex. The USA, whose attitude was
crucial, had other crises on its mind and, after its recent experience in Somalia,
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wanted no more African peacekeeping. And so the Security Council responded to
Dallaire’s appeal for reinforcements by cutting UNAMIR down to a token 270.

In May – a month after the killing had begun – outraged non-permanent mem-
bers of the Security Council forced a reversal of the decision to downgrade UNAMIR,
and the Council authorised its increase to 5500. But it took nearly six months to find
the troops. The first reinforcements only arrived in August. By then the RPF had
ended the genocide and formed a government of national unity. Meanwhile, France,
which had been close to the ousted Hutu government, had obtained grudging
Security Council approval for the despatch of 2330 of her soldiers (plus a token 32
Senegalese) to create a ‘safe zone’ for Hutus in the south-west (and in the process,
gave safe haven to the murderous Interhamwe militia and other forces behind the
genocide).16 They stayed until August when the first UNAMIR II reinforcements took
over the French-controlled areas.

Rwanda was ‘a turning point in United Nations peacekeeping. It came to sym-
bolize a lack of will to commit to peacekeeping, and above all, to take risks in the
field.’17 The readiness of the French to act independently in pursuit of their own
interests only underlined the point. In the longer run, the genocide destabilised the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, where the presence of Interhamwe rebels,
combined with ethnic tensions and the opportunity for plunder, led in 1998 to a
Rwandan–Ugandan invasion and war.

Srebrenica
When the Security Council created safe havens in Bosnia-Herzegovina in 1993 (see
above), it did not check whether the parties on the ground (whose cooperation was
essential) agreed about the idea. Nor did it change UNPROFOR’s mandate or provide
additional troops to secure the safe areas. Thus the Serb leaders could spit with
impunity in the face of the UN and NATO. UNPROFOR’s lightly armed peacekeepers
did sterling humanitarian work but they were in an impossible situation, without a
peace to keep and unable to prevent the worst atrocity in Europe since 1945 – when
General Mladic and his Serb troops overran the so-called safe haven of Srebrenica
and hauled off up to 8000 men and boys, whom they then slaughtered. The (mostly
female) survivors became refugees.

There was a huge outcry at the passivity of the battalion of 110 Dutch peace-
keepers in Srebrenica, who had been ordered not to fight. Critics spoke of dishonour
and pointed to occasions when force had been successfully used against Serbs (while
conveniently ignoring the times force had backfired). In the Netherlands the scars
ran deep: in 2002 the government fell and the head of the army resigned after the
release of a detailed report that criticised the government, the peacekeepers and
the UN.

But as the Secretary-General had warned at the outset, conditions in Bosnia were
entirely unsuitable for traditional, non-forceful peacekeeping. Until the Srebrenica
massacre, and despite various references to Chapter VII in the relevant Security
Council resolutions, UNPROFOR was in effect regarded as a traditional mission. One
reason was the USA’s unwillingness or inability to provide the necessary leader-
ship, dollars or troops for tough action, and it was essentially Western states without
troops in Bosnia who wanted strong measures. It is easy to be brave with some-
one else’s men and money. Secondly, wrongs were being done on all sides. Thirdly,
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the lessons of history apparently argued against forceful action: one commander
referred to the danger of crossing ‘the Mogadishu line’ (and ending up fighting,
like UNOSOM in Somalia in 1993), and Boutros-Ghali worried about Bosnia turning
into ‘the UN’s Vietnam’. Fourthly, the UNPROFOR presence in Srebrenica was only
token. Dutch peacekeepers in Srebrenica were inadequately trained, cut off from
supplies and support, hopelessly outnumbered, and outgunned by the Serbs, who
threatened to kill Dutch captives. Fifthly, UNPROFOR’s commander refused Dutch
calls for air support because he feared it might compromise the international com-
munity’s undoubtedly valuable humanitarian work. In other words, he was thinking
of UNPROFOR as a traditional peacekeeping operation, for which impartiality was
essential. That he thought this way reflects the conceptual muddiness of the Bosnian
operation and its blurring of the distinctions between peacekeeping and peace
enforcement.

SANCTIONS

Events such as these resulted in a gradual recognition that in some circumstances
it might be desirable to go beyond traditional peacekeeping to an appreciably
tougher stance. Closer attention began to be paid to the potential of the Charter’s
Chapter VII, in part with an eye to the possibility of non-military sanctions. Before
1990, the UN had imposed them only twice – on Rhodesia and South Africa. By the
end of 2002 it had done so in one form or another 12 more times, and all UN
military interventions between 1990 and 2000 were accompanied by such sanctions.

Thus comprehensive trade, financial and transportation restrictions were applied
against Iraq, Haiti, and the former Yugoslavia. Other states faced selective sanctions.
Libya was subject to an embargo on the export of arms, aircraft and components as
well as a limited assets freeze and a ban on air links; Sudan faced diplomatic
sanctions; arms embargoes were imposed on Ethiopia and Eritrea, Somalia, Liberia,
the UNITA movement in Angola, Rwanda, the Taleban regime in Afghanistan and
Al-Qaeda (supplemented by a flight and travel ban, a freeze on financial assets, and
diplomatic sanctions), and on the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council junta and the
Revolutionary United Front in Sierra Leone (supplemented by an oil embargo and
travel restrictions). In respect of UNITA, Sierra Leone and Rwanda there was also a
ban on the trade in ‘conflict diamonds’ – illegally exported rough diamonds that
fuelled insurrections. After 1997, UNITA was also subject to travel restrictions and a
freeze of funds affecting senior officials and their families, as well as limited import
and export bans affecting territory under their control.

If sanctions are judged by their ability to alter behaviour, the record is dismal: Iraq
did not become more tractable and Serbia’s rulers made fortunes out of controlling
the resulting illegal trade. Sanctions are also blunt instruments that cause suffering
to innocent people and states. Many states resent the selective and inconsistent
application of sanctions. There was manifest dissatisfaction with the prolongation of
sanctions against Iraq and Libya and they were widely, if not totally, disregarded
in Angola.

But how else can the UN deal with defiant and potentially dangerous states that
flout accepted rules of conduct and display scant regard for the authority of the UN?
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In such circumstances, economic sanctions can play an important symbolic role,
offering a handy and relatively inexpensive means of expressing disapproval of
unacceptable behaviour that threatens international peace and security. They may
also be a prelude to the use of military pressure.

THE EMERGENCE OF ‘PEACE ENFORCEMENT’

Chapter VII of the UN Charter is often called the enforcement Chapter. The activity
that it authorises is clearly of that kind, and elsewhere in the Charter (in Article 2.7)
reference is made to ‘enforcement measures’ being taken under it. But, as was seen
earlier, the envisaged measures related to inter-state aggression – that is, collective
security. In the mid-1990s, however, the revived focus on Chapter VII had chiefly to
do with the possibility of tough measures being taken in response to serious problems
occurring within states. Such action became known as ‘peace enforcement’.

We have seen that in 1961 and 1962 UN peacekeepers used military force in
(eventually successful) attempts to end Katanga’s secession from the Congo. For years
the lesson derived from that politically harrowing experience was the importance of
the principle of peacekeepers being lightly armed and only using weapons in self-
defence. No-one wanted ‘another Congo’. Until the end of the cold war, that con-
tinued to hold true. But then, partly in response to genocide in Srebrenica and
Rwanda, there was a move towards authorising missions to protect civilians under
imminent threat of physical violence. This led, by the mid-1990s, to a recognition
that peacekeeping doctrine needed revision, to take account of situations where
peacekeepers could expect to encounter armed resistance. Hence the emergence
of the idea of peace enforcement. It envisaged the possibility of a mission being
given authority under Chapter VII to use force to ensure compliance with the terms
of its mandate where that mandate is to restore or maintain international peace
and security.

Peace enforcement differs from collective security inasmuch as the latter applies
force partially – against an identified aggressor. By contrast, peace enforcement
continues to emphasise the key peacekeeping principle of impartiality, but, in so
doing, shifts the emphasis from impartiality towards disputants, towards impartiality
in the execution of the mandate. In other words, traditional peacekeepers act even-
handedly towards all parties to a dispute, whereas peace enforcers act against any
party that may threaten to overturn a peace agreement or prevent the mission
achieving its aims. This is justified on the ground that to do otherwise can result in
ineffectiveness and amount to complicity with evil.

Peace enforcement may also abandon another key principle of traditional peace-
keeping – consent. In some cases of enforcement (Iraq, the former Yugoslavia,
Rwanda), intervention occurred against the wishes of the government. In others ‘con-
sent was controversial and of little practical meaning’ (Liberia, Haiti, Sierra Leone),
and although consent was obtained in respect of Somalia, it has been described
as ‘irrelevant’.18

As Table 6.6 indicates, most peace enforcement operations have been outside the
UN. One reason for this was the debilitating effect on the USA of its UN-related
experience in Somalia in 1993. Another reason is that it is not easy for UN members
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to agree what action to take in complex and fast-moving situations. Moreover,
intervening in violent chaos calls for the swift despatch of a first-class, well-equipped
force with a clear plan and rules of engagement, and a readiness to look and act
tough. Because the UN lacks operational capacity, it has had to delegate (or acquiesce
in) enforcement action being taken by states or regional organisations. This pattern
is unlikely to change.

WIDENING THE CONCEPT OF ‘THREATS TO’ AND
‘BREACHES OF’ INTERNATIONAL PEACE AND SECURITY

In necessary conjunction with the development of peace enforcement, the concept
of ‘threats to’ and ‘breaches of ’ international peace and security has been interpreted
in a much wider way than was envisaged when the Charter was drafted. This
interpretative evolution has been steadily occurring throughout the UN’s life, most
recently to include personal freedoms, socio-economic factors, and even HIV/AIDS.
More dramatically, however, in the 1990s the UN was ready to make formal
determinations that civil war and internal strife were threats to international peace
and security (something that was hardly conceivable during the cold war), and even
to locate such a threat within a rebel movement – for example, UNITA in Angola.
Such findings permitted the UN to authorise or use force under Chapter VII – that is,
to engage in peace enforcement.
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Table 6.6 The differences between peacekeeping, peace enforcement and

collective security
19

Peacekeeping Peace enforcement Collective security

Impartial towards all

disputants

Impartial in executing

mandate

Partial against identified

aggressor

Consent essential Consent desirable but not

necessary

Consent irrelevant

Lightly armed Armed Fully armed

Force used only in self-

defence

Force used for self-

defence and to ensure

execution of mandate

Full use of force against

aggressor

Mostly UN operations Mostly non-UN operations;

authority delegated to

states, coalitions of states,

regional organisations or

alliances

In theory conducted by UN

army under direction of

Military Staff Committee.

So far, invariably non-UN

operations, but with

authority delegated by the

UN to the group of states

making up the force



This sometimes occurred in situations where secession was an issue. As we have
seen, forceful action in this context was not new, since armed force had been used to
bring Katanga back into the Congo in 1962. In 1995, NATO took tough action
against the Serbs (after the Srebrenica massacre) to prevent the break-up of Bosnia –
although the Dayton peace agreement that autumn took account of the realities on
the ground to the extent of accepting Serb demands for a separate Republica Srpska
within a weak Bosnian framework.

Peace enforcement was also used in a secessionist context in the Serbian province
of Kosovo. Only about one-tenth of its population of 2 million were Serbs, the rest
being ethnic Albanians, many of whom sought independence or union with Albania.
In March 1999, violence escalated when peace talks failed between the hardline
secessionists and the Serb government. Since Russia and China would have vetoed
any resolution authorising NATO to use force against the Serbs, NATO did not seek
prior UN authorisation before it applied air power in order to prevent a humanitarian
tragedy. The result was the opposite of what was intended: thousands were killed and
more than a million ethnic Albanians were driven from their homes. But 78 days of
bombing brought the Serbs to the negotiating table and produced a peace settle-
ment. Serb forces withdrew, and the province was placed under UN administration.
This, like the subsequent UN administration in East Timor, represented a significant
extension of UN peacebuilding activity. A NATO-led force was also established to
ensure Kosovo’s security, one of its first duties being the disarmament of the seces-
sionists’ army.

The concept of international peace and security has also been extended to justify
what has come to be called ‘humanitarian intervention’. This began during the 1991
Gulf War when 2 million Kurds of Northern Iraq fled, virtually overnight, from
attacks by Iraqi troops. The Security Council responded by, for the first time, declar-
ing a safe haven (the area in Iraq north of the 36th parallel), where the Iraqi
government was to cease all military activity so that humanitarian relief could be
delivered unimpeded and Kurdish refugees could not be attacked. In this way, the
Council signalled that it now regarded substantial flows of refugees and the gross
abuse of human rights as a ground for action.

Since then, humanitarian considerations have been used as a basis (or a partial
basis) for several instances of peace enforcement, including (the just discussed)
Kosovo and (the soon to be discussed) Somalia. This does not mean that humani-
tarian motives were necessarily paramount in all such cases: security concerns were
dominant in Liberia, and the nature of the regime was important in Haiti, where the
Security Council broke new ground by treating an internal political crisis as a threat
to international peace and security. However, there was always evidence of respond-
ing to people’s needs. Nor did the spectacular failures of the UN in Rwanda and
Srebrenica detract from the significance of this development. As the new century
dawned, the Secretary-General echoed the feelings of many when he said that ‘no
legal principle –not even sovereignty – can ever shield crimes against humanity’,
and that the Security Council ‘has a moral duty to act on behalf of the international
community’ to halt them.20 In all circumstances, however, peace enforcement is
likely to involve a plunge into turmoil. This will be illustrated by focusing on two
such episodes.
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Somalia
The first is the UN’s missions to Somalia. In 1992, when the UN Operation in
Somalia (UNOSOM) failed to safeguard the delivery of humanitarian assistance in a
complex and ever-changing civil war, it was replaced by 31,000 US troops, who were
authorised by the Security Council to use force to protect and distribute emergency
aid. UNOSOM II took over from the USA in May 1993. It was a huge, very expensive
operation (costing on average $3 million a day) and did valuable humanitarian work.
However, when it began trying to disarm Somali factions it ran into trouble and there
was serious fighting. The death of twenty-five Pakistani peacekeepers led to a futile,
sometimes farcical, UN-authorised hunt for the Somali leader, General Aideed. It also
led to the failed raid in Mogadishu that resulted in the death of nineteen peace-
keepers (eighteen American and one Malaysian) and about a thousand Somalis.
America’s humiliation was compounded by television pictures of an interview with
a trembling, disoriented American pilot and of the bodies of American soldiers being
dragged through the streets of Mogadishu. By the end of March 1994, American
troops had been withdrawn from UNOSOM II, and the peacekeeping mission was
withdrawn from Somalia at the beginning of 1995, having failed to achieve many of
its objectives. The feeling was that the Somalis had ‘had their chance’,21 and for years
the country remained ‘the epitome of a failed state, essentially without a functioning
central government and a breakaway quasi-independent Somaliland to the North’.22

The ramifications of the Somali débâcle were huge. Someone had to get the blame,
and the USA (unfairly) blamed the UN, even though the US contingent remained
under effective American control throughout, and UN commanders were not warned
in advance about the raid against General Aideed. The USA also reconsidered its
whole attitude to peacekeeping. President Clinton’s May 1994 Presidential Decision
Directive 25 (an executive instrument establishing US policy) adopted a cautious,
constrained and selective approach to humanitarian intervention and peacekeep-
ing. For its part, the UN Secretariat also decided it must be more cautious about
taking risks.

Sierra Leone
The second peace enforcement episode – which can be considered a provisional
success – was in Sierra Leone in 2000. In the 1990s, Sierra Leone descended into in-
stability, military coups, an eight-year armed revolt by the Revolutionary United Front
(RUF), and widespread and gross abuses of human rights. These included the forcible
recruitment of ‘child soldiers’ (another addition to the UN agenda), who were made to
commit atrocities on relatives. Tens of thousands lost their lives. Many more were
maimed and the state became desperately poor and miserable. Each attempt to get
the country back on its feet was followed by greater chaos and instability.

In the mid-1990s, a South African mercenary group restored order, and inter-
nationally-supervised, democratic elections were held in March 1996. However, fol-
lowing the mercenaries’ departure, a combined force of RUF rebels and rogue soldiers
overthrew President Ahmed Tijan Kabbah in May 1997 and took power as the Armed
Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC).

A number of factors would have made UN inaction unsurprising: the Organisa-
tion’s recent peacekeeping failures; Sierra Leone’s strategic insignificance; ignorance
of what was going on; and weaknesses in the West African policies of the three major
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outside powers. Yet not only was there universal condemnation of the AFRC, but
the Security Council President issued a rebuke; the Organisation of African Unity,
unusually, abandoned strict adherence to non-intervention by calling on the Econ-
omic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) to help restore constitutional
order; and there was a UN embargo on oil and arms.

This led to Nigerian intervention, followed by a Nigerian-led ECOWAS monitor-
ing group forcibly restoring President Kabbah in 1998, at which time a small UN
observer mission, the UN Assistance Mission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL), was sent to
monitor the situation and to help disarm combatants and restructure the security
forces. However, Kabbah’s authority did not extend far beyond Freetown and there
was continuing violence, which climaxed at the end of the year when the RUF over-
ran Freetown. Much blood was shed before the African monitoring group regained
control of the city.

In July 1999, under pressure from the British, Americans ‘and other powers intent
on a quick fix’,23 Kabbah negotiated a power-sharing peace agreement with the
psychopathic, brutal and corrupt RUF leader, Foday Sankoh. Under the agreement the
observer mission was replaced by a significantly larger, 6000-strong assistance mis-
sion with a robust mandate that permitted armed force being used ‘to afford protec-
tion to civilians under imminent threat of physical violence’.24 It was intended to
help implement the peace and to supervise the demobilisation and re-education of
thousands of rebel fighters. But as the peace agreement was slapdash, ‘bad and stupid’,
and as Sankoh did not want peace, Sierra Leone was soon ‘setting new standards in
duplicity and atrocity’ and the peacekeeping operation began turning into a fiasco.25

For example, in January 2000 peacekeepers from Guinea (who had orders not to
fight) were robbed of their weapons and armoured personnel carriers, and Kenyans
were also stripped of their weapons. In February the mission was enlarged and given
an expanded Chapter VII mandate, but this was not translated into action on the
ground because the Indian force commander, General Jetley, insisted that UNAMSIL
was a traditional-type peacekeeping force and was not there to fight. Very soon,
however, UNAMSIL came into open conflict when the RUF reneged on the peace
deal, attacked UN demobilisation camps, and captured over 500 peacekeepers and
their equipment. The UN again enlarged UNAMSIL (to 13,000, making it the largest
peacekeeping force then in being)26 and went on to impose an ineffective ban on the
trade in conflict diamonds.

UNAMSIL was now engaged in peace enforcement rather than peacekeeping, but
had been found wanting when confronted by determined and very brutal rebels. The
mission itself had fallen into a ‘morass of politics and suspicion, lethargy and lack of
direction’,27 and Jetley (who had fallen out with his Nigerian deputy) was accusing
Nigeria of trading in conflict diamonds and appointing stooges to sabotage the
mission. (Nigeria naturally demanded Jetley’s removal and this was diplomatically
arranged.) Meanwhile, the situation in Sierra Leone was very grim.

Yet strong and determined British intervention demonstrated that peace enforce-
ment could work even in such unpromising circumstances. Britain had committed
herself very heavily to restoring democracy in her former colony and clearly this
was not going to be achieved by UNAMSIL. Britain therefore decided to act inde-
pendently and sent 700 paratroopers to Sierra Leone to prevent UNAMSIL disinte-
grating, stabilise the situation, and facilitate the arrival of UNAMSIL reinforcements.
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According to a UN official, the paratroopers ‘stiffened the spines of everyone around
by coming in, taking charge and simply stating that the RUF would not be allowed
to succeed’.28

Thanks to Britain’s robust intervention, UNAMSIL was able to deploy troops
throughout the country and provide crucial assistance in restoring peace and promot-
ing human rights, permitting a level of security not seen in Sierra Leone for many
years. In January 2002, a special ceremony celebrated the successful disarmament of
over 45,000 fighters, and a few months later President Kabbah was returned to power
in peaceful and orderly elections. Democracy was fragile but there was a good chance
of the decade-long nightmare being over.

It is, however, important to note that this satisfactory outcome was far from cer-
tain when the paratroopers were deployed. Conditions were dangerous (as demon-
strated when eleven British soldiers were captured, and one of them lost his life) and
there were strongly expressed fears of ‘mission creep’ and ‘a return of the ‘‘Somalia
syndrome’’ ’.29 Nor were other states keen to assist, and the UN had to scratch around
for replacements when Jordan, Egypt and India decided to withdraw their peace-
keepers. As the mission wobbled, Britain had to reverse the scaling down of her
troops and send in more soldiers to help train the army and support it in repelling
the rebels, to restore peace and to help rebuild the country.

EXPANDING PEACE ENFORCEMENT

War against the Taleban and Terrorism
The concept of international peace and security has been further extended as a
means of justifying peace enforcement in two additional contexts. The first relates to
international terrorism. Thus in 2001 a UN resolution was invoked by the US as
authorising it to lead a coalition against the Taleban regime in Afghanistan because
the latter refused to root out terrorism based on its soil. This occurred in the
immediate wake of the 11 September 2001 attacks on the World Trade Centre’s twin
towers in New York and on the Pentagon in Washington, DC. (These events are often
spoken of as ‘9/11’, from the style Americans use for writing dates.) Within twenty-
four hours the General Assembly and Security Council had passed unopposed, hard-
hitting resolutions, and, in an unprecedented gesture of solidarity, the Council stood
up to vote for SCR 1368 (which condemned those responsible and called on all states
to help bring them to justice). Three weeks later, the Security Council passed a very
far-reaching resolution (SCR 1373) banning all forms of support for terrorism;
obliging states to cooperate in eliminating the terrorist threat; and establishing a
Security Council Counter-Terrorism Committee to monitor the implementation of
the resolution. SCR 1373 was generally deemed to give a legal endorsement to armed
action against the perceived perpetrators of these and earlier anti-American terrorist
acts (Osama bin Laden and his al-Qaeda network), and against the Taleban regime in
Afghanistan when it refused to give them up.

This last campaign – Operation Enduring Freedom – was launched on 7 October
2001. It was an essentially American campaign in which only Britain participated
militarily in the first wave of attacks. However, after the fall of the Taleban regime in
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November, the UN returned to centre-stage. It sponsored the Bonn talks that paved
the way for the return to consensual government in Afghanistan. Together with other
aid agencies, it delivered massive humanitarian relief to the people of Afghanistan.
The UN was also charged with, amongst other things, assisting the Afghans in creating
a new constitution and a central bank, and with strengthening the civil service and
improving human rights – the work of its agencies being consolidated, in March
2002, into the United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan. In addition, the
UN authorised the despatch of a 5000-strong International Security Assistance Force
to Kabul and its surrounding areas in order to foster a secure environment for the
political transition in Afghanistan. In this way, 2 million Afghan refugees were able
to return from exile, the largest repatriation of refugees in three decades.

The war against the Taleban has sometimes been seen as a collective security
operation. It was collective in the sense that there was widespread support for action,
it being generally felt that with the events of 9/11, ‘an unacceptable line had been
crossed’.30 Moreover, the New York attacks occurred only about four miles away from
UN headquarters, where security scares heightened the psychological impact on
world leaders who had arrived for the General Assembly, loved New York, and did
not want to be on the receiving end of similar assaults. The relevant Security Council
resolutions were unanimously endorsed, and during a week-long General Assembly
debate on measures to eliminate international terrorism, an unprecedented 167
member states and four observers participated. America’s NATO, OAS and ANZUS
(Australia, New Zealand and United States) partners quickly invoked their treaty
obligations to support the United States; ten states offered the use of ground forces in
Afghanistan; another 130 states offered a diverse range of military assistance; and
leading states such as China, Egypt, Mexico and Russia announced support for the
US campaign.

Nevertheless, the war against the Taleban was not collective security. This was,
first, because Operation Enduring Freedom was initially waged by just two states.31

Secondly, the attacks on the USA did not come from a state. And thirdly, they were
totally unrelated to annexation. Nor did the Security Council explicitly author-
ise action against the Taleban although the key resolutions (SCRs 1368 and 1373)
affirmed – in the context of 9/11 – the inherent right of individual and collec-
tive self-defence, and the need to ‘combat by all means’ the ‘threats to international
peace and security caused by terrorist acts’. Thus the case is better seen as one of peace
enforcement.

Iraq, 2002–3
The economic sanctions imposed on Iraq in the build-up to the 1991 Gulf war
remained in force pending the fulfilment of the terms of that year’s ceasefire resolu-
tion (SCR 687), particularly the demand which it and other resolutions made for
the elimination of Iraq’s (supposed) weapons of mass destruction (WMD). Because,
however, sanctions appeared to cause great hardship to the weak, the poor and the
vulnerable, the UN instituted a unique ‘oil for food programme’ in December 1996.
It permitted the proceeds of controlled sales of petroleum to be used for purchasing
items such as food and medicine; for UN-administered assistance to Kurds in the
north; for meeting claims against Iraq; and for the costs of operating an observer
mission on the Iraq–Kuwait border and a UN Special Commission (UNSCOM) that
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was charged (together with the International Atomic Energy Agency) with overseeing
the dismantling of Iraq’s WMD.

Meanwhile, however, Saddam was using some of Iraq’s earnings for his own
purposes, and defying Security Council resolutions in a cat and mouse game of
‘cheat and retreat’.32 He would lie about Iraqi weapons until he was caught out, at
which point the threat of an imminent American attack to enforce compliance with
UN resolutions would produce promises of cooperation with UNSCOM. In time, coali-
tion fatigue set in and attention shifted to conflicts elsewhere. By 1997 a number of
states, including three of the P5 (China, France and Russia), had had enough. They
were tired of sanctions, of UNSCOM, of America’s periodic use of cruise missiles to
punish Saddam for trying to thwart UNSCOM, and of Anglo-American enforcement
of the (legally contentious) ‘no-fly zones’. (These zones had been established to pro-
tect the Kurds and others in the north and the Shia Muslims and Marsh Arabs of the
south from Iraqi government attacks.)33

This enabled Saddam to drive a wedge between UNSCOM and the Security
Council, implying it was UNSCOM that was the problem, not his alleged deter-
mination to have WMD. Deteriorating relations between Iraq and UNSCOM even-
tually led, at the end of 1998, to its withdrawal and the unleashing of US and British
bombers over Iraq at the same time as the Security Council was considering the
matter. There was much criticism of Britain and America, and Saddam refused to
accept UNSCOM’s designated successor, the UN Monitoring, Verification and Inspec-
tion Commission (UNMOVIC).

One of the effects of the terrorist attacks of 9/11 on America was that they made
President George W. Bush determined on a showdown with the Iraqi regime, and
military preparations for its removal were set in train. Only Britain’s Prime Minister,
Tony Blair, unambiguously supported him, most of the rest of the world expressing
considerable disquiet. Britain and America contended that Saddam’s flouting of UN
Security Council resolutions34 permitted the overthrow of a brutal and aggressive
dictator who had shown no compunction about using chemical weapons during the
Iran–Iraq war and against the Kurds of northern Iraq. Critics insisted that force
should not be used without explicit Security Council authorisation, and condemned
President Bush’s vendetta against Saddam as arrogant, improper, unwise, vengeful
and unjustifiable. It was, they claimed, especially foolish to set about overthrowing a
government at a time when other Middle East passions were also inflamed.

In September 2002, it seemed that President Bush had been won round to the
multilateral route, as he told the General Assembly that the USA was going to ‘work
with the UN Security Council for the necessary resolutions’. There followed almost
eight weeks of bargaining and delicate negotiations, leading to a unanimous Security
Council resolution (SCR 1441). It led to the return of weapons inspectors in Novem-
ber and gave Iraq ‘a final opportunity to comply with its disarmament obligations’
or face ‘serious consequences’.35 SCR 1441’s indirect and tortuous wording reflected
the deep divisions within the Council. France, Russia and China (plus, probably,
a majority of the rest of the Council, including Germany) wanted the inspectors to
produce firm evidence of a ‘smoking gun’ before countenancing the use of force.
This proved elusive. In its absence a final, legitimising, Security Council resolution
was unlikely, as France was threatening to veto any such proposal. In mid-March
2003, therefore (by which time military preparations were complete), President Bush
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abandoned the UN route. He would have liked to have the UN’s endorsement, but
was not going to be held back by its absence. The United States, and those who could
still be mustered, would go ahead on their own.36

Thus the UN had no role in the war that led to Saddam’s downfall, beyond
making adjustments to the ‘oil for food’ programme and providing humanitarian
relief. And, at the war’s end, it was to be the USA, not the UN, that administered Iraq.
However, continuing difficulties in Iraq led the US to begin to look favourably on a
possible UN role in the transition to a ‘new’ Iraq.

The events leading to the overthrow of the Saddam regime demonstrate two
cardinal points about the UN. One is that so far as matters that need economic or
military resources are concerned, it is the sovereign state, and not the UN, that is still
on top. States may be willing to work through the UN, even to use it as their cat’s-
paw; but if the UN is not agreeable to that, determined states can act without its
blessing. There may, as in the Iraqi case, be diplomatic costs for so doing. But the
capability for independent action is undoubtedly there. This, however, draws
attention to the second point: that, as the Iraqi crisis showed, the idea that only the
UN confers legitimacy on military action has, since the end of the cold war, taken
deep root. Many states, and also millions of people throughout the world (including
many Americans and Britons), made it clear that they opposed the war because the
Security Council did not expressly sanction it. Furthermore, considerable media
coverage was given to the UN Secretary-General’s statements and to the Council’s
debates (four of which were at foreign minister level during the run-up to war).
Hence (and despite the fact that some American policy makers, such as the Vice-
President and the Secretary of Defense, were throughout impatient and dismissive of
the UN), Washington and London put great effort into explaining, justifying and
seeking support for their line. They did not satisfy their fellow UN members. But if
the UN and the values it stood for did not matter, they would hardly have engaged in
such extensive activity.

While, therefore, the bypassing of the UN undoubtedly dealt a blow to its stand-
ing, there is no reason to suppose that it was either substantial or permanent.
Provided there is no return to a cold war type of confrontation between the major
powers, the UN is likely, in matters of war and peace, to retain a high profile.

PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE

During the 1990s the UN spent some time evaluating contemporary develop-
ments. Governments cautiously welcomed Boutros-Ghali’s recommendations in his
1992 Agenda for Peace37 and his follow-up 1994 report on Improving the Capacity of
the United Nations for Peacekeeping (both written at the Security Council’s request).38

Not many of Boutros-Ghali’s proposals were implemented, but the Srebrenica and
Rwanda bloodbaths prompted a further major examination of peacekeeping. At the
Secretary-General’s invitation, a panel of experts under Lakhdar Brahimi (a former
Algerian Foreign Minister) frankly assessed the shortcomings of the existing system,
and drew up recommendations for the UN’s future efforts to maintain international
peace and security.
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The Brahimi Report pointed out in its very first paragraph that ‘over the last
decade, the United Nations has repeatedly failed to meet the challenge’ of protect-
ing people from war, ‘and it can do no better today’. While confirming that the tradi-
tional tenets of peacekeeping (consent, impartiality and use of force only in self-
defence) should remain the bedrock of this endeavour, the Report also emphasised
the need to avoid ‘complicity with evil’ by being prepared to switch to enforcement,
giving peacekeepers ‘robust rules of engagement’ so they can defend themselves
and their mandate ‘against those who renege on commitments to a peace accord or
otherwise seek to undermine it by violence’.39 The Report also recommended that
peacekeeping should no longer be regarded as ad hoc but should be recognised as a
core UN activity (and therefore funded from the regular budget).40 Meanwhile various
improvements could be made in the management, organisation and deployment of
peacekeeping operations, and states should designate stand-by military and civilian
personnel who could be trained to work together and deployed at short notice.

The Brahimi Report was well received at the special heads of state and government
Millennium Summit in September 2000 and led to ‘an intense and constructive
debate’.41 Resources improved; useful changes were made to the Organisation’s struc-
ture, systems and procedures; and effort was put into establishing an effective support
structure for peace operations. But as Kofi Annan and his predecessor had repeatedly
emphasised, the success or failure of peacekeeping operations depended, above all,
on the attitudes of the disputants and the willingness of other UN members ‘to use
this invaluable instrument wisely and well. . . . [A] peacekeeping operation cannot
succeed if there is no peace to keep, if it lacks an appropriate mandate, or if it is not
given the necessary material and political support in a timely fashion’.42

It would be splendid if states were willing to provide the funds to improve the
running of peacekeeping operations; designate well trained and equipped stand-by
battalions that could be plunged into nightmare scenarios; and generally contribute
whatever is needed. But just how difficult that is in a world of sovereign states (who
naturally pay close regard to their own conception of their interests) and hesitant
great power leadership was underlined a few months after the Brahimi Report
appeared: when the mission in Sierra Leone ran into difficulties that threatened
‘the UN’s reputation in Africa and the credibility of all UN peacekeeping opera-
tions’.43 States paid lip-service to enhancing the UN’s rapid deployment capability,
but dawdled in responding to Secretariat requests: in December 2001, only nine
states had provided the information essential for establishing a system of stand-by
arrangements. The likelihood of going back to the Charter and giving the UN its own
permanent force is even more remote.

CONCLUSION

The turbulence of the 1990s, combined with a widening interpretation of threats to
peace, meant that the post-cold war UN was more active than ever before. It is true
that the Organisation was sidelined during the three-week assault on Iraq in 2003,
and that earlier there was disillusion following its failures in Somalia, Rwanda and
Bosnia; but on the whole the UN was active and innovative in responding to the
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challenges of the day. Peacekeepers continued engaging in such traditional activities
as monitoring ceasefires – as witnessed by the continued existence of the missions in
Kashmir and Cyprus. But they also started engaging systematically in more extensive
and complex activities than hitherto, and they began cooperating with regional
bodies, non-governmental organisations and the private sector.

The fact that the UN tries to maintain the peace in often difficult circumstances,
and that its efforts in this direction have expanded in recent years, reflects the extent
to which the idea has taken hold that the world organisation has a responsibility
not only to try to stop the fighting and relieve human suffering, but also to attack
the underlying causes of strife. Now it is time to move on from the naive idealism
and cynical despondency of the 1990s and recognise the ‘immense worth’ of inter-
national peacekeeping. As Alan James pointed out at the beginning of the post-cold
war era, ‘In relation to the control of international conflict, it is one of the more
fruitful developments of the twentieth century.’44
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The record of the post-cold war United Nations has been mixed. There have been two
dynamic Secretaries-General, one of whom was widely seen as having fallen from
grace while the other shared the Nobel Peace Prize with the Organisation. The
General Assembly was more pragmatic and less confrontational, but this made it
less exciting than in the past and it was somewhat upstaged by the UN conferences
and summits that proliferated in the 1990s. The Assembly was also eclipsed by
the Security Council, which was back in business with a vengeance. The inter-
national climate enabled the International Court at last to flourish. Human rights
and humanitarianism were frequently violated, but important steps were taken by
the UN: the position of UN High Commissioner for Human Rights emerged and the
creation of war crimes tribunals presaged the establishment of a permanent Inter-
national Criminal Court (see Chapter 12).

But while the UN’s performance has often been positive, important elements in
the United States viewed it through acutely sensitive and hostile eyes. To them it
seemed that there was still a lot wrong with the world body, and that their country
was paying too much for it. This had two damaging consequences. First, the USA
continued to withhold funding, which meant that the ongoing financial crisis
deepened. Secondly, the USA exercised its financial and political muscle against
those individuals and aspects of the UN’s work that it did not like. Not surprisingly
this aroused fierce resentment, and America was accused of arrogance by those who
were piqued at its dominance of the UN.

RETURN TO THE CHARTER: THE REJUVENATION OF THE
SECURITY COUNCIL

At the beginning of the 1980s a rejuvenation of the Security Council was under way.
Although this was far from evident at the time we can see clearly, in retro-
spect, that the five permanent members (P5) were developing a collegiate attitude,
the non-aligned were working together more closely, and (with the assistance of
the Secretary-General, Pérez de Cuéllar) the Council was moving towards better
working practices and the adoption of common policies.
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By the mid-1980s, decisions were being taken in ‘informal consultations of the
whole’ – unofficial, off-the-record meetings held next door to the Council Chamber.
Formal meetings turned into occasions for speeches for the record and rubber-
stamping consensuses that had been achieved in private, particularly by the P5.
Voting patterns reflected this development. From 1980 onwards the Council achieved
unanimity more often than not, and between 1980 and 1985 the P5 voted together on
75 out of 119 resolutions, and just 29 resolutions were vetoed.

In the second half of the 1980s, there was even greater harmony, largely because
the new leader of the USSR, Mikhail Gorbachev, had turned to the UN to try to
protect his crumbling Soviet empire, giving it pride of place in his ‘new thinking’
about Soviet foreign policy. The Council’s voting figures give a striking indication of
this. Between 1986 and July 1990 the P5 voted together on 68 out of the 79 resolu-
tions adopted; the non-aligned nearly always agreed; and both groups agreed more
than they differed. The July 1987 Security Council resolution (SCR) demanding a
ceasefire in the Iran–Iraq war was an instance of the increased harmony, signalling
the emergence of a P5 concert. When Iran eventually accepted the resolution a year
later, the superpowers displayed new-found amity by jointly providing transport for
the peacekeeping mission despatched to supervise the war’s ending.

Figure 7.1 demonstrates the extent of the Security Council’s activity. After the end
of the cold war in December1989, the Security Council went into almost constant
session, often using lengthy informal consultations for substantive discussions, and
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brief, formal meetings to pass (numerous) resolutions that had already been privately
agreed. Between August 1990 and the end of 1999 it approved 625 SCRs (almost
twice as many as in the whole of the UN’s preceding 44 years), and it did so with a
considerable degree of consensus. Only seven vetoes were cast.

As we have seen, the Council was notably active in passing resolutions under
Chapter VII of the Charter (the section dealing with enforcement measures). During
the 1990s there were 158 Chapter VII resolutions (123 of them unanimous). By con-
trast, only 17 Chapter VII resolutions were passed between 1946 and 1989.

These developments reflected not only the existence of a new ‘concert of
powers’, but also the UN’s central role in international relations and an important
twentieth-century development that lay at the heart of the Charter: the belief that
great powers had responsibility for maintaining international order and that they
should exercise their power through the world organisation. However, the success
of the Security Council was accompanied by underdog suspicion and envy, and a
countervailing twentieth-century doctrine – the democratic ideal – was invoked to
justify reforming the Security Council so that more states would have a say in its
deliberations.

REFORM OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

The ‘Question of equitable representation and increase in the membership of the
Security Council’ was inscribed on the General Assembly agenda in 1979. However,
it did not become a pressing issue until the early 1990s when the Security Council
began acting as envisaged by the Charter. This brought to the fore the inherent
jealousy, antipathy and distrust felt towards the Security Council by states that rarely
stood a chance of being elected, and that were indignant about so much work being
done in unaccountable, secret, informal consultations. The exclusionary nature of
the Security Council’s sanctions and monitoring committees (which replicate the
membership of the Security Council and conduct their business by consensus and in
camera) heightened feelings of alienation. So did perceptions of a Western-dictated
agenda and the application of double standards.

Five responses can be made to complaints about the Security Council’s func-
tioning since the end of the cold war. First, closed sessions were not novel and,
anyway, what goes on in the Security Council is seldom secret for long. Secondly,
Western dominance is not new. Thirdly, selectivity in invoking and applying sanc-
tions under Chapter VII is inevitable. This is because the Security Council is a
political organ with a limited and unbalanced membership; because, although the
Security Council does not ignore international norms, its decisions are based on the
perceived national interests of its members and are the outcome of bargaining and
bartering over votes; and because the veto also plays a part in determining what can,
and cannot, be done. Fourthly, in practice there has generally been widespread
agreement on broad issues, but its expression in Chapter VII resolutions may produce
a mutinous response outside the Council chamber. For example, there was unani-
mous condemnation of terrorism after the events of 11 September 2001, but fierce
complaints about the binding and far-reaching anti-terrorism resolutions that were
subsequently passed by the Security Council. And, fifthly, the Security Council’s
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agenda is far from being dominated by issues that only matter to the West. At the end
of the twentieth century, conflicts in Africa occupied three-quarters of the Security
Council’s time, and treating HIV/AIDS as a threat to international peace and secur-
ity (so that it might be discussed) was a move in a direction of particular concern to
many third world states, especially in Africa.

But it was not just the busyness of the Security Council that gave rise to calls for
reform. American demands for changes in the UN system encouraged such talk. And,
by insisting on such changes before it paid off its huge debts to the Organisation, the
USA invited questions about its own position. Reform was also in the air because of a
strong desire that the Organisation should play a significant and effective humani-
tarian role. Meanwhile, as the international system shook off the rigidity of cold war
constraints, those who were likely to gain from any restructuring became vocal in
asserting their claims. They condemned the existing structure for being Eurocentric
and rooted in an outdated 1945 balance of power. Such complaints gained added
weight when the Russian Federation succeeded to the Soviet Union’s Security
Council seat in December 1991, while Germany and Japan were still not included
among the permanent members. The UN’s fiftieth anniversary in 1995 encouraged
further discussion about the Organisation’s future.

Complaints about the Council’s working methods, and demands that it operate
more transparently, were the easiest to deal with. A good number of ‘small but effi-
cient improvements’ (such as more frequent open meetings, making draft resolutions
available, and providing better, more timely and more informative reports to the
General Assembly) contributed to ‘a more cordial overall atmosphere’1 and made
the Security Council’s proceedings more open and more transparent. Moreover, the
so-called ‘Arria formula’ (which draws a distinction between meetings of members of
the Council and meetings of the Council per se) made it possible to open the Council
up to outside viewpoints and influences by holding informal, frank briefing sessions
with invited experts, and later on, with non-governmental organisations (such as
Oxfam, Médecins sans Frontières, CARE, Amnesty International and the Interna-
tional Peace Academy).2 In 2000 another step forward was taken when the Council
met the Chairman of the US Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, Jesse Helms.
(At Arria formula ‘meetings of members of the Council’, non-Council members are
permitted to attend in a silent capacity.)

All this is not a satisfactory substitute for tackling the main problem: the need to
restructure the Council. But that has proved utterly elusive. Some changes are
relatively uncontroversial, such as increasing the size of the Security Council, though
enlarging the Council to, say, 24 or 30 members might lead to a loss of the cordial
relationship and intimate atmosphere that facilitates swift and effective action. Nor
does there seem to be any significant criticism of the Council’s power to take binding
decisions. But the criteria for having a permanent seat and a veto, the ratio between
permanent and non-permanent members, and whether the veto should be limited to
Chapters VI and VII of the Charter, are controversial.

It has often been suggested that any additional permanent seats should be allo-
cated on a regional basis. However, jostling African, Asian and Latin American states
have been unable to agree on a single candidate for each of their proposed veto-
wielding permanent seats (or, in Africa’s case, the two which it claims on the ground
that it is the largest regional group). On the other hand, by putting emphasis on
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‘the principle on which the Charter is based . . . that power must be commensurate
with responsibility’,3 Japan and Germany (respectively the second and third largest
financial contributors to the UN) would be obvious candidates. But adding Germany
would give the Security Council an even heavier European weighting. Hence the
proposal to evict Britain and France and create a single, European Union (EU) seat.

However, the notion of an EU seat has four flaws: Britain and France can veto it;
despite their decline, Britain and France still carry weight in international relations
and play a significant role in the maintenance of international peace and security;
as the UN is an organisation of sovereign states it is odd to suggest that a permanent
seat be given to a regional organisation (why not NATO instead of the EU?); and the
EU has not yet demonstrated the degree of commonality in foreign policy which
would be necessary for it to act effectively on the Council. All told, as a close observer
has said, ‘it is inconceivable that an accord can be engineered that would satisfy the
ambitions of the status-seekers in the race for permanent seats in an enlarged
Council’.4

The widely held belief that that veto is anachronistic and undemocratic is a useful
political rallying-cry. But notions about democracy in the conduct of international
relations are flawed. They ignore the extent to which democracy is not practised
within states, and wrongly imply that international society is analogous to domestic
society. In any case, if the veto were removed, the USA would surely quit the UN,
other powerful states might follow suit, and the Organisation would no doubt
become as enfeebled as the League of Nations.

Thus none of the proposed formulae for reforming the Security Council have
been able to reconcile the conflicting requirements of representativeness, legitimacy,
authority and effectiveness. Until states resolve the key questions of who shall have
permanent seats and who a veto, the debate about Security Council reform will
continue to be sterile. Even in the unlikely event of agreement being reached, the
outcome is likely to be a disappointment and those who are dissatisfied might make
sure that it is a very long time before the General Assembly has enough positive votes
(a two-thirds majority) to begin the process of amending the Charter.

THE US–UN SAGA

As we have seen in previous chapters, multilateralism does not come easily to the
USA. One reason is that its constitutional arrangements permit domestic politics to
impinge significantly on America’s relations with multilateral institutions. Another is
that the US has a fierce determination to protect its independence. In addition, there
is a strong idealistic streak; a tendency to equate what is best for America with what
is best for the world; and a sense of possessiveness towards the UN that is derived
from a vivid awareness that the USA was its chief creator. Americans therefore tend to
assume that they are uniquely qualified to pronounce on what should and should
not be done5 and to use American muscle accordingly. Moreover, as the world’s
greatest power, the USA does not incline towards, or feel the need of, compromise
and accommodation to any great extent. Nor has it found it very comfortable in the
UN to encounter unwelcome and unpleasant international realities that draw atten-
tion to the limitations of American values, power, and freedom of manoeuvre. The
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UN also comes low in American foreign policy priorities, as is indicated by recurring
delays in despatching ambassadors to New York.

There was a brief flirtation with the UN following the end of the cold war and the
expulsion of Iraq from Kuwait; but the USA was still out of tune with many other UN
members, as can be seen from its negative votes in the General Assembly. Under
President George Bush, in 1992 it voted against 61 per cent of adopted resolutions,
a record ‘unmatched even by Israel, the second most ‘‘nonaccommodating’’ mem-
ber, which had a record of voting against the majority . . . 45 per cent of the time’.
There was only a slight dip the following year when, under President Bill Clinton, the
USA voted against the majority 56.7 per cent of the time.6

Clinton had, in fact, initially adopted a pro-UN policy, but this was stymied when
the 1993 Somalia débâcle gave neo-isolationist, conservative Americans the oppor-
tunity they sought to attack the Organisation. A combination of electoral considera-
tions, Republican domination of Congress after the mid-term 1994 elections, and the
strong anti-UN sentiments of the powerful Chair of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, Jesse Helms, meant that Clinton had to step warily. He blew cool on
the UN, followed a vacillating policy, and tended to back down quickly and let the
Organisation be blamed for things that went wrong. American hostility to, and
distrust of, the President also rubbed off on the UN. Hence the return of fraught US–
UN relations.

American opponents of the UN capitalised on widespread ignorance about the
Organisation, exaggerating its weaknesses and American generosity, giving cred-
ibility to fantastic lies, and turning multilateralism into a ‘dirty word’.7 For example,
the UN was wrongly said to owe money to the USA for peacekeeping, and to have
exercised authority over US peacekeepers engaged in ‘US’ peacekeeping missions!
Designating US landmarks (such as the Yellowstone National Park and Statue of
Liberty) as World Heritage sites and/or Biosphere Reserves allegedly subverted US
sovereignty. There were even rumours of mysterious ‘little black helicopters’ engaged
in UN missions on US territory. As will be discussed below, the USA also came into
conflict with the Secretary-General, Boutros Boutros-Ghali, and this made things
worse. The Clinton administration leaked ‘nasty’ stories about him, and the 1996
Republican presidential candidate Robert Dole earned cheap campaign cheers by
disparagingly referring to the Secretary-General as ‘Boootrus Boootrus’-Ghali.8

The most high-profile feature of the difficult US–UN relationship, and one that was
especially important because of its all-round adverse effects, was the UN’s financing.

FINANCIAL WOES

The UN is not very expensive. In 2000 the budget for the UN’s key functions – the
Secretariat in New York, Geneva, Vienna, Nairobi and five regional commissions –
was just $1.25 billion a year. That is, 4 per cent of New York City’s annual budget,
and nearly a billion dollars less than the annual costs of running Tokyo’s fire depart-
ment. The cost of two days of Operation Desert Storm against Iraq in 1991 – about
$2 billion – would easily have covered all the UN’s expenses, including peacekeeping
and emergency operations, for a whole year.
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But in the mid-1990s the UN’s financial position was even worse than a decade
earlier. There were four reasons for this. First, there had been a spectacular rise in the
peacekeeping budget, which is assessed separately from the UN’s regular expenses.
Secondly, most states were chronically late in paying their UN contributions. Thirdly,
in the early 1990s some governments, such as the Russian Federation and Ukraine,
could not afford to pay contributions that had been calculated according to out-of-
date Soviet economic statistics. Fourthly, states may withhold payments for political
reasons. The greatest of these was the major contributor, the USA.

In 1990 Washington had returned to paying its UN contributions in full, and by
the end of 1992 US debts had been considerably reduced. However, as the anti-UN
campaign took off in the mid-1990s, and with the USA following a policy of zero
budgetary growth, America returned to financial delinquency in a big way. Although
Congress was generous in making voluntary contributions to many UN activities, it
had come to believe that America was paying too much. In addition, the UN budget
was a handy symbolic stick with which to beat the President and micromanage his
foreign policy. In the mid-1990s the USA paid only roughly half its assessed con-
tributions to the regular budget and peacekeeping operations; legislation that came
into force in 1995 unilaterally cut America’s share of the costs of each peacekeeping
operation from 31 to 25 per cent; and specific conditions were attached to the
payment of arrears. As unpaid US dues grew towards a quarter of the total, in 1996 it
was (for the first time) voted off the influential Advisory Committee on Administra-
tive and Budgetary Questions, a calculated snub that did not improve America’s
disposition towards the Organisation.

The United Nations tottered from one financial crisis to the next. The budget
was slashed. The Secretary-General issued dire warnings of insolvency and cuts in
services. Morale in the Secretariat sank as hundreds of officials were made redundant.
Contributors to peacekeeping were left out of pocket.

There were many pleas for America to pay up, but it was the danger of auto-
matically losing its General Assembly vote under Article 19 of the Charter that per-
suaded Congress to release funds.9 In 1999, therefore, the USA made a payment of
almost 50 per cent of its annual contribution to the regular budget. Meanwhile, more
states began paying in full and on time. But the financial picture remained worrying
because, first, the USA still owed huge sums. Secondly, UN expenditure had risen
thanks to an expansion in peacekeeping and the increased cost of international
criminal tribunals. Thirdly, years of negotiations between the President and Congress
had resulted in the 1999 ‘Helms–Biden’ law, which linked the payment of nearly
$1 billion of US arrears to a cut in US contributions and the implementation of
certain reforms. The accompanying threats to quit the UN if American demands were
not met caused deep resentment amongst other members.

The US–UN financial conflict now turned into an increasingly acrimonious war
about the scale of assessments, and the US ambassador was engaged in the storm-
iest and toughest negotiations of his career. So difficult were they that Senators
Helms and Biden were stunned when American demands were met, and the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee greeted the news with ‘a historic standing ovation’.10

Yet the deadlock was broken only at the last minute thanks to CNN’s Ted Turner
pledging $34 million to the UN. This was to cover the costs, for one year, of lower-
ing American contributions to the regular budget from 25 to 22 per cent (thereby
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postponing the impact of consequential rate increases for other states). At the same
time, 18 states shamed the USA by voluntarily increasing their share of the budget,
and the P5 agreed to pay a larger share of peacekeeping costs. In this way, for the first
time, the special responsibility of the P5 for the maintenance of peace was reflected
in a financial premium.

Things did not run smoothly. Congress first stalled on paying arrears and then
angrily withheld some of the money after America was (for the first time) voted off
the Human Rights Commission while Libya and Sudan were elected.11 However, the
terrorist attacks on America on 11 September 2001 (9/11), and the remarkable out-
pouring of support manifested at the UN, had a remarkable effect. America’s 2001
assessment, together with a huge chunk of the peacekeeping arrears, were swiftly
forthcoming and Congress rushed to approve Bush’s nominee as ambassador to
the UN.12

Nevertheless, President George W. Bush’s unilateralist inclinations were still very
evident: he pulled out of the 1997 Kyoto Protocol on Global Warming; took a tough
line in the Security Council over Iraq and Israel; refused to sign the 1997 Ottawa
Agreement on Landmines and the 1989 Convention on the Rights of the Child;
withdrew from the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty; and adopted a stony face
towards the creation of an International Criminal Court.

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND THE GROWTH IN
UN MEMBERSHIP

The General Assembly’s glory days of the 1960s and 1970s ended in disillusion. The
campaign for a New International Economic Order failed amidst emerging divisions
within the South, and these were exacerbated by the debt crisis and international
public aid crisis (which also shifted attention away from the General Assembly
towards the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund). The collapse of cold
war rivalry removed a factor that had fostered coalitions and enabled the third world
to some extent to play off the United States against the Soviet Union. And the
rejuvenation of the Security Council was at the expense of the General Assembly,
the proceedings of which became less dramatic and had a softer tenor.

Each year the General Assembly agenda is crowded; its meetings extend well past
the traditional December closing date; and it approves hundreds of resolutions and
decisions. However, not all this effort is well spent. Attempts at streamlining and
rationalising General Assembly activities, so as to make it and its programmes more
targeted and efficient, have had little impact. There is wastage and duplication of
effort, and representatives from states with few resources are overwhelmed.

Yet the General Assembly of the twenty-first century has three considerable
strengths. First, as indicated above, it is more workmanlike and down-to-earth than
in the 1970s. This was reflected in the Millennium Declaration adopted at a special,
three-day Millennium Summit of world leaders (held to coincide with the opening of
the September 2000 Assembly). This agreed fifteen-year targets for tackling specific,
key problems. These included halving extreme poverty, hunger and the number of
people without access to safe drinking water; achieving universal primary education
and gender equality; considerably reducing child and maternal mortality; reversing
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the spread of HIV/AIDS; tackling third world debt; ensuring environmental sustain-
ability; promoting the use of information and communications technology for
development; and putting an end to the use of child-soldiers. So far, states have not
demonstrated much determination to turn the vision into reality, but setting the
goals and commissioning annual progress reports thereon constitutes a new north–
south ‘global deal’ that could influence international cooperation.

The General Assembly’s second strength is that, as demonstrated by an influx of
additional members, the UN is a prestigious organisation. The growth in UN numbers
was most obviously due to the collapse of the Soviet empire, the dismemberment of
Yugoslavia, and the tail end of decolonisation elsewhere. It also reflected the triumph
of universalism over the notion that tiny states (such as San Marino) lack the capac-
ity to assume the obligations of UN membership. Universalism also won out over
Switzerland’s fears that the Charter’s collective security provisions were incompatible
with Switzerland’s traditionally neutral posture. Thus, by the end of 2002, the UN
had 191 members. The Vatican State is now the only indisputably sovereign state
outside the world body.

The General Assembly’s third strength is that it is now a more representative
organ as well as being the most important multilateral diplomatic meeting-place in
the world. In 2002, for example, participants in the opening debate included 33
heads of state, 14 heads of government, 14 deputy prime ministers and 110 foreign
ministers.13 The Fiftieth Anniversary Assembly, in 1995, attracted about 140 world
leaders. The Millennium Summit was the largest gathering of world leaders in
history, with over 150 presidents, prime ministers and princes in attendance.

SPECIAL SESSIONS, SUMMITS AND CONFERENCES

Article 20 of the Charter allows the General Assembly to convene special sessions (see
Table 7.1). It did this in connection with development and the New International
Economic Order in 1975 and 1980, and disarmament in 1978, 1982 and 1988. In all,
twenty-seven special sessions were held between 1947 and the end of 2002. In the
same period it also used the 1950 ‘Uniting for Peace’ procedure to hold ten emer-
gency special sessions, just over half of them relating to the Middle East.

Meanwhile, the General Assembly and ECOSOC had also convened special, ad hoc
conferences on specific questions whose interdisciplinary objectives seemed best
suited to such a format (see Table 7.2). The first such major conference, on the envi-
ronment, was held in Stockholm in 1972. Meetings of this kind became annual, and
increased in frequency, number and size thanks to changing circumstances and devel-
opments not envisaged when the Charter was drawn up, as well as to the increased
ease of transport and communication. Nearly 47,000 people attended the Earth
Summit at Rio de Janeiro in 1992; nearly 50,000 went to the Beijing special summit
on women in 1995; and 60,000 were at the Johannesburg Earth Summit in 2002.
In 1990, 71 presidents and prime ministers were present at the child summit in New
York; over a hundred went to the 2002 Johannesburg gathering.

The number of non-governmental organisations (NGOs) has mushroomed since
1945, and they have played a much greater role in the UN than was originally
envisaged. Governments have sometimes resisted this, but NGOs have contributed
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Table 7.1 General Assembly special sessions, 1945–2002*

Special

session

Topic and document Date of session Requested or

convened by

1st Palestine 28 April to to 15

May 1947

United Kingdom

2nd Palestine 16 April to 14 May

1948

Security Council

1st emergency Middle East 1–10 September

1956

Security Council

2nd

emergency

Hungary 4–10 November

1956

Security Council

3rd emergency Middle East 8–24 August 1958 Security Council

4th emergency Congo question 17–19 September

1960

Security Council

3rd Tunisia 21–5 August 1961 38 Member States

4th Financial situation of

the UN

14 May to 27 June

1963

General Assembly

5th South West Africa

(Namibia)

21 April to 13 June

1967

General Assembly

5th emergency Middle East 17 June to

18 September 1967

USSR

6th Raw materials and

development

9 April to 2 May

1974

Algeria

7th Development and

international economic

cooperation

1–16 September

1975

General Assembly

8th Financing of the UN

Interim Force in

Lebanon

20–1 April 1978 General Assembly

9th Namibia 24 April to 3 May

1978

General Assembly

10th Disarmament 23 May to 1 July

1978

General Assembly

6th emergency Afghanistan 10–14 January

1980

Security Council

7th emergency Palestine 22–9 July 1980,

20–8 April 1982,

25–6 June 1982,

16–19 August 1982,

24 September 1982

Senegal

(Chairman,

Palestinian Rights

Committee)
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Table 7.1 (continued )

Special

session

Topic and document Date of session Requested or

convened by

11th New international

economic order

25 August to

15 September 1980

General Assembly

8th emergency Namibia 3–14 September

1981

Zimbabwe

9th emergency Occupied Arab

territories

29 January to

5 February 1982

Security Council

12th Disarmament 7 June to 10 July

1982

General Assembly

13th Africa 27 May to 1 June

1986

General Assembly

14th Namibia 17 to 20 September

1986

General Assembly

15th Disarmament 31 May to 25 June

1988

General Assembly

16th Apartheid 12–14 December

1989

General Assembly

17th Drug abuse 20–3 February

1990

General Assembly

18th International economic

cooperation

23–7 April 1990 General Assembly

10th

emergency

Occupied East

Jerusalem and the rest

of the Occupied

Palestinian territory

24–5 April 1997,

15 July 1997,

13 November 1997,

17 March 1998,

5, 8 and 9 February

1999, 18 and

20 October 2000,

20 December 2001,

7 May 2002,

5 August 2002

Qatar

19th Earth summitþ 5 23–7 June 1997 General Assembly

20th World drug problem 8–10 June 1998 General Assembly

21st Population and

development

(ICPDþ 5)

30 June to 2 July

1999

General Assembly

22nd Small island

developing states

27–8 September

1999

General Assembly



usefully and innovatively to UN conferences. They have been important in putting
new issues on the international agenda; provided valuable, accessible, knowledge
bases; and acted as the conscience of the world in respect of human rights. As the
UN puts it, their participation in official and unofficial meetings has ‘turned these
conferences into true ‘‘global forums’’ ’.14 Business is another international actor
whose collaboration has come to be regarded as important. Hence about 700 com-
panies were represented at the 2002 Johannesburg Earth Summit, and business
leaders were heavily involved in its debates.

UN conferences and summits have served a variety of purposes. They have helped
develop new ideas; drawn attention to changing needs by redefining old problems
and giving prominence to new, or increasingly salient, issues – such as children’s
rights and the environment; focused attention on matters that might otherwise be
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Special

session

Topic and document Date of session Requested or

convened by

23rd Women 2000: gender

equality, development

and peace for the

twenty-first century

(Beijingþ 5 review)

5–9 June 2000 General Assembly

24th World summit for

social development

and beyond: achieving

social development for

all in a globalised

world

26–30 June 2000 General Assembly

25th Implementation of the

outcome of the United

Nations Conference on

Human Settlements

(Habitat II)

June 2001 General Assembly

26th Problem of human

immunodeficiency

virus/acquired

immunodeficiency

syndrome (HIV/AIDS)

in all its aspects

25–7 June 2001 General Assembly

27th Children 8–10 May 2002 General Assembly

*Article 20 of the Charter provides for the General Assembly to hold special sessions ‘as

occasion may require’. The Secretary-General convokes them at the request of the Security

Council or a majority of UN members. Emergency special sessions are convened under the 1950

Uniting for Peace procedure.

Sources: www.un.org/ga/documents/lispss.htm, www.un.org/events/conferences.htm.



Table 7.2 Selected UN conferences and world summits since 1964*

Date Subject Venue

March–June 1964 First UN conference on trade and

development (UNCTAD I)

Geneva, Switzerland

August–September

1965

Population Belgrade, Yugoslavia

April–May 1968 Human rights Teheran, Iran

August 1968 Exploration and peaceful uses of

outer space (UNISPACE I)

Vienna, Austria

May 1969 Tourism Sofia, Bulgaria

September 1971 Peaceful uses of atomic energy Geneva, Switzerland

June 1972 Human environment Stockholm, Sweden

August 1974 Population Bucharest, Romania

November 1974 Food Rome, Italy

July 1975 International women’s year Mexico City, Mexico

May–June 1976 Human settlements (HABITAT I) Vancouver, Canada

March 1977 Water Mar del Plata,

Argentina

September 1977 Desertification Nairobi, Kenya

August 1978 Racism and racial discrimination Geneva, Switzerland

September 1978 Technical cooperation among

developing countries

Buenos Aires, Brazil

August 1979 Science and technology for

development

Vienna, Austria

July 1980 Decade for women Copenhagen,

Denmark

August 1981 New and renewable sources of

energy

Nairobi, Kenya

September 1981 Least developed countries Paris, France

August 1982 Aging Vienna, Austria

August 1982 Exploration and peaceful uses of

outer space (UNISPACE II)

Vienna, Austria

August 1983 Racism and racial discrimination Geneva, Switzerland

August 1984 Population Mexico City, Mexico

July 1985 Conclusion of decade for women Nairobi, Kenya

July 1987 Drug abuse and trafficking Vienna, Austria

September 1987 Social welfare for development Vienna, Austria

August–September

1987

Disarmament and development New York

1987 Peaceful uses of nuclear energy Geneva, Switzerland

September 1990 Least developed countries Paris, France

September 1990 Children’s summit New York



Date Subject Venue

January 1992 Water and development Dublin, Ireland

June 1992 Environment and development

(Earth summit)

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

June 1993 Human rights Vienna, Austria

May 1994 Natural disaster prevention Yokohama, Japan

September 1994 Population and development Cairo, Egypt

March 1995 Social development Copenhagen,

Denmark

April–May 1995 Sustainable development of small

island countries

Barbados

September 1995 Women and development Beijing, China

June 1996 Human settlements (HABITAT II) Istanbul, Turkey

November, 1996 Food summit Rome, Italy

July 1999 Exploration and peaceful uses of

outer space [UNISPACE III]

Vienna, Austria

April 2000 Crime and justice Vienna, Austria

September 2000 Millennium summit: ‘The role of

the United Nations in the 21st

century’

New York

May 2001 Least developed countries Brussels, Belgium

July 2001 Illicit trade in small arms and light

weapons

New York

August–September

2001

Racism, racial discrimination,

xenophobia and related

intolerance

Durban, South Africa

March 2002 Financing for development Monterrey, Mexico

April 2002 Aging Madrid, Spain

June 2002 Food Rome, Italy

August September

2002

Sustainable development Johannesburg, South

Africa

*Article 20 of the Charter provides for the General Assembly to hold special sessions ‘as

occasion may require’. The Secretary-General convokes them at the request of the Security

Council or a majority of UN members. Emergency special sessions are convened under the 1950

Uniting for Peace procedure.

Source: United Nations, Peter R. Baehr and Leon Gordenker, The United Nations at the End of the

1990s, 3rd edn (New York: St Martin’s Press, 1999); Jacques Fomerand, ‘UN Conferences: Media

Events or Genuine Diplomacy?’, Global Governance, vol. 2, no. 3 (September–December 1996);

Peter Willetts, ‘The Pattern of Conferences’, in Paul Taylor and A. J. R. Groom, Global Issues in

the United Nations’ Framework (London: Macmillan, 1989).



neglected; helped to change international priorities; facilitated collaboration between
different parts of the UN system and experts in different fields; created new inter-
national structures (such as the UN Conference on Trade and Development, the
World Food Council, the UN Environment Programme, and the UN High Commis-
sioner for Human Rights); set standards; codified international law; and catalysed
political commitment behind draft conventions and programmes of action. Even if
world leaders only put in fleeting appearances at such gatherings, they are forced to
think about the issues arising and say something for the record about their states’
policies.

The 1997 Kyoto Protocol to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change
offers a good example of the possibilities and limits of a standard-setting conference.
By stating in a treaty the acceptable level of emissions of greenhouse gases, the
weight of law is thrust behind individual commitments, and non-adherents will face
added pressure to sign up to internationally agreed standards. The process had taken
off in 1992 at the Rio (de Janeiro) Earth Summit (on the environment and
development), where a ‘Framework’ Convention on Climate Change was signed
(President Bush doing so in a last-minute dash to Rio). However, it was soon decided
that the Framework Convention needed strengthening, and this was done in 1997 at
a conference in Japan that adopted the Kyoto Protocol. A follow-up summit in
Buenos Aires in 1998 negotiated the implementation of the treaty.

However, in 2001 President George W. Bush announced that he had decided
against ratifying the Protocol, which President Clinton had signed but not submitted
to the Senate for ratification. This produced a rift with many of America’s closest
partners and struck a body blow at the likely effectiveness of the instrument given
that the USA (with just 6 per cent of the world’s population) produced 25 per cent
the world’s emissions of carbon monoxide (one of the major greenhouse gasses).
None the less, as a hundred states had ratified the Kyoto Protocol at the end of 2002,
the treaty has clearly set an international standard for greenhouse emissions, and
the USA and other non-signatories will be under continuing pressure to meet it.

The problem of persuading a superpower to comply with the product of UN
conferences is just one of the misgivings that have been expressed about them. There
have been other criticisms: their over-ambitiousness, frequency and cost; their dupli-
cation of work; their tendency to avoid or redefine problems and produce tediously
ambiguous texts on which everyone can agree; their failure to make any signifi-
cant progress in tackling particular problems; and the inclination towards inaction
once the fanfare is over. Yet the object of UN jamborees is not to take authorita-
tive decisions. Like General Assembly resolutions, they are political events aimed at
attracting attention to issues and expressing approval or disapproval of competing
claims. They may also fall foul of political disagreement, as illustrated by two recent
conferences: the 2001 Durban Conference against Racism and the 2002 Johannes-
burg Earth Summit.

The omens for the Durban conference were not good and it ended in tatters. This
was because of the pervading ‘atmosphere of mistrust and ambush’,15 in which Arab
and Asian delegates battled to have Israel’s treatment of Palestinians deemed ‘a new
kind of apartheid’; insisted that there had been many holocausts, not just one; and
demanded that Israel ‘pay full compensation’ to Palestinians (who were described as
‘living under a foreign military occupying power’).16 There were also calls for former
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slave-holding nations to apologise and pay reparations for slavery. Eventually, the
Americans and Israelis walked out, complaining that the conference had been taken
over by Islamic extremists, and the European Union states said they would cease
participating.

The Johannesburg Earth Summit was two years in the making and the largest UN
conference ever. But it was an unhappy occasion. To industrialised states, it looked as
if the poor states had compiled ‘a shopping list’ with a view to extracting subsidies.17

The agreement that emerged from the conference was a feeble affair. Apart from
proposing to halve the number of people without access to sanitation, and to set up
an international network of marine reserves, the seventy-page final document con-
sisted of ‘a combination of warm words, rehashed promises or targets that are so
vague or aspirational that they are in any practical sense meaningless’.18

It had also been produced in a rancorous atmosphere in which the Zimbabwean
and Namibian leaders openly attacked Britain’s Prime Minister for being a colonialist
and there was fury at the USA’s scornful attitude. The proceedings dismally ended ‘in
farce and disgrace’, with the US Secretary of State being interrupted by jeering, slow
hand-clapping, heckling and disorderly behaviour, and a mass walk-out.

Expectations at Johannesburg had been ‘too high and the very concept of a grand
meeting raised concerns about second-rate showmanship by Third World bullies’.19

Hence Kofi Annan’s warning about ‘summit fatigue’ and the advisability of reversing
the trend towards a dramatic rise in the number of UN meetings. Smaller, more
specific conferences of experts are also less likely than mega-summits to be ‘hijacked
by activists and dictators alike to bolster their own standing at Earth’s expense’.20

NON-POLITICAL ORGANS

Unlike the Security Council, the ‘non-political’ organs of the UN proper (as distinct
from its specialised agencies) were not revivified by the end of the cold war. Indeed,
a harsher spotlight was thrown on their deficiencies. As Boutros-Ghali had pointed
out at the beginning of the 1990s, piecemeal measures, establishing bureaucracies ‘as
substitutes for problem-solving and . . . in some cases, to camouflage problems rather
than expose them to serious attention’, had led to chaos. Duplication was ‘wide-
spread; coordination [wa]s often nominal; bureaucratic battles aimed at monopoliz-
ing a particular subject [we]re rife, and organizational objectives [we]re sometimes in
conflict’.21 Some organs continued to discuss contentious political issues which were
by no means directly relevant to their activities. It could even be said that a few of
these bodies seemed to be sustained solely by the vested interests of bureaucrats and
member states, and no longer did useful work even if they had once done so. The
Secretary-General recommended introducing a flexible, high-level mechanism to
enable ECOSOC to respond in a continuous and timely way to new developments.
But he had no power to bang heads together.

However, the lessening desire to score political goals in the General Assembly and
ECOSOC had produced a more pragmatic and goal-oriented supervision of agencies,
and an emphasis on ‘proper monitoring and evaluation’. As Nigel White put it, the
General Assembly ‘is trying to manage the system instead of treating agencies
as entirely separate’.22 The reforms Kofi Annan has been making have also been
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beneficial. They have led to a more dynamic and proactive approach towards
coordination between departments, funds and programmes; less overlap and duplica-
tion; and the introduction of coordination mechanisms for UN bodies in the field.
Agencies that have not always worked together in the past have begun collaborating
and working with governments, foundations and the private sector.

One agency whose fortunes have improved has been UNESCO. Britain re-joined as
soon as a Labour government was elected in 1997, even though Federico Mayor had
allegedly failed during his term as Director to do away with ‘financial indiscipline,
nepotism, cronyism and, even more ominously, irrelevance’. Management was
expensive, ‘top heavy and inefficient’, and programmes were ‘stuffed with old bag-
gage, activities too small and ill-designed to make an impact’.23 The election of
Mayor’s successor, the former Japanese ambassador to France, Koichiro Matsuura, was
an unhappy affair in which the Japanese were said to have engaged in ‘chicanery,
influence-buying and ruthless diplomatic deception’.24 However, the Bush White
House was satisfied with Matsuura’s dramatic reform of UNESCO’s management
structure and the organisation’s new dedication to freedom of the press. In 2003 the
USA rejoined UNESCO.

Meanwhile, the World Health Organisation (WHO) had continued to attract
unfavourable publicity. Once it had had high prestige and was considered the
‘best-managed’ specialised agency; now it had fallen by the wayside because of poor
management and financial practices. In 1993 inspectors described the overall pic-
ture of its technical programmes as one of ‘organizational fragmentation verging on
disintegration’.25 The blame for this fell on the Director-General, Dr Hiroshi Naka-
jima, who lacked management and communication skills and was generally not up
to the job. Yet in 1993 he was re-elected to a second term of office – albeit amidst
allegations of attempts to buy votes. The controversy over Nakajima’s reappointment
crystallised and publicised a longer-standing underlying malaise about the WHO’s
role, structure and effectiveness.

‘Eight years of corruption and scandal’ under Nakajima ended in 1998 when he
was replaced by the former Norwegian Prime Minister, Gro Harlem Brundtland.
Brundtland promised to review the WHO’s management style and was said to have
certainly shaken it up.26 But despite some notable successes, and the WHO’s crucial
role in international cooperation to promote health and combat illness and disease,
it remained ‘a heavily corroded bureaucracy . . . a weak partner in initiatives that
influence global health’.27

The office of UN High Commissioner for Human Rights (UNHCHR) was created by
the General Assembly in 1993. Its mandate is huge: promoting and protecting human
rights for all, and integrating the UN’s far-flung human rights activities. But, as the
former Irish President Mary Robinson discovered when she was UNHCHR (from 1997
to 2002), the office is a poisoned chalice. Robinson’s resources were skimpy and she
had to spend a lot of time lobbying governments for money. At the same time, she
regarded it as her duty to speak out without fear or favour, and to stand up to bullies.
In so doing, she turned her job into one of the most high-profile in the UN. She said
China had a ‘very significant way to go’ in meeting international human rights
standards;28 an outraged President Putin refused to meet her following criticisms of
Moscow’s record in war-torn Chechnya; and she spoke sharply about NATO’s 1999
bombing campaign in Yugoslavia. Above all, she offended the USA by criticising
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aspects of its war on terror and the execution of a 17-year-old; by her stands on Middle
East issues (though she criticised both Israelis and Palestinians); and by endorsing the
outcome of the Durban Summit against Racism. There were tales of an American anti-
Robinson campaign (and there was also criticism of her management skills) but she
stood down before there were any attempts to remove her.

It might, of course, be suggested that human rights is a particularly sensitive
subject, that states react badly to public condemnation, and that far more can be
achieved behind the scenes. This is true. But, as the next two examples underline, it
is dangerous for the head of any organ to offend the USA .

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is an independent
scientific body established to assess the degree of climate change and the contribution
made by human activities such as burning fossil fuels. In April 2002, after a secret
ballot in Geneva, Robert Watson (an outspoken American physicist who had chaired
the IPCC for six years) was removed after pressure from the US government. Watson
had enjoyed the confidence of many European governments and was an efficient
manger; but the USA allegedly considered him too effective in mobilising inter-
national opinion over climate change. Hence his downfall.

The Organisation for the Prevention of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) was set up in
1997 to verify compliance with the Chemical Weapons Convention. Its director
was a Brazilian, José Bustani. The USA had co-sponsored his 2001 reappointment
(by consensus) for a second term of office. However, the Bush administration resented
the restrictions of the Chemical Weapons Convention and the attempt by the inde-
pendent-minded director of the OPCW to bring Iraq into the organisation, which
would possibly complicate an attack on Baghdad. Accordingly, it called on Bustani to
resign, accusing him of : mismanagement; advocating inappropriate roles for the
Organisation; engaging in ‘confrontational, abrasive, and inappropriate conduct’;29

not consulting member states; threatening punitive inspections of chemical indus-
tries in states (like the US) that wanted greater financial discipline and more rigorous
inspections; and trying to placate America by offering to appoint an American to
a senior position. Bustani refused to resign but he was ousted in April 2002 after a
stormy, two-day debate at an emergency meeting.

Never before had the head of any international organisation been dismissed
during his term of office and there were serious questions about the legality of so
doing. Bustani passionately defended himself, and at an earlier meeting the American
delegate had been booed when he failed to produce the promised evidence against
Bustani. However, the OPCW was deeply in debt and was dependent on the USA for a
fifth of its budget (half of which the USA had threatened to withhold until Bustani
was removed). After much arm-twisting, most members of the OPCW decided that
the Organisation’s survival was more important than its director and the vote went
America’s way.

THE ROLE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL:
BOUTROS BOUTROS-GHALI

A successful candidate for the Secretary-Generalship of the UN must satisfy the politi-
cal requirements of the P5. In 1992 a 69-year-old former professor of International
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Law and Foreign Minister of Egypt, Boutros Boutros-Ghali, met their needs. He was
from Africa, whose ‘turn’ it was to fill the office and whose leaders he had courted.
He spoke French (essential to avoid a French veto). He was a Christian married to a
Jew. He was admired in the Egyptian foreign ministry for his intellect and courage.
And he was widely respected as one of the architects of the 1978 Camp David agree-
ments (which paved the way for an Egyptian–Israeli peace treaty).

Reform of the Secretariat was long overdue and Boutros-Ghali immediately set
about the process in a draconian way, reflecting his belief that a bureaucracy could
best be run by ‘stealth and sudden violence’.30 He cut recruitment and trimmed the
number of senior advisers (while avoiding P5 discontent by keeping their nationals);
rejigged offices and departments; and set about rooting out corruption and waste.
However, political jobbery and the operation of a quota system (to ensure geo-
graphical balance) made the Secretariat resistant to change. It remained a ‘monster of
unwieldy centralism that stifles initiative, rewards mediocrity, encourages feath-
erbedding, and bedevils any effort at intelligent recruitment’.31

In the early 1990s, when the UN was riding high on the post-cold war wave of
‘assertive multilateralism’,32 Boutros-Ghali had a central role on the world stage.
He despatched fact-finding missions; set up ‘interim offices’ (combining political
information and humanitarian functions) in some former Soviet republics; took
initiatives to limit conflicts and try to anticipate possible flows of refugees and
displaced persons; and he was asked by the Security Council’s first summit-level
meeting in January 1992 – attended by presidents, kings and prime ministers – to
produce a forward-looking report. An Agenda for Peace was the outcome, which was
cautiously welcomed by the 1992 General Assembly.

All this suited Boutros-Ghali very well as he was ambitious for his office, which he
equated with that of a head of state. Like Hammarskjöld he was keen to extend his
authority and exercise his independent judgement. But like Lie, he sometimes lacked
a realistic appreciation of what the UN can do. He was also vainglorious and had an
unfortunate manner, conveying arrogance. He neglected the P5 and challenged the
priorities of the Security Council, which he treated in an off-hand way (except at
the ministerial level). And, fatally for him, he clashed loudly and severely with US
representatives, particularly Madeleine Albright (whom he was said to regard as an
‘East European peasant with American crassness’)33 and Warren Christopher (the
Secretary of State).

In the autumn of 1995, Albright launched an all-out campaign to remove him on
account of his alleged incompetence and arrogance, a move that Boutros-Ghali
interpreted as intended to ensure her appointment as Secretary of State. Over the
next year, the Americans followed a twin-pronged strategy of denigrating the
Secretary-General while also trying to tempt him to stand down by offering him a
year’s extension of office (without Security Council authorisation), and then the
headship of a non-existent foundation (coupled with hefty perks and the title of
‘Secretary-General Emeritus’). Boutros-Ghali courageously refused to bow the knee.
Even after the USA cast its long-heralded veto against Boutros-Ghali’s reappointment
(the other 14 votes were in his favour) it was over a fortnight before he admitted
defeat and moved on to head La Francophonie.
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THE ROLE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL: KOFI ANNAN

Kofi Annan’s appointment as Secretary-General was, above all, due to two factors.
First, as Secretaries-General normally serve two terms, an African was indicated for
what would have been Boutros-Ghali’s second term. Annan is Ghanaian. Secondly, as
in 1961, the search was on for someone who would be ‘more secretary than
general’,34 who would adopt a low profile and a primarily managerial approach to
the job. Annan was a career secretariat official who had so impressed the Americans
that they had asked that he be made UN envoy in Bosnia when UN peacekeepers
handed over to a NATO-led force.

Annan brought dignity and high polish to the job. Handsome, quietly-spoken,
eloquent and assured, he became very popular. ‘He is captivating in the best sense of
the word’, said the former German Chancellor Helmut Kohl: ‘When he approaches
you . . . it is not possible to keep up any barriers.’35 Not only does he keep calm in
crises, ‘[h]e radiates calm. He is a very difficult man to quarrel with, despite the fact
that he deals with people all the time who are extremely quarrelsome.’36 People want
to say ‘yes’ to him.

Annan’s degrees in economics and management made him well placed to set in
motion a ‘quiet revolution’,37 introducing widespread reforms to make the UN a
leaner, flexible, more effective, ‘more people-oriented’ organisation. The budget was
kept down. Another thousand posts were cut (bringing numbers down to 8900 in
August 2000 as compared with 12,000 in the mid-1980s), and other jobs were held
vacant. Management procedures were streamlined, resources shifted from adminis-
tration to development work, cabinet-style management was introduced, and there
was greatly improved coordination among the far-flung members of the United
Nations family. A Deputy Secretary-General was appointed (Louise Fréchette of
Canada) to take charge of the Secretariat during Annan’s absences from head-
quarters, to spearhead efforts to raise finance for development, and to ‘ensure the
coherence of the Organization’s cross-sectoral activities’.38 (In the process, greater
stress was put on working with business to promote development and responsible
social policies – by early 1999 the UN Development Programme was cooperating
with 16 international companies.) Annan has introduced major proposals for reform
and has claimed significant results in the areas within his remit: managerial,
structural, coordination and operational. However, attempts at reform have been a
regularly recurring feature of the UN since the late 1940s and the change that is most
needed is the least likely: that UN members stop treating the Organisation as ‘a sort
of global trade union (and source of sinecures)’.39

Annan was markedly successful in improving US–UN relations. An American
ambassador called him ‘the best Secretary-General in the history of the UN’,40 and
other P5 states were enthusiastic. Also, Annan’s vision of where the UN should be
going was firmly endorsed by UN members when it approved his special report to the
September 2000 Millennium Summit. Entitled, We the Peoples, the Millennium
Report put the betterment of individual ‘human beings at the centre of everything . . .
from conflict prevention to development to human rights’.41 Amongst other things,
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this meant focusing global attention on Africa’s conflicts; on poverty, famine and the
HIV/AIDS epidemic; on allaying African discontent about the UN’s perceived failure
to address its concerns; and on teasing money out of rich nations to address the
threat from HIV/AIDS. In addition, Annan has promoted the idea of public–private
partnerships to draw in new skills, and a ‘global compact’ with businesses – aimed at
‘installing civic virtue in the global marketplace’.42 He supported the idea of humani-
tarian intervention and more robustly professional peacekeeping, and won respect
for not trying to hide his own failures as head of the UN’s peacekeeping department.
Instead, he commissioned frank, thorough, authoritative and independent reports
into the genocide that occurred in Rwanda and Srebrenica, and in so doing made an
important breakthrough in institutional accountability.

Like his predecessors, Annan has seen his role as encompassing the right to
act independently. For example, he visited Tripoli to speak to Muammar Gadaffi
about surrendering for trial two Libyans suspected of blowing up, over Lockerbie in
Scotland, an American civil aeroplane travelling from Britain to the USA in 1988.
In February 1998, during a crisis over weapons inspections in Iraq, he courageously
invested much political capital in a risky trip to Baghdad in the face of strong opposi-
tion from Albright, who was by then Secretary of State.43 But his circumscribed role
was evident when Israel withdrew its agreement to a UN fact-finding mission into
the bloodletting in the Jenin refugee camp in April 2002. Annan had first suggested
the despatch of a large peacekeeping force with robust powers to oversee the
withdrawal of Israeli troops, but Israel, NATO and the USA rejected this. A fact-finding
mission then emerged as a means of avoiding the tabling (in the Security Council) of a
tough, Arab-sponsored resolution condemning the actions of Israeli soldiers. When
the Israelis refused to accept even this, Annan had no option but to abandon the idea.

Annan’s remarkable blend of realistic idealism and finely honed political skills
resulted in his re-election – by acclamation – for a second term of office six months
early. Hence, too, his sharing the 2001 Nobel Peace Prize with the UN Organisation.44

THE INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE

One very important non-political organ of the UN benefited hugely from the post-
cold war climate: the International Court of Justice (ICJ). With the end of the cold
war, the decline of the Optional Clause – whereby states agree in advance that they
can be taken to the Court – began to go into reverse. Adhesions grew from 50 in
1989 to 63 in February 2003, and some former reservations to adhesions have been
withdrawn. But because of the growth in the number of sovereign states, the per-
centage of Optional Clause signatories has only risen from 31% to just under 33%.

Meanwhile, the ICJ has been back in business with a vengeance. By 1990 it had
issued just 33 judgements and 19 advisory opinions. By January 2003 the figures
had leapt to 76 judgements and 24 advisory opinions. In 1999 a record 17 new cases
had been submitted, bringing the total number of cases before the ICJ up to 29; and
at the start of 2003 it was dealing with 24 cases. Not only was the ICJ busier than
ever, it was hugely busier than its predecessor (the Permanent Court of International
Justice [PCIJ]) ever was.
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Additionally, the Court’s post-cold war cases included ones related to major
international crises: hostilities in Kosovo and the Congo; the destruction of an
American passenger plane over Lockerbie in Scotland; allegations by both Bosnia-
Herzegovina and Yugoslavia that the other had promoted genocide; and similar
Croatian allegations against Yugoslavia. It gave an advisory opinion on the Legality of
the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, and dealt with a very complicated boundary
dispute between Honduras and El Salvador that dated back to 1839 and had led to
the four-day ‘soccer war’ in 1969 in which thousands died. Even allowing for
numerous cases brought by Yugoslavia and the Congo, the increase in the amount of
international judicial business is remarkable.

The parties appearing before the ICJ are as diverse as the disputes. The third world
has cast off its earlier distrust of the Court and, in contrast to the Eurocentric
PCIJ, the ICJ ‘is universal in its clientele . . . universal in its composition’.45 The wide
use of the ICJ is indicated by the fact that Libya has appeared before it 6 times, Iran 4
times, the Democratic Republic of Congo 4 times, the United States 21 times, and
Yugoslavia 12 times.

CONCLUSION

The UN has at almost every turn confounded expectations, developing a momentum
and a life of its own in response to political developments. What it is depends upon
the members and the nature of relations between them. Good relations are reflected
in a greater ease of cooperation through the UN system; poor relations may be
ameliorated with the help of the UN; bad relations may exclude the UN from playing
any role beyond serving as a means of scoring points.

Like all human organisations it is far from perfect, having many weaknesses and
with some parts badly needing – but so far defying – major reform. That the United
States feels able to do as it wishes, without worrying too much about UN approval,
also demonstrates its limitations. Yet the fact that the greatest power in the world not
only bothers about, but also pays as much attention to the UN as it does, is a
remarkable testimony to the UN’s central role in international relations. For almost
six decades, the states that comprise the UN have come to value and need the
Organisation. Through it they can pursue their interests, conduct diplomacy, debate
and cooperate – to the extent they feel able – in achieving the purposes set out in
Article 1 of the Charter. For, as Kofi Annan pointed out in his Millennium Report, the
UN is ‘the only global institution with the legitimacy and scope that derive from
universal membership, and a mandate that encompasses development, security and
human rights as well as the environment. In this sense the United Nations is unique
in world affairs.’46
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PRECEDENTS AND THE AFTERMATH OF THE SECOND
WORLD WAR

The idea of European integration in various forms is a very old one but it was not
until the latter half of the twentieth century that cooperative European integra-
tion began to take place on a significant scale. It is true that this was preceded by
a flurry of activity in the interwar years – most notably, the establishment of the
Belgo-Luxembourg customs union (1922), the Briand Memorandum1 (1930) and the
activities of Coudenhove-Kalergi’s Pan-European Community, which advocated a
European federation.2 However, it was to take a second world war before European
integration and a ‘community’ of European nation states could begin to become a
reality. European integration was now an idea whose time had (finally) come.
The aftermath of the war created a unique situation which made cooperation in
(western) Europe essential, although its form and extent were, and still, are subject to
extensive debate.

The war had left Europe weak and exhausted, and with an overwhelming desire
for peace and a return to normality (and prosperity). The objective of preventing
further intra-European war was a powerful influence on the shaping of a regenerated
Europe. Many concluded that European integration offered the best way of con-
taining Germany and providing a peaceful framework within which Europe could be
rebuilt. Indeed, many were even more specific and agreed with the conclusion
reached by the resistance leaders in 1944 (before the war had even ended): ‘Only a
Federal Community will allow the German people to participate in the life of Europe
without being a danger for the rest.’3 On the economic front, the Second World
War had brought Europe to the brink of ruin and there was an obvious need for
mutual cooperation to promote reconstruction, recovery and growth. Indeed, this was
actively encouraged by the Americans when Marshall aid was distributed.4 However,
the geopolitical configuration of the continent after the Second World War meant
that only western Europe could press forward with its plans at this time. Indeed, the
shadow of the Soviet Union created very real fears of Soviet intervention, either
directly or indirectly through Moscow’s influence over the Communist parties in
France and Italy which seemed close to power in this period.

The European
Community,
1945-69: Origins
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In fact, there was a sense in (western) Europe of being caught between the two
superpowers, but whilst the threat from the east was political and military, that from
the west was more economic in nature; increasing reliance on American technology,
the power of the dollar and the rise of the American multinationals were all sources
of growing European apprehension. However, the United States actively encouraged
European unity, and indeed, the view that the ‘US role in this matter should not . . .
[simply] be one of passive encouragement’5 was clearly stated in a speech by John
Foster Dulles, delivered in January 1947, which explicitly advocated a federal Europe6

and more concretely suggested that (friendly) US pressure might be applied in that
direction.

The late 1940s witnessed a number of initiatives designed to integrate (western)
Europe more closely although these largely fell short of their objectives; a major
reason for this failure was British reluctance to countenance more than loose
consultative arrangements which in no sense involved a transfer of sovereignty to a
central authority. In March 1948, the Brussels Treaty linked Britain, France and the
Benelux countries in a defensive pact. A month later, the Organisation for European
Economic Cooperation (OEEC)7 was established by sixteen European states as part of
their attempt to meet the Marshall Aid requirements of greater European economic
cooperation. Potentially the most important venture was the Council of Europe, set
up in May 1949 with the general objectives of promoting unity in various fields and
of protecting human rights. After functioning as little more than an ineffectual de-
bating society for several years, the Council gradually began to acquire a significant
role in regard to human rights, although early ideas that members would ‘merge
certain of their sovereign rights’ vanished in the face of stubborn resistance from
Britain,8 reflecting its strong preference for intergovernmental cooperation. In the
end it was economic rather than political forces which led to the beginnings of what
is now the European Union, arising from a developing crisis during 1948–9 over
the allied dismantling of German heavy industry; essentially, in the face of growing
apprehension about the Soviet Union, the Americans sought to reverse their policy of
dismantling the German steel industry and to impose this volte-face on the reluctant
French.9 The European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) was an imaginative way of
reconciling these differences.

THE FIRST PHASE: FROM COAL AND STEEL TO
ECONOMIC COMMUNITY

The European Coal and Steel Community
On 9 May 1950, Robert Schuman, the French Foreign Minister, announced a
proposal to pool, and administer jointly, national coal and steel resources in western
Europe.10 The Schuman Plan, drafted by Jean Monnet, was the blueprint for the
Treaty of Paris, signed on 18 April 1951 by France, (West) Germany, Italy, Belgium,
the Netherlands and Luxembourg (the ‘Six’), which created the European Coal and
Steel Community (ECSC). The ECSC was the first of three European Communities –
the others being the EEC and the EAEC11 – which were all eventually amalgamated
in 1967. The stated purpose of the ECSC was to set up a common market for coal and
steel but it was rather more than a simple economic exercise. It marked a major step
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in Franco-German rapprochement by providing a framework within which the
German industrial heartlands in the Ruhr could be revived in a way that made ‘war
between France and Germany . . . not merely unthinkable but materially impos-
sible’.12 But it was also more generally politically driven since it was widely hoped
that the ‘pooling of coal and steel production should . . . provide for . . . a first step in
the federation of Europe’.13

Equally importantly, the ECSC established the institutional structure for Euro-
pean integration: (supranational) Commission, Council of (national) Ministers,
European Parliament and Court of Justice, although two of these had different names
in the Treaty of Paris (the Commission was the ‘High Authority’ and the Parliament
was the ‘Common Assembly’, as indeed it was in the Treaty of Rome, which set up
the EEC, only adopting the somewhat grander ‘Parliament’ at a later date). The Court
of Justice and the High Authority were particularly innovative. The former was the
first international court to have its judgements binding upon national governments,
companies and the ECSC’s institutions alike. The High Authority was even more
pathbreaking because it combined administrative and political (decision-making)
functions. It was charged with representing the ‘general interest of the Community’,
and it was given considerable discretion to make ECSC policy in such important areas
as determining the levy on coal and steel firms which financed the ECSC, although
its powers over certain matters were limited by the need to obtain approval from the
Council of Ministers and by the restraining powers of the Common Assembly.

The attitude of the UK towards the creation of the ECSC was distinctly unenthusi-
astic. Whilst the British also clearly desired peace, prosperity and the containment of
Germany, they did not feel threatened to the same extent as continental Europe. After
all, Britain had emerged from the war victorious over Germany (again) and still
considered itself the equal of the United States and the Soviet Union; in any case, it
had a ‘special relationship’ with the former and was geopolitically sufficiently distant
from the latter to make the Soviet threat appear much less significant. In fact, in this
particular case, any attempt by the British to hijack the ECSC and steer it onto firmly
intergovernmental ground, as it had done with the OEEC and the Council of Europe,
were scuppered by the French negotiating ploy of making the acceptance of the
principle of supranationality in advance of negotiations a pre-condition of participa-
tion. Thus, the pattern was set and the ideological breach between Britain and
continental Europe was now open: Britain was for intergovernmental cooperation in
Europe and against supranationality, and this was to underpin the British govern-
ment’s official policy towards European integration for the next ten years and much
of non-governmental opinion for rather longer.

The record of the ECSC until it ceased to exist as a separate entity in 1967 is
somewhat mixed. It did make some progress on the economic front, although its
efforts to create a common market in coal and steel were considerably assisted by the
earlier activities of the OEEC and the Benelux customs union. Moreover, despite
some early success in its efforts to flex its muscles against governments, the High
Authority was overruled by the Council during the first real crisis in 1959 (caused by
the over-production of coal) which was met by separate national measures rather
than a Community wide plan.14 Furthermore, the ECSC did not act as an immediate
catalyst for political integration and, indeed, as the European Defence and Politi-
cal Communities failed, was arguably unsuccessful in political terms. However, it
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did initiate the process of European integration and clearly contributed to the crea-
tion of the European Economic Community (EEC) and Euratom later in the 1950s,
although the element of supranationality in these organisations was rather muted
compared with the ECSC.

If the ECSC represented a success, then what immediately followed on was a
failure. Moreover, it also seemed to undermine the functionalist theory15 favoured
by Monnet and other federalists. The ECSC was supposed to be only the first sector to
be integrated in Europe; others were to follow, one by one, until a European political
union was finally created. The key mechanism for achieving this process was ‘spill-
over’. In one sense, spillover meant that once one economic sector was integrated,
the interdependence of this sector with others would force them to follow and also
integrate. Another version was the concept of political spillover, whereby integration
in one (economic) sector causes pressure groups to operate at that (i.e. the European)
political level to exert influence; in time these groups would begin to see the value of
operating in this way and would support further integration in other sectors. Whilst
the European Defence Community was perhaps a harsh and not entirely appropriate
test of the theory, it did at least suggest that the spillover process would be a much
slower and more painful process than the federalists had hoped.

The European Defence Community
Although, there was a rather sterile discussion in various quarters about the possi-
bility of extending integration into various sectors – particularly transport, agricul-
ture, health, postal services and communications16 – the next sector for debate was
forced onto the agenda by events rather than choice; when the Americans began
to press for (West) German rearmament to fill a gap in (west) European defences
effectively caused by American involvement in the Korean War from 1950, the
French put forward a proposal for a European Defence Community (EDC), the Plevin
Plan. The Plevin Plan was essentially a proposal for a European army and followed
the Schuman Plan in outline but with two significant differences: first, it was rela-
tively less supranational and proposed more power for the Council of Ministers; and
secondly, the Germans were treated differently from other members in that all
German armed forces had to be part of the European army whereas the other five
members were allowed to keep some of their military resources under purely national
command. It was immediately obvious that the EDC was incompatible with wholly
independent national foreign policies, and logic implied that it should be accom-
panied with political integration. Consequently, an ambitious plan for a European
Political Community (EPC) was developed; it proposed the subordination of the ECSC
and EDC within a unified organisation with a single ‘High Authority/Commission’,
Council of Ministers and Court of Justice and a two-chamber European Parliament.

However, although it had clearly much wider implications than a mere defence
community, the EPC never got further than the draft treaty stage and it was on the
success of the EDC that both Communities stood or fell. In fact, the French never
really felt comfortable with the EDC, even though they were its initiators, for the
fundamental reason that they did not really want German rearmament in any form.
Consequently, successive French governments delayed putting the EDC before the
French Assembly for over two years (until August 1954). To no-one’s great surprise
it was eventually rejected by 319 votes to 264.17 Thus, in the early 1950s, the
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opportunity to move to a level of political integration beyond that envisaged by the
(Maastricht) Treaty of European Community (TEU) nearly thirty years later was not
taken. Instead, the British stepped in and the 1948 Brussels Treaty Organisation, a
mutual defence arrangement between Britain, France and the Benelux countries, was
extended to include Germany (and Italy) and became the Western European Com-
munity (WEU).18 This was a firmly intergovernmental organisation, which essentially
withered quietly away (until it was reactivated as the embryonic defence arm of
the European Community by the TEU in 1991).

Towards the European Community
In fact, the failure of the EDC and the EPC proved to be only a temporary delay;
extending integration beyond coal and steel in the economic sphere had always
remained on the agenda19 and now took centre-stage. In 1955, representatives of the
Six met at Messina on 1-2 June to ‘initiate a new phase on the path of constructing
Europe’,20 and agreed to pursue integration in the following areas:

. atomic energy;

. transport;

. the harmonisation of social policies;

. the establishment of an investment bank;

. the creation of a common market (to be preceded by a customs union).

They further agreed to establish a committee which became known as the Spaak
Committee after its chairman, the Belgian Foreign Minister. A British representative
did participate in the early meetings but was withdrawn in November as the British
view hardened from ‘one of indifference to one of opposition’.21 The Spaak Com-
mittee soon chose to focus on nuclear energy and the common market proposal,
although the latter eventually emerged as the centrepiece of the European Economic
Community (EEC), which in fact incorporated the rest of what had been agreed at
Messina. The Spaak Report was approved in May 1956, appropriate treaties were
drafted, and in March 1957 two treaties were signed in Rome, one establishing the
European Atomic Energy Community (EAEC or, more commonly, Euratom), and
the second, the European Economic Community (EEC).22 The treaties were ratified
by national parliaments and became effective on 1 January 1958. The building of
the European Union had begun in earnest.

THE TREATY OF ROME AND THE EUROPEAN
ECONOMIC COMMUNITY

The Treaty of Rome (EEC) is an extensive, multifaceted document with 248 articles,
4 annexes, 13 protocols, 4 conventions and 9 declarations. It is wide-ranging and
potentially expandable, as it includes an article (235) which essentially states that
cooperation can be extended into any area provided all the member states agree, and
it remains in force for ‘an unlimited period’. Superficially, it is a simple economic
agreement that creates a common market and some related common economic
policies, but the element of supranationality and the underlying political agenda
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make it rather more (and potentially much, much more) than this. The range of the
Treaty is such as to make summarising it very difficult but, broadly speaking, it has
two components: first, the creation of a common market and related measures, and
secondly, measures to make the EEC more than a common market.

Another approach which produces the same division would be to divide the con-
tents of the Treaty into elements concerned with ‘negative’ integration (the removal
of internal barriers or, more simply, agreeing not to do something) and ‘positive’
integration (the creation of common policies requiring actual agreement to take
joint action). The former group includes the removal of tariffs and quantitative
restrictions (creating a free trade area), the common external tariff (converting the
free trade area into a customs union), measures to facilitate the free movement of
people and capital, and a competition policy (to allow the common market created
by the other measures). The policies involving going beyond a common market
include the Common Agricultural Policy, the common transport policy, the Euro-
pean Social Fund, and the European Investment Bank. In general, those parts of the
Treaty dealing with ‘negative’ integration are specified in some detail but those
sections covering ‘positive’ integration are more vague and provide direction rather
than detail. Thus, the timetable for establishing the customs union is clear but the
articles relating to the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) specify its objectives but
leave the precise shape of the policy designed to achieve them for later negotiations.

In addition to these two broad categories of economic integration, the Treaty had
various (implicitly long-term) objectives of more general economic integration that
are perhaps best summarised in Article 2, which indicates that ‘the aim of the Com-
munity, by . . . progressively approximating the economic policies of the Member
States . . . [is] to promote throughout the Community a harmonious development of
economic activities, a continuous and balanced expansion, an increased stability, an
accelerated raising of the standard of living and closer relations between its Member
States’. Finally, the Treaty also has an external dimension contained within it23 and
a number of ‘escape clauses’ triggered by economic difficulties or on the grounds of
national security.

However, it was the institutional framework that aroused most interest as it was
unique amongst international organisations and, indeed, remains so despite various
subsequent attempts to imitate European integration in many parts of the world.24

There were four principal institutions created:

. The European Commission, based in Brussels, had two members from each of the
three larger member states and one from each of the smaller; it was the equivalent
of the ECSC’s High Authority. It was to represent the ‘Community interest’ and
Commissioners had to take an oath to this effect. It had three functions: first, it
was the guardian of the Treaties, ensuring that their provisions were observed;
secondly, it was charged with implementing and administering Community
policy; finally, and uniquely for a supranational body, it was to initiate policy.

. The Council of Ministers represented the interests of the member states and was the
principal decision-making body, taking decisions on the basis of the Commission’s
proposals. It consisted of the member states’ Foreign Ministers (General Council),
or, if a specific policy area was being discussed, then the appropriate ministers in
that field – for example, the Agricultural Council consisted of the Agricultural
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Ministers. Most decisions were to be taken unanimously, although there was
some provision for qualified majority voting25 (and even, in six very trivial cases,
a simple majority).

. The Parliamentary Assembly, which was to become the European Parliament, was
originally not an elected body but rather its 142 members were nominated by the
governments of the member states. Its principal function was to monitor the work
of the Commission and Council and it had to be consulted on Commission prop-
osals before the Council took a decision. Consequently, its powers were limited to
an advisory rather than a legislative role, although it was required to discharge the
budget and had the rather draconian (though never used) power of dismissing
the Commission (by a two-thirds majority).

. The Court of Justice, based in Luxembourg, was the unglamorous, but extremely
important, fourth major institution. It had two functions: first, it provided guidance
and interpretation of the Treaties; and, second, it had to settle disputes relating to
points of Community law, which might involve Community institutions, member
states, companies or citizens.

The key relationship was between the Commission and the Council. The clear
intention of those who drafted the Treaty of Rome was that the Commission should
play a pivotal role: its function as the sole initiator of all Community policies and
the fact that the Council could only amend a Commission proposal by unanimous
vote gave it potentially enormous powers without any checks and balances, in the
eyes of some observers.26 However, it was the Council that took the decisions, and,
of course, the Commission did not devise new policies in Olympian isolation.
It engaged in a process of consultation with interested parties, including the Council,
so that its proposals already commanded some degree of consensus by the time they
reached the Council. Indeed, many who favoured integration saw this as producing
a wholly novel ‘Community method’ of decision-making through a permanent
dialogue between the Commission and the Council, a method that would oblige
states increasingly to view problems within a Community, rather than a national,
framework.27

There were also a number of more minor institutions: the European Investment
Bank is a non-profitmaking provider of loans (at subsidised rates) to promote the
economic development of the Community; the Economic and Social Committee
(ECOSOC) is an advisory body drawn from three groups: employers, trade unions
and the ‘general interest’; and there is a Court of Auditors, which ensures the legal-
ity and sound financial management of the Community budget. Finally, there is
another quite important body which, although not actually mentioned in the Treaty,
was quickly found to be necessary and so was created. This is the Committee
of Permanent Representatives (COREPER), which consists of national delegations of
ambassadors and civil servants and prepares the work of the Council of Ministers.
In fact, it takes some decisions, because it divides the agenda of the Council into
relatively low-level issues, which are decided in COREPER and formally approved
by the Council without further discussion (Agenda A), and more substantive issues,
which do require full discussion and decision in the Council (Agenda B).

Finally, although the principal focus of this section has quite rightly been on
the EEC, it is interesting to note that, initially, the proposal for an atomic energy
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community was deemed the most important, particularly by Monnet and his fol-
lowers, partly because a sector-by-sector approach was suggested by the concept of
spillover.28 It did also play a significant role in that there was, to some extent, a trade-
off between the EEC and Euratom. The French were very keen on the latter but much
less so on the former, whereas the opposite was true of Germany and the others. How-
ever, Euratom was to prove disappointing in practice as member states continued to
pursue national interests and showed little interest in cooperative projects. Its role
in the process of European integration has ultimately been negligible.

THE COMMUNITY TAKES SHAPE, 1958–69

The 1960s were dominated by three factors: the mainly unspectacular but con-
tinuous efforts to operationalise the contents of the Treaty of Rome; the attempts by
De Gaulle to push the Community away from the model of integration set out in that
Treaty; and the emergence of the widening-versus-deepening dilemma as Britain
(and others) repeatedly sought to join the Community. The first two of these are
dealt with in this section and the third will be examined in the conclusion. In fact,
the progress made towards implementing the programme laid out in the Treaty of
Rome varied significantly across policy areas and the Community’s achievements
during the 1960s are best described as somewhat mixed. However, the Six did get off
to a flying start, helped by the early years of the EEC coinciding with a period of high
rates of economic growth (which was one of the reasons for increased British
interest) and a large increase in trade and business activity in anticipation of the
creation of a common market.29 This favourable environment allowed the EEC to
move forward quickly with establishing its most essential element, the customs
union. It was agreed to accelerate the programme of tariff cuts in 1960 and the
customs union was achieved on 1 July 1968, eighteen months ahead of schedule.

Substantial progress was also made towards the creation of the common agri-
cultural policy, although at some cost (see below), and the European Investment
Bank began operations. Competition policy was a little more muted, in that direct
policy development was absent, but much essential background work was carried
out.30 Little progress was made in the fields of energy and transport – for example,
in 1963, efforts to initiate a Community transport policy were described as ‘a dismal
story of false starts, of politically inept Commission proposals, of persistent Council
inaction, [and] of divided government views’.31 Social policy did not fare much
better and, indeed, provided a good example of the consequences of inadequate
Treaty provision.32 More positively, the Community did quickly establish an inter-
national identity that attracted a big response: many non-member states established
diplomatic relations with the Community, a number sought associate or full EEC
membership, and the newly independent former colonies of the members states
replaced the Part IV Association arrangements of the Rome Treaty with the Yaoundé
Convention.

However, against the backdrop of these developments, a serious and fundamen-
tal disagreement was developing which would lead to a crisis in 1965. De Gaulle
had returned to power in France shortly after the Treaty of Rome was signed, and had
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initially gone along with it because it favoured French farmers and was conducive to
Franco-German rapprochement. However, his vision of Europe was based on his pref-
erence for an intergovernmental or confederal framework (a ‘Europe des Patries’),
which actually had some similarities (but also differences) with the Atlanticist ver-
sion espoused by the British. De Gaulle’s position was, therefore, completely at odds
with the supranational vision of the Commission (and many of the architects of
the Treaty). In 1962 he made the first (and lesser) of his two attempts to ‘hijack’ the
Community by presenting a French plan for political union which would have
involved radical changes.

The ‘Fouchet Plan’, named after the French ambassador to Denmark who chaired
the committee that produced it in late 1961, can perhaps be described with some
accuracy as De Gaulle’s intergovernmental version of the EPC. It was the culmina-
tion of two years of activity during which De Gaulle had pursued his vision of
political union through various channels. He had secured agreement for regular
meetings of the Six’s foreign ministers in late 1959 (of which there were three in
1960). He had then sought to develop his favoured method of cooperation – sum-
mitry – first, by holding bilateral summit meetings in early 1961, with Macmillan
and then Adenauer; and second, by instigating the first EEC summit meetings in
Paris in February 1961 and then in Bonn in July. However, it was in the Fouchet Plan
that De Gaulle’s design for Europe was made most explicit. This was no less than a
draft treaty for a ‘union of states’, with five main elements:

. regular meetings of heads of state and/or foreign ministers;

. decision-making on the basis of unanimity;

. a permanent secretariat (in Paris) drawn from member states’ foreign offices (and
hence clearly intergovernmental and not supranational);

. permanent intergovernmental committees in the fields of: foreign affairs, defence,
commerce, and cultural affairs;

. a European assembly, whose members would be appointed by the governments of
member states, and which could ask questions but played no role at all in the
decision-making process.

The Fouchet Plan attracted little enthusiasm outside France. The rest of the EEC felt
that the defence arrangements did not sit well within NATO and the Atlantic Alliance
and, indeed, were potentially conflictual; they objected to the attempt to undermine
the existing level of supranationality, and to the French determination to exclude the
British (who, by then, were actively pursuing membership of the Community) from
the negotiations. The fact that these points of objection were probably considered to
be advantages by the French is indicative of the distance between France and her
partners. Consequently, it was not surprising that, despite successive drafts of the
Fouchet Plan, agreement could not be reached.

The 1965 or ‘empty chair’ crisis exposed the rift between the French and the other
five even more starkly, and its outcome – the Luxembourg Compromise – marked a
major turning point in the development of the European Union. The fundamental
issue was that, in 1966, in accordance with the Rome Treaty timetable, the EEC was
due to move from taking its decisions predominantly by unanimous agreement to
taking most of them by majority voting. This effectively forced De Gaulle’s hand and
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he felt compelled to make a stand. In fact, the immediate cause of French wrath was a
‘package’ proposed by the Commission to the Council which linked three elements:

. the completion of the financial arrangements for the CAP (which the French
wanted);

. a switch in the method of financing the Community, from direct national con-
tributions to a system of ‘own resources’, which would redsignate the bulk of the
tariff revenue from the common external tariff ‘belonging’ to the Community
(which the Commission wanted);

. an increase in the powers of the Parliament, particularly with regard to budgetary
matters (which the Parliament and the Netherlands wanted).

It had become the standard practice of the Commission to try and broker ‘package
deals’, often incorporating quite unrelated elements (although there actually were
linkages in this case).33 The objective was to encourage agreement by sugaring an
unpalatable policy for any member state by offering compensation elsewhere in the
‘package’; and, up to 1965, this strategy largely worked. However, on this occasion
the French were unwilling to compromise: they wanted the CAP financing but
refused to accept the rest, and they boycotted the Council for seven months (hence
the empty chair) and effectively brought the Community to a halt.

By early 1966 it was clear that the situation had to be resolved. Obviously the
Five were becoming increasingly concerned about the future viability of the Com-
munity, but there were also pressures on De Gaulle as his domestic popularity began
to wane. However, compromise remained elusive, and at a meeting of the member
states in Luxembourg in January 1966, to which the Commission was not invited,
the French and the other five essentially agreed to differ. The Luxembourg Com-
promise stated that:

Where, in the case of decisions which may be taken by majority vote . . . very important

interests of one or more partners are at stake . . . the Council will endeavour . . . to reach

solutions which can be adopted by all the members of the Council . . . the French delegation

considers that where very important interests are at stake the discussion must be continued

until unanimous agreement is reached.’34

This became interpreted as giving the right of national veto to a member state if it
felt that a vital national interest (never defined) was threatened, and, in practice,
amounted to a victory for France, as the need for unanimity in the Council was
maintained.

As the 1960s drew to a close there were two other significant events in the Com-
munity. The first of these was that the three communities created in the 1950s – the
ECSC, EEC and Euratom – were merged in July 1967 to form the ‘European Com-
munities’, which became commonly referred to in the singular.35 The three had
always shared the Assembly/Parliament and the Court of Justice, but from mid-1967
they also had a common Council of Ministers and Commission (High Authority).
The second was the very first attempt to reform the CAP, in the shape of the
Mansholt Plan, named after the then Agricultural Commissioner, which appeared in
1968.36 This sought to address the rising cost of the CAP through increasing farm
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incomes by structural reform of the agricultural sector. There were too many small,
inefficient farms and too much disguised unemployment in agriculture; rationalisa-
tion was required on a massive scale to create farms of an economically viable size.
The Mansholt Plan would have substantially reduced the amount of land under
cultivation and halved the numbers working in agriculture by 1980. Not surprisingly,
it was far more than the member states could take; it earned Mansholt the nickname
‘peasant killer’, and led to very little, although some half-hearted, minor structural
reforms were introduced in the early 1970s. Effectively, however, the Mansholt Plan
was ignored.37 Meanwhile the most vociferous critic of the CAP waited in the wings.

BRITAIN, EFTA AND THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY

The British had initially expected negotiations for the EEC to fail, just as those for the
EDC (and EPC) had done, and waited in the wings to offer a watered down, inter-
governmental escape route in the shape of an industrial free trade area. However, the
EEC was successfully created and Britain was left with the European Free Trade
Association (EFTA) – the ‘Outer Seven’ to the Community’s ‘Inner Six’ – with the
intergovernmentally inclined Scandinavian and Alpine Europeans. This division of
Europe between countries who support some degree of supranationality and those
who favour cooperation on mainly intergovernmental lines continues today. It was
the fundamental reason for the opt-outs from the Maastricht Treaty of Britain and
Denmark, both founder members of EFTA. It is why the Community of Twelve
wished to get the Maastricht Treaty (and various other measures) agreed before it
admitted Austria, Sweden and Finland, two founder members and one subsequent
member of EFTA, respectively.

In fact, British reluctance to participate in the process of European integration
was based on rather more than a preference for intergovernmental cooperation.
Britain had not suffered economic devastation on anything like the same scale as
continental Europe during the war, and had never been occupied. Indeed, she had
emerged victorious and, therefore, feared neither Germany nor her own superpower
allies. The British also had a very particular view of their position in the world, in
which they saw Europe as only one of three legs of their foreign policy.38 The others
were the ‘special relationship’ with the Americans, and the Commonwealth, and it
was not possible to emphasise one leg too much at the expense of the others.
Consequently, whilst Britain could encourage and, indeed, play a limited role in
European integration, she could not get too deeply involved. However, it quickly
became apparent that this was based on an inflated and outdated assessment of
Britain’s importance, as Britain experienced continued economic weakness, accom-
panied by sterling and balance of payments crises and, in the 1960s, growth rates
much lower than those of the Six. Britain’s political decline was in some ways steeper
and was clearly indicated by the Suez débaĉle, the abandonment of the independent
British nuclear deterrent (‘Blue Streak’), and Britain’s exclusion from the first of
the two superpower summits in 1961. Moreover, the non-European legs of Britain’s
foreign policy triangle were becoming much weaker: much of the Commonwealth
was in the process of a rather messy and embarrassing move to independence,39 and
the Americans increasingly preferred a more balanced relationship with western
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Europe as a whole. Finally, it became obvious that EFTA was only of limited value.40

There seemed little alternative to EC membership and so, eventually, on 31 July
1961, the British Prime Minister Harold Macmillan announced Britain’s intention to
apply for membership.41

The first ministerial conference between Britain and the Six was in October 1961;
the negotiations were inevitably dominated by agricultural matters and dragged on
for over a year until they were halted by the French in January 1963.42 The French
negotiators became increasingly tough in late 1962, and the Nassau Pact, by which
Macmillan agreed to buy Polaris missiles from the Americans, was the immediate
catalyst for De Gaulle’s veto of Britain’s application for membership, delivered at a
press conference on 14 January 1963. While there remain some doubts as to whether
the veto was inevitable,43 the rationale for it is clear enough. De Gaulle had two
concerns: that Britain did not share the objectives of the Six; and that she would act
as a ‘Trojan horse’ for American interests in Europe. Whilst the logic of the latter is
perhaps debatable, this is not true of the former: it is quite clear that the decision to
apply was a defensive reaction stemming from ‘a gradual official realization of the
danger that the EEC might become an economic and political embarrassment to
Britain’.44 De Gaulle was thus quite right to the extent that his veto of British entry
was based on a mistrust of Britain’s motives and the belief that its application in no
way reflected a conversion to the views of the Six. A third reason for the French
action was that Britain was perceived to be a potential rival for leadership within the
Community in a way that Germany, because of recent history, could not be for some
time. The effect of the veto on British entry was that the simultaneous membership
bids of Denmark, Norway and Ireland45 were withdrawn. France’s five partners were
unhappy but felt they had little option but to carry on without British participation
in the Community.

In 1961–3 the Labour Party had been divided over Community membership but
with a majority against. This was reflected at the October 1962 Party Conference,
where five ‘safeguards’ (or conditions that the Party required to be fulfilled before it
could support membership) were adopted:

. a satisfactory solution for the Commonwealth;

. a satisfactory solution for remaining members of EFTA;

. guarantees for British agriculture;

. freedom to pursue an independent foreign policy;

. freedom to engage in autonomous domestic planning.

However, by 1967, after three years in government, the Party had officially changed
its mind and its policy.46 The first experience of government since 1951 had brought
home to the Labour Party the extent to which Britain’s position in the world had
declined, and what its remaining options were. More specifically, the ‘safeguards’
had mostly become less relevant. The Commonwealth had become a burden and
EFTA clearly had limitations, and the Labour government had tried planning (in the
shape of the National Plan in 1966) and found it lacking. In fact, from an economic
perspective, membership of the European Community was growing more attractive
in the face of the continued parlous state of the economy, typified by successive
sterling crises, comparatively low rates of economic growth and the realisation that
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Britain’s economic prosperity was beginning to lag behind that of France and
Germany in absolute terms.

On 11 May 1967 Britain applied for membership of the Community for the
second time, and Denmark, Norway and Ireland followed again. This time the back-
ground and the approach were radically different. There was little domestic opposi-
tion and few conditions were imposed. A systematic attempt was made to win over
the five and to pressurise De Gaulle, and the British contribution to science and
technology was emphasised; in fact, there was talk of a European Technological
Community, which would help Europe compete with the Americans. The Commis-
sion produced a favourable ‘opinion’ on the British application in September but on
22 November, superficially prompted by the sterling crisis and the devaluation of the
pound (with the implication of a weak British economy), De Gaulle delivered his
second veto, at a press conference, for much the same reasons as the first and with
much the same effect. On this occasion the British applications (and others) remained
on the table, although it was clear that their acceptance would have to wait for the
demise of De Gaulle. They did not have to wait too long.

WIDENING, DEEPENING AND THE HAGUE SUMMIT:
A NEW AGENDA FOR A NEW DECADE?

At the end of the EU’s (EEC’s) first decade a debate began as to whether or not there
was such a thing as a ‘widening-versus-deepening’ dilemma;47 in other words, was it
the case that enlarging (widening) the EEC would conflict with more integration
(deepening)? There was (and is) certainly plenty of scope for incompatibility in
general terms in that a very large EC may become paralysed and incapable of taking
the necessary decisions to integrate further. In addition to this potential ‘gridlock’,
a larger, more heterogeneous EC makes it more difficult to complete economic and
monetary union; indeed, widening could potentially have a negative impact on a
range of existing policies, most obviously the CAP and the CFSP. In addition to the
problems caused by economic divergence of new members, there is the more
fundamental dilemma of the impact of new members who are ‘politically divergent’
(in the sense of not concurring with the federalist ambitions of the EU’s founding
fathers); such countries may deliberately seek to hold back deepening.

On the basis of the existence of the widening-versus-deepening dilemma, De
Gaulle’s blocking of Britain may be considered wise and well-founded in that the UK
would have certainly sought to fashion the EC in an image different from that of the
architects of the Treaty of Rome. In fact, if one accepts the historical argument that
Britain has always acted ruthlessly to break up any excessive build-up of power on the
European mainland, then interpreting British intentions as more destructive than
constructive was not unreasonable. Obviously, in reality, De Gaulle’s motivations for
vetoing British accession were probably as ignoble as those behind Britain’s efforts
to join the EEC. However, the main result in this context is not tainted by any of this:
in holding off potential new members (that is, not widening), the EEC gave itself the
time, space and energy to engage in its first phase of deepening. Similarly, negoti-
ating association agreements with Greece (1961) and Turkey (1963) and offering full
membership only in the distant future also facilitated deepening.
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However, this all began to change at the Hague summit – in effect the first
meeting of the European Council – in December 1969. Shortly after his veto of
the second British application to join the Community, the tide began to turn against
De Gaulle domestically and he lost power in 1968. His successor, Georges Pompidou,
although he too had a strong preference for intergovernmentalism over supra-
nationality,48 proved to be much more amenable to developing the Community
further. Indeed, it was the French who proposed that a meeting of heads of state
should be convened, and the ensuing summit was to mark a turning point in the
history of the European Community and a renewal of the ‘Community spirit’. The
Hague summit was concerned with the completion, deepening and enlargement of
the Community and, specifically, agreed (or set in motion steps that led to agree-
ment of) the following:

. the financing of the CAP;

. the reactivation of applications for membership of Britain, Ireland, Denmark and
Norway;

. the objective of economic and monetary union;

. the establishment of regular discussions between foreign ministers;

. measures relating to a whole range of minor issues, including technological
cooperation, development aid, social policy and the creation of a European
university.

Thus the Community took the decision to widen and deepen simultaneously –
apparently there was no conflict. Unfortunately, while other causal factors were
obviously also at work, subsequent history suggests there was a problem, as this
agenda went on to preoccupy the EC for much longer than the immediate future.
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INTRODUCTION

The next fifteen years were to be the most difficult period in the EC’s history. To a
significant extent this was due to problems relating to absorbing Britain, and to
a lesser extent Denmark – the ‘awkward partner’ and one of the ‘reluctant Euro-
peans’.1 Widening and deepening did not take place simultaneously, and while the
1973 enlargement was clearly not the only reason why integration slowed down, it
was a source of constant interruption and disruption to the daily business of Brussels.
The main casualty of this period was what had already become the holy grail of the
supporters of European integration – economic and monetary union. There were
some apparent steps forward:

. the implementation of the European political cooperation procedure (EPC);

. the new partnership with former colonies – the Lomé Convention;

. the creation of the regional fund;

. the first direct election of the European Parliament;

. the accession of Greece;

. the adoption of a new system of direct funding for the EC (‘own resources’);

. the creation of a new common fisheries policy (CFP).

However, all of these developments can be interpreted negatively and, to some
extent, related to the adverse aspects of widening:

. EPC was never particularly successful and its first application – the Cyprus crisis in
1974 – was a near complete failure despite the close involvement of a full EC
member (Britain) and despite (or perhaps better, because of) that of two associate
EC members with full membership aspirations (Greece and Turkey);2
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. The Lomé Convention, partly forced on the EC by the accession of the UK, has
never lived up to expectations.

. The regional fund essentially failed in terms of its original purpose, which was to
provide a positive income stream to the British to offset their large net EC con-
tribution via the agricultural fund.

. The first significant act of the directly elected European Parliament was to reject
the EC budget and provoke a crisis.

. The Greek application for membership prompted the first ever negative avis
(‘opinion’) from the Commission, which was overruled by the Council, but
susequent events have arguably justified the former’s reluctance to admit Greece at
that time.

. The adoption of a new system of direct funding for the EC (‘own resources’) was
one of the issues that provoked the budgetary crisis.

. The common fisheries policy proved to be difficult to create and was a second
source of dispute and acrimony between Britain and the rest.

It would clearly be possible to put a more positive ‘spin’ on developments in the
period but, nevertheless, it is indisputable that these were troubled times and that
much of the trouble stemmed from the 1973 enlargement.

However, there were obviously other factors behind the malaise that afflicted the
EC at this time besides widening-induced indigestion. For a large part of the period
(covered by this chapter) the European Union, like much of the rest of the world,
suffered from economic recession. The economic growth of the 1960s could not be
sustained and negotiating the sharing out of the fruits of economic growth was
clearly much easier than distributing the cutbacks and losses during periods of
retrenchment. The disarray was typified by the European reaction to the 1973 oil
crisis: the EC had been moving (very) gradually towards some kind of energy policy
with security of supplies as its central objective, and the OPEC decision to raise prices
in late 1973 might have been expected to act as a catalyst for the policy. Unfor-
tunately, a situation that surely demanded a common response met with quite the
opposite. The British and French sought bilateral arrangements with Iran and Saudi
Arabia respectively, and the Netherlands found its supplies completely cut off by
OPEC. The cooperation that did occur was through the International Energy Agency
and not the EU. Indeed, the latter has struggled to create an energy policy ever since,
with very limited success.

Nevertheless, the purpose of this chapter is also to highlight those areas where
some progress was made in the 1970–85 period, notwithstanding the negative effects
of widening on the development of the European Community, highlighted above.
However, before analysing the positive side of policy development, the examination
of the 1973 enlargement needs to be completed. There is a tale to be told about the
process of this enlargement itself and it is to that story that we now turn.

ENLARGING THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY:
BIGGER AND BETTER OR WIDER AND WEAKER?

The beginning of the 1970s was dominated by the accession negotiations with
Britain, Ireland, Denmark and Norway. To a great extent the entry bids of the three
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smaller countries stood or fell with that of Britain, since they were largely following
Britain because of strong economic linkages with the British market. Indeed, they
pursued Community membership with varying degrees of underlying enthusiasm
ranging from the Irish, who saw it as a means of diversifying their trade partners,
through the doubtful Danes to the increasingly (and, ultimately, too) sceptical
Norwegians. The French remained far from enthusiastic about British accession, with
Pompidou harbouring doubts similar to those of De Gaulle. However, in the face of
an increasingly assertive and confident (West) Germany, France began to perceive
Britain as a potential ally. More pragmatically, the French saw withdrawing their
opposition to British membership of the EC as a bankable concession that could be
traded off for the agreement of a new system of financing the CAP. Finally, the
obvious Europeanism of Edward Heath and the fact that he was even prepared to
distance himself from the USA3 was clearly helpful.

It was perhaps fitting that Britain should finally progress to EC membership in
January 1973 under the government of Edward Heath,4 although the support of the
general public was far from certain with an April 1970 Gallup poll indicating that
nearly three-fifths of the electorate did not even approve of the application for
membership.5 It was not surprising, therefore, that the negotiations, which began in
mid-1970 and lasted for almost exactly a year, required a Heath–Pompidou summit
in May 19716 to regenerate momentum – the acquiescence of the French remained
critical – and had to deal with a number of contentious issues, most notably:7

. The length of the transition period. Eventually it was agreed that this should be five
years for both agricultural and industrial goods.

. Agriculture. Essentially, the Heath government accepted that higher food prices
were an unavoidable cost of EC entry but sought to minimise the impact, in the
short term, by phasing in the CAP as slowly as possible, and in the long term, by
negotiating a satisfactory budgetary arrangement.

. The UK contribution to the Community budget. The agreement for the transitional
period was that Britain should pay 8.64 per cent of the EC budget in 1973, rising to
18.92 per cent in 1977, with limits on further increases in 1978 and 1979; this fell
somewhere between the British proposal of a maximum of 15 per cent and the
Commission’s two scenarios (21.5 per cent and 20–25 per cent). However, there
was no agreement about the permanent arrangement to apply from 1980 and so,
implicitly, this meant that the Community’s recently agreed ‘own resource’ system
(see below) would apply.8

. The Commonwealth countries. Some joined the Lomé Convention, others
accepted less generous bilateral arrangements or were included in the EU’s GSP
(Generalised System of Preferences), and specific special arrangements were made
in some cases, such as the Caribbean (sugar) and New Zealand (dairy produce).

. Sterling. This particularly concerned the French, who, on the one hand, regarded
sterling’s international role as potentially a burden that might have to be shared by
France and the rest of the Community in the event of a run on sterling,9 and on
the other (somewhat contradictorily), saw it as a source of advantage to the British,
who could finance balance of payments deficits by simply issuing more sterling
(which, of course, potentially exacerbated the first problem). However, the matter
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was resolved quickly and amicably at the Heath–Pompidou summit and effectively
disappeared from the agenda.

. Fisheries. At the very same time as they were negotiating the first enlargement,
the existing EC members agreed a common fisheries policy which included free
and equal access to each others’ waters. This was widely perceived as a cynical
attempt to gain advantage over the four applicant countries, which all had
extensive fishing industries. It was not acceptable and special arrangements had to
be made for the three countries that eventually joined; and, indeed, the fisheries
issue was an important factor in the Norwegian decision not to join.

All these issues related to the EEC (since membership of the ECSC and Euratom
raised only minor problems) and, although they were resolved, in some cases the
resolution was superficial and the issues subsequently re-emerged as major problems.
Indeed, it was the economic aspects of EC entry that dominated the debate in the
UK,10 and the political aspirations of the EC barely featured at all.

Formal political positions in the House of Commons took the traditional line.
Notwithstanding that it was formally the (reactivated) 1967 application of the then
Labour government on which the negotiations were based, the Labour Party in
opposition opposed the terms of entry (and actually voted against accession).11

Moreover, in its manifesto for the October 1974 election, it pledged to ‘renegotiate’
membership. In the event, this proved to be a rather perfunctory re-examination of
the main points of contention of the British membership bid. Few concessions of real
substance were obtained and, in particular, the agreement for budget rebates agreed
at Dublin in 1975 was wholly inadequate, as subsequent events in the early 1980s
were to show.12 Indeed, the Labour Party’s volte-face was largely due to the
realisation that many of its concerns were unfounded. The manifesto listed
objectives in the following seven areas:13

. agriculture;

. the Community budget;

. economic and monetary union;

. regional, industrial and fiscal policies;

. capital movements;

. the economic interests of the Commonwealth and developing countries;

. the harmonisation of VAT.

On the basis of this ‘renegotiation’ the government recommended the continuation
of British membership of the Community, even though the Cabinet was split and
could only vote 16–7 in favour.

The House of Commons vote was of similar proportions (396 votes to 170),14 as
was the popular vote in the referendum, with 67.2 per cent voting in favour of
membership. To what extent this reflected an underlying belief in the value of
continued EC membership and to what extent it reflected the impact of a well
orchestrated and much better funded ‘yes’ campaign is perhaps debatable. Moreover,
the referendum did not close the debate: opposition to involvement with the EC has
continued (and still continues) in both the major British political parties.15
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Meanwhile, Ireland and Denmark had also joined the EC in 1973. Their negotia-
tions had proceeded in parallel with those of Britain. For the Irish, despite the con-
straint of neutrality, there was little option but to follow the British; some 70 per cent
of Irish exports were to Britain and EC membership was not only essential but also
desirable because it provided an excellent opportunity to reduce this dependence on
Britain. In the referendum in 1972, 83 per cent voted in favour of joining the
Community. The passage to EC membership proved more difficult for the Danes.
The economic logic of membership was inescapable: Denmark had a substantial
agricultural sector that would clearly benefit from the CAP, and with one of the two
main Danish export markets (Germany) already within the Community and the
other (Britain) about to join, remaining outside could have been economically
catastrophic; but there were other considerations. In particular there were Denmark’s
Nordic ties and its preference for intergovernmental rather than supranational
cooperation. Also, the Norwegian ‘no’, which was delivered the week before the
Danish referendum, was not encouraging. In the end, however, economic logic won
the day and there was a clear majority in favour of accession in the Danish referen-
dum although, at 63 per cent, the popular vote endorsing EC membership was the
lowest of the three new members.

Norway proved to be even more difficult with 53 per cent eventually voting against
accession in the referendum. In a configuration that was to repeat itself twenty-three
years later, concerns about agriculture, fisheries and the (then fledgling) oil industry
swung the balance against EC entry. Moreover, the preceding campaign16 tore the
country apart and effectively made EC membership a taboo subject in political circles
for fifteen years. Two governments fell, old parties divided and new ones were created.
Norway, like the remainder of EFTA, was eventually content with an agreement to
create an industrial free trade area to cover the sixteen countries of the EC and EFTA.

The 1970s also ended with the EC in the throes of negotiating an enlargement;
specifically, the first phase of the second (Mediterranean) enlargement of the EC,
which culminated in the accession of Greece in 1981. This has been widely inter-
preted as a mixed blessing on both the economic and political front. Uniquely,
a broadly negative Commission opinion17 on the Greek membership bid was over-
turned in the Council of Ministers for political reasons: the need to provide support
for (restored) democracy in Greece was judged to override all other considerations.
Nevertheless, the Commission’s misgivings were soon proved to be well-founded
as the Greeks effectively sought to renegotiate the economic conditions of their
accession in 198218 and went on to play a frequently rather maverick role in the EPC
procedure. Indeed, the Greeks, along with the British and the Danes, have become
widely regarded as among the least enthusiastic EC members and those most likely to
cause ‘difficulties’ for the process of European integration. Once again, widening and
deepening appeared to be uncomfortable bedfellows.

ECONOMIC AND MONETARY UNION: THE SNAKE, THE TUNNEL
AND THE EUROPEAN MONETARY SYSTEM

Whilst widening did successfully proceed in the early 1970s (albeit with three, not
four, new members), the main item on the ‘deepening’ agenda – economic and
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monetary union (EMU) – did not, although it was reactivated in a less ambitious
form at the end of the decade. Of course, the EC did have fixed exchange rates (prior
to 1973) through participation in the IMF system but the inadequacy of this was
made apparent: first, by the French devaluation and German revaluation in 1969,
which led to arbitrary changes in French and German agricultural prices and, to
offset these, the creation of the representative (green) currency system; and, second,
the temporary collapse of the IMF system in 1971 (and subsequent permanent
collapse in 1973). Consequently, the first step to implement the formal commitment
at the Hague summit was taken by creating the Werner Committee.

The Werner Report advocated economic and monetary union (EMU) by 1980, to
be achieved in three stages although only the first of these, the ‘snake’ (in the tunnel),
was outlined in detail.19 However, whilst the meaning of monetary union was clear
enough (free capital movement, fixed exchange rates or a single currency, common
monetary policy), economic union was a variable and controversial concept.

The vagueness about economic union and the subsequent stages of ‘EMU 1980’
reflected an ongoing debate between the ‘monetarists’ (France, Belgium, Luxem-
bourg and the Commission), who argued that monetary union should be imple-
mented immediately by fixing exchange rates and that this would compel member
states to pursue complementary macroeconomic policies and hence economic union
would quickly follow, and the ‘economists’ (Germany and the Netherlands), who
asserted that some degree of movement towards economic union (economic con-
vergence) should be pursued first, as, without it, fixing exchange rates (monetary
union) was not sustainable. In the event, the ‘monetarists’ won the argument to the
extent that it was principally the ‘monetarist’ elements of the Werner Report that
were eventually adopted. However, subsequent events have arguably supported the
view of the ‘economists’.

The first stage involved the narrowing of permitted intra-Community exchange
rate fluctuations and the establishment of a medium-term financial assistance facility
(to help those countries with weaker currencies to stay in the system). The reduced
exchange rate fluctuation was to take the form of an agreement to limit the degree of
fluctuation between Community currencies to a band of 1.2 per cent of their central
parities (the ‘snake’), which was to operate within the wider band of 1.5 (�0.75) per
cent against the US dollar (the ‘tunnel’).20 Unfortunately, an international monetary
crisis arose before the system could begin. A feature of this was a loss of confidence
in the dollar and a consequent flow of funds into Europe; but this was a flow mainly
into the deutschmark (and, to some extent, the Dutch guilder), which put severe
pressure on intra-Community exchange rates and forced those two currencies to
revalue. EMU had to be temporarily abandoned. The essential problem was that the
worldwide system of fixed exchange rates established after 1945 was entering its
death throes.

Following the Smithsonian Agreement, which restored the IMF system with
revised central rates for the major currencies and wider bands (the revised ‘tunnel’)
around the central parity – 4.5 (�2.25) per cent – the ‘snake’ was finally launched
on 24 April 1972, also with a wider band of 2.25 per cent (but which was still
obviously narrower than that around the dollar). The ‘snake’ initially contained only
the six EC member states but the three applicant countries joined after a week.
Sterling came under strong pressure very quickly and Britain and Ireland21 were
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forced to leave the system within eight weeks. The Danes also left in June although
they re-joined in October. The Italian lira departed in February 1973 and then in
March the IMF system of fixed exchange rates collapsed completely. This meant that
the ‘tunnel’ disappeared. However, the ‘snake’ continued but with some flexibility,
which allowed the Germans to revalue; the ‘snake’ also admitted two associate mem-
bers (Norway and Sweden).

The ‘snake’ had thus weathered the storm of this international monetary crisis
but within its first year had been reduced to a membership of two-thirds of EC
member states and did not include the currencies of two of the ‘big four’ countries
of the Community. The system did not look like the first stage of economic and
monetary union. This was effectively recognised at the December 1974 Paris sum-
mit, by which time the franc had also left ( January 1974) and the currencies of the
Netherlands, Norway and Germany (again) had been revalued.22 The system did
carry on and, indeed, the French did re-join (at the old parity) in 1975, only to leave
again in 1976. However, adjustments of central rates became commonplace and the
‘snake’ degenerated into a mere deutschmark bloc or zone. Thus its membership
consisted of the deutschmark and the currencies of a number of smaller countries,
some of which were not even members of the EC, but which found it desirable to be
linked to the German currency, mainly because of trade links with Germany.

The attraction of the ‘snake’ was clearly the link with Germany (with its highly
credible anti-inflationary stance) and not EMU. The ‘snake’ had failed completely
and the aspirations of achieving EMU in Europe had faded with it. There were a
number of reasons for this but essentially they fall into two categories: internal and
external. The latter were largely beyond the EC’s control (although not the former),
and the principal factor was the collapse of the international system of fixed ex-
change rates. The situation was aggravated by the emergence of high and divergent
inflation rates23 in the early 1970s and the oil crisis from late 1973. The early to mid-
1970s was a wholly inauspicious period in which to attempt a narrowing of exchange
rate fluctuations. However, it was not merely these external factors but also the
inadequate response of the Community in dealing with them which led to the
demise of the ‘snake’. Arguably the fundamental deficiency was the lack of (internal)
political will to pursue EMU. Whenever short-term national interests clashed with
the pursuit of EMU, member state governments favoured the former. France was
typical – into EMU (1972) and out (1974), in again (1975) and out again (1976) –
treating membership of the ‘snake’ as an optional addition to its national policy;
there was never any question of giving EMU priority.

In the face of this abject failure it is perhaps surprising that EMU did not disappear
from the agenda completely in the late 1970s. In fact, not only did it not dis-
appear but the ‘snake’ was replaced by a successor: the European Monetary System
(EMS). The full story of its creation has been told elsewhere24 but, in short:

. The arguments for (and the proponents of) economic and monetary union had
not disappeared; they continued much the same as before, as did their belief that
EMU was an essential, inevitable staging post on the road to a fully integrated
Europe and, therefore, the sooner it was reached the better.

. The experience of the 1970s could, if anything, be interpreted as strengthening the
case for EMU. Much had been learnt about the practicalities of narrowing
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exchange rate fluctuations, and the extent of the commitments needed to achieve
EMU had been made painfully clear.

. At the same time, EMS was much less ambitious (and therefore more realistic) than
the Werner Report’s grand design. The immediate objective was not a first stage
towards EMU, but rather a ‘zone of monetary stability’.

. The external situation, although far from calm, with floating exchange rates and
another oil shock in 1979, was still more propitious than it had been in the early
1970s when just about the worst possible configuration of external economic
circumstances occurred.

. Internal circumstances were also better to the extent that there was a sense in
which EMS represented a modest and attainable objective with a degree of clear
internal political backing. Credit is frequently given to the then Commission
President, Roy Jenkins,25 for relaunching economic and monetary integration,
but, in fact, it was reconstructed firmly on the back of the Franco-German under-
standing between Giscard d’Estaing and Schmidt; consequently, it was much more
likely to be backed by a strong internal political will to succeed.

The European Monetary System was agreed at the Bremen and Brussels summits in
1978 and came into effect on 13 March 1979. It had five main elements:

. The European Currency Unit. This was a basket currency, built up of snippets of
each EC member state’s currency. It served as a means of settlement between
Community monetary authorities and as a divergence indicator.26

. The Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM). If a country’s currency deviated by more
than three-quarters27 of its permitted (�2.25 per cent) margin of fluctuation
against the ECU then it was deemed to have crossed its divergence indicator and
there was a presumption that some corrective action would be taken. However, as
was the case with the ‘snake’ it was the bilateral parity grid that really mattered:
every EMS currency had a central rate against every other and could only fluctuate
by �2.25 per cent28 around this; if it went beyond, then it had to be brought back
within the prescribed limits, otherwise it dropped out of the system.

. The European Monetary Fund. This was supposed to be created after two years.
In fact, this did not happen, and the European Monetary Cooperation Fund carried
on with a somewhat extended role.

. Credit facilities. These were intended to assist currencies with temporary prob-
lems and to discourage speculation.

. Special measures. These consisted of cheap loans to help less prosperous mem-
bers (of the exchange rate mechanism) – that is, Italy and Ireland (and Britain,
had it joined).

Although it became a member of the EMS (like all EC member states), Britain did
not join the exchange rate mechanism (ERM). This was essentially because of the
implied loss of sovereignty and, specifically, a reluctance to accept externally
imposed discipline on economic policy, although the precise nature of the argument
differed according to the political party in power. The Labour government, in place at
the time of the inception of EMS, was concerned with the UK’s tendency to relatively
high inflation and was unwilling to accept the prospect that it might have to deflate
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the economy, thereby aggravating unemployment, in order to stay within the ERM
or, alternatively, accept a decline in competitiveness, which would ultimately have
the same effect. The Conservative government, which replaced it in 1979, wished to
pursue control of the money supply as the centrepiece of its economic policy, and
targeting the money supply was incompatible with an exchange rate target. In the
event, membership of the ERM proved to be relatively flexible in the first five years
as there were a number of changes in central rates and the system was very much
an adjustable (or, for some currencies, very nearly a crawling) peg rather than a
fixed system.29

POLITICAL COOPERATION AND DECISION MAKING

The disappointing progress made towards the principal economic objective of the
1970s was matched by similarly modest developments on the political front.
However, the political rhetoric still continued and, indeed, scaled new heights with
the publication of two documents concerned with the future course that European
integration should take:

. The Tindemans Report on European Community was commissioned by the
December 1974 Paris summit and appeared in early 1976.30 It was a combination
of an elaboration of the general framework for integration, and specific proposals.
The latter included a common foreign and defence policy, the relaunch of EMU,
and more European social, regional and industrial policies. However, there were
two radical proposals: first, there was a clearly federal institutional framework
with a supranational executive independent of national governments, account-
able to an elected and bicameral parliament; and secondly, the report raised the
possibility of a two-tier Community to encourage movement towards European
Community at the speed of the fastest rather than the slowest in the ‘convoy’.
In the event, the Tindemans Report was never really seriously discussed,31 although
it appeared on the agenda of several summits; it was too radical and lacked a
timetable, although, in fact, the 1991 Intergovernmental Conference covered
much the same ground with a degree of success.

. The Draft Treaty of European Community was prepared by a Parliamentary
Committee under the chairmanship of the late Altiero Spinelli and was over-
whelmingly approved by the European Parliament in February 1984. In essence
the Draft Treaty sought to reverse the drift towards intergovernmentalism by
increasing the powers of the Commission and the Parliament and reducing those
of the Council. However, the Draft Treaty was never going to be taken up by the
member states and, ultimately, amounted to no more than a contribution to
the debate.

The problem for the authors and advocates of the ideas of the Tindemans Report and
the Parliament’s Draft Treaty was that, on balance, in terms of deepening, the EC was
static or even moving backwards politically. The most significant political and
institutional development in this period was the formal recognition of the role of the
summit meetings of heads of state – the creation of the ‘European Council’; and this
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was arguably a step towards intergovernmentalism.32 In essence, two roles emerged
for summits: the first (and their preferred role) was to set the agenda and direction of
the Community; secondly (and largely by default), summits are the fora which settle
those disagreements that are so politically sensitive that they cannot be agreed at
lower levels – for example, the British budgetary dispute (see below).33 Thus, to a
significant degree, the European Council has usurped the role of the Commission as
the initiator of EC policy.

The European Parliament
The other principal institutional development was the first direct election of the
European Parliament in 1979. On the face of it this marked a significant step for-
ward as the Parliament of appointed part-time members metamorphosed into one of
directly elected full-time members. However, the turnout in the elections was dis-
appointing in some countries and the French and Danish national parliaments made
it clear that there was no presumption that direct elections implied an extension of
the European Parliament’s powers. Indeed, with the exception of budgetary matters
(see below), business carried on much as it had done before direct elections and the
Parliament had to wait until the Single European Act before its powers were sig-
nificantly enhanced.

Economic and Political Cooperation
The notable advance in political integration should have been the establishment of
the European Political Cooperation (EPC) procedure but EPC proved difficult to
implement. Various claims have been made about its impact – the coordination of
member states’ positions in the UN, the joint imposition of economic sanctions on
Rhodesia (after 1975), Iran (1980), the Soviet Union and Poland (1981), and progress
in the Euro-Arab dialogue and some development of an independent (of the US)
policy towards Latin America have all been put forward as EPC successes – but such
policy developments are relatively superficial and probably would have taken place
anyway. It is very easy to mistake acting on the coincidence of national interests for
EPC-induced cooperation, and to attribute causal linkages where there are none.
Moreover, in some cases, the responses through EPC were strained and limited,34 and
on a number of occasions EPC clearly failed, particularly:35

. the 1974 Cyprus crisis following the Turkish intervention(s): this was the first real
test of the EPC procedure and, after some initial promise, the EC failed to establish
a common position – essentially, it just fell in line behind the US and the UN;36

. the very long delay in reacting to the Russian invasion of Afghanistan (in 1980);

. the very limited response to the shooting down of a South Korean aircraft by the
Russians in 1983.

It is clear from the above catalogue that EPC had a somewhat chequered history in
its initial fifteen years. Whilst, on the one hand, it could still be interpreted as marking
the first tentative steps towards political integration, on the other hand it could be
seen as no more than mutually advantageous intergovernmental political coopera-
tion between economic partners; indeed, EPC was not dissimilar to the Fouchet Plan
put forward by De Gaulle. This argument can be applied to developments in general in
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the political sphere in the 1970–85 period: the progress made was largely at the
expense of the Commission and supranationality, and biased towards intergovern-
mentalism; it was a step towards greater European cooperation rather than European
integration.

DEEPENING IN THE FACE OF ADVERSITY: A MORE POSITIVE
INTERPRETATION OF DEVELOPMENTS, 1970–85

Although it would only be a heavily blinkered Euro-enthusiast who did not see the
efforts to achieve the primary deepening objectives of the Hague summit (EMU and
EPC) as essentially ending in failure, this is not so obviously true of the various
secondary developments. It is possible to interpret the policy development that did
take place in the 1970–85 much more positively than was done in the introduction to
this chapter; indeed, the widening of the EC to include the UK can be considered as
having acted as a catalyst in some policy areas. The first of these was regional policy,
and advancement here was related directly to the accession of Britain. The decision to
press forward with EMU created a need for some kind of regional fund to cushion its
effects on less prosperous regions and, indeed, this was recognised in the Werner
Report. The final push, which led to the establishment of the European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF), was provided by the British,37 who saw such a fund as a
means of compensating them for their relatively small share of agricultural expendi-
ture. In fact, they were allocated 28 per cent of the ERDF but the fund amounted to
only 1.3 billion units of account over its first three years (1975–7) – the British had
wanted 3 billion; this was only 5 per cent of the total budget, compared with the
more than 70 per cent allocated to CAP spending over the same period. However,
the initially temporary ERDF became permanent and progressively larger, although
the British share declined after the Mediterranean enlargement in the 1980s.

The Lomé Convention
A second major development – the Lomé Convention – was also directly related
to Britain joining the Community. British accession raised the problem of how to
accommodate the former British colonies; indeed, a satisfactory arrangement for the
Commonwealth was one of the conditions set by Britain in its accession negotia-
tions. The original EC Six already had an arrangement with their former colonies –
the Yaoundé Agreement – which was due to expire in 1975. It was decided that its
successor should also include appropriate members of the British Commonwealth.
The resulting Lomé Convention covered 46 countries – known collectively as the
ACP (African, Caribbean and Pacific) countries – and was hailed as a breakthrough in
North–South relations, replacing a colonial relationship with partnership. It was
innovatory in a number of ways, most notably through the creation of a stabilisation
fund (‘STABEX’), which sought to compensate ACP countries for unanticipated falls
in export earnings. The reality of Lomé has fallen well short of its aspirations38 but it
has to be conceded that, not only has the ‘membership’ of the ACP grown to more
than seventy, but the relationship still continues, not least of all because of the
wishes of the ACP.
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The Common Fisheries Policy
Thirdly – after a difficult start in the early 1970s – another enlargement-related
policy development was the creation of the Common Fisheries Policy (CFP). This had
been a major point of contention between the original Six and the three new
members who joined in 1973 (and Norway). The latter, with much more substantial
fishing interests (and waters) than the Six, felt that the agreement immediately
before they joined, of a CFP which embodied the principle of free and equal access to
each others’ fishing grounds, was unacceptable. The disagreement was resolved by
granting the new members a variety of exclusions and exceptions for a ten-year
period. This meant that the CFP had to be renegotiated in 1983. The need to do so
was made even greater by the adoption in the mid-1970s, by all major fishing
nations, of much extended fishing limits off their coasts of up to 200 miles. This
created vast tracts of fishing waters ‘belonging’ to EC member states, notably the
‘Community fishpond’, consisting of most of the North Sea. These had to be
managed and the need for a coherent CFP became critical. The debate and
negotiations were protracted and acrimonious but eventually a new (twenty-year)
CFP emerged in 1983 which consisted of:

. the principle of free access for all EC fishermen to all EC waters, but with some
exceptions;

. a modified version of the marketing measures of the original CFP;

. a system of conservation and management of stocks, notably the establishment of
scientifically determined, annual total allowable catches (TACs), which are then
divided into national quotas;

. structural policies to assist regions highly dependent on the fisheries industry;

. various agreements with third countries, negotiated at Community level.

The CFP has perhaps ultimately failed to deliver; it has suffered from the same ‘too
little, too late’ approach to policy as the common agricultural policy, and the fishing
industry has been permanently in crisis. However, at its inception it appeared to be a
model policy, showing how common problems could be addressed, to the potential
advantage of all, and at a relatively low cost.39

Industrial Policy
A fourth area of significant EC activity (not covered in the introduction) was
industrial policy. This initially seemed an unlikely area for meaningful progress.
The Colonna Report40 in 1970 tried to establish a very broad framework for indus-
trial policy but was essentially ignored by the member states. However, drawing
on its wider powers with respect to the steel industry,41 the Commission was able
to develop the much narrower role of mitigating the effects of the decline of the
‘traditional’ industries within Europe, not only steel but also, to a lesser extent, textiles
and shipbuilding. Having established its credentials, it then sought to make a more
positive contribution by championing the cause of new ‘high-technology’ industries.
Following the success of ‘Eureka’ and, particularly, ‘ESPRIT’, which dealt with new,
high-technology products in general, and information technology, respectively,
the EC was able to move to a genuine industrial policy. This consisted of the
‘First Framework Programme’ (1984–7), which sought to integrate all Community
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assistance for research and development into a single coherent system. The current
‘Framework Programme’ accounts for nearly 4 per cent of the total EC budget (more
than half the expenditure on ‘Internal Policies’).

However, even when viewed from as positive and optimistic a perspective
as possible, these four developments were only modest ‘successes’ at best and the
1970–85 period was undoubtedly characterised by growing gloom and pessimism.
In the early 1980s, the EC reached rock bottom when its efforts to reform its budget
backfired badly; widening (the accession of Britain) really did seem to be conflicting
directly with deepening (the adoption of the ‘own resource’ system for the budget).
It is to this crisis which we now turn.

CRISIS IN THE COMMUNITY: BUDGETARY PROBLEMS AND
THE REFORM OF THE COMMON AGRICULTURAL POLICY

The Community was originally financed by direct contributions from member states
but it was always envisaged that it would eventually be funded by its ‘own resources’.
In part this intention reflected a desire to extend integration further, but it also had a
certain logic since it was difficult to assign the proceeds of the common external
tariff accurately. It was eventually agreed to adopt the ‘own resource’ system in 1970
but it was not fully implemented until 1980. At this stage, there were three ‘own
resources’:

. the proceeds of the common external tariff (customs duties);

. agricultural levies, consisting primarily of the (variable) import duties levied on
agricultural imports but also including sugar and isoglucose levies, which are a
kind of production tax on EC sugar producers to contribute to the cost of the EC
sugar regime;

. up to 1 per cent of VAT, levied on the common assessment base.42

Unfortunately, this apparently logical step forwards had a strongly adverse impact on
one particular member state.

At the same time, the EC budget was coming under growing pressure because of
the demands of the unreformed common agricultural policy (CAP). It is not possible
to dwell too much on the latter here but the deficiencies of the CAP have been
extensively catalogued elsewhere.43 The main points relate to EC prices set well
above world levels, which led not only to dear food for EC consumers, but also
to excessive food production, creating surpluses which were expensive to store and to
dispose of, leading to a situation in which two-thirds of the EC budget was spent on
agricultural price support. The issues of CAP reform and budgetary problems were
thus inextricably linked. Indeed, the need for reform of the CAP was recognised
virtually from its inception and an unsuccessful attempt to introduce reform had
been made as early as the late 1960s in the shape of the Mansholt Plan. The Com-
mission subsequently went on to produce a whole range of documents, which had
no more effect than the Mansholt Plan, including The 1975 Stocktaking, The 1978
Reflections, Reflections on the CAP (1980), The Report on the Mandate (1981) and
Guidelines for European Agriculture (1982). The net result was that in the early 1980s
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the Community entered a period of crisis, with its budget paralysed by the intro-
duction of the ‘own resource’ system on the receipts side, and excessive spending on
the CAP on the expenditure side.

However, it was not until the budgetary pressures became uncontainable that
serious CAP reform could begin; indeed, this has been a general feature of CAP
reform. There were in fact three serious budgetary problems that emerged in the
early 1980s:

. intra-EC institutional disputes over the control of the budget (principally between
the Council and the Parliament);

. the issue of budgetary imbalances (particularly the net contribution of Britain);

. the tendency of EC expenditure (mainly on the CAP) to exceed EC revenue,
thereby effectively causing the EC to run out of resources.

After the Parliament had delayed the adoption of the 1980 budget by six months, and
further inter-institutional wrangles in 1982, a shortfall in the 1983 budget was only
averted by the device of suspending (and thereby postponing) some agricultural
payments. By mid-1984, EC budgetary arrangements were on the verge of chaos with
the 1983, 1984 and 1985 budgets all causing problems: the Parliament was blocking
Britain’s 1983 rebate in an attempt to force budgetary reform, most member states
were opposing the Commission’s request for a loan to cover the imminent shortfall
in the 1984 budget, and the Commission’s preliminary draft budget for 1985 actually
anticipated an illegal deficit. These difficulties led to the first major budgetary
reforms, agreed at the Fontainebleau summit in June 1984 (and discussed below).

The intra-EC institutionary struggle to control the Community purse strings
(principally between the Council and the Parliament) dated back to 1975 when the
Parliament was given the last word on non-compulsory EC expenditure, that is,
expenditure not covered by the Treaty of Rome. The disagreements continued
throughout much of the 1980s (with occasional truces), until the introduction of
multi-annual financial perspectives from 1988. The second problem – budgetary
imbalances – mainly concerned Britain and stemmed from the original accession
terms in 1973 and the total inadequacy of the ‘Dublin Amendment’, agreed as part of
the Labour government’s ‘renegotiation’, which was supposed to have addressed the
problem. The problem was not so much that Britain was paying too much into
the EC budget since its contributions were not radically out of line with its share of
the total EC GDP,44 but rather, that it was receiving a disproportionately low share
of EC expenditures, which were heavily biased towards agriculture (and the UK had a
relatively small agricultural sector). Thus, in 1979, Britain, one of the poorest EC
members, was one of only two (very substantial) net contributors, along with (West)
Germany. While Mrs Thatcher’s demand for a £1 billion refund may have been a
crude line of negotiation, it was not an unjustified request.

The third, and from a Community point of view, arguably the major problem of
the budget in the early 1980s was that the EC was running out of money. Reducing
expenditure was difficult (the CAP was highly resistant to reform), if not impossible,
because the Community was increasing the scope and the range of its non-
agricultural activities and this expansion required additional resources. This left
increasing Community revenue as the most practical option. The EC ran out of funds
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in 1983, when it had to suspend (and postpone) some agricultural payments to
balance the budget. This brought the crisis to a head and led to the first major
attempt at reform, at the Fontainebleau summit in June 1984 where the following
were agreed:

. The ceiling on VAT contributions was raised from 1 to 1.4 per cent from 1986
(with the prospect of a further rise to 1.6 per cent at a later date).

. The British rebate was set at two-thirds of the difference between its VAT payments
to the Community and its share of expenditure (to be paid by an automatic
downward adjustment in its VAT payments the following year).

. One-off measures were agreed to deal with the shortfalls in the 1984 and 1985
budgets.

. The agreement at the preceding (March 1984) summit on financial discipline was
confirmed; this included the requirement that CAP expenditure should grow at a
slower rate than the ‘own resource’ base, which implied a declining share of total
expenditure on agriculture.

The summit brought a kind of temporary relief but permanent solutions were
not far behind. The transformation of the Community in the mid-1980s was both
dramatic and unanticipated. The second phase of the first Mediterranean enlarge-
ment – the accession of Spain and Portugal in 1986 – lay immediately ahead but the
decade after Fointainebleau in 1984 was to be a period in which the EC switched its
focus back to deepening, with a vengeance, and widening was pushed back as the EC
sought to get the essential components of further (and substantial) deepening into
the acquis communautaire (and therefore non-negotiable to new members) before it
embarked on a further expansion of its membership.
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INTRODUCTION

There was a remarkable transformation in the European Community in the mid-
1980s. It is not absolutely clear why exactly this ‘relance’ took place except that perhaps
the Community had reached rock bottom and had nowhere else to go but upwards.
The answer probably lies in a combination of political and economic factors:1

. On the political side there was unease about the policies (and reliability) of the
Americans, stemming from Reagan’s rather aggressive style of diplomacy, which
led to fears of an arms race and renewed cold war between the two superpowers.

. More importantly, on the economic side, the deep recession of the early 1980s, the
comparative economic decline of Europe, its failure to create jobs at the rate the US
seemed able to do, renewed fears about technological backwardness and depend-
ency in Europe, all combined to concentrate European (Community) minds. Euro-
pean industry began to adopt an increasingly European perception and strategy2

and began to see the fragmentation of the European economy as a major problem.
There was also a growing consensus in favour of supply-side policies, economic
deregulation and budgetary discipline. The combination of all these factors created
an irresistible pressure for change and led to two major steps forward in the field of
industrial policy: the establishment of the first Framework Programme for EC
research and development policies, and the single market programme (SMP); the
latter was to be seized upon by proponents of European integration in general,
as a flagship for their cause, and was, therefore, to develop into much more than
a mere component of industrial policy.

This astonishing change of gear was facilitated by the fact that there seemed to be
no further widening possibilities beyond Spain and Portugal, who were set to join in
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1986. The Spanish accession negotiations, in particular, had not been easy but they
were over, and the EC was free to focus on deepening – which it did with spectacular
success. If there was a conflict between widening and deepening – and the events
described in the previous chapter rather suggest that there may have been – then it
no longer mattered. Of course, the situation was to change dramatically by the early
1990s, with the number of countries applying for membership in double figures, but
by then the Community had acquired a sense of purpose and a head of steam that
made it determined to sideline any further enlargement until it had its deepening (or
at least an irreversible commitment to it) firmly in place; in practice, this meant
ensuring that either key policies were created in embryo (such as the Common
Foreign and Security Policy) or their creation was timetabled in detail (EMU), so that
new members would have to accept them as a part of the acquis communautaire,
thereby making it impossible for widening to undermine deepening.

The centrepiece of this reawakening was the single market programme (SMP),
to be completed by 31 December 1992. This soon became much more than simply
finishing off the common market: it was about relaunching the idea of European
integration after fifteen years of virtual stagnation, and it was about reviving the
economic fortunes of Europe in a much broader sense, through the artifice of further
integration. The SMP – ‘1992’ – became a target, a symbol and, indeed, an advertise-
ment (almost to the point of being a propaganda vehicle) for the Community. The
adoption of the SMP was a catalyst for a new phase of European integration which,
together with the collapse of the Soviet empire, was to transform the agenda of the
Community and of the wider Europe. Although few could have predicted or expected
it in 1985, the European Community was about to enter into the most significant
period for European integration since that immediately preceding the signing of the
Treaty of Rome. However, before this could be done the Community had to get its
financial affairs in order.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS: REFORMING THE BUDGET AND THE
COMMON AGRICULTURAL POLICY

If the SMP were to have the intended effect and revitalise Europe, then the EC had to
resolve the two related problems that had been the source of so much internal EC
conflict in the early 1980s – the budget disputes and the reform of the CAP. The
Fontainebleau summit provided only a temporary respite and budgetary shortfalls in
1985 and 1986 had to be made up by additional contributions as agricultural
surpluses continued to mount. An anticipated deficit of ECU 6 billion in 1987
concentrated minds, and a Commission plan – what became known as the ‘Delors I’
package – was put forward and formed the basis of discussion (and, ultimately,
agreement). However, the debate dragged on and agreement was not reached on the
reform of the CAP and the future financing of the EC – the one could not be agreed
without the other – until a special EC summit was held in Brussels in February 1988.
The main elements of the budget deal were as follows:

. a five-year (1988-92) ‘financial perspective’, which set out guidelines for the total
budget and its main sub-categories for each of the five years;
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. an overall ceiling for expenditure, progressively rising from 1.15 per cent of
Community GNP in 1988 to 1.2 per cent in 1992;

. a shift in the composition of expenditure away from the CAP – the growth of
spending on agriculture was limited to a maximum of 74 per cent of the growth
rate of the EC’s GNP – to the structural funds (principally the Regional and Social
Funds), which were to double in size by 1993 and thereby increase their share of
the budget to 30 per cent;

. a fourth ‘own resource’, which was added in the shape of a percentage of each
country’s share of the EC’s GNP – the remaining three sources of revenue
(agricultural levies, customs duties and VAT) were to continue as before, with the
VAT contribution to remain at a maximum of 1.4 per cent;

. the British rebate, which was to continue, in a slightly modified form, at the rate
agreed at Fontainebleau.

Shortly after the Brussels summit, an Inter-institutional Agreement was reached
between the Commission, Council and Parliament, designed to facilitate improve-
ments in budgetary procedures.

The overall package was a major step forward. At a stroke it pre-empted further
disagreement amongst EC institutions since the size of the overall budget and its main
constituents became pre-determined, the shortfall in revenue was made good and the
British budgetary rebate was renewed on a permanent, mutually acceptable basis. The
most fundamental effect of the reform was that it freed the Community to focus
on new initiatives. The other main consequence was allied to this last point: the
introduction of the fourth ‘own resource’, based on GNP, created a degree of pro-
gressivity into the EC budget. There still remained the same random distributional
effects on the expenditure side, which were as likely to be regressive as progressive
(as the British had found out to their cost), but these too were being mitigated by the
shift, away from agricultural spending, to the structural funds. The budget was thus
redesigned so as to be more likely to cause redistribution from the richer to the poorer
member states. Indeed, the three poorest members – Greece, Ireland and Portugal –
became the major beneficiaries (in terms of net receipts as a percentage of GNP)
and the two major contributors (Germany and Britain) were joined by most of the
other richer states (provoking complaints of the kind made by the British in the early
1980s and condemned at that time as ‘anti-communautaire’ by those same countries).
Finally, there was one other positive point: the GNP-based resource introduced an
element of flexibility into the budget which would allow a technically (if not always
politically) easy solution to any problem of future shortfalls.

At the same summit in Brussels in 1988, after the modest start made with dairy
quotas in 1984, the reform of the CAP began in earnest. The limitation on
agriculture’s share of the budget has already been mentioned but this was allied with
the introduction of ‘stabilisers’. These brought to a halt the system of open-ended
price support which had been a central feature of the CAP since its creation. From
now on, full price support would only be provided up to a certain level of production;
‘stabilisers’ amounted to production quotas and the CAP had finally been capped.
The other main element of the reform was the introduction of a Community-funded
set-aside scheme, whereby farmers would be encouraged to take some of their land
out of production. It is, of course, important to set the 1988 package in context
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because both the size of the ‘quotas’ and the levels of guaranteed prices remained
generously high, but a real start had finally been made.

The very success of the Delors I package meant that there was less pressure to
negotiate a successor, because budget crises had been effectively kept off the agenda.
Nevertheless, the ambitious Maastricht agenda (discussed below) arguably meant
that the absence of disputes over the budget had become even more critical in the
1990s. Eventually, agreement on a successor – Delors II – was reached at the Edin-
burgh summit;3 its main elements were:

. a seven-year financial perspective (1993–99), with guidelines as before;

. an overall ceiling for expenditure, progressively rising from 1.2 per cent of
Community GNP in 1993 to 1.27 per cent in 1999;

. a further shift in the composition of expenditure, along the same lines as Delors I,
with agriculture set to fall to 46 per cent of the total budget in 1999 and structural
operations to increase to 35 per cent;

. a continuation of the British rebate;

. the same four ‘own resources’ but with the VAT rate to be reduced from 1.4 to
1 per cent by 1999.

Thus, in general, Delors II was similar to Delors I: it made budgetary disputes
unlikely, it continued the shift of expenditure from the CAP to structural operations
and, once again, it alleviated inequity by shifting further away from the regressive
VAT component of ‘own resources’ (effectively implying an increase in the pro-
gressive GNP-based resource).

As in 1988, the CAP was also further reformed, although the linkage was less direct
and less essential (as the principle of open-ended price support had already been
abandoned). This does not mean that agreement was reached easily – it took five
drafts by the Portuguese presidency alone, before the reform was agreed in mid-1992.
The main elements were as follows:

. a 29 per cent decrease in the price of cereals over three years;

. a 5 per cent decrease in the price of butter over two years (the price of skimmed
milk powder remained unchanged) and continued dairy quotas;

. a 15 per cent decrease in the price of beef over three years;

. various accompanying measures to promote environmental protection, afforesta-
tion of agricultural land, and early retirement for older farmers.

In general, prices were moved much closer to world levels, and, although the reforms
did not go as far as the Commission’s original proposals, they were much more
radical than earlier efforts: the large price cuts and the shift in emphasis from price
support to direct income supplements laid the ground for transforming the CAP into
a much improved policy.

BACK TO DEEPENING: THE SINGLE EUROPEAN ACT (SEA)
AND THE SINGLE EUROPEAN MARKET

The beginnings of the EC’s revival were rather muted and are to be found in the
agreement at the Fontainebleau summit to set up an ad hoc committee of ‘personal
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representatives’ of government heads under the chairmanship of James Dooge,
leader of the Irish Senate. (The Irish assumed the EC presidency in the second half of
1984.) The Dooge Committee eventually reported to the Milan summit in June 1985
and made a number of rather familiar proposals to reform the EC’s institutional
structure, but these seemed likely to go the same way as the Tindemans Report on
European Union. However, the proposal for an intergovernmental conference (IGC)
to discuss further measures was endorsed, and the IGC eventually came up with a
document4 that had as its main element the completion of the single (common)
market – which won the support of the British and the Danes, who had opposed
the IGC in the first place. However, it had much potential for extension, and the
institutional reforms clearly took the EC nearer to the edge of the slippery slope
of federalism.5

Ultimately, it was a rather modest document although it still represented a major
achievement in the light of the state of the Community in the early 1980s. It lacked a
dominant central focus but rather was something of a pot pourri, which sought to
tidy up the Treaty basis of the Community by putting a number of EC activities on a
more formal basis, and to press forward by initiating progress in a number of new
areas and modifying the decision-making process to facilitate this. More specifically:

. The completion of the internal market became a formal EC objective.

. A number of areas in which the EC was already active – the environment, research
and development, and regional policy – were formally incorporated into the EEC
Treaty.

. The EPC procedure and the European Council (summits), which had always
operated outside the Treaties, were given a legal basis (although not by Treaty
incorporation).

. The Parliament’s powers were enhanced by introducing a second reading for
policy legislation in ten of the areas concerned with the creation of the single
market, and by the introduction of the ‘assent procedure’, which required its
approval (by an absolute majority) of the accession of new members to the EC, and
of association agreements with third countries.

. The use of (qualified) majority voting in the Council was extended to cover two-
thirds of the single market measures (although unanimity was still required for
the more contentious areas, notably taxation, free movement of people, and
employees’ rights and interests).

. The workload of the Court of Justice was eased with the creation of a junior
appendage – the Court of First Instance – to deal with cases in a few specific areas.

Thus, on the face of it, the SEA was ultimately rather a modest document but, never-
theless, it was to lead to much more than its somewhat meagre contents suggested.

The flagship of the SEA, and indeed of the EC, soon became the Single Market
Programme (SMP), which was detailed in the 1985 Cockfield White Paper,6 although
it effectively amounted to finishing off the programme set out in the Treaty of Rome.
The fundamental core of the EEC had been a customs union, to be extended into a
common market by the free movement of factors of production. However, though
tariff barriers had been removed, the development of non-tariff barriers meant that
trade was still impeded, whilst the majority of the measures required to establish the
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common market had simply not been taken. The White Paper sought to complete
this original task and create a single market within which the four freedoms (of
movement) – of goods, services, capital and people – would apply. Three types of
non-tariff barriers were identified:

. Physical barriers. These existed at customs posts and related to goods (import
controls and documentation, veterinary and plant health controls, etc.) and
people (passports, immigration controls, baggage searches, etc.).

. Technical barriers. These impeded all four freedoms. The essential element for
goods was the differing technical standards which prevailed in different member
states. Negotiating Europe-wide standards had proved very difficult and so the SMP
introduced a new system where only essential requirements had to be agreed
collectively, and anything beyond this was subject to the principle of mutual
recognition – thus if a product was acceptable in one EC member state then it was
also acceptable in all the others. This speeded progress up considerably. Other
areas covered related to free movement of labour and the professions, a common
market for services (particularly transport and financial services), the liberalisation
of capital movements, harmonisation of company law, and rules on intellectual
and industrial property rights and public procurement (the purchase of goods and
services by governments and the public sector); the latter was particularly
important as it accounts for about 15 per cent of Community GDP.

. Fiscal barriers. Indirect taxation obviously creates significant distortions. Conse-
quently, the approximation of VAT rates and excise duties was considered an
essential component of the SMP.

In many ways, the White Paper was a remarkable document because not only did
it describe some 300 measures that were necessary to complete the single market but,
in an annex, it laid out a detailed timetable indicating the dates by which each of the
measures should be proposed by the Commission and adopted by the Council; the
target date for completion was 31 December 1992. It was the adoption of the White
Paper, with its target date, which gave the SMP its impetus: ‘1992’ became the
codeword for the essential deepening of the EC.

In general, the benefits to be had from creating a single market are indicated in
the standard theory of customs union.7 However, the Commission commissioned a
series of studies to assess the impact of the SMP more precisely, and the results were
summarised in the Cecchini Report.8 The Cecchini Report was in two parts: the first
identified the costs of not having a single market (the costs of ‘non-Europe’), and
the second tried to estimate the benefits of its creation, using two approaches. The
microeconomic estimates considered the impact of removing non-tariff barriers on
individual actors in the EC economy, that is consumers, companies and govern-
ments. The end result was a welfare gain of 4.3–6.4 per cent of (1988) EC GDP and
the Report focused on the mid-point – 5.3 per cent, or over ECU 200 billion – as an
appropriate summary statistic.9

The macroeconomic estimates made use of macroeconomic models, specifically
those of the OECD (INTERLINK) and the Commission itself (HERMES) – and came
up with an average gain of 4.5 per cent of Community GDP over the medium term.10

The micro- and macroeconomic estimates were of the same order of magnitude,
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which implied that some kind of confidence could be attached to them, and also
the Report asserted that the gains could be even greater because these were what
Cecchini called the ‘raw’ benefits, which could be improved by ‘accompanying
measures’. Essentially, one effect of the ‘raw’ benefits was to improve the public
budgetary balance by a value of 2.2 per cent of Community GDP. The Cecchini
Report postulated that this could be used to stimulate the economy further, and after
exploring various scenarios settled on the most plausible, which indicated an
improvement of 7 per cent in the EC’s GDP and the creation of 5 million jobs in the
medium term.11 However, realisation of these gains required12 a firm and watchful
EC competition policy, a reasonably even distribution of the benefits, and con-
vergent and prudent (non-inflationary) member-state economic policies; and EC
governments had to be seen to be implementing the SMP efficiently and irrevers-
ibly in order to ensure its credibility.13

In addition to these caveats, the Cecchini Report attracted a number of criti-
cisms,14 which implied that it might have been overstating the benefits, notably:

. the programme was incomplete and did not go far enough;

. a large proportion of the benefits stemmed from economies of scale (the cost
savings to be generated by larger production runs), implying that European firms
were too small but many economists would dispute this;

. the redistributive effects of the SMP were largely ignored and, implicitly, the
transitional costs (such as unemployment) were assumed to be negligible;

. allied to this was the argument that the SMP (and the Cecchini Report) neglected
the ‘social dimension’ (which had to be created subsequently), and was for
business and not for people;

. the external impact of the SMP was ignored, and in fact there was only one, rather
threatening reference to this in the entire Cockfield White Paper,15 which might
lead to retaliation that would undermine the benefits of the SMP.

At this point it is only fair to observe that one study16 actually found much greater
benefits – of up to 35 per cent of GDP – but this was based on a theoretical basis that
few economists would find acceptable and is not supported by any other estimates.
Consequently, there remained a strong case for arguing that the benefits as
calculated by the Cecchini Report were overstated. The obvious question then
becomes: Why was so much fuss made about ‘1992’? The answer is probably twofold:
first, the effects were still positive and non-negligible (if smaller than the official
estimates); second, the real importance of the SMP was its psychological effect – it
reinvented the Community and set it on an upswing, the like of which had not been
seen since the 1950s. The importance of the SMP was not so much in itself but in the
way that it prepared the ground for something much greater: the (Maastricht) Treaty
of European Union.

THE MAASTRICHT TREATY AND EUROPEAN UNION

Thus there were two internally generated forces driving the European Community
towards further integration in the late 1980s: the SEA, with its inbuilt dynamic which
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encouraged further development, and the SMP, which highlighted the absence of
(and therefore the need for) accompanying monetary and social measures. To these
should be added a potent external factor which Delors has called ‘the acceleration of
history’17 – that is, the events in eastern Europe from 1988 onwards: the 1989
revolutions which led to the collapse of communism, the reunification of Germany
in 1990 and the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991. This created pressures for
further development of the EC through a number of channels:

. Most simply, the Community had to respond, and equally important, had to have
the structures to respond to events in eastern Europe.

. Reunification reawakened old fears about Germany and many saw reinforcement
of the Community as the best way of coping with the new Germany.

. The switch from an East–West focus to new security concerns in south-eastern
Europe and the Gulf revealed deficiencies in the Community’s ability to respond,
and laid bare the inadequacy of its procedures for political cooperation.

. Finally, dramatic change in Europe became almost normal for a few years, and this
created pressure for change in the Community and also a climate in which even
quite ambitious development of the EC did not seem extraordinary.

The eventual outcome of all this renewed momentum was two intergovernmental
conferences (IGCs), on economic union and political union, which were initiated
at the Strasbourg (December 1989) and Dublin ( June 1990) summits, respectively.
The IGCs revealed the wide range of opinion across member states, ranging from the
ultra-supranational and federal Italians, whose main fear (along with the Spanish)
was relegation to the second division of economic and monetary union (EMU), to
the minimalist British with their (ultimately successful) obsession with avoiding the
‘F-word’: federalism. The French, with their reservations about political union, and
the Germans, with a very fixed view of EMU (involving an independent European
central bank charged with maintaining price stability), were somewhere in between.
The smaller countries, though less influential, shared various combinations of the
concerns of the larger countries.

There was an early debate about the form the final outcome should take: on the
one hand, there was the ‘tree with branches’ model favoured by the more federal
elements, while on the other, there was the ‘three pillars’ approach, which gave some
scope for intergovernmentalism; ultimately, pragmatism won the day and the latter
prevailed. The negotiations18 dragged on throughout 1991 but proceedings were
eventually brought to a successful conclusion when the Treaty of European Union
(TEU) was signed at Maastricht in December. Ultimately the agreement owed much
to the negotiating skills of the Dutch presidency and, more fundamentally, to the
fact that all the member states, and, indeed, the EC institutions (the Parliament
rather more so than the Commission), were able to claim victory on some issues.
Thus, in the usual way, heads of state were able to return to the electorates and put
their own nationalistic and self-serving gloss on the outcome of the summit. The
TEU which they agreed had three main elements or ‘pillars’:

. the new European Community, which built on existing EC treaties (the ECSC, EEC
and Euratom Treaties and the SEA) and included economic and monetary union;
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. foreign policy and defence cooperation, which essentially developed the European
Political Cooperation (EPC) procedure, and remained intergovernmental;

. the justice and home affairs pillar, which covered police and judicial cooperation,
immigration policy and asylum, and was also intergovernmental.

Together these three components constituted the ‘European Union’.
There was one final feature of importance – the British ‘opt outs’. The first of

these gave Britain the right to determine if and when it joined the third stage of
economic and monetary union (and remains in place). It is more properly described
as the right to opt out or in. However, the second opt out was precisely that: Britain
chose not to participate in the social chapter of the TEU, although this was aban-
doned following the election of a Labour government shortly afterwards.

There was a range of institutional reforms in the TEU. In the first place, various
reforms introduced by the SEA were extended: notably the use of qualified majority
voting in the Council; the areas covered by the cooperation procedure (whereby the
Parliament has two readings and the right to table amendments in some of the areas
where the Council takes decisions by majority vote); and the assent procedure
(whereby an absolute majority in a Parliamentary vote is required before a measure is
finally approved). Secondly, the Parliament’s powers were extended in a number of
relatively minor ways. It now formally has the right to set up committees of inquiry,
appoints an ombudsman, and is consulted on the appointment of the Commission,
which is then subject to a vote of confidence in the Parliament. Thirdly, a new
procedure – co-decision making – was introduced in a limited number of fields.19

This is identical to the cooperation procedure except that whereas, under the latter,
Council can reject the Parliament’s amendments at second reading if they are
unanimous, under co-decision a conciliation committee has to be convened, and if a
compromise does not emerge then the Parliament can, as a last resort, reject the legis-
lation. This is clearly a negative power and, indeed, the British government referred
to it as the ‘negative assent procedure’ (finding the term ‘co-decision’ distasteful).
Nevertheless, it does represent a new departure in EU decision-making procedures.

However, the main areas for deepening were (economically) economic and mone-
tary union (taken up below), and (politically) the Common Foreign and Security
Policy (CFSP). The latter was to take the form of ‘common positions’ and ‘joint actions’
and cover ‘all questions relating to the security of the Union, including the event-
ual framing of a common defence policy, which might in time lead to a common
defence.’20 The elaboration and implementation of any actions with defence implica-
tions were to be undertaken by the revitalised Western European Union (WEU).

Finally, there are four other elements of the TEU that merit attention:

. The establishment of a Committee of the Regions, ‘with advisory status’.21 This created
a direct channel through which regional representatives can participate in the EU’s
decision-making process.

. The Cohesion Fund (increasing in size to ECU 2.6 billion per annum by 1999). This
was created to finance ‘projects in the fields of environment and trans-European
networks in the area of transport infrastructure’,22 in the poorer regions, thereby
offsetting the inevitable worsening of regional imbalances that the EMU would
entail.
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. The concept of common citizenship of the European Union.23 This was modest in
content, involving extensions of electoral rights throughout the Union, the
sharing of consular services outside the EU and so on, but was highly symbolic.

. The principle of subsidiarity enshrined in the TEU.24 In general this requires policy
decisions to be taken at the appropriate level, be it local, regional, national or
European.

However, there are differing interpretations of the impact and purpose of subsidi-
arity, with the British seeing it as a way of restricting the powers of the Commission
whilst the Germans view it as a means of protecting the constitutional position of the
Länder. In fact, the Commission did become more circumspect in its policy proposals
for a while, but, in the long run, subsidiarity seems more likely to strengthen the
argument for taking decisions at European level.

The Treaty of European Union was thus a complex document which managed to
include both federal and intergovernmental elements. The negotiations were diffi-
cult and the ratification of the Treaty was not much easier as it became increasingly
clear that the enthusiasm of governments for extending European integration was
running considerably ahead of popular opinion. The result was that several countries
had difficulties in ratifying the TEU,25 which consequently did not come into effect
until November 1993, eleven months late.

Nevertheless, the TEU remains a ‘historic’ agreement, although an unfinished
one; it did incorporate some decisions but was, in many ways, better considered as
an agenda or framework, as a great deal was left to be determined at subsequent
intergovernmental conferences. For example, much of the policy development –
such as the CFSP – amounted only to principles and procedures and the detail was to
be fleshed out by practice. In other areas – notably justice and home affairs –
ongoing problems were not fully resolved at Maastricht. Finally, one interesting
effect of the TEU is clear: it moved Europe closer towards a multi-speed EU. Such an
arrangement was incorporated into the Treaty through only partial membership of
EMU and the British and Danish opt outs.26 The TEU may eventually be regarded as a
significant turning point, although perhaps not quite in the way that its more
enthusiastically federalist architects would have wished.

FROM EMS TO ECONOMIC AND MONETARY UNION

The centrepiece of the first pillar – the new European Community – of the TEU was
undoubtedly economic and monetary union (EMU). Of course, this is by no means a
new ambition and the previous chapter described the unsuccessful effort to achieve
this in the 1970s. It is perhaps useful to define what precisely EMU is, which turns
out to be rather more straightforward for monetary union than for economic union.
There is common agreement that the former consists of a single currency or per-
manently and irrevocably fixed exchange rates,27 a European central bank imple-
menting a common European monetary policy, the pooling of reserves, and free
capital movement. Economic union is more controversial: at one extreme lies the
view of economic liberals, who would see it as little more than a single market with
market forces essentially left to get on with it; at the other end of the spectrum, there
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are those who are committed to strongly interventionist government policies, who
would regard economic union as being much more and requiring a whole range
of common policies. The version of EMU espoused by the TEU lies somewhere
in between, and a reasonable approximation is provided by the Delors Report,
which describes economic union in terms of four basic elements: the single market,
competition policy, structural and regional policies, and macroeconomic policy
coordination (including budgetary matters).28 However, this issue of definition is
rarely explicitly addressed even in the academic literature. The tendency is to refer
to economic and monetary union but actually to focus much more on monetary
than economic union, and what follows here will reflect that practice.

The EMU provisions grew out of the EMS, which was the much more modest
successor – seeking merely to create ‘a zone of monetary stability’ – that emerged
from the ashes of the rather grandiose EMU 1980 project. EMS operations began in
1979 and have been progressively more stable, culminating in effectively fixed
exchange rates in the five years preceding the crisis in September 1992. Indeed, to
the surprise of many, in the period 1979–92 the EMS was generally considered a
qualified success. Currencies in the exchange rate mechanism (ERM) were more
stable after than before 1979, and also compared with non-ERM currencies since
1979,29 and the realignments that did take place were carried out smoothly and
efficiently. More controversially, EMS arguably provided a more efficient framework
for reducing inflationary expectations (because of the linkage with Germany). It was
partly on the back of this success that the Committee on Monetary Union was
established at the Hanover summit, under the chairmanship of Jacques Delors, to
draw up a plan for economic and monetary union. Another factor was the feeling of
many that a single currency was a logical consequence of a single market.30 The
resulting Delors Report,31 echoing the strategy of the 1970s, proposed a three-stage
approach to EMU: in Stage I all member states would join the ERM; Stage II would
involve the creation of a European Central Bank and its gradual acquisition of
monetary competencies; and Stage III would see the transfer of full economic and
monetary authority to the EC, and the irrevocable fixing of exchange rates (and
subsequently a single currency).

At the Madrid summit in June 1989 it was agreed to proceed to the first stage of
EMU on 1 July 1990, but it was decided that the subsequent stages needed further
consideration and the IGC on EMU was set up at the Strasbourg summit in December
1989. The EMU section of the TEU that emerged was essentially based on German
conditions and a French timetable. There were five convergence criteria that member
states had to fulfil before they could participate in the third and final stage:

. price stability: the inflation rate should be no more than 1.5 per cent above the
average of the three EC countries with the lowest price rises;

. interest rates: long-term interest rates should be no more than 2 per cent above the
average of the three EC countries with the lowest rates;

. deficits: national budget deficits should be less than 3 per cent of GDP;

. debts: the public debt ratio must not exceed 60 per cent of GDP;

. currency stability: a national currency must not have devalued within the previous
two years and must have remained within the ‘normal fluctuation margins’32 of
the ERM during the same period.
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Stage II of EMU was to begin on 1 January 1994 with the creation of the Frankfurt-
based European Monetary Institute (EMI), which was to pave the way for the final
stage. Also during Stage II, national central banks were to be granted their
independence and governments were to avoid excessive budgetary deficits. Finally,
if a majority of member states fulfilled the convergence criteria, then a special
Council, meeting before the end of 1996, could agree to move to Stage III on 1
January 1997 (with only those states participating). If no majority existed, then Stage
III would begin, with those states that were ready (even if they comprised a
minority), on 1 January 1999.33

Thus the EC seemed at last to be set fair on a course to economic and monetary
union. Somewhat ironically, at the time of the Maastricht summit, only two member
states actually fulfilled all five conditions for participation in the final stage of EMU
and this ‘group’ did not include Germany (because of the inflationary and budgetary
impacts of reunification). However, things were to get even worse as the ERM all
but collapsed in 1992–3. There was a lull before this storm when the first stage of
EMU seemed to be moving towards completion as first Spain ( June 1989), then
Britain (October 1990) and finally Portugal (April 1992) joined. The British volte-face
had been a long time coming and the decision came, in a sense, from the fact that
Britain had run out of reasons not to join, rather than from any sense of genuine
enthusiasm. The superiority of an exchange rate target over a monetary target,
particularly if the former was connected to the deutschmark, was becoming more
widely accepted and many of the barriers to sterling’s involvement (such as Britain’s
position as an oil exporter) simply seemed less important. However, British scepti-
cism remained and there was some question as to whether the pound had entered
the ERM at too high a rate.

The storm broke in September 1992. There was no single trigger but a com-
bination of factors, notably economic recession in Europe, high German interest
rates, falling American interest rates and a stagnant US economy, and political
uncertainties stemming from problems over the ratification of the TEU. The ERM’s
Nordic satellites were the first targets: the Finns were forced to float their currency in
early September and the Swedes only maintained their peg by raising overnight
lending rates to draconian levels (and were ultimately forced to abandon their link in
November). The Italians devalued by 7 per cent on 13 September but were then,
along with the British, forced to leave the system altogether on ‘Black Wednesday’
(15 September); on the same day the Spanish devalued by 5 per cent. Moreover,
the British departure was acrimonious: it was accompanied by accusations that the
Germans had been more willing to support the franc than the pound and that
remarks made by the Bundesbank President had been unhelpful. The Spanish,
Portuguese and Irish introduced exchange controls (in violation of the single market
rules) but they could not stave off the inevitable: the peseta (again) and the escudo
devalued by 6 per cent in November and the punt by 10 per cent in January 1993.

The malaise continued. In May the peseta and the escudo devalued again (by 8 per
cent and 6.5 per cent respectively). Then in the middle of the year, as the French cut
interest rates to try to alleviate their recession whilst the Germans showed little
inclination to cut theirs, matters came to a head and the ERM virtually collapsed at
the end of July. The possibility of the deutschmark leaving the ERM was discussed,
but the eventual decision was to continue but with the fluctuation bands widened
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from �2.25 to �15 per cent. Thus, in late 1993, as the TEU finally came into effect,
its economic centrepiece was shrouded in uncertainty and the Treaty seemed to be
not just an agenda but a rather ambitious one.

LIMITING WIDENING AND PRIORITISING DEEPENING?

Enlargement did not entirely cease during this period of revitalised integration; Spain
and Portugal were admitted in 1986. These countries were similar to Greece in that
they were relatively poor Mediterranean states which had just emerged from periods
of military dictatorship, but they were to prove much less problematic and more
communautaire than the Greeks had been. However, the actual negotiations were
more arduous because many of the problems were addressed in detail rather than
being put off until later (as had happened in the Greek case). The motivation for
accepting the Iberian applications had been political – supporting the return to
democracy – but the problems were mainly economic. On the EC side delays were
caused by French insistence that the problems of the last enlargement (notably the
British budgetary dispute) should be resolved before the Community embarked on
the next one. On the side of the applicants, the problems were due to the challenge
to the Common Fisheries Policy presented by the sheer size of the Iberian fleet; the
potential impact on French and Italian farmers of absorbing Iberian agriculture; and
the effect of adding to the overcapacity in the steel and textile sectors by incor-
porating the Iberian producers. All of these problems applied to both Spain and
Portugal to some extent but it was the former which raised the major concerns
because of its size. Indeed, the Portuguese accession was clearly delayed by being
linked to that of Spain.

However, the beginnings of the Iberian enlargement had preceded the relance of
the EC, and Spanish and Portuguese accession were relatively straightforward. Matters
became much more complicated from the late 1980s, as the events triggered by the
SEA and the collapse of the Soviet bloc led to a deluge of membership applications,
some of them from the most unlikely places, which were to raise the importance of
the issue of further enlargement to a critical level. The principal single catalyst for this
increased interest in the EC was the SMP, which raised the profile of the Community
and caused fears of a ‘Fortress Europe’. The effect of this was to make many countries
around the world re-examine their relationship with the EC, and those that were
eligible have virtually all applied to join or signalled an intention to do so. The
collapse of the Soviet empire clearly also opened up new possibilities and there was a
growing feeling that the EC and ‘Europe’ were increasingly considered to be the same
thing, and that non-membership of the former implied exclusion from the latter.

Three groups of would-be EC members had emerged by the early 1990s:

. the countries of EFTA;

. the central and eastern European countries (CEECs) which had formerly been
Soviet satellites or republics;

. a diverse trio of northern Mediterranean countries.

The first formal applicant was Turkey (1987), followed by Austria (1989), Cyprus and
Malta (1990), Sweden (1991), and Finland, Switzerland and Norway (1992), with
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Poland and Hungary (1994) and eight of the other CEECs not far behind. However,
the existing EC membership was anxious to focus on deepening, and sought to
deflect further enlargement and enable deepening to take place by two means. The
first was by getting either the essential components of deepening in place, or a
commitment to their realisation in place, before any more countries joined; this
made the new policies part of the acquis communautaire, which had to be adopted in
its totality by new members. Thus the Commission initially announced (on behalf of
the EC) that any further enlargement negotiations had to wait until the SMP was
completed; to the SMP was added the ratification of the TEU and agreement of the
Delors II budget package, which covered the 1993–9 period.

The second strategy of the EC was to offer applicants some alternative to full
membership in the short run (and possibly beyond). The member states of EFTA were
offered a place in the European Economic Area (EEA), which was an arrangement
whereby the EFTA countries could participate in the single market (and various
related EC policies) without actually joining the EC; at the time of its inception this
was what both the EC and EFTA appeared to want. The eastern, central and southern
European applicants were offered some form of association. Association is a
relationship created but not defined in detail by the Treaty of Rome, which may
or may not include a reference to eventual membership and is often regarded as a
step in that direction anyway, or at least the acceptance of a country’s eligibility for
membership. It has been defined by practice and basically consists of a customs
union or free trade area, some EC financial assistance, an institutional framework
and some economic (and more latterly political and cultural) cooperation.34 The
fundamental problem with all these alternatives is that politically they failed to
satisfy the aspirations of the applicant countries, which saw these arrangements as a
form of second-class citizenship; and economically they potentially offered the pain
of membership (competition from the existing EC members) without the gains
(guaranteed access to the EC market,35 participation in EC decision-making and
access to structural-fund monies).

In the face of such strong pressures, the newly renamed European Union could
not hold off the applicant states for long, and indeed, to a significant extent did
not want to; expansion offered numerous advantages to existing members, as well
as being considered politically essential. In the past the Community/Union had
struggled to enlarge and develop new policies simultaneously but after 1992 it had
little choice but to try. The next chapter examines the last ten years of the European
Union, a period during which it has sought to widen and deepen simultaneously.
Widening has been driven by the growing dominance (and attractiveness) of the EU
in Europe, and deepening has been driven by the Maastricht agenda. The key
question is whether the EU can now manage the trick of expanding its membership
without diluting its purpose.
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AN AMBITIOUS AGENDA?

The year ‘1992’ already had a special place within the EU as the target date for the
completion of its single market – the Union’s original primary objective. However,
‘1992’ went on to acquire an even greater significance as the year that marks the
beginning of the most intensive phase of European integration since the period
following the end of the Second World War. This astonishing burst of activity has
culminated in two momentous steps in the opening years of the new millen-
nium – the creation of a single currency, the Euro, in 2002 and agreement to admit
ten new members to the Union in 2004. There is no doubt that both these devel-
opments are politically driven. The familiar pattern of a primarily politically moti-
vated policy leading to extensive and potentially adverse economic consequences is
repeating itself yet again. However, the stakes involved are much higher this time
and failure could be catastrophic for the Union. In particular, the EU has found itself
compelled to try to deepen and widen at the same time. The debate is no longer
seemingly about whether the EU pursues deepening or widening but rather how it
coordinates its efforts to achieve them both simultaneously.

Unfortunately, it is not so easy simply to abolish this central dilemma: the
potential conflict between widening and deepening remains, and whilst, if political
motivation leads to political flexibility and concessions, that may make the problem
less acute, there remain areas of conflict where the differences (and difficulties) are
entrenched too deeply. There are four (inter-related) basic areas of conflict and all of
these need attention if simultaneous deepening and widening is to be achieved:

. Financial: enlargement to include new poorer members may be costly to the EU,
and more specifically, will divert funds away from internal policies (deepening)
into (the costs of) widening.

. Institutional: the Rome Treaty institutional framework was designed for six
members and then stretched with increasing difficulty as the EU doubled in size
by 1986; the current list of prospective members will lead to a further doubling,
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and without changes, further deepening could be held back by institutional
gridlock as the institutions find that what works with six members does not work
with 25 or more.

. (Individual) Policies: the development of some individual policies (such as envi-
ronmental policy and the common agricultural policy) may be inhibited by new
members as the EU is forced to take account of more views.

. Ultimate Objectives: it is by no means certain that all (or even any) of the prospec-
tive new members will share the objectives of the Union’s founding fathers;
indeed, just as future enlargement will bring more economic divergence, it is also
likely to bring greater ‘political divergence’.

In addition, the conflict is made potentially greater because of the extent of deepen-
ing and widening that is envisaged. Both quantitatively and qualitatively, the next
enlargement is on an unprecedented scale: the number of countries is comparatively
huge and the relative economic weakness and political frailty of the prospective
members exacerbates the dilemma – there is a rich diversity amongst the states
about to join the EU and most are either small or micro-states. At the same time
the EU is engaged in the most ambitious phase of its internal development since the
1950s, with economic and monetary union at the centre but also more deepening on
a whole range of fronts.

The task ahead of the EU is therefore a difficult one but also an unavoidable one.
The EU had to enlarge to the east because the newly independent countries there
would not be denied entry to the Union, and the Mediterranean applicants could not
be ignored indefinitely; enlargement had become politically inevitable. However,
whilst the pressure for widening was largely external in origin, the push for deepen-
ing was internally driven. A hard core of EU member states (including Germany1 and
France) had become convinced that the move towards EMU could be delayed no
longer and were determined to go for it even if it meant leaving some members
behind and introducing differential integration. In the mid-1990s the EU therefore
found itself with an extensive and potentially conflicting agenda but one from which
it could not escape.

The rest of this chapter groups EU developments into three categories. The
next two sections deal with widening (in 1995 and forthcoming) and deepening
(primarily economic and monetary union but also the common foreign and security
policy and the proposed European Constitution). The fourth section looks at other
significant policy developments – which in some cases may be linked to either
deepening (for example, employment policy) or widening (institutional reform). The
penultimate section returns to the ‘widening versus deepening’ debate and discusses
the proposed European Constitution, and the final section considers how the EU
might be assessed as an international organisation.

MORE ENLARGEMENT: 19952 AND BEYOND

The volte-face of the EFTAns was remarkable but not really surprising, although, of
course, not all of them were able to brush aside their long-standing objections to
joining the EU. The Norwegians, as in 1970–1, actually negotiated accession terms
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but these were rejected in a referendum with a similar result to that of 1970–1, and
for similar reasons (to do with fish, oil and the environment mainly);3 Iceland and
Switzerland did not get even that far: the former through fears of being totally
dominated on account of its smallness, and through a desire to protect its fishing
grounds; the latter because of the peculiarities of its system of democracy and various
concerns relating to agriculture, foreign ownership of Swiss land and property, the
environment, and its neutrality.4 But Austria, Sweden and Finland were prepared to
go all the way, driven by fears of exclusion from the single market, and the existing
EU membership was happy to accept these relatively rich, Western democracies,
which were – along with the USA, Japan and the rest of western Europe, the
European Union’s only important trading partners.5 It was debatable to what extent
these new members – particularly Sweden6 – had abandoned their preference for
intergovernmental cooperation in favour of an approach more in keeping with the
vision of Europe of the EU’s founding fathers; their motivation was arguably based
on more negative factors. However, what is certain is that 1995 witnessed the last
enlargement by the ‘classical method’7 whereby new members were simply tacked
on to the EU and nothing changed internally very much except that the numbers got
bigger. Post-1995 enlargement was going to have to be ‘adaptive’8 – in short, the EU
would have to change itself.

However, it was the end of the cold war and collapse of the Soviet bloc that really
brought enlargement to centre-stage. While the former Communist states were keen
to pursue NATO membership as an insurance policy against any vestigial Russian
hegemonial ambitions, the real prize was membership of the EU, which, they
believed, would bring in its wake several economic benefits: trade, investment,
financial stability, and employment opportunities, as well as more intangible but still
important gains including a much clearer European identity and some support for
progress towards becoming strong and secure democracies. There were also potential
economic and political benefits for the existing members of the EU. Just as
completing the single market led to gains stemming from increased opportunities for
trade, and economies of scale in production, so extending the single market into
eastern Europe should generate similar gains for both current and new EU members.
Other possible benefits included a more powerful EU voice on the world stage and
more effective cooperation to deal with common threats such as environmental
pollution and organised crime.

Whilst the post-1995 enlargement brought with it large potential benefits, these
were matched by the possibility of substantial costs for the EU. These were described
in the context of the ‘widening versus deepening’ dilemma at the beginning of
this chapter (under four headings), but can be re-stated in more general and exten-
sive terms.9

Financial issues have been at the centre of the enlargement debate. In addition to
the opportunity cost of diverting funds into eastern Europe, identified in the con-
text of the widening and deepening debate, there are much bigger issues. The
financial implications of widening are potentially strongly adverse as all thirteen of
the current aspiring EU members are poorer than the EU average, in some cases by a
considerable margin, and would anticipate being net beneficiaries from the EU
budget. Also, the large agricultural sectors of the prospective members are potenti-
ally extremely costly. Particular countries like Poland and Romania cause obvious
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concerns but dependence on agriculture is common to most of the applicant
countries: in the mid-1990s, on average 22.5 per cent of their total workforce were
employed in agriculture and contributed 8.6 per cent of their total gross value added,
compared with 5.3 per cent and 2.4 per cent (respectively) for the EU.

Institutional difficulties are inevitable as the Rome Treaty structures, designed for
six and stretched for fifteen, finally reach breaking point. The main issues relate to
numbers in the Commission and Parliament, and voting weights in the Council, as
well as potential paralysis in decision making.

Specific policies will have to adapt to accommodate such a large influx of new
members. This is not merely to do with the possibility that new policies or further
development of old policies will be inhibited (deepening), but existing policies may
go backwards (‘shallowing’) because they become unworkable in their present
(integrated) form.

The central policy or philosophy of the EU – supranational integration – may
also be threatened and a growing number of members join solely to gain economic
and political advantages with no accompanying ‘vision’ of Europe. The ultimate
question is whether the new members will ‘go native’ and take on the characteristics
of the current membership of the EU ‘club’, or whether the ‘club’ will have to change
to accommodate the new members.

Nor is it all good news on the respective members’ side of the fence. There has
been a backlash in public opinion as it has become increasingly clear that EU
accession will not necessarily lead to immediate improvements. Indeed, unpopular
internal policies will continue to be necessary to make EU membership work in their
favour. The economic sickness will continue: the EU provides additional treatment
and not a miracle cure. Even more fundamentally, there are those who question
whether the policies being encouraged and pursued to facilitate EU accession
necessarily coincide with the policies that will best transform the economies of the
former Communist states.10

For its part, the EU has not been enthusiastic about further enlargement and has
repeatedly sought to slow down the process. It eventually took its first major step in
1993 when it laid down eight criteria that had to be met by new members.11 Some of
these were very precise (such as being a democracy and adopting the acquis
communautaire) but others were sufficiently vague (a functioning market economy
and an adequate administrative system, for example) to give much scope for interpre-
tation. At the same time, the EU began to negotiate a range of ever-closer agreements
with the applicant countries – trade agreements, ‘Europe agreements’, accession
partnerships and so on – designed to bring the applicants gradually closer to the EU
and facilitate full membership when it eventually came. In addition, starting with the
PHARE (Poland and Hungary Assistance for Restructuring their Economies) pro-
gramme in 1989, the EU provided financial support through various schemes to assist
with economic reconstruction, environmental protection, transport and agricultural
development. However, the most important requirement for the aspiring members
was the need for them to adopt the acquis communautaire – effectively the common
law of the Union, a body of detailed rules divided into over thirty chapters and
covering free movement of goods, people, services and capital, company law, com-
petition policy, agriculture, fisheries, transport, taxation, economic and monetary
union, statistics, social policy and employment, energy, industrial policy, small and
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medium-sized business undertakings, science and research, education and training,
telecommunications and information technologies, culture and audiovisual policy,
regional policy, environment, consumers and health protection, justice and home
affairs, customs union, external relations, common foreign and security policy,
financial control, financial and budgetary provisions, and institutions.

Four years of negotiations were to take place before the Copenhagen European
Council meeting in December 2002 was finally able to agree terms of accession. The
first major milestone in this process was the adoption by the European Commission
of ‘Agenda 2000’ in 1997. This was the Commission’s response to a request from the
December 1995 meeting of the European Council, in Madrid, to prepare an assess-
ment of the candidates’ applications for membership and a detailed analysis of what
enlargement might mean for the EU. As with most of the important EU documents
during the enlargement process, Agenda 2000 provided a single framework that
addressed widening as well as deepening issues, but so far as the candidates were
concerned, it recommended that negotiations should commence with six countries:
Poland, Hungary, the Czech Republic, Cyprus, Estonia and Slovenia. The Luxem-
bourg European Council of December 1997 accepted this, while at the same time
making it clear that ‘enlargement is a comprehensive, inclusive and ongoing process,
which will take place in stages; each of the applicant states will proceed at its own
rate, depending on its degree of preparedness’. What this meant in practice was that
other candidates would not be ignored, while the six could not necessarily expect
to make identical progress towards membership since each application would be
negotiated separately.

A detailed pre-accession strategy was also worked out, involving greater assistance,
with funding going to two priority areas: reinforcement of candidates’ judicial and
administrative capacities (30% of total funding) and assistance toward their adoption
and application of the acquis (70%). Each of the favoured six was to sign an
Association Agreement with the EU, covering trade-related issues, political dialogue,
legal reform and other areas of cooperation. Accession Partnerships would identify
the priorities to be attended to in each candidate’s preparations. The Luxembourg
meeting also decided to set up a European Conference, a multilateral forum in which
all candidates, including Turkey, would meet existing members to discuss a wide
range of issues. This met for the first time in March 1998 at the same time as formal
negotiations between the EU and the six commenced, and a broader accession
process got under way with all ten central European candidates and Cyprus. (Malta,
which had frozen its application in 1996, reactivated it in October 1998, enabling it
to join in this process.) The Helsinki Council meeting of December 1999 decided
that five more countries could be included in the negotiations: Lithuania, Latvia,
Bulgaria, Romania, and the Slovak Republic.

In February 2001, the Treaty of Nice was signed, amending the existing treaties,
and setting out the changes that would need to be made to the EU’s own institutions
if enlargement was not to stifle decision making within the Union. Only the detailed
negotiations over the thirty areas of the acquis with individual candidates remained,
with each candidate having different concerns that needed to be discussed: Poland
wanted a delay of several years before foreigners could buy land, Latvia wanted
concessions relating to its right to hunt bears and lynxes, several wanted some delays
before full implementation of the EU’s requirements on the environment. The
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complexity of these negotiations is clear from the fact that the eventual Treaty of
Accession, signed on 16 April 2003, is more than 6000 pages in length.

Several possible hitches had to be overcome before that point: Ireland’s referen-
dum on the Nice Treaty, in June 2001, rejected the Treaty, which would have in effect
killed off enlargement had not this vote been overturned in a second referendum
in October 2002. The same month saw an EU decision that ten candidates: Cyprus,
the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, the Slovak
Republic and Slovenia would be ready for membership by May 2004 (thus enabling
their citizens to vote in the EU parliamentary elections scheduled for June 2004).
A brief alarm was raised early in 2003 when French President Chirac fiercely criticised
several candidates for backing the US–British policy on Iraq, hinting at one point
that he might call for a French referendum on enlargement.

Two further new members, Bulgaria and Romania, are currently scheduled for
possible admission in 2006. Croatia formally applied for membership at the begin-
ning of 2003, and will probably be followed by other Balkan countries. Much greater
controversy surrounds the admission of another candidate, Turkey, which in fact
first applied to join as long ago as 1987. As a relatively poor state with a population of
62 million, Turkey’s accession would pose considerable economic problems for the
Union, but these are not the principal obstacles to Turkey’s membership. One long-
running issue is whether, despite major reforms in recent years, Turkey yet meets
EU requirements in terms of human rights and its justice system, particularly with
regard to its Kurdish minority. Of potentially greater significance is Turkey’s Islamic
identity. Some, including Britain, and also the United States, which has strongly
supported Turkey’s campaign for admission to the EU, see Turkey’s accession as
helping to build bridges between the West and the Islamic world, as well as deflect-
ing any tendencies in Turkey towards religious extremism. Others are afraid of adverse
consequences for the Union’s own cultural homogeneity and also worry about
potential social unrest if Turks have unrestricted rights of migration to western
Europe. Turkey itself has made clear its increasing irritation at the EU’s seeming
inability to reach a final decision on this issue, which is likely to be one of the largest
confronting the EU in the next five years.

However, whilst the EU will have to deal with difficult cases like Turkey at some
point, in the immediate future it will have its hands full absorbing ten new members.
It is impossible to predict the effect that such an influx of new members all at once
will have, but it is clear that the EU will change in a number of ways:

. It will become much bigger as an organisation, and to change direction will be less
easy and take more time.

. It will be a poorer organisation with more poor members.

. It will become an organisation in which most members are small states.

. Its geographical centre will shift to the north-east, thereby making its peripheral
Atlantic and Mediterranean members even more peripheral.

Thus the EU will become more unwieldy and probably less predictable. Nevertheless,
it could also emerge after a few years as immensely powerful and rich. But what of
deepening? The last ten years have seen substantial progress and it is to an
examination of this process that we now turn.
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DEEPENING THE UNION

The latest stage of widening has occasioned intense debate about the future of the
Union and in particular the prospects of maintaining the remarkable momentum of
the EU since 1986 towards the ‘ever closer union’ promised by the Treaty of Rome.
While some saw enlargement as a chance to slow down any progress towards a more
centralised federal Europe, given that eastern European states which had only
relatively recently won control over their own affairs were seen as more likely to
emphasise the intergovernmental aspects of the Union’s decision making, others
were equally determined to continue ‘deepening’ the EU, even if this meant accept-
ing the prospect of differential integration – a multi-tier or multi-speed Europe.
Hence, at the same time as the EU moved towards doubling its membership (again), it
also took several major steps towards the goal of a more fully integrated community.
It was not to be sidetracked from the Maastricht agenda, and, in particular, there
was a determination to realise economic and monetary union (EMU).

The Euro
EMU’s chequered history has been described in previous chapters; however, what is
of primary interest in evaluating the likely success of efforts to achieve EMU at the
turn of the century is not how the EU got to the point of agreeing to adopt a single
currency in 1999 but, rather, what had changed since the days of the ‘snake’ in the
1970s and the ‘EMS’ in the 1980s to make EMU more feasible. In fact, there were at
least three significant differences: first, previous efforts had provided useful practical
experience and had given the idea a degree of momentum, and also the Commis-
sion’s attempt to popularise the (rather dubious) argument that a single market
needed a single currency12 had achieved some success. Secondly, the political will to
prioritise the (European) objective of EMU at the expense of domestic objectives,
often missing in the past, was quite clearly in place in the late 1990s; whilst the
general populations of EU member states may have had serious misgivings, the
political elites were mainly in favour of EMU and, perhaps rather arrogantly, saw
public opinion as lagging behind. Finally, the lessons from the past that economic
convergence had to precede and facilitate monetary integration and could not be
enforced by it afterwards had been learnt and put into operation (albeit not entirely
adequately) by the Maastricht convergence criteria. In the 1990s EMU was a policy
whose time had come; even the near-collapse of the EMS in 1992–3 did little to halt
its momentum.

While there are clear advantages in having a single EU currency in terms of
reduced transaction costs, economies of pooling reserves and (especially) facilitating
internal EU trade, these are only worth having if they are not offset by the loss of the
exchange rate as a policy weapon.13 However, if (as many believe) EU member states
cannot pursue independent monetary policies, then there is little to lose and much
to gain by participating in EMU. On the other hand, if exchange rate policy does
have a significant effect even if only in the short run, then EMU becomes prob-
lematic unless all participants have very similar economic cycles. EMU means one
monetary policy for all, and if member states are at different points in their economic
cycle then they may require different monetary policies. A related argument concerns
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the possibility of asymmetric shocks: if EU members react differently to a given
external event – such as an increase in oil prices or an East Asian financial crisis –
then they need different monetary policies, and a single policy across the EU will not
do. Thus, in strictly economic terms, there are good arguments on both sides of the
EMU debate. However, in reality EMU is widely perceived as preparing the way for
political union and is therefore seen as a political project for which economic
sacrifices may be required.

Maastricht had set in motion a clear pathway towards a common currency, for
which the name ‘Euro’ was devised at the 1995 European Council meeting in
Madrid. Potential members had to meet the five convergence criteria (relating to
inflation, currency stability, interest rates, governmental budget deficits and long-
term debt) before they could be deemed fit to participate, and the 1998 European
Council eventually agreed that eleven members were ready – all except Greece,
Sweden, and the two countries that had opted out of the third stage of EMU, Britain
and Denmark. At the same time the European Central Bank (ECB) was established at
Frankfurt with the principal task of using its power to set interest rates to maintain
price stability. The Euro was effectively launched as an electronic currency on
1 January 1999, when exchange rates amongst the eleven were fixed irrevocably.
Since then, the Danish position has been confirmed by a referendum in 2000 in
which 53 per cent of the people voting rejected Euro membership, Britain continues
to sit on the fence (see below), and in 2001 the decision was taken to permit Greece to
join, notwithstanding widespread misgivings about its readiness. As other countries,
including France and Italy, had only managed to meet the membership criteria by
a certain amount of creative accountancy, it was not surprising that doubts in
financial markets about its viability led the ‘electronic Euro’ to fall significantly
below the rate in relation to the dollar that had been set in 1999, with falls con-
tinuing after the first Euro coins and notes were issued and the old currencies
withdrawn, early in 2002. During 2003 the Euro stabilised and indeed picked up
significantly against the dollar.

The British position continues to be ‘wait and see’; the packaging (the ‘five eco-
nomic tests’14) is different from the last time – that is, when the EMS was launched
(Thatcher’s ‘when the time is right’) – but the message stays the same. Britain’s efforts
to participate in previous arrangements – the ‘snake’ (1973) and EMS (1992) – have
been brief and spectacular failures. If the UK’s experience of fixed exchange rate
systems in the twentieth century generally – the return to gold (1925–31), the
restoration of the pound after the Second World War (1949) and the (lost) battle to
avoid devaluation in the 1960s (1964–7) – are also remembered, then British reluct-
ance to get involved in EMU is understandable. The policy was confirmed in June
2003 when the government completed a new assessment of the five economic
tests,15 which are:

. Are UK economic cycles and structures convergent with those of the members
of EMU so that Britain could live comfortably with EMU’s ‘one interest rate fits
all’ policy?

. Is there sufficient flexibility in EMU to deal with any problems?

. Would membership of EMU encourage and improve the conditions for firms
making long-term decisions to invest in Britain?
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. What will be the impact of joining EMU on the UK’s financial services industry,
particularly the City of London?

. Will EMU membership enhance growth and stability in the UK and, therefore, lead
to more jobs?

The government concluded:

since 1997 the UK has made real progress towards meeting the five economic tests. But, on

balance, though the potential benefits of increased investment, trade, a boost to financial

services, growth and jobs are clear, we cannot at this point in time conclude that there is

sustainable and durable convergence or sufficient flexibility to cope with any potential

difficulties within the euro area. So . . . a clear and unambiguous case for UK membership of

EMU has not at the present time been made and a decision to join now would not be in the

national economic interest.16

The British position is thus clear, although it has to be said that it is based on a
spurious precision: the five tests are neither exact nor quantifiable, and the decision
comes down to personal judgement.

Only time – possibly a decade or more – will determine whether the adoption of
the Euro was a reckless gamble or a decisive step towards building a stronger identity
for the EU as a powerful actor on the world stage. Two broad scenarios have been
advanced for the future of the common currency. In the first, particularly if Britain
eventually chooses to join, the Euro will become a rival to the dollar as a reserve and
trading currency. Given that one of the few major chinks in the armour of American
hyperpower is its huge external deficit, which is dependent on the rest of the world
feeling it has little choice but to purchase dollars, a highly successful Euro would be
an important weapon for those Europeans – and others – who see the dominating
issue of this century as the need to balance American power. The EU, even without
developing as a military rival to the United States, which many see as unnecessary
and dangerous, would have been able to act as a serious constraint on the United
States’ ability to do as it chooses.

In the second scenario, the long-term viability of the Euro would come increas-
ingly into question, particularly if there was no substantial improvement in the
German economy. Germans were not asked their opinion in a referendum about the
Euro, and most evidence is that they would probably have voted nein. The ECB’s remit
is to guard against inflation, not to engage in larger macroeconomic management,
such as aiding in expansionary policies to combat unemployment. Its view on the
latter is that Germany needs to engage in substantial restructuring of its economy, but
this would be electorally unpopular in the short term as it would almost certainly
contribute to unemployment and worsening welfare standards. The Euro, and its
supra-national overseers in the ECB, would be portrayed as the villains of the piece,
with the deutschmark seen, nostalgically, as at the heart of the golden age of German
economic power. The ensuing tensions would be too much for the Eurozone, which
would fall apart in acrimony, jeopardising the entire European enterprise.

Common Foreign and Security Policy
The major economic element of deepening – which dominated the first pillar of the
Maastricht Treaty – was economic and monetary union. The principal political
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element of deepening makes up the second pillar – the Common Foreign and
Security Policy (CFSP) – and it is to this that we now turn. The European Political
Cooperation (EPC) framework established in 1970 had acted to a marginal extent as a
coordinator of European foreign policies where there were clear common interests –
most effectively in fostering a Euro-Arab dialogue. There was also a marked increase
in diplomatic intercourse during this period, but less so amongst defence personnel,
who continued to interact mainly within the NATO framework. However, the
dramatic changes in Europe that accompanied the end of the cold war sharply
exposed the limitations of EPC and its successors. Several problems constantly
reappeared over the decade and a half since 1989:

. There exists a permanent tension between the ‘Atlanticist’ tendencies of Britain
and others who stress the importance of retaining a strong American security
commitment to Europe and the ‘Europeanists’, led by the French, who want to
develop a much more powerful independent security identity. This tension is
aggravated by the United States itself, which has frequently expressed misgivings
about the possibility of an EU military arm emerging outside the NATO frame-
work, as summarised in Secretary of State Madeleine Albright’s ‘3 Ds’: no de-
coupling (from NATO), no duplication, and no discrimination (e.g. against the
American arms industry).

. There has been a large gap between the rhetoric of the Europeanists and their
willingness to commit substantial sums to defence spending at a time when most
(including the USA) were hoping to obtain a substantial ‘peace dividend’ from the
end of cold war tensions.

. Ireland, Sweden, Austria and Finland all have traditional policies of neutrality
which constrain their ability to participate in a military alliance.

. Because foreign and defence policies concern matters perceived as vital national
interests, states are unwilling to permit qualified majority voting and abandon
their vetoes. Yet all the members of the EU, because of their different geopolitical
circumstances, have widely varying priorities with a subsequently higher prob-
ability that almost any potential common policy might encounter a veto from at
least one state. Greece, for example, consistently refused to permit the EU to
recognise the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia.

. Common defence policies require standardisation of equipment and ideally a
single, harmonised defence industry as well as similar standards of training and
expertise amongst defence personnel. Despite agreements, such as the letter of
intent signed by the six states with the most important defence industries in 1998,
progress towards consolidating the industry has proved elusive, while there are
also vast differences in training and levels of skill amongst European forces.

Problems of this kind were most sharply visible in the numerous crises in
Yugoslavia, the Middle East and Afghanistan during this period, with the intense
divisions in Europe over the 2003 Anglo-American attack on Iraq bringing matters to a
head. However, headline events of this kind do not tell the whole story about the post-
Maastricht attempt to develop a Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP). There
were, first, several institutional developments. The Treaty of Amsterdam created the
new position of High Representative for the CFSP, who would simultaneously hold
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the post of Secretary-General of the Council. A very high-profile appointee to
this office, Javier Solana, former Secretary-General of NATO, ensured that this would
not be seen merely as a sop to integrationists, although Solana has reportedly en-
countered numerous difficulties in his efforts to make the position a meaningful
one. The Secretary-General, together with the European Commissioner for External
Affairs and the Foreign Minister of the state currently providing the Presidency of
the Council make up the ‘troika’ which represents the EU in its external relations.
Amsterdam also introduced the concept of a ‘common strategy’ – to be adopted
unanimously by the European Council in ‘areas where member states have major
common interests’. Significantly, this was singled out for particular criticism by
Javier Solana in 2001.

Further institutional developments were to establish a Political and Security
Committee (COPS, in its French acronym), which the 2000 Nice Council envisaged
as having a central role in coordinating policy, and to initiate Council of Defence
Ministers meetings. Most significantly, the decision was taken to establish an EU
Rapid Reaction Force of 60,000 to deal at short notice with peacekeeping, humani-
tarian intervention and other emergencies. There are considerable doubts about the
realistic prospects for this force, although an important symbolic step was taken on
31 March 2003, when a 320-strong force wearing the EU emblem took over the
command of the NATO mission in Macedonia.

It is too early to tell whether such institutional developments will have a major
impact on the progress of the CFSP, although the complex mix of national, inter-
governmental and embryonic Community elements in CFSP decision making does
not at first sight seem promising. In some respects the more interesting developments
over the last few years have been taking place at more informal levels, as diplomatic
interaction amongst EU defence and foreign affairs officials has steadily increased.
In areas like trade and relations with the third world there is already a degree of EU
coordination. One event that was seen as highly significant at the time was the
meeting at St Malo in December 1998 between the French and British leaders. Britain
had been the strongest and most consistent opponent of any kind of significant EU
role in the defence field and even the fact that it was prepared to discuss such matters
was seen as a breakthrough, as was its limited acknowledgement of the possibility
of a degree of European defence autonomy. In fact, the St Malo meeting is best seen
as the culmination of a long period of slowly improving Franco-British relations in
defence and other areas since Maastricht.

The sobering experience of European inadequacies during the 1999 Kosovo crisis
produced further limited progress, including the Rapid Reaction Force proposal, and,
as Stanley Hoffmann very cautiously puts it, ‘a kind of embryonic European identity
emerged within limits’ . The sharp divisions within Europe over the 2002–3 Iraq
crisis were unquestionably a major setback to the CFSP but not necessarily an
irretrievable one as Britain sought to mend fences with its European partners, while
the leading anti-war states similarly sought to adjust pragmatically to the initial
Anglo-American victory in the Iraq war.

It would be possible to include a range of other policies here under the ‘deepen-
ing’ heading but these are better taken up in the next section because deepening is
essentially driven by EMU on the economic front and the CFSP on the political front.
These are the two ‘big ideas’ of the EU as it moves into the new millennium, and both
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of them are ambitious and drag a whole range of other policy developments in their
wake. However, neither of them are clear-cut winners and, in fact, both have been
tried before and failed. Similarly to widening, the EU is pursuing deepening on a scale
way beyond anything ever tried in the past. If organisations are like bicycles and need
to move forward to prevent the rider from falling off, then the EU is currently racing
ahead in top gear; the problem is that a high-speed crash is a much more dangerous
way of falling off a bicycle and it is much more difficult to remount afterwards.

OTHER POLICIES: CONSOLIDATION AND DEVELOPMENT

The European Community/Union that the UK joined in 1973 amounted to little
more than a partially complete single market, agriculture and external trade policies
and lots of aspirations. The organisation that Malta, Cyprus and eight CEECs are
joining some thirty years later is much more extensive and complex.17 Many policy
areas continue to deepen at a steady and unspectacular rate – social policy and the
research and development framework programme are two examples. These policies
are ignored in this short survey section. Instead, the focus will be on policies that
relate specifically to widening or to the principal elements of deepening (EMU and
the CFSP), and on policies which develop in ways that constitute a specific change in
direction, or are in new areas. The former group covers institutional changes and
financial/budgetary developments (incorporating the structural funds and CAP
reform); the latter consists of employment, fisheries and competition policies and
the new Cotonou (formerly Lomé) Agreement.

Institutional Reform
The first group of policy areas were addressed by the ‘Agenda 2000’ document and/or
the Nice IGC/summit. Institutional reform is an extremely difficult issue for the EU;
indeed, the Amsterdam IGC/summit was supposed to address this matter but failed.18

The fundamental problem is that the EU’s institutional structure is essentially based
on a fragile compromise between large and small EU member states whereby small
states are given greater representation than their size merits, but not to the extent
that they can block measures that are supported by most of the larger states acting in
unison. The relatively modest modifications to the voting weights in the Council
introduced to take account of the 1995 enlargement were extremely controversial
and required a special meeting to resolve the differences between Britain and the
rest.19 The institutional reforms required for the 2004 enlargement required an IGC
and several years but were eventually agreed at Nice in December 2000. The key
decisions were:

. From 2005 members will be limited to a single Commissioner each up to a
maximum of 26; beyond that point there will be fewer Commissioners than
member states.

. The use of QMV (qualified majority voting) was extended to cover most of the
Council’s business, and voting weights were agreed for new members and slightly
adjusted for existing members.

. The total number of MEPs was capped at 732.
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Clearly the intention is to streamline procedures so that the efficiency of decision
making is not impaired. Unfortunately, since MEPs will each represent an even larger
number of citizens and some member states will not have a Commissioner, it might
be considered that the increased efficiency is at the expense of democratic legitimacy.
This may not matter too much if the decision-making power continues to reside in
the Council of Ministers where every member has a representative, but the extended
use of QMV and growing role of the European Parliament continually undermines
and erodes the ability of even the larger member states to control the direction of the
Union. In international organisations, this is unusual, to say the least.

Structural Funds and the CAP
Meanwhile, efforts to reform the structural funds (SFs) and, in particular, the
common agricultural policy (CAP) have continued. The main concern about the SFs
was that they would be simply overwhelmed by the demands of the incoming
CEECs. The easy solution of just increasing the size of the pot is neither desirable
(as there are other priorities) nor feasible; at a time when member states are trying to
control their expenditure so that they can participate in EMU, they are clearly not
prepared to pay more into the structural funds. Fortunately, the early estimates of the
costs of extending the SFs to the CEECs were basically alarmist and the levels of
transfers implicitly assumed were simply far beyond what the CEECs could real-
istically absorb. More appropriate assumptions bring the transfers down to manage-
able levels and consequently the SFs have only needed modest reforms.

However, the reform of the CAP has continued. The majority of EU member
states have never embraced CAP reform with any enthusiasm. Reform has always
been driven by budgetary constraints and external factors, notably pressure from
the Americans and other agricultural exporters through the GATT/WTO. This has
continued to be the case in recent years. In the first half of the 1990s the CAP was
reformed as a consequence of the Uruguay Round. From the later 1990s onwards it
has been budgetary pressure due to concerns about the cost of extending the CAP to
eastern Europe that has compelled continuing reform. The process has involved
a slow and (politically) painful shift away from open-ended price support for all
producers, to more targeted, income-related rather than production-related subsidies.
In June 2003, EU farm ministers agreed to decouple the vast majority of farm subsidies
from the volume of production entirely.20 The net result of these developments in the
SFs and agriculture has been that the EU budget has continued to cause few practical
problems. Consequently, it has been possible to progress fairly smoothly from the
1988–92 (Delors I) and 1993–9 (Delors II) financial perspectives to a third one for
the 2000–6 period, and to keep projected expenditure within the desired limits.

Finally, we turn to four policy areas where there have been significant develop-
ments in recent years.

Employment Policy
The EU has always been implicitly concerned with promoting employment (and
reducing unemployment) but it is only in the last ten years that it has moved to try
and develop a specific and active policy. The first major step was a White Paper in
199321 which sought to establish a medium-term strategy for the EU. It was a discus-
sion of the possibilities rather than a policy proposal as such but it did spawn the
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concept of trans-European networks (TENs), some of which have now materialised,
although there have been financial problems. Subsequent measures have included
a chapter on employment in the Amsterdam Treaty, a special summit on employment
in Luxembourg in 1997 (with little concrete result), and the introduction of National
Employment Plans and EU Guidelines for Employment, which are intended to en-
courage consistency in, and coordination of, national employment policies. However,
despite a great deal of debate and seemingly a reference to it at every European
Council since 1992, EU employment policy is open to the criticism that it is all talk
and no action; indeed, while all the significant policy levers remain at member-state
level this will continue to be the case. On the other hand, all EU policies begin as talk,
and, particularly as the EU moves towards fuller economic and monetary union,
employment policy may well be given teeth. It would not be the first EU policy to
develop in this way.

Common Fisheries Policy
A new common fisheries policy (CFP) was introduced at the beginning of 2003.
A number of changes were made to the previous CFP, which had run since 1982.
In particular, a more long-term framework is to be created to replace the current
system which is based on annual fishing quotas and related measures. This should
facilitate planning beyond the short term and lead to better conservation of fish
stocks. Better monitoring and policing methods are to be introduced to reduce
overfishing, to enforce the CFP’s rules more comprehensively and consistently, and
to ensure that all fishermen. Finally, a number of relatively modest new measures
have been introduced to try to reduce the number of active vessels. The Commission
has promised more measures in the future – and they will be needed. Whilst the
previous CFP did prevent a free-for-all in the North Sea, it did little to eliminate the
two fundamental problems of the fishing industry – overcapacity and overfishing,
leading to the depletion of the fish stocks. There are still too many boats chasing
too few fish and there is not yet enough in the new CFP to suggest that much
will change.

Competition Policy
As part of its efforts to modernise competition policy, the Commission is continuing
to pursue its rather radical proposal22 to abolish the system whereby restrictive
practices and abuses of dominant positions (monopolistic behaviour) have to be
notified to, and authorised directly by, the Commission itself. Instead these would
be dealt with by national courts, thereby leaving the Commission free to focus on the
bigger cases and general policy issues.

Former Colonies
The new millennium marked the end of the Lomé Convention – or more precisely,
the fourth trade and aid agreement of that name between the EU and its former
colonies – to be replaced by the Cotonou Agreement, a twenty-year agreement with
five-yearly reviews of the financial protocol. There was no repeat of the rhetoric of
‘partnership’ that accompanied the launch of Lomé in 1975. The ACP countries
(former colonies) were well aware of their downward slide in the pecking order of
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EU priorities and accepted the fairly modest agreement as being the best they could
hope for. The EU did, however, make some changes: the new agreement marginally
improves the EU–ACP trade framework, introduces political dialogue, explicitly
addresses corruption, adopts poverty reduction as its main objective, promotes partici-
patory approaches (involving, for example, the private sector and trade unions) and
uses programming to disburse funds with decentralised (to local level) administrative
and, to some extent, financial responsibilities. It is likely that many of these changes
are designed for the benefit of the EU as much as the ACP countries, and the EU’s
bottom line (the value of trade concessions and EU aid) is much the same.

Much of this chapter has focused on the ‘big’ policy areas but, as indicated above,
there is a great deal of activity in the EU at all levels; the Union really is deepening in
a very comprehensive way.

CONCLUSION (I): WIDENING, DEEPENING AND THE
EUROPEAN CONSTITUTION

The European Union is now a mature and much sought-after organisation. It has
embarked on an extremely ambitious course involving simultaneous widening
(enlargement to the east and south) and deepening (economic and monetary union,
and closer cooperation across a whole range of policy areas). It is possible that an
extreme outcome may occur: either the EU may actually pull it off and make it all the
way to a full economic union of most of Europe in double-quick time; or the EU may
fail spectacularly, implode and have to start again from a much lower base with fewer
members. However, there is a more probable scenario in the middle ground – the EU
could follow the path of ‘differential integration’ or ‘flexibility’. Clearly, this is
viewed as an increasingly probable way forward within the Union as the Amsterdam
Treaty of 1997 had allowed for the possibility of ‘closer cooperation’ to enable
certain member states to work together on specific developments, even when not all
members wished to; this carried various strict conditions that limited its practical
scope. However, it was taken further at Nice where it was agreed to remove the right
of each member effectively to veto the launch of enhanced cooperation, with the
only proviso being agreement by at least eight states, while retaining the right of
other states to join in when they wished.

Several possible scenarios can be identified:

. a ‘multispeed’ Europe is where all member states pursue the same objectives but
some achieve them later than others because of economic weakness or political
disposition;

. a ‘multi-tier’ or ‘multi-layer’ Europe, or a ‘Europe of concentric circles’, is where there is
a ‘hard core’ of member states on a kind of fast track, surrounded by a ‘soft core’ of
members who have only agreed to pursue a (common) subset of the objectives of
the ‘hard core’; beyond them there could also be a succession of ‘softer cores’ with
progressively more limited agendas;

. a ‘Europe à la carte’ or ‘Europe of opt outs’ is where every member has its own agenda
and participates only in those policies in which it wants to take part.
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These various expressions are frequently discussed very loosely, but clearly there are
important differences amongst them. The alternative to all three is for the EU to
continue to integrate ‘en bloc’ – a ‘single speed’ Europe – but if widening and
deepening do prove to be incompatible then the possibility of a ‘multispeed’ or
‘multitier’ compromise becomes increasingly likely.

Notwithstanding its huge current agenda, the EU has built up a head of steam and
is intent on pressing on even further. In December 2001 the European Council
decided to convene a European Convention, headed by Valéry Giscard D’ Estaing,
with the task of producing a draft constitution for the EU by mid-2003. The
Convention was to concentrate on ways of reforming the Union with a view to
simplifying its procedures and institutions, making it more accessible to the people of
Europe and preparing the way for a much larger EU from 2004, as well as responding
to other global changes. It has been attended by controversy from the start. Its pre-
liminary draft constitution in 2002 alarmed anti-federalists by ruminating about the
possibility of using ‘the United States of Europe’ as a name for the Union, and also
referring to ‘certain common competences on a federal level’. This, however, was
little more than a formal acknowledgement of the fact that the EU does, in reality,
already possess some federal elements. More controversial were its proposals to reduce
the number of Commissioners to 13, who would be assisted by 12 ‘Councillors’ from
the states which did not have a Commissioner, and to appoint a President of the EU
Council for a 30-month term, renewable once, who would be assisted by a Direc-
torate, an executive bureau which would prepare the agenda for Council meetings.
At the same time, Council decisions would mostly be made on the basis of a simple
majority, provided that the majority contained three-fifths of the population of
the EU. There was also to be a European Foreign Minister, a weapons procurement
agency and increased defence cooperation.

The combined effect of these proposals would be to weaken the power of the
Commission, which rested significantly on its role as the initiator of EU policy pro-
posals (a significant part of this would pass to the Council Directorate), at the same
time as weakening the power of small states, who would lose out from the proposals
to reduce the size of the Commission and increase the emphasis on population size in
Council votes. Giscard himself, when he presented his proposals, clearly foresha-
dowed an essentially administrative role for the Commission when he referred to a
Europe ‘in which you have all the administration of the single market handled by the
Commission [and] all the action of the states acting jointly being inspired and led by
the Council and its chairman’. The European Parliament also saw its limited powers
being potentially eroded by a proposal for a grandiosely labelled ‘Congress of the
Peoples of Europe’, which would include representatives of national parliaments,
although this was to have a mainly ceremonial role. Therefore it was not surprising
that the European Council failed to reach agreement to adopt the draft Constitution at
the end of 2003, and the debate continued into 2004.

Exercises like the European Convention and documents like the European Con-
stitution occur every few years in the EU, and frequently provide a springboard for a
significant advance in the development of the Union. As the EU continues to debate
the current version of the European Constitution, it is difficult to believe that the
Union can take on even more ambitious commitments. However, in the light of
events in Europe since the mid-1980s, almost anything seems possible. A phrase used
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by Jacques Delors in a slightly different context twenty years ago may be appropriate
again: are we about to witness another ‘acceleration in history’ in Europe?

CONCLUSION (II): THE EUROPEAN UNION AS AN
INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATION

The character and purpose of a regional organisation can perhaps best be judged by
examining two factors: its relationship with the outside world, and its own internal
structure. Unfortunately, in both regards, the European Union lacks clarity. With
regard to the first of these, it is clear that the EU does have an external policy, notably:

. the EU has a trade (or trade and aid) agreement with virtually all parts of the world,
including association agreements, the Cotonou Agreement and, of course, the EEA;

. the EU has negotiated as a group in the GATT talks, most recently the Uruguay
Round, and in the four-yearly UNCTAD meetings;

. the EU member states have worked as a unit in the CSCE (even though separate EU
representation was not allowed), and, to some extent, at the UN (although with
much less coherence);

. the EU has had a seat at Western economic summits since 1975;

. the EPC procedure, subsequently replaced by the CFSP, has led to a range of EU
joint statements and actions (although there have been failures).

However, whilst the economic element is fairly well defined, this is not true of
the political identity projected by the EU. Moreover, even the economic aspect is
muddied by the fact that member states continue to act separately in their own right
(alongside EU actions). The internal structure of the EU is, in some ways, even more
difficult to define because it is obviously a highly contentious issue. The uneasy
compromise between the ‘federalists’ and the ‘intergovernmentalists’ may be strained
to breaking point by the pursuit of the current agenda, and the EU’s internal structure
is therefore ambiguous.

Thus, as international organisations go, the European Union remains something
of an enigma. It is a curious mix of the supranational and the intergovernmental,
which incorporates both elements with a degree of the former (the ‘European
Community’), and others which are clearly run along the lines of the latter (the CFSP
and Home Affairs). This uniqueness is reflected in the EU’s budget, which is radically
different from those of other international organisations in that the overwhelming
majority of it – 95 per cent – is spent not on administration, but on actual policies.
Futhermore the EU is not a ‘finished’ organisation. It was created in an evolutionary
form and continues to evolve. However, there is significant disagreement amongst its
members as to the direction that this evolution should take and over what the final
form of the organisation should be. This is much more marked than in other
organisations. Finally there is the question as to whether the EU is a role model for
regional integration elsewhere. There have indeed been many imitators but none
have been very successful. Arguably the EU is a product of a unique time and unique
circumstances, and is, and will continue to remain, outside the behaviourial norms
of other international organisations. Perhaps it is not an organisation at all, but really
is a superstate in the making. Only time will tell.
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Attempting to find an objective definition of an international ‘region’ is a fruitless
exercise because there is no unproblematic means of distinguishing one group of
states from another by geographical, cultural, economic or other grounds. For
example, is the ‘natural’ regional home of the United States in the Americas, the
Pacific or the Atlantic? What are the boundaries of ‘Europe’ or ‘Asia’ or ‘South-East
Asia’? Which states are influenced by what are sometimes termed ‘Asian values’?
In practice, the only common elements in the overwhelming majority of regional
organisations are that it is possible to draw an unbroken line around them on a map
and their members perceive themselves as linked together in one or more ways.1

What is beyond dispute is that such organisations have proliferated in number, with
most of the world now participating in more than one hundred regional arrange-
ments.2 In this chapter we discuss the factors behind the resurgence of interest in
regionalism in the 1990s, consider developments in the three major regions out-
side Europe and analyse the problems encountered by the new regionalism as well as
its future prospects.

EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENTS OUTSIDE THE EU

Apart from the remarkable developments in the EU discussed in the previous chap-
ter, Europe enjoyed an upsurge of regional organisation in several other contexts
during the 1990s. The long moribund Western European Union (WEU) appeared
to enjoy a new lease of life when the Maastricht Treaty gave it responsibility for
developing a common EU security policy. However, the ongoing fragmentation of
former Yugoslavia rather cruelly exposed the limitations of this aspect of the EU, and,
although the WEU did increase its staff to more than 50, this could hardly be seen as
a serious move towards its assumption of the role envisaged by Maastricht.3 Other
European developments related mainly to the collapse of communism in Eastern
Europe. The Council of Europe, which has become increasingly focused on its
human rights role, increased its membership from the original 18 when it was set up
in 1949, to 41. It also strengthened its provisions for the legal protection of human
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rights in 1998 by merging its two main organs, the Commission and the Court, into a
single institution combining the powers of both, and by appointing full-time judges
to the Court, rather than relying on part-time judges as previously. This was a
response to the growing importance of the Council in European jurisprudence: in
1981 the Commission received 404 applications for it to consider various human
rights cases; this rose to 2032 in 1993, and 4750 in 1997. In 2001 the Court received
no fewer than 13,858 applications, leading to calls that it concentrate on cases rais-
ing fundamental issues.4 In 1995 the Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe (CSCE), which had played a significant role in monitoring the 1957 Helsinki
Accords, became the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE),
with 55 members. As such it had an important consultative purpose with regard to
Pan-European security issues while also, through its Office of Democratic Institutions
and Human Rights (ODIHR), assisting the transition to democracy and the rule of
law throughout the former Soviet bloc.

A plethora of new organisations also appeared in Eastern Europe and the former
Soviet Union. In some cases these were envisaged as transitional arrangements,
pending (and preparing the way for) accession to the EU. This was clearly true of
the various institutions established by the Visegrad Four (Poland, Hungary, Czech
Republic and Slovakia), such as the Central European Free Trade Area (CEFTA).
Although cooperation amongst these states was at first made difficult by their com-
peting to be the favourite contender for EU entry, the EU’s own advice that accession
would take some years to bring about and that they would be considered as a group
rather than individually was instrumental in returning them to a more collabora-
tive path, although trade within the group remained at a relatively low level. Much
the same may be said of attempts to form subregional groupings between east and
west European states, such as the Pentagonale, later renamed the Central European
Initiative (CEI), which envisaged cooperation across several areas including telecoms
and transport.5

Another post-cold war organisation, the Black Sea Economic Cooperation Scheme
(BSECS), established in 1992 by eleven countries following a Turkish initiative,
was less a preparation for EU membership (since for all except the existing EU mem-
ber, Greece, and possibly Turkey, this was a fairly distant prospect) than a response
to the challenge posed by deepening European integration and the need for a
security dialogue over emerging issues in Central Asia and elsewhere. Its more
ambitious aims of promoting greater harmonisation of policies in various areas
made little progress, although trade within BSECS did increase.6 The Commonwealth
of Independent States (CIS) was envisaged as a means of managing the break-up
of the former Soviet Union with the minimum disruption, while building upon
the existing economic and security networks amongst the 12 members. However,
the CIS region remains one of the world’s leading sources of tension and real or
potential conflict.

THE NEW REGIONALISM

Just as they had been in the 1960s, it is clear that European developments were a
major influence on the creation of new regional organisations, from relatively small
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subregional groupings such as the Maghreb in the Arab world or MERCOSUR in Latin
America to larger groupings such as APEC in Asia and the Pacific. Deepening integra-
tion in the EU, together with the prospect of enlargement, aroused apprehensions
among its external trade partners that they might find themselves facing sharply
reduced trade with Europe. Not counting trade within the EU itself, the Union
accounts for around 20 per cent of total world trade, so even a relatively small shift
from extra-European to intra-European trade could have serious repercussions. But
the new impetus to regionalism also stemmed from larger considerations, including
the desire for greater bargaining power in multilateral fora such as the WTO, and the
fact that the world’s remaining superpower, the United States, began to show an
interest in both sponsoring regionalism and participating in the process itself.

Most fundamentally, the new regionalism may be seen as a response to the
increasing impact of globalisation and the related shift in politico-economic ortho-
doxies over the past few decades. Globalisation is a multifaceted set of processes,
primarily involving the emergence of global financial markets exchanging ever vaster
sums with increasing speed of movement, and of global actors, such as transnational
corporations and the owners of huge media empires, whose power and wealth may
exceed that of many governments. Although neither the concept of globalisation,
nor its consequences, are unproblematic,7 there is general agreement that global-
isation weakens the power and even the legitimacy of the state by undermining its
claim to be able to provide various collective goods, such as security against external
threats. Globalisation is also seen as the bearer of an all-devouring global culture,
variously labelled as one of modernity, capitalism, westernisation or, most simply,
Americanisation. As such, it may threaten more traditional national and regional
cultural identities.

The new regionalism is a response to globalisation in three distinct but inter-
related ways. The first is essentially defensive, with regionalism seen as a way of
emphasising and protecting local cultures and, more importantly, local enterprise. In
this respect it has been argued that, whereas the first post-war wave of regionalism
was mainly driven by governments and national bureaucracies, the second was much
more of a ‘bottom–up’ process, resulting from pressure from various local interest
groups anxious to protect themselves from external competition.8 Governments, in
turn, have seen in regionalism a means of maintaining their political authority.9

Secondly, new regionalism stems not only from protectionist impulses but from
competitive ones. It is seen as conferring enhanced bargaining power in global
negotiations, while providing a more secure opportunity for commercial amalgama-
tions to take place at the regional level with a view to building up the capacity to
compete in global markets. Finally, globalisation has been accompanied by a
breakdown of traditional socialist and ‘Third Worldist’ ideologies emphasising state
control of industry and economic self-reliance, and their displacement by the
perceived need to restructure national economies in line with neoliberal economic
doctrines. Governments have, in some cases, found it easier to promote such
structural adjustment if at the same time it has been accompanied by and taken place
within a context of regionalisation.10

Apart from the question of the causes of the new regionalism, analysts have
focused on three main problems:
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. Will regionalisation promote the welfare of the majority of people in participating
countries?

. Will it promote regional security?

. Will it harmonise with or work against multilateral trade liberalisation, which
most economists see as crucial to a global improvement in economic welfare?

Inevitably there are many differences of opinion over all three issues. This is in part
because there are many differences among regional organisations: some are essen-
tially free trade areas; some customs unions, imposing a common external tariff;
others envisage much wider integration, including the free movement of labour.
Some are heavily institutionalised, such as the EU; others much less so, such as
ASEAN. Some contain mostly highly developed, industrialised states, others mainly
poor primary producers. Some see themselves as helping to promote multilateralism
by simplifying WTO bargaining, others have a more protectionist flavour. A further
complicating factor in recent years has been deteriorating economic conditions, first
in Asia then more widely in Latin America and the main Western economies. This
has inevitably had an adverse effect on moves away from protectionist policies and,
more generally, on regionalism itself. Even in the European Union states have
backed away from strict enforcement of the rules designed to ensure economic
stability following the launch of the Euro in 2002.

As long ago as 1950, Jacob Viner argued that the welfare effects of customs
unions, both regionally and globally, depend on whether they are essentially trade-
creating or trade-diverting and that it was, in practice, impossible to assess this except
by considering individual cases.11 Much the same may be said of regionalism’s
contribution to security, particularly as security problems today tend to be concerned
less with inter-state tensions than with intra-state conflicts or with transnational
issues such as criminal activities, including drug and people smuggling. While
regional organisations may help to create ‘security communities’ with well estab-
lished routines of conflict resolution, they may also, by creating losers as well as
winners and by opening borders to criminals as well as to legitimate business trans-
actions, exacerbate other sources of insecurity. Once again, few, if any, general-
isations may be made about all organisations and it is necessary to examine the
particular organisations, a task to which we now turn.

AFRICA

There have been ambitious proposals for Pan-African and subregional organisations
in the continent since the idea of a United States of Africa was first promulgated at
the beginning of the twentieth century.12 Notwithstanding repeated setbacks and
failures, most African states remain committed to regionalism as part of the solution
to their profound and growing economic, political and social problems. For example,
both the principal Pan-African institution, the Organisation of African Unity (OAU),
and the most important subregional institution, the Economic Community of West
African States (ECOWAS), have engaged in far-reaching restructuring processes since
the late 1990s.
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The immediate aftermath of independence for most African states in the late
1950s and early 1960s did not immediately produce a particularly encouraging
climate for regionalism. Divisions emerged between Anglophone and Francophone
states, between radicals and moderates, and between neighbours now able to dis-
pute the generally artificial borders they had been bequeathed by European colonial-
ism. Finally, the tension caused by the outbreak of the Congo crisis in 1960 seemed
for a time to push African states into various subregional groupings rather than
a single all-embracing entity. During 1961 and 1962, three such groupings were
created, known as the Casablanca, Brazaville and Monrovia groups.13 However, in
1963 the decision was taken to merge such existing groups into a single institution,
the OAU. Earlier ideas promoted by Ghana’s President Nkrumah to work towards
an African superstate with its own army, parliament and government were soon
abandoned in favour of a more pragmatic conception of a loose association of
sovereign authorities.

The Organisation of African Unity
The OAU differed from other regional structures in that its principal aims were neither
collective security nor the pursuit of regional integration. Rather, it represented
an attempt to lay down some general principles – such as sovereign equality, non-
interference in internal affairs, territorial integrity, condemnation of political assas-
sination and subversion, the peaceful settlement of disputes, and dedication to the
emancipation of the remaining colonial territories in the continent – that were
to govern relations among African states and help towards developing a sense of
collective identity. An additional important role was to work towards the liberation
of the remaining African countries governed by white minority regimes, to which
end the OAU set up a committee in 1963, charging it to provide moral and material
support for the liberation movements and to act diplomatically both to secure
international legitimisation of armed struggle in the UN and elsewhere and to isolate
the minority regimes.14 In this objective it achieved some success. It helped to shape
the response of those external powers which supported the liberation struggles or
wished to give humanitarian aid by indicating which struggles and movements
it regarded as legitimate.15 It also succeeded in making the cause of the liberation of
Southern Africa an international issue by repeated pressure at the UN.

In other areas the OAU enjoyed, at best, only limited success. It was able to assist
in bringing about a peaceful settlement in a conflict between two of its members,
Algeria and Morocco, that broke out in 1963, but other conflicts proved more
intractable. For instance, in 1964 serious fighting broke out between Ethiopia and
Somalia over Somalia’s irredentist claims in Ethiopia. Although there were periods of
truce in this conflict, occasionally arranged through OAU auspices, fighting persisted
and sometimes intensified. Much the same was true of the bitter conflict between
Rwanda and Burundi from 1966, where refugees from both sides were accused of
subversive activities across the border. This was a classic post-colonial situation,
resulting from borders which cut across tribal areas, where the OAU could do little
other than organise temporary ceasefires.16

OAU mediation was of some help in resolving a dispute between Gabon and
Equatorial Guinea in 1972 but of limited value in Chad in 1981–3. In general,
however, there was considerable resistance to permitting OAU involvement in
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internal conflicts, although these produced some of the most serious crises in the
region. Thus, hundreds of thousands of lives were lost in Uganda, Sudan, Rwanda
and Burundi with the OAU able to do little but stand by and watch. In some respects
the OAU was presented with an even more difficult problem in the 1967–70 Nigerian
civil war, because here the OAU itself became a factor, albeit a minor one, in the
conflict.17 Initially the federal government of Nigeria was adamant in refusing to
permit the OAU even to discuss the war because it felt that this might go some way
towards legitimising the breakaway state of Biafra as an independent entity, while
the Biafran leadership was equally intent upon encouraging OAU involvement. But
here too, many thousands were being killed and the crisis was receiving worldwide
press attention, so the OAU would have laid itself open to considerable ridicule if it
had simply ignored the Nigerian situation. In the event, it established a Consultative
Committee on Nigeria but this, in line with general OAU policy, declared after its first
visit to Nigeria that ‘any solution of the Nigerian crisis must be in the context of
preserving the unity and territorial integrity of Nigeria’.18 Acceptance of the break-up
of an existing African state had been seen by all as opening a Pandora’s Box of
cataclysmic proportions and the OAU felt it had no option in this case but to reaffirm
this principle. But this put it in the position of having to support one side in the civil
war, which inevitably damaged its chances of mediating. By 1969, the Biafran side
refused to accept any OAU role, while the federal government, in contrast, insisted
that it would only accept mediation from the OAU.

During the cold war period, African states shared one common cause – the ending
of apartheid in South Africa – and were also, to some extent, able to maintain the
superpowers’ interest in their affairs by taking advantage of their competition for
influence. By the 1990s both factors had vanished, and at the same time the range
and extremity of the problems facing Africa had significantly increased. The 1980s
had witnessed falling per capita incomes, lower per capita food production and a
smaller share for the region in the world market for exports.19 Internal order was
collapsing in an increasing number of countries. Aids and drought combined to
exacerbate an already desperate situation in many states. Corrupt and incompetent
governments and sporadic interference from outside made matters even worse.
Moreover, Africa was clearly in danger of being the major loser from the process of
regionalisation taking place elsewhere. A few attempts were made in the 1990s to
remedy this last problem. The OAU established a Mechanism for Conflict Prevention,
Management and Resolution, in 1993, but despite rhetorical support for shifting
greater responsibility for peacekeeping to regional organisations, the major powers
were unwilling to provide the necessary underpinning and support that would have
been required to enable the OAU to undertake a more substantial role.20

Similarly, moves towards economic integration, notably the coming into force in
1993 of the African Economic Community (AEC), established in the 1991 Abuja
Treaty, had achieved relatively little ten years on. The AEC, which was seen as the
economic wing of the OAU, envisaged progressing over a 34-year period towards
a full economic union, through six stages, the first involving a strengthening of
existing subregional economic communities and establishing new ones where they
did not exist. However, a 1999 review of progress concluded that there were doubts
as to whether even this relatively modest first stage objective had been achieved. One
inherent problem in the region is that there is considerable room to doubt whether
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African countries, generally poor primary producers facing, in some cases, consider-
able geographical barriers between them, are natural trading partners.

By the end of the century the OAU had adopted some 20 treaties and agreed
hundreds more communiqués and declarations.21 It is hard to resist the conclusion
that these brought little more than words to bear in confronting Africa’s increasingly
desperate situation. At one time African leaders had been able to blame their
countries’ problems on the legacy of colonialism and continuing neo-imperialist
practices by the Western powers. While both charges had some measure of validity,
they came to be seen by the major Western powers and the IGOs they dominated,
such as the World Bank, as little more than an alibi for bad governance by the African
states themselves. It was in this spirit that a number of leading African states agreed
in 2001 to an initiative known as the New Partnership for Africa’s Development
(NEPAD), a comprehensive programme designed to address Africa’s increasing mar-
ginalisation in the face of globalisation. At the heart of this programme was an
agreement by the African leaders to embark upon internal reforms designed to
promote good governance, and also to establish a regional mechanism for conflict
prevention, management and resolution, in return for a fresh commitment by the
developed world to assist Africa in these endeavours: a commitment that was made
by the Group of Eight at their June 2002 meeting. The NEPAD programme involved
replacing the OAU with a new organisation entitled the African Union (AU), which
also came into being in 2002.

The African Union
The AU constitution envisages a much more ambitious organisation than its pre-
decessor, with far-reaching powers to intervene in the event of ‘grave circum-
stances’ such as war crimes or genocide in a member state, together with a com-
mon defence policy and a strong emphasis on democracy, human rights and the
rule of law. Its institutions would include not only an Assembly of heads of state
and government, a Permanent Representatives Committee and a secretariat, to be
termed the Commission, but an elected parliament, a court of justice and an Eco-
nomic, Social and Cultural Council that would give strong representation to civil
society groups.22

Scepticism about the AU was not confined to the more cynical elements of the
Western media. Many African NGOs thought it unlikely that the new organisation
would succeed in forcing some governments away from deeply entrenched corrup-
tion, while others were also apprehensive about the degree to which NEPAD would
simply push Africa further along an IMF/World Bank path of structural adjustment
that they believed had contributed more to Africa’s problems than it had solved.23

The Libyan leader Colonel Gaddafi, who had taken the lead in promoting the AU,
which he saw as a potential means of extending Libyan influence in the continent,
also favoured maintaining traditional anti-Western rhetoric in the new organisation,
rather than making it a vehicle for partnership with the West, as envisaged in
NEPAD.24 If, however, the more ambitious aspects of the AU represent a triumph of
hope over experience, the organisation may also constitute the continent’s last
chance of breaking out of its vicious circle of inexorable decline.
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ECOWAS
Several subregional organisations have also been established in Africa, including the
Arab Maghreb Union and the Southern African Development Community. By far
the largest of these is the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS),
comprising 16 states with a combined population of nearly 200 million, including
both Francophone and Anglophone countries. This was established in 1975 with the
aim of progressing fairly rapidly to a free trade area and eventually to full economic
union. It achieved a few successes, including doubling trade within the subregion –
but only from a very low base of 3 per cent of total trade – and it was able to finance
a few joint projects such as road-building.25 In general, however, its achievements are
a huge distance from the optimistic rhetoric that attended its formation. West Africa
has been amongst the world’s most unstable regions and ECOWAS has had virtually
no impact on its members’ economic and security problems. It did become involved
in the internal conflicts of Liberia and Sierra Leone through its peacekeeping force,
the Economic Community Monitoring Group (ECOMOG), but this aroused appre-
hensions, particularly in Francophone Africa, about Nigeria’s hegemonic ambitions
in the region. In the event, UN involvement was required to bring about a settlement
of both conflicts, but in 2002 Nigeria and Ghana called for further military integra-
tion and enhancement of the region’s peacekeeping capabilities.

An ECOWAS executive report in 2000 addressed in frank terms the reasons for the
organisation’s failure to achieve any of its goals. Among other factors, it identified
political instability and bad governance, poor infrastructure compounded by lack of
political will and bad economic policies, the failure to involve civil society and the
private sector, and the existence of too many organisations, as well as failings of the
organisations themselves.26 Sadly such a list could be applied to most other African
regionalist ventures. It was hardly surprising that, when civil war broke out in the Ivory
Coast in 2002, initial ECOWAS offers of assistance were rebuffed by the government.

ASIA

Asian regionalism in the twenty years after the Second World War was limited and to
some extent externally promoted, as in the case of the South-East Asia Treaty
Organisation (SEATO), a strategic alliance formed between Pakistan, Thailand and
the Philippines together with the United States and other Western powers, in 1954.
In the Indian sub-continent, prospects for regionalism were limited by the con-
tinuing hostility between India and Pakistan, although both states, together with the
smaller states of the subregion, were able to come together to form the South Asian
Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) in 1985. This set itself fairly broad and
general goals of promoting welfare and economic, social and cultural collaboration,
but, realistically in the circumstances, excluded ‘bilateral and contentious issues’
from consideration. While the Indo-Pakistani confrontation continues, only modest
achievements may be expected of SAARC, although it has made progress in reducing
some tariffs, and at the beginning of 2002, despite very high tension including the
threat of nuclear war between the regional superpowers, was able to request a draft
treaty framework for a free trade area to be achieved by the end of the year.27
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ASEAN
South-east Asia was to witness one of the more promising experiments in regional
organisation outside Europe in the form of the Association of South-East Asian
Nations (ASEAN), created by the Bangkok Declaration in 1967. Indonesia, Malaysia,
the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand were the founding members, Brunei (1984),
Vietnam (1995), Laos and Myanmar (1997), and Cambodia (1999), joining much
later. ASEAN was formed during a period of regional tension caused by the Vietnam
War and the period of political upheaval and extremism in China known as the
Cultural Revolution. ASEAN thus originated as a response to various external threats
and deliberately avoided setting up more than the most minimal institutional struc-
tures or defining its economic goals in other than the vaguest and most flexible terms.

The first eight years of its existence saw little more than ‘symbolic’ achieve-
ments.28 This largely reflected its reactive and negative foundations. Unlike the EU,
which from its early years had a shared vision of a politically and economically
integrated region, ASEAN had been essentially an attempt to ward off external
threats, particularly from Communism, by showing solidarity. It was this common
thread of anti-Communism which brought about the first major development of
ASEAN when the collapse of the (non-Communist) governments in Cambodia
and South Vietnam led to fears of Communist-led revolutionary activities within
ASEAN, and to the Bali summit in early 1976 at which it was decided to press ahead
with ASEAN cooperation on virtually all fronts. Two major documents were signed.
A Treaty of Amity and Cooperation called for mutual respect and non-interference in
each others’ internal affairs and the peaceful settlement of disputes. A Declaration of
Concord called for cooperation in economic development and the establishment of a
‘Zone of Peace, Freedom and Stability’ (ZOPFAN). The main emphasis was on
economic cooperation, particularly intra-ASEAN trade liberalisation and the devel-
opment of large-scale ASEAN industrial projects. However, in 1979, only minimal
tariff reductions could be decided in a Preferential Trading Arrangements (PTA)
agreement. Intra-ASEAN trade has remained at under 20 per cent and only two of the
projected five large-scale industrial projects agreed at Bali actually materialised. There
are many reasons for this, including lingering animosities amongst the ASEAN
members and the considerable differences in levels of economic development and
national wealth: Singapore’s per capita GDP is 100 times that of Cambodia and
Vietnam. But the main factor is a general lack of will in ASEAN to shift away from
existing protectionist attitudes in some of the larger states.29

During the 1980s and early 1990s most ASEAN members enjoyed economic
growth rates of around 6 per cent. They also experienced a period that was relatively
free of the kinds of security issues that had dominated the 1950s and 1960s. This led
some to proclaim the existence of an ‘ASEAN way’ to economic prosperity and
political stability that was based on ‘Asian values’. ASEAN was able to bask in the
reflected glory of its members’ high rates of economic growth and to claim that
ASEAN’s very flexibility, vagueness of purpose and lack of strong institutions were
themselves attributes of the ‘ASEAN way’. A similar emphasis on informality under-
lay several other regional and subregional initiatives during the 1980s and early
1990s, as well as inter-regional forums. One of these, inspired by ASEAN, was the
ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF), established in 1994 and with a current membership of
23, including the 10 ASEAN states, the United States, the EU (acting as a single
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member), Russia, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, India, China and, unusually, North
Korea. It is, essentially, a security dialogue with an ASEAN-like emphasis on decision
making through consensus formation, and on confidence-building measures rather
than direct cooperation, with recent discussions having focused on peacekeeping,
piracy, disaster relief, transnational crime and terrorism. Many potential disputes
remain just below the surface among some of these dialogue partners, especially
between China and several, if not most, of the other members of ARF, and a clear,
if unspoken, ASEAN objective in ARF is to encourage China to seek peaceful settle-
ments of these conflicts.

An Australian initiative that might also be considered an exemplar of the ‘ASEAN
way’ was the formation of Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) in 1989. This
includes Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Indonesia,
Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, the Philippines,
Singapore, Thailand and the United States. The ASEAN states were at first uneasy
about the possibility of such a group being dominated by its English-speaking
members and in 1990 formed, with the other Asian members of APEC, the East Asian
Economic Caucus (EAEC), to counter this possibility. APEC was initially conceived
primarily as a forum for economic dialogue, but the United States decided in 1993
to press for trade and investment liberalisation within APEC. The target of full
liberalisation by 2020 was set in 1994, although – in line with ‘the ASEAN way’ –
there was considerable ambiguity about precisely how this target was to be met and
even about what it meant in practice.30 APEC functioned primarily as a networking
framework for private as well as public sectors, with the former dominating, in the
view of one author, but with the state performing a ‘key coordinating and legitimizing
role’.31 However, others have argued that the value of APEC came into severe ques-
tion amongst its Asian members following the economic collapse in South-east Asia
in 1997, with the American push for freer trade particularly disliked.32

Driven in part by New Regionalist dynamics and imperatives, ASEAN itself began
to shift towards a clearer programme of objectives together with greater institutional-
isation during the early 1990s. At the fourth ASEAN summit, at Kuala Lumpur in
January 1992, there were two significant economic agreements, although both were
much watered down versions of the original proposals. The first of these was the
‘Framework Agreement on Enhancing ASEAN Economic Cooperation’. This had its
origins in a Philippine proposal for a wide-ranging but ill-defined ASEAN economic
treaty. It binds ASEAN members to strengthen cooperation in specific sectors,
including trade, industry, transport, communications, finance and banking. It also
allows for subregional growth areas both within ASEAN and between non-ASEAN
states, such as Singapore’s growth triangle linking Singapore, Johor (Malaysia) and
Riau province (Indonesia). The Agreement allows two or more ASEAN members to
initiate economic cooperation amongst themselves and not to have to wait until all
members are ready.

The second measure agreed at Kuala Lumpur was the creation of an ASEAN free
trade area (AFTA), initially over a 15-year period ending in 2008, later amended to
just ten years. The essence of AFTA is a commitment that tariffs on all goods with a
40 per cent or more ASEAN content are scheduled to fall to 0–5 per cent. However,
in recognition of the considerable differences in levels of development within
ASEAN, members were to cut tariffs at different speeds. In subsequent years this
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programme was expanded to include non-tariff barriers and quantitative restrictions
and extended to trade in services, and the possibility of creating a free investment
area was also discussed.33 The Agreement allows for excluding products under three
circumstances: ‘temporary exclusion’, where tariff reductions may be delayed for a
short period to protect local industry; ‘sensitive agricultural products’, which have
a deadline of 2010 before tariffs are to be reduced; and ‘general exceptions’, where a
state believes issues of national security, public morals, the protection of human,
animal and plant life, or articles of high cultural value are involved. At present, 8660
items fall under the first of these categories, 829 under the second and 360 under the
third. However, tariff reductions for non-excluded items have continued in
accordance with the agreed timetable, notwithstanding the severe blow to economic
confidence in the region delivered by the 1997 economic crisis. Since the Agreement
involved clear legal commitments that went far beyond the earlier loose and flexible
arrangements to which ASEAN was accustomed, it was also decided to take the (for
ASEAN) revolutionary step of promoting the Secretariat to a more prominent posi-
tion with the task of monitoring the Agreement.34

ASEAN has, from the start, faced some obvious problems, many of which have
been exacerbated by enlargement. Its membership embraces two of the world’s
richer states, Brunei and Singapore, as well as several of its poorest; politically the
range extends from more or less functioning democracies to the secretive dictator-
ship of Myanmar; culturally there are significant numbers of Muslims, Christians,
Buddhists, Hindus and Communists. Such differences, at the very least, tend to cast
doubt on assertions about ‘Asian values’ and the ‘ASEAN way’. If the region has so far
avoided the extremes of state collapse and internal violence that are increasingly
common in Africa, that success has been tested to the limits in Indonesia. In general,
ASEAN has been unable to act collectively in the face of severe problems, such as
the economic crisis, the serious toxic smog that enveloped Indonesia in 1997–8, the
1997 coup d’état in Cambodia, the Indonesian army’s murderous rampage when
it was obliged to leave East Timor in 1999, and the continuing repressions of the
Myanmar government. In recent years, individual ASEAN members, if not yet the
organisation as such, have moved marginally away from the tacit agreement that
ASEAN members should not criticise each others’ internal affairs.35 However, an
attempt by Thailand and the Philippines in 1998 to replace the strict ASEAN principle
of non-intervention with a new formula of ‘flexible engagement’, which, in essence,
would permit constructive criticism of a country’s human rights record, met with
failure as a much weaker formulation – ‘enhanced interaction’ – was adopted.36

Even that area which, at least until 1997, seemed to provide the clearest evidence
of ASEAN’s success – economic growth – has come into question in recent years,
with some seeing free trade as essentially a Western agenda and some calling for
greater financial rather than commercial integration, given that the crisis was
severely exacerbated by lack of liquidity and banking deficiencies. Japan has also
promoted the idea of greater monetary integration.37 Yet, for the moment, free trade
appears as one of ASEAN’s clear success stories and one that is likely to be built upon
in the next few years. The November 2002 ASEAN summit agreed in principle to a
comprehensive economic partnership between Japan and ASEAN, including trade
and also financial services, information technology and human resources, while the
same meeting concluded a framework for developing a free trade area with China.38
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Both of these, if they are translated into concrete measures, would represent major
achievements for the organisation: genuine triumphs, perhaps, for the ‘ASEAN way’.

THE AMERICAS

The regionalist architecture in the Americas ranges from one all-embracing orga-
nisation, the Organisation of American States (OAS), to numerous subregional
organisations and, most recently, a significant free trade area initiative, the North
American Free Trade Area (NAFTA). It is no exaggeration to say that the history of the
OAS and more generally of regional integration in Latin America is largely identical
with the history of US policies there and the Latin American response. But alongside
this central theme (and to some extent an aspect of it) has emerged another: the
search for a distinct Latin American identity. In the last fifteen years the Americas
have also been leading exemplars of the new regionalism.

Tensions between US objectives in the hemisphere and Latin American aspira-
tions for their own region may be seen as part of a more fundamental conflict
between two sets of ideas, which one author terms ‘unilateralism’ and ‘multilateral-
ism’.39 The most famous early expression of the ‘unilateralist’ idea was the Monroe
Doctrine of 1823, in which President Monroe declared a US special interest in the
hemisphere as a whole and a determination to exclude European influence from it.
At about the same time as Monroe’s statement, Simon Bolivar was proposing one
version of the multilateralist idea: a union of the former Spanish colonies of South
America.40 The other version of multilateralism was the concept of Pan-American
union, which first appeared in the 1880s and which was the origin of the present-
day OAS.

Pan-Americanism was first promoted by the United States at the first International
Conference of American States, in 1889, whose aims were to promote arbitration
as a means of settling disputes and also to develop economic relations among the
countries concerned. This was also the aim of the first regional organisation to be
established, the International Union of American States (1890), whose purpose was
to collect and disseminate commercial information.41 However, as the main meet-
ing place for all of the states of the Americas, the International Union’s four-yearly or
five-yearly conferences also provided a forum for the expression of Latin American
opposition to the US assumption of a general right of intervention in Latin Ameri-
can affairs. Indeed, pressure from its southern neighbours was great enough for
the United States formally to accept the principle of non-intervention at two Pan-
American conferences, in 1933 and 1936.42 A period of substantial cooperation
followed, which reached a peak during the Second World War, and the desire to
continue this after the war gave a major impetus to the formation of the OAS.43 The
Latin American countries were also anxious to place their special relationship with
the United States on a distinctive organisational basis in order to prevent that
relationship from being subordinated to America’s global interests in the newly
formed UN. It was, to a great extent, the efforts of the Latin American states at the
San Francisco Conference which resulted in Articles 51, 52 and 53 of the UN Charter,
encouraging regional organisations to have a substantial role in the settlement of
local disputes.
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The OAS
The OAS Charter reflected the varied concerns of its members. For example, the
principle of non-intervention is firmly enshrined in Articles 15 to 20. These prohibit
not only military intervention but ‘any other form of interference or attempted threat
against the personality of the State or against its political, economic and cultural
elements’. This is a clear, if indirect, statement of the widespread Latin American fear
of becoming dependencies of the United States in ways other than the normal
political ones. Equally, however, US concerns are reflected in various affirmations of
the principles of representative democracy and individual liberty. In other respects
the Charter was a sweeping proclamation of a great range of supposedly shared values
and beliefs which are virtually meaningless as guides to action – the statements, for
instance, that ‘the education of peoples should be directed towards justice, freedom
and peace’, or that ‘the spiritual unity of the continent is based on respect for the
cultural values of the American countries and requires their close cooperation for
the high purpose of civilisation’.

During the first twenty years of its existence the OAS demonstrated a modest
success in peacekeeping and peaceful settlement, and some 40 disputes were resolved
by its machinery.44 It employed the full range of techniques and instruments
available to international organisations for these purposes, including fact-finding
missions, behind the scenes diplomacy by the OAS Secretary-General, mediation,
diplomatic pressure and, in the 1960 Dominican case, economic sanctions. Disputes
where the OAS helped to reduce tension included conflicts between Costa Rica
and Nicaragua (1948–9), the Dominican Republic and Haiti (1949–50), Cuba and
Guatemala (1950), Costa Rica and Nicaragua (1955–6), Honduras and Nicaragua
(1957), Panama and Cuba (1959), the Dominican Republic and Haiti (1963–5),
El Salvador and Honduras (1969), Costa Rica and Nicaragua (1977), Peru and Ecuador
(1981), Colombia and Venezuela (1988), and Trinidad and Venezuela (1989). It also
supervised the ceasefire arrangements in Nicaragua following the end of the civil war
there in 1989, and was similarly involved in internal conflicts in Suriname (1991)
and Haiti (1992). However, the United States ignored the OAS when it intervened in
Panama in 1989. Several of the earlier disputes were resolved partly through the
efforts of the Inter-American Peace Committee, which had been created by the OAS
for this purpose, but in 1956 the powers of this body were severely curtailed when it
was decided that it could not send an investigative mission to the location of a
dispute unless both sides invited it to do so. OAS peacekeeping and peacebuilding
efforts have probably been most successful where the organisation was offering, in
essence, a way out with minimum loss of face for two sides who did not really wish to
raise the level of tension between them. However, it has undoubtedly played a
useful, if sometimes modest, part in such areas as confidence building, reducing
tension, and peace maintenance.

The OAS was significantly affected from the outset by the United States’ cold war
agenda. It was, for example, employed on a number of occasions by Washington to
help legitimise interventions against leftist regimes in the region, as in the case of
Guatemala in 1954, when the government was overthrown by an invading force of
US-supported exiles, or the Dominican Republic in 1965, when a revolutionary group
seemed likely to gain power there. The United States’ greatest concern, however, was
with the Communist regime of Fidel Castro in Cuba. The United States was unable to
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obtain support from the other American countries for a joint intervention, but in
January 1962 it secured OAS agreement to economic sanctions against Cuba for the
latter’s activities in support of guerrillas in Venezuela. The OAS also declared that
‘adherence by any member of the OAS to Marxism–Leninism is incompatible with
the Inter-American system’ and that ‘this incompatibility excludes the present
government of Cuba from participation in the Inter-American system’.45 Further
diplomatic and economic sanctions against Cuba were voted in 1964 and 1967,
although several OAS members did not vote for sanctions, and Mexico refused to
impose them.

The end of the cold war provoked a re-evaluation by the United States of its own
future role and interests in the region. In June 1990 George Bush launched the
Enterprise for the Americas Initiative (EAI), which proposed writing off part of the
debt owed to US agencies, steps to increase foreign investment, and the eventual
creation of a free trade area covering the whole of the hemisphere.46 In 1991 the
Organisation passed Resolution 1080 pledging defence and promotion of representa-
tive democracy and human rights in the region, and stated a firm resolve to stimulate
the process of renewal of the OAS to make it more effective and useful. Resolution
1080 has been invoked four times, in relation to Haiti (1991), when it led to an
embargo on the country; Peru (1992), when diplomatic pressure enabled the OAS
to monitor elections there; Guatemala (1993), when the OAS issued a condemnation
of the suspension of constitutional democracy; and Paraguay (1996), when the
Organisation gave its backing to the President when he was threatened by a military
takeover. The OAS has also sent more than thirty electoral observation missions since
1990.47 A Charter amendment was agreed in 1992 empowering the OAS General
Assembly, by a two-thirds vote, to exclude any member state whose democratically
constituted government was overthrown by force. In 1996 the OAS set up the Inter-
American Convention against Corruption – the first region to establish such an
institution. Steps were also taken in 1997 to strengthen the Inter-American Court of
Human Rights by giving it greater financial and administrative freedom from the
Organisation as a whole.48 The chief significance of such developments is that they
implied a clear shift away from a strict application of the principle of non-inter-
vention, hitherto the cornerstone of the OAS.

South America has made rather less progress in its pursuit of economic develop-
ment: an item on the OAS agenda from the start. Inevitably the region’s striving for
development has been inextricably entangled with its ambiguous relationship with
the United States – both necessary supporter and potential exploiter. This ambiguity
was present in President Kennedy’s Alliance for Progress scheme, launched in 1961.
This was an ambitious two-year programme whose objectives included not only
accelerated economic growth but internal political, social and economic reforms, but
with US assistance linked to its general anti-Communist policies in the region.

It was a sense of dissatisfaction with the economic dimension of the OAS that
underlay the 1967 revisions of the Charter. These raised the status of the OAS Econ-
omic and Social Council and incorporated, as an ultimate objective, the economic
integration of Latin America. They also replaced the virtually moribund Inter-
American Conference with a General Assembly, which was to meet annually and
whose powers were enhanced. The more confrontational atmosphere in the third
world during the 1970s led some Latin American states to propose sweeping
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changes in the OAS Charter, by which it would enunciate the principle of ‘collective
economic security’ and sanctions against ‘economic aggression’. Understandably,
perhaps, Washington resisted such demands.

Subregionalism
The cold war period also witnessed several regional and subregional attempts to
promote free trade and broader economic integration. In the first wave of regional-
ism these included the eleven-member Latin American Free Trade Association
(LAFTA), formed in 1960 but replaced by the Latin American Integration Associa-
tion (LAIA) in 1980, the five-member Andean Pact, formed in 1969, the five-member
Organisation of Central American States (ODECA), formed in 1951 and followed by
the Central American Common Market (CACM) in 1960.

These institutions had only limited success. Although CACM initially experienced
substantial growth in trade, its progress was interrupted in 1969 by the war between
two of its members, El Salvador and Honduras. Moreover, the two poorest countries,
Honduras and Nicaragua, gained less than the others from the grouping, an outcome
which caused much dissension. In the case of LAFTA, intra-regional foreign trade
grew after its establishment but only to around 10 per cent of the region’s total trade.
As with CACM, the rigid and conservative attitudes of the state-owned companies
tended to provide foreign-owned multinational corporations with the greatest
opportunities and, in both cases, there was an inequitable distribution of benefits
between richer and poorer members. The Andean Group attempted to avoid some of
these problems, with its stated aims including a reduction of economic inequalities
amongst its members, and with preferential treatment for Bolivia and Ecuador
actually specified in its Agreement. However, Chile’s belief that the Group had
adopted too restrictive a code for foreign investment led to her withdrawal in 1976.
In general, all of these organisations suffered from intrinsic structural weaknesses, in
that the economies of their members were competitive rather than complementary,
a problem exacerbated by the fact that in many cases there were severe geographical
barriers to trade. Moreover, the region still tended to cling to centralist and protec-
tionist attitudes that inhibited trade, a predisposition made worse by the debt crisis of
1982, which led to a new round of protectionism.

The Americas were in the vanguard of the new regionalism. By 1992, South
America’s share of total world exports had fallen from 12 per cent in 1950 to only
3.6 per cent.49 Regionalist ventures elsewhere gave rise to (possibly unjustified)
fears that Latin America would lose out even more unless it joined in the process.
Initiatives from the late 1980s included the November 1988 Treaty on Integration,
Cooperation and Development, between Brazil and Argentina, eventually followed
by the Treaty of Asunción in March 1991, which created the Common Market of
the South (MERCOSUR), which also included Paraguay and Uruguay as members; the
Group of Three, formed by Colombia, Mexico and Venezuela in 1989, which was
followed by the Caracas Agreement of 1993, extending membership to Costa Rica,
El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua and Panama; and the North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), formed in 1994 between Canada, Mexico and the
United States. There were also attempts to breathe new life into the existing sub-
regional arrangements, as with the re-branding of the Andean Pact as the Andean
Community, in 1996.
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MERCOSUR
Of these the most significant initiatives were MERCOSUR and NAFTA. MERCOSUR
came into force on 1 January 1995. It had four main ingredients: liberalisation of
trade amongst its members and, by negotiated agreement, with other states and
regional organisations; the creation of a customs union with a common external
tariff, by six-monthly stages until 2006; coordination of economic policies; and
cooperation in certain specific sectors. Various exceptions were also included to pro-
tect vulnerable industries, especially in the smaller countries. Unlike earlier efforts
at regional integration in the continent, the institutional structure envisaged for
MERCOSUR was fairly minimal.50 It should be noted also that MERCOSUR was
envisaged as a response to the neoliberal agenda being promoted by the major
Western countries and the institutions dominated by them, such as the World Bank.
Hence, it started life with a commitment to ‘open regionalism’ within the overall
context and rules of the World Trade Organisation, rather than as a protectionist
device.51 For example, total trade between the EU and MERCOSUR doubled in value
between 1990 and 1997.52

The MERCOSUR countries enjoyed a dramatic growth in their intra-regional trade,
with its share of total exports increasing from 8 to 21 per cent between 1991 and
1996, and increasing more slowly thereafter.53 More limited progress occurred in
other areas such as industrial cooperation. There were some inherent tensions,
mostly deriving from the fact that Brazil, with 79 per cent of the organization’s total
population and 71 per cent of its GDP, dwarfed the other members, including its
long-time rival, Argentina. This hindered closer and more rapid integration and also
tended to prevent efforts at political and security cooperation, as did the fact that
Argentina was in favour of the US project of a Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA),
proposed by President Clinton in 1994, while Brazil was not. However, the two sides
were able to reach agreement in 1996 on strengthening their political cooperation,
particularly so far as support for democratisation was concerned, and in the Rio
Declaration of 1997, MERCOSUR was declared to be a ‘strategic alliance’.54 This,
however, had little more than rhetorical significance: Argentina refused to support
Brazil on one crucial issue, its campaign to be made a permanent member of the UN
Security Council.

Periods of economic crisis tend to put the greatest strain on free trade areas and
both Brazil and Argentina experienced severe economic downturns and negative
economic growth in 2000–2, with Brazil’s public debt rising to 240 billion dollars
and Argentina actually defaulting on international commercial debt. There was also
anxiety amongst some foreign investors over the election of a leftist President in
Brazil in October 2002, although he was quick to state that rebuilding MERCOSUR
was ‘the main priority of our foreign policy’, and to call for coordinated agricultural
and industrial policies, together with the creation of a regional Development Bank.55

However, he also expressed strong reservations about the United States’ FTAA project.
Although the EU has shown itself still supportive of MERCOSUR, the organisation’s
future is probably dependent on a significant upturn in the global economy.

NAFTA
NAFTA may be seen essentially as an extension, to Mexico, of the Canada–US Free
Trade Agreement of 1988, since its provisions are identical except for trade in energy
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being excluded, in deference to Mexican sensitivities about their oil industry.56 As its
name implies, NAFTA’s focus is very much on trade rather than broader economic
integration, although its provisions for the removal of barriers between the three
countries also apply to investment, and there is also an emphasis on the protection
of intellectual property rights. Its Secretariat is essentially a coordinating body with
responsibility for overseeing NAFTA’s complex trade dispute settlement procedures,
which oblige disputes that cannot be settled by mediation or conciliation to go
before a panel of private-sector experts, whose decisions are binding. NAFTA was and
remains controversial. Some have criticised it as being driven essentially by American
industrial concerns to exploit a cheaper labour market, and one that is less subject to
environmental constraints.57 But more recently, pressure has grown in the United
States itself to amend the Treaty in various ways, including agricultural tariffs, which
were being gradually eliminated, against the wishes of powerful lobbies on both sides
of the border. However, there can be little dispute that NAFTA was established
primarily in response to a US agenda that included increasing its own trade, creating
an organisation that assisted its negotiating strength vis à vis the EU, and dealing with
the problem of illegal immigration from Mexico.58
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INTRODUCTION

Most of the IGOs considered to this point conform to a particular pattern or tem-
plate. They have been formed by sovereign states to provide cooperative solutions
to various international problems but without transforming or even significantly
affecting the foundation stone of the contemporary international system, namely
the fact that the sovereign state itself is the sole location and source of legitimate
political authority. Most fundamentally, IGOs have been required to respect the
central corollary of sovereignty: the principle of non-intervention in a state’s internal
affairs. The main exception to this model is the European Union, whose members
have pooled a limited measure of sovereign power in the common institutions of the
Union, but even in that case, states retain the capacity to withdraw from the Union
should they choose to do so, leaving ultimate authority in the hands of the states.

During the last few decades, and with increasing emphasis since the end of
the cold war, the claim has been advanced that a structure of global governance has
been emerging alongside (and partly as a consequence of) the globalisation of inter-
national economic relations. Some see this as presaging the end of the state, or at
least its substantial demise; others envisage a ‘neomedieval’ order in which authority
is dispersed among many agents: states, markets, transnational corporations, IGOs
and nongovernmental organisations (NGOs). There are also varying opinions about
the extent of global governance: some restrict it to the trade and financial sectors,
others discern elements of governance in issue areas such as the environment, secur-
ity, human rights, and communications. This chapter will examine some of those
areas where particular roles have been attributed to IGOs, after first considering some
more general aspects of global governance.

The term ‘global governance’ is intended by all who use it to denote a broader,
looser conception of political authority than either ‘world government’ or ‘inter-
national governance’ encapsulates. Whatever else they disagree about, analysts of
global governance concur on that one central point. ‘Government’ is seen as requir-
ing executive agencies with generally accepted legitimacy and with coercive capacities
to enforce compliance with their edicts: a combination of characteristics which
is absent at the inter-state level. ‘Governance’ is a more complex and less concrete
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phenomenon. One of the best brief definitions of the term is offered by Keohane
and Nye: ‘By governance we mean the processes and institutions, both formal and
informal, that guide and restrain the collective activities of a group.’1 The ‘group’
in this case is any interlinked network in some specific issue area that operates
globally. Both the members of the network and the agencies of governance may
include actors other than states, such as transnational corporations and nongovern-
mental organisations.

Global governance, in this understanding of the term, may simply emerge with-
out conscious management as an outcome of some structural facet of international
relations, such as a balance of power in the security field or the workings of a market
in international economics. Such unmanaged instances of global governance, how-
ever, are not what has provoked the very large recent literature on the phenomenon,
which has focused to a great extent on governance that exhibits some measure of
institutionalisation. Institutions in this context may be formal structures, like the
World Trade Organisation (WTO) or the International Monetary Fund (IMF), or they
may be more informal, such as the array of collaborative intergovernmental group-
ings, private-sector associations, and domestic laws of leading states, all of which
contribute to the regulation of global finance.2 But whether formal or informal,
institutionalised global governance will be characterised by: (i) the existence of a
normative foundation or a shared understanding of desired objectives and standards
of conduct relevant to the specific subject of governance; (ii) agreed rules that seek
to give juridical shape to and operationalise the normative foundation; and (iii) a
regulatory structure to monitor and enforce compliance with and determine changes
to the rules and to resolve disputes. In this chapter we are primarily concerned with
formal global governance, particularly in the areas of international economic rela-
tions and human rights.

INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ORDER

A vast number of national, intergovernmental and private-sector agencies as well as
market regulatory structures are involved to some extent with global economic
governance. Here, four of the most important are considered – the IMF, the World
Bank, the WTO and the Group of Seven (G7), which became the Group of Eight (G8)
when Russia became a member in 1997–8.

The IMF
The Great Depression of the 1930s, which was exacerbated by competitive and self-
defeating devaluations and protectionist policies, had demonstrated the need for an
international economic regime that would both provide stability, especially with
regard to exchange rates, and promote trade. The Bretton Woods conference of 1944
was given the task of addressing these needs, and its deliberations laid down the
foundations of the post-war economic order for the next 25 years.

Bretton Woods created two new IGOs: the IMF and the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) or World Bank. The overall aim of the
regime presided over by the IMF was to create a stable and predictable international
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monetary system that would avoid the competitive devaluations that had char-
acterised the pre-war era. It was to have three main features. First, it was to promote
stability, primarily through a regime of fixed exchange rates, in which states agreed
to intervene to buy or sell each others’ currencies, with the aim of preventing sharp
fluctuations. Secondly, the members of the IMF all paid a subscription, which was
then used to provide short-term credits to countries experiencing balance of pay-
ments difficulties. This credit was not to be given automatically but was to be linked
to the imposition of a set of policy changes that were intended to encourage financial
discipline in the recipient state. Thirdly, and most importantly, the regime rested
upon the assumption by the United States of international economic hegemony.
Most critically, the United States committed itself to exchange gold for dollars at any
time at a fixed value of $35 per ounce. In practice this meant that countries tended to
hold reserves in interest-bearing dollars rather than gold. The United States also
undertook the responsibility of maintaining international liquidity through Marshall
Aid, and by its preparedness to run balance of payments deficits.

The system worked well enough while the United States enjoyed unchallenged
economic dominance. However, serious problems began to emerge in the 1960s.
In part these stemmed from the fact that enormous financial power was beginning
to build up outside the control of governments, as international banks and multi-
national corporations accumulated huge financial assets, thus creating a global
market in money outside the Bretton Woods regime. Another set of problems was
associated with the increasing inability of the United States to continue to play the
role it had assumed after the war. Japanese and European economic power had grown
beyond its initial dependence on the United States, and those states were becoming
resentful of what they perceived as an American ability to abuse its favoured posi-
tion by increasing expenditure on domestic policies and on the Vietnam War
without bearing the normal political cost of unpopular tax increases.

One of the problems with an international economic regime that depends critic-
ally on the hegemony of a single state is that the hegemon may feel constrained to
take actions for essentially domestic reasons that have serious consequences for the
entire global economy. This was the case in 1971 when President Nixon severed
the link between gold and the dollar and took other steps designed to improve the
US economic situation. This ‘Nixon shock’ marked the effective end of the Bretton
Woods regime but not of the IMF, although, following a revision of its articles of
agreement in 1978, it abandoned its emphasis on fixed exchange rates. Moreover,
although it arranged large loans for the troubled British and Italian economies in
the 1970s, the organisation increasingly focused on lending to the third world and,
after the end of the cold war, also to the economies undergoing transition from
communism in eastern Europe. In this context, with its membership and capital
increasing to 183 and $300 billion respectively,3 its functions came increasingly to
justify the term ‘global governance’, especially when combined with the work of
the World Bank, the G7 and the WTO. We shall return to this point after briefly
considering the latter three institutions.

The World Bank
The World Bank was originally established to assist the post-war recovery of Europe,
but by the 1960s was concentrating exclusively on aiding development in the third
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world by providing low-interest loans to support major investment projects. Like the
IMF, it is funded by member subscriptions, but also by bond flotations on the
international financial market and interest on its loans. Both organisations have
weighted voting systems, with the United States having voting power in the IMF of
17.11% of total votes, as against Japan’s 6.14%, Germany’s 6%, Britain and France’s
4.95% and Argentina’s 0.99%.4 World Bank voting rights are broadly similar.
American influence within the two organisations is further enhanced by the fact that
both are housed in the same building in Washington.

The World Bank Agreement explicitly requires the organisation’s officials not to be
‘influenced in their decisions by the political character of the member or members
concerned. Only economic considerations shall be relevant to their decisions . . .’.5 In
practice, however, this stipulation has proved impossible to adhere to with any rigour,
partly because of the inherent inseparability of economic and political factors and
partly because of the impact of American policies. For example, when Robert
McNamara became president of the Bank in 1968, he shifted its priorities to some
degree away from support for large-scale infrastructural and industrial projects
towards dealing with what were perceived to be the underlying causes of poverty in
the poorest economies. Inevitably, this took the Bank into politically sensitive areas
such as population control and education.6 More directly, when legislation in the
US Congress in 1977 instructed the government to take account of human rights
considerations as well as aid recipients’ support for international terrorist aircraft
hijacking this automatically had an impact on the Bank’s decisions. But the greatest
controversy has surrounded the increasing tendency by the IMF and World Bank in
the last two decades to tie loans to ‘structural adjustment’ policies, often linked with
political conditions revolving around the development of ‘good governance’ in the
recipient states.

Structural adjustment policies derive from the neoliberal perspective that came
increasingly to dominate economic thinking in the 1980s and 1990s, particularly
with the demise of alternatives such as Eastern European state socialism or Japanese
state-guided capitalism. The main tenets of neoliberalism are a firm belief in the
efficacy of market forces and hence in the necessity of deregulation and privatisa-
tion in economies based on some variant of state control or intervention, and a stress
on trade-led growth rather than protectionism. These views form the basis of the
‘Washington consensus’ over economic policy, so-called because they are shared (and
collectively reinforced) by the many governmental, private-sector and intergovern-
mental economists who are Washington-based.7 ‘Good governance’ involves the
development of more transparent and accountable political institutions, ending
corrupt practices and human rights abuses, and promoting democracy and the rule of
law. Both ‘good governance’ and structural adjustment policies tend to be accom-
panied by an emphasis on efficient and professional management practices, and
hence the transfer of a degree of power from political to technocratic and bureau-
cratic groups.

In 2002 the organisations had loans and credits outstanding to 88 countries for a
total of $88 billion, in most cases explicitly tied to such conditions. They had also
developed surveillance and monitoring mechanisms designed, in the words of the
IMF website, to ‘persuade members to follow policies that are in their own best
interest and avoid disruptions in the economies of other members’. Surveillance
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should not be ‘limited to macroeconomic policies but touch on all policies that
significantly affect the macroeconomic performance of a country, which, depending
on circumstances, may include labor and environmental policies and the economic
aspects of governance’. Some criticisms of the IMF–World Bank approach are con-
sidered shortly, but at this point it should simply be noted that it fulfils the criteria
for global governance listed earlier, given that neoliberalism and good governance
both embody powerful normative assumptions as well as convictions about the
‘scientific’ nature of their central propositions.

The WTO
The third of the major agencies of global economic governance, the WTO, reflects
the same economic orthodoxy and has also encountered strong criticism. Bretton
Woods had considered establishing an institution like the WTO but the US Congress
rejected this, which left only the much weaker regime of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT). This was, in essence, a set of principles, mainly non-
discrimination and reciprocity in trade, that provided an agreed framework within
which more detailed negotiations could take place. The regime worked adequately in
the area for which it was originally designed: the reduction of tariff barriers against
manufacturing exports. A number of ‘rounds’ of negotiations, sponsored by the US,
progressively reduced such tariffs to relatively insignificant levels. But several signifi-
cant problems remained, including a wide range of protectionist devices known as
‘non-tariff barriers’, such as systematic border delays, preferential government pro-
curement strategies and the use of a wide range of rules and regulations in areas like
health and national standards that were designed to make it difficult, if not
impossible, for imports to compete effectively with domestic alternatives.8

Another set of problems concerned trade in items that had not been included in
the original GATT. For example, trade in commercial services such as insurance, data
processing and telecommunications was not subject to the GATT regime but only to
various specific and limited regimes that had emerged in a random fashion over the
years. The significance of this omission may be deduced from the fact that trade in
services grew by about 15 per cent per year during 1982–92, as against an annual
growth of less than 10 per cent in merchandise exports. The most constant source of
irritation – to the present day – was government protection of the agricultural
sector. Because agriculture is subject to sharp fluctuations of production and income
and because all countries regard it as a vital interest that they should be able to feed
their people, agriculture has always received some degree of protection.

All of these issues were the subject of the most comprehensive series of trade
negotiations to date: the Uruguay Round, which ran from 1987 to 1993. After much
heated debate the negotiations produced agreement on a wide range of issues –
so wide, in fact, that the text of the main agreement was more than 400 pages long,
with over 20,000 pages of supplementary agreements and specific commitments by
countries. Chief highlights were the incorporation into the GATT of trade in services,
and trade-related aspects of investment and intellectual property; relatively modest
commitments to liberalise trade in agriculture by reducing export subsidies and other
measures; the phasing out of many existing quotas on textiles; subjecting government
procurement activities to further regulation and liberalisation; improving dispute
settlement procedures; and establishing the WTO to take the place of the GATT.
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The WTO is essentially a more institutionalised GATT, with a broader range of
responsibilities and more powers in the event of disputes. Of all the organisations
charged with economic global governance, it has probably incurred the greatest
hostility from anti-globalisation protestors, for reasons considered shortly. How-
ever, there is little in its essential features to explain why, for example, one anti-
globalisation movement, the International Forum on Globalisation (IFG), should
declare that the WTO ‘is among the most powerful and one of the most secretive
international bodies on earth. It is rapidly assuming the role of world government, as
134 nation states, including the United States, have ceded to its vast authority and
power.’9 In fact the (now 148) WTO members reach agreement by consensus in the
two main WTO organs, the Ministerial Council, which meets at least every two years,
and the General Council, which is the effective governing body of the organisation
on a day-to-day basis. The Secretariat, with a staff of only about 550 and a budget of
around $100 million, has far less real influence than, for example, the EU Commis-
sion or even the UN Secretariat, having mainly administrative and technical duties.

A highly controversial aspect of the WTO is its dispute settlement procedures.
Under the GATT regime, disputes were settled essentially through diplomatic pro-
cesses. The WTO system involves compulsory submission to a juridical panel, if
diplomacy is ineffective, with sanctions against states refusing to accept the panel’s
findings. Only a ‘negative’ or ‘reverse’ consensus (a unanimous vote against adopting
the findings of a panel, or Appellate Body) can prevent a report being adopted. This
is the opposite of the GATT procedure, which required a unanimous vote in favour of a
report for it to be adopted, enabling the losing state in a dispute to block the report.10

However, it should be noted that WTO sanctions mainly consist of permitting injured
parties in a dispute to take retaliatory measures: a sanction whose effectiveness
depends essentially on the commercial power of the sanctioning state. The first seven
years of the WTO saw 250 cases submitted to the disputes procedure, as against only
300 cases in the entire life of the GATT, from 1947 to 1994, and it is chiefly in this
respect that the WTO can lay claim to some global governance capacity. In addition,
given that the system covers a much wider range than GATT, it has had a more
extensive and substantial impact on domestic legislation, since WTO rules have
required states to make sometimes far-reaching amendments to their own laws in
order to conform with WTO standards.11

The Group of Seven/Eight
One of many complaints that are sometimes heard about international economic
governance is that the system as a whole lacks coherence.12 If there is an agency
charged with overall coordination of the system, it is the Group of Eight (G8), to
which we now turn.13 This began in 1973 as informal meetings of the leaders and
finance ministers of the USA, Britain, France, Germany and Japan, with Italy and
Canada being admitted later. The collapse of the Bretton Woods system had been
followed by a quadrupling of the price of oil and there was a clear need for some
sort of collective response to the developing global economic crisis from the
major powers.

Initially the G7 summits were intended to provide little more than an opportunity
for the world’s leaders to discuss their common problems and, it was hoped, to help
prevent a 1930s-style rush to competitive and self-defeating protectionism. The
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original conception was for leaders to meet informally, without their advisers pres-
ent, and with the world’s press also kept at a distance. Inevitably meetings became
more formal, more of a public event and more thoroughly prepared in advance by
technical experts. It also proved impossible to restrict the content of the meetings to
economic matters and the pattern of G7/8 summits since the Birmingham summit of
1998 has been for Finance Ministers (not including Russia, which is not regarded by
the others as having the same economic weight) and Foreign Ministers to meet
before the main summit meeting. Indeed the summit meetings themselves have, in
the last ten years or so, been less concerned with global economic governance than
with a wide range of other issues, including development, security, terrorism, human
rights, transnational crime, drugs, the environment and education, as well as specific
current trouble-spots. Of these, the problems of developing countries, especially
in Africa, have been a major concern of summits since the mid-1990s. Efforts have
also been made to open up the summits to participation from non-G8 actors.
A small number of African leaders have been invited to recent summits, such as the
2002 Canadian meeting, while the UN Secretary-General and administrative heads
of other international economic institutions have also attended. Since the 2000
Okinawa summit, the presence of civil society representatives has been given formal
acknowledgement in the shape of a centre for NGO activities.

In its role as the chief coordinating agency of global governance, the G7/8 has
enjoyed, at best, only limited success. This is, in part, due to the complexities of
global economic management in the post-Bretton Woods era. At first the summits
tended to specify economic tasks, such as reflation or curbing public expenditure for
each member, in the belief that this would permit balanced economic growth within
the G7 as a whole. This approach was not without its problems. The most successful
of the earlier meetings is generally judged to have been the Bonn summit of 1978,
when West Germany and Japan agreed to reflate their economies in return for
American commitments to tighten fiscal policy to reduce inflation, and take action
to reduce oil imports. However, the Germans came later to believe that they had
been pushed into policies that exacerbated their own inflation without having any
long-term impact on resolving world economic problems. The summit also illus-
trated the dangers of macroeconomic policy in an uncertain world, since it was
followed a year later by the Iranian revolution and a further sharp increase in oil
prices which helped to spark the inflation and subsequent recession of the 1980s.
It was also becoming clear that international financial movements were increasingly
subject to their own imperatives, in particular short-term speculative motives. Given
that by the mid-1980s the global total of international financial exchanges, at around
$60 trillion, was many times greater than the total exchange of goods and services, at
around $4 trillion, this meant that the impact of the G7 economies, even when their
leaders were able to agree concerted action, was strictly limited.

From 1985 until the early 1990s, the dominating issue was how to deal with
Mikhail Gorbachev’s revolutionary approach to East–West affairs, and from 1989,
how to respond to the rapidly changing European scene as the cold war ended and
the Soviet empire collapsed. Here too, the impact of the G7 was not always conducive
to the Soviet Union’s making a stable transition to democracy and capitalism.
Gorbachev’s pleas to the G7 in 1991 for a substantial aid package brought him little
more than patronising advice about his lack of understanding of the workings of
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market economies, and the fact that his failure to secure aid occurred in such a public
arena was one element in his own downfall and the collapse of the Soviet Union over
the next year. While these were not necessarily unwelcome events in the West,
they had not been deliberately planned outcomes of the summit and brought a less
desirable element of additional instability to European affairs. Since then the sum-
mits have attracted increasing criticism and have become a leading target of ‘anti-
globalisation’ protests, notably at Genoa in 2001, when one person died and many
more were injured.

Paradoxically, opposition to the G7 has mounted at about the same rate as its real
influence has diminished. Some summits have had a significant impact on events –
helping to break the logjam in the Uruguay Round, initiating schemes for debt relief
for the poorest nations, and securing agreement to initiate the new trade round at
Doha in 2001, for example. The exchange of information and views at the summits is
also of great value. But for several reasons, including a shift in economic orthodoxy
away from Keynesian managerial notions, disagreements among the G7 leaders,
the highly technical nature of many contemporary financial problems and the
increasing unwieldiness of the summits themselves as their agendas and participants
have both grown, the G7 has found itself less and less able to function as the central
agency of global governance.

CRITIQUES OF GLOBAL ECONOMIC GOVERNANCE

The four institutions considered here have all incurred vociferous criticism from
many different points on the political spectrum. The critics sometimes represent
fundamentally opposed viewpoints: right-wing Americans argue that US sovereignty
is under assault, while anti-capitalists argue that the system works essentially as a
means of ensuring American domination. Moreover, some represent various kinds
of special interests, ranging from protectionist lobbies to environmental activists.
However, there is also a growing body of critical academic opinion, including
‘whistle-blowing’ by former insiders, such as the Nobel Prize winning former chief
economist at the World Bank, Joseph Stiglitz.14 The most frequently advanced
criticisms of the structure of global economic governance are as follows.

. The organisations are, in effect, instruments of powerful transnational corporations and
international banking conglomerates. For example, governments rely upon their
leading traders for advice on WTO negotiations.

. The structure is systematically weighted against the third world. For example, poorer
countries lack the resources to engage in the kind of detailed research and
planning characteristic of major Western delegations in WTO negotiations. Voting
in the IMF and World Bank is dominated by the richest countries, and the poorer
countries have relatively little access to the G7/8.

. It lacks democratic accountability. None of the officials in any of the organisations is
elected, and their proceedings are not open to democratic scrutiny.

. It is insufficiently sensitive to (and may in fact work against) environmental concerns.
For example, some of the major projects funded by the World Bank, such as dams,
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have caused serious ecological damage. Some WTO disputes panels have reached
decisions opposing legislation designed to prevent environmental decay or pre-
serve endangered species.

. The structural adjustment conditions imposed on developing countries inflict more harm
than good and increase the dependence of developing countries on the powerful
northern economies. Stiglitz was especially critical of the austerity programmes
imposed by the IMF and World Bank on East Asian economies in the wake of the
1997 economic crisis there, which, he argued, had made the situation worse.
Similar points have been made in respect of reform programmes imposed on Latin
American states and Russia.

. Global economic governance undermines national sovereignty. This is a charge levelled
by many countries: including powerful states such as the USA.

. It lacks transparency. The anti-globalisation movement has inevitably attracted
more than its fair share of conspiracy theorists but some of Stiglitz’s more recent
comments provide some backing for such views, while others have argued that
the fact that the institutions tend to draw their experts from a narrow group of
Western technocrats encourages an exclusive and secretive culture.15

. It is inefficient. There are, it is argued, too many agencies involved in global
economic governance with too little coordination among them, and the agencies
tend to impose a ‘one size fits all’, neoliberal blueprint, which does not allow for
sufficient flexibility to suit different circumstances.

. It promotes inequality within as well as between societies. Globalisation as such is
believed to favour the richest sectors of society at the expense of the poorer by, for
example, providing opportunities for high profits for a few by cutting labour costs
for the many. In so far as the organisations are associated with such processes, they
share the responsibility for these adverse effects.

. It damages human rights, particularly labour rights. Privatisation and deregula-
tion policies – both crucial aspects of structural adjustment – tend to increase
unemployment and also reduce the power of organised labour.

Most of these criticisms have some force, although the organisations them-
selves have been quick to respond with arguments that increased trade does bring
benefits to all, that no country is obliged to accept IMF/World Bank aid, that WTO
membership is not imposed on any state but rather has been urgently sought by
most states, that ultimate power remains in the hands of governments, that struc-
tural adjustment policies have produced the required benefits – for example in South
Korea16 –and that the organisations have attempted to meet the criticisms that they
are unaccountable, undemocratic and secretive by various reforms. Moreover, since
1987, when it admitted deficiencies in this respect, the World Bank has taken much
greater account of environmental concerns.17

What is clear is that all four institutions have taken an increasing interest in the
problems of developing countries. Indeed, in so far as they do indeed constitute a
structure of global governance, this structure has tended more and more to take the
form of governance of the poorest countries by the richest, rather than a system that
applies equally to all. This is not without benefits for the poorer countries, who
receive aid, technical assistance and advice on political, social and economic reform.
However, they have been obliged to adapt to an agenda determined almost entirely
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in the richer economies and which, inevitably, will reflect the thinking – if not the
selfish interests – of those economies. Furthermore, the agenda has expanded con-
tinuously to embrace many non-economic aspects of the domestic policies of the
poorer states. Here, too, this can bring benefits in the shape of good, or at least
better, governance in the poorer countries. But if there is a degree of global economic
governance, at least so far as the poorer countries are concerned, this has developed
in an unplanned, ad hoc fashion and with the agents of global governance not
accountable for failures of structural adjustment or responsible for its victims or for
the social unrest to which it may give rise. In other words, ‘governance’ may, in the
international context, involve power without the responsibility that ‘government’
domestically carries in all but the most dictatorial of societies.

HUMAN RIGHTS

Traditionally, international law is concerned solely with the rights and duties of
states in their relations with each other. The sovereignty of states – the guiding
doctrine of contemporary international society – has in particular precluded the
international community from any responsibility for the rights of individuals or
from any role with regard to a state’s treatment of its own citizens. In a formal sense,
individuals were only accorded a personality in international law by virtue of their
membership of a state. The UN Charter’s Article 2.7 enshrines the principle that
states alone are responsible for matters falling within their domestic jurisdiction.

There have always been some exceptions to the general rule of no international
involvement in human rights questions. In the nineteenth century the practice of
slavery was outlawed as a result of international pressure. Similarly, there were
European interventions against Turkish mistreatment of Christian subjects of the
Ottoman empire. Some even argued that ‘humanitarian interventions’ were in fact
permitted under international law, an assertion that has been frequently reiterated in
recent years in support of several such interventions by the UN, NATO or the United
States.18 But only since 1945 have much more extensive claims been advanced for the
right of the international community to concern itself with the protection of human
rights. This changed attitude was prompted most immediately by the atrocities
committed by the fascist powers before and during the Second World War. Early
evidence of a new international approach to human rights came with the UN Charter,
which contained seven specific references to human rights. Since then, and with
increasing force since the end of the cold war, several developments have contributed
to the emergence of a multifaceted international human rights regime, comprising
both global and regional arrangements and ranging in authority from documents
with little more than declaratory significance to substantial and influential insti-
tutions. Some of the latter contain provisions that merit their inclusion under the
broad heading ‘global governance’.

Obstacles
Four key obstacles have hindered the development of a meaningful regime for the
international protection of human rights, from the first faltering steps after the
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Second World War to the present day. The first is that state sovereignty remains
the cornerstone of the international system and no state has shown the least
enthusiasm for altering this in any fundamental way. This is not simply a matter of a
rogues’ conspiracy to guard their privileges, although, clearly, the more dictatorial the
leader, the less he is likely to wish to see any externally imposed rules that impinge
upon his freedom to do as he pleases within his own domain. But at the other end of
the spectrum, the hard-won freedoms and rights of individuals in those few states
where such things exist depend upon strong internal institutions, especially those
underpinning the rule of law, and until the rest of the world can catch up in this
respect, such communities are unlikely to abandon their own distinct and effective
sovereign polities in return for some unproven and improbable cosmopolitan order.

Secondly, the concept of ‘universal’ rights has always encountered problems. This
is partly for reasons relating to ‘cultural relativism’: the argument that each society
has its own distinctive conception of rights in line with its own distinctive culture.
Saudi Arabia, for example, refused to sign the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
in 1948 because it could not accept one implication of the principle of freedom of
religion: the right to change one’s religion, which the Saudis saw as the crime of
apostasy.19 The Soviets claimed that economic rights, such as the right to work, were
more important than the traditional Western emphasis on the rights of the indi-
vidual against the state. Similarly, several third world states have emphasised the
rights of the community over the individual and have argued that for very poor states
the imperative of development – and the right to subsistence – overrides individ-
ual rights. Most recently, states such as Malaysia and Indonesia have asserted the
existence of ‘Asian values’, which also stress the community rather than the indi-
vidual. Asian states were primarily responsible for the insertion of a clause in the
declaration of the 1993 UN World Conference at Vienna to the effect that a global
human rights regime must take account of ‘the significance of national and regional
peculiarities and various historical, cultural and religious backgrounds’.20 Even
within Western states there are different views of the application of the ‘right to
life’ in the context of capital punishment or abortion. The extent of this problem
may be illustrated by the fact that more than thirty states from all regions entered
reservations of various kinds when they signed the UN Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights.21

Thirdly, states have used human rights as a weapon against their political enemies
while ignoring violations by their allies. The United States sought to embarrass the
Soviet Union by drawing attention to political prisoners there, and one factor behind
the 1951 UN Refugee Convention was the fact that most refugees at that time
were likely to be fleeing the Soviet bloc, thus enabling Washington to score easy
propaganda points. The Soviets responded in kind by publicising racist practices and
laws in the United States. Similarly, African states made South African apartheid a
major target of UN criticism from the 1960s, while ignoring gross human rights
violations in Uganda and other black African states.

Finally, enforcing an international human rights system poses unique problems.
The major powers are unlikely ever to incur more than criticism, while sanctions,
including the use of force, may be imposed against weaker culprits. States with
powerful friends will enjoy more protection than those without such support. Moni-
toring and punishing violations effectively may impose huge costs, both financially
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and in terms of the lives of soldiers risked, and there are serious limitations to the
willingness of richer states to bear such costs.

The UN and Human Rights
The most universal and comprehensive, but probably the least effective part of the
human rights regime is that deriving from the various bodies of the UN. The central
UN body is the Human Rights Commission, which operates under the auspices of the
Economic and Social Council and whose first task was to draw up the Universal
Declaration. This represented the first attempt to arrive at an agreed international
definition of rights, and contains 30 articles which are mainly concerned with setting
out traditional civil and political rights such as equality before the law, freedom
from arbitrary arrest, and freedom of peaceful assembly. Article 28 is interesting
in that it states the right of all to ‘a social and international order in which the
rights and freedoms set out in this Declaration can be realised’. This clearly articu-
lates the principle that individual rights within states are to some extent dependent
on the nature of the system of relations among states. Apart from the Declaration,
the Commission has also been responsible for drawing up several conventions on
specific aspects of human rights, such as racial discrimination, torture, the rights of
women and the rights of the child. Each of these has its own supervisory committee.
Two key legal documents are the two UN Covenants, one on civil and political rights,
the other on economic, social and cultural rights, the separate treatment of these
two areas reflecting a divergence of opinion as to which was the more important.
Although the Covenants – which have more legal force than the Declaration – were
drawn up in the 1950s, they were not agreed by the General Assembly until 1966 and
did not come into force until 1976.

During its first 20 years, the UN contented itself primarily with laying down
numerous norms in the human rights area, its relative inactivity partly a reflection of
deep political divisions. In its second 20 years it gradually acquired a slightly greater
assertiveness in relation to human rights, as in 1974 when a special sub-Commission
was established to look into ‘situations which reveal a consistent pattern of gross
violations of human rights’, and 1982 when a special rapporteur on summary or
arbitrary executions was appointed.22 The last years of the cold war saw renewed
efforts to strengthen the UN’s human rights regime. In particular, a more extensive
system for monitoring states’ observance of their international human rights obliga-
tions was developed, greater publicity was given to serious violations of rights in a
number of cases, more effective means of investigating and fact-finding were estab-
lished, and human rights were a significant factor in several of the UN’s peacekeeping
missions.23 A further development came in 1993 when the UN established the post
of Commissioner for Human Rights, the second occupant of which was the former
Irish politician Mary Robinson, who gave the post a relatively high profile.

However, the UN has not proved a suitable base for an effective human rights
regime for several reasons. Its agencies are poorly funded and on occasion have even
incurred charges of incompetence, bureaucratisation and corruption. More funda-
mentally, the UN system is weighted against criticism of its members, let alone
taking significant action against them for their domestic misdeeds. For example, the
Human Rights Committee (HRC) has the role under the Civil and Political Rights
Covenant of responding to five-yearly reports submitted by UN members, and also of
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hearing petitions from individuals against their states when the states concerned
have signed an Optional Protocol permitting the Committee to receive such reports.
In practice, even when states have signed the Optional Protocol, the HRC’s powers
are constrained by its lack of resources, by the emphasis in the Covenant on amicable
diplomacy and conciliation, by the fact that it cannot impose sanctions, and by the
fact that its eighteen elected members seldom all come from states characterised by
high levels of human rights observance.24

All of the major regional organisations have strengthened their human rights pro-
visions in recent years, including the most successful IGO in this regard, the Council
of Europe, as indicated in the previous chapter. As the Council, which was set up
in 1949 with 18 members, including Turkey, now embraces most of the former
Communist European states, this may be seen as a significant human rights regime.
But in so far as global rather than regional governance in the human rights area is
concerned, the most significant recent development has been the decision to create
an international criminal court (ICC).

The International Criminal Court
In general, the international community has resisted the notion of creating global
juridical agencies vested with the authority to exercise jurisdiction and determine
sanctions against individual wrongdoers. There are several reasons for this, of which
the most important is the state monopoly over the making, implementation and
enforcement of law that is inherent in the principle of sovereignty. The League of
Nations, for example, considered but rejected the idea of setting up an international
court to deal with terrorists.25 The League’s Permanent Court of International Justice
and its successor, the International Court of Justice, are closer to arbitration courts,
hearing cases brought voluntarily to them by states in contention, than to municipal
courts exercising compulsory jurisdiction against violators of the law.

In cases where an offence had some distinct ‘international’ component, most
notably piracy, which was seen as an offence against all civilised nations, an alter-
native principle of ‘universal jurisdiction’ developed. This was the idea that certain
categories of crime could be tried by any state that apprehended the miscreant or, if
not, that the state had a duty to extradite the accused individual to another state that
would put him or her on trial. The principle sometimes cited in such cases is that
of jus cogens, which expresses the idea that there are certain fundamental norms
that cannot be overridden by other legal obligations, such as those entered into
in treaties. The principle was extended to cover the slave trade in the nineteenth
century and aerial hijacking, hostage-taking and apartheid in the 1970s. The 1984
Convention against torture also incorporated the principle, and although the 1948
Convention against genocide stipulates punishment either in the territory where
the act was committed or ‘by such other international penal tribunal as may have
jurisdiction’, practice since then, particularly with regard to former Nazi war crimi-
nals, has in effect embraced the universal jurisdiction principle.

In a number of important cases attempts have been made to extend the universal
jurisdiction principle to other ‘crimes against humanity’. In the 1980 Filartiga case,
the family (then domiciled in the USA) of a man who had been tortured and killed in
Paraguay, citing an American Statute dating back to 1789, was able to secure a
judgement against a Paraguayan official visiting New York.26 In 1998, in a case of
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enormous political and symbolic importance, the former Chilean dictator General
Pinochet was held in London while British courts debated a request for his extradi-
tion to Spain for crimes against humanity. After deliberating over various complex
legal issues, it was decided to extradite him, but in the end he was permitted to return
to Chile on medical grounds. Since a major part of Pinochet’s case rested on his
claim to sovereign immunity, this case made significant inroads into the doctrine of
sovereignty itself.

The concept of universal jurisdiction contains elements of global governance,
since it assumes the existence of globally applicable norms. However, the enforce-
ment of such norms is left in the hands of states rather than international institutions
tasked with that purpose and, in practice, is frequently subject to numerous political
considerations. The creation of the ICC marked an important step towards true global
governance in the human rights area. After the Second World War, the Nuremberg
and Tokyo war crimes tribunals convicted a number of Germans and Japanese for war
crimes, conspiracy to wage aggressive war, crimes against peace and crimes against
humanity. Although the horrendous nature of the offences involved was enough for
criticisms of the tribunals that were voiced at the time to be disregarded, a number of
misgivings about the trials remained, notably that they represented merely the justice
of the victors, whose own wartime conduct would not necessarily stand up to close
scrutiny; that they violated the principle that punishment could only be exacted in
respect of acts that were clearly established as criminal at the time of the offence
(‘no retroactive justice’); that the Nuremberg hearings were flawed by strict judicial
standards because they took place in a mood of vengeance; and that the use of capital
punishment was mistaken.

Such doubts, combined with the effects of the cold war, prevented any further
developments in international criminal jurisdiction until 1993, when the Interna-
tional Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia was set up by the UN Security
Council, followed a year later by a similar tribunal for Rwanda, in the wake of
numerous atrocities committed by all sides as Yugoslavia disintegrated, and the
massacre of a million Tutsis in Rwanda. These tribunals were to apply existing
humanitarian law, including the Geneva Conventions and the Genocide Conven-
tion. After a very slow start when the Yugoslav Tribunal was hampered by lack of
funds, procedural difficulties and some obstruction from the British and French, who
were concerned that the Tribunal might hamper their diplomatic efforts to secure
peace, it began to bring an increasing number of accused individuals to the Hague,
most notably the former Yugoslav President, Slobodan Milosevic, whose trial began
in 2002. Although the Tribunal mainly heard cases against Serbs, there were some
trials of Croats and it also examined (but rejected) the case for arraigning NATO
soldiers for their bombing campaign in Kosovo in 1999. The Rwanda Tribunal was
rather less successful, bringing only a relatively small number of the many thousands
who had been involved in the genocidal massacre of Tutsis to trial.

The relative success of the Yugoslav Tribunal was one factor behind the decision to
proceed with the creation of the ICC, which was voted for by 120 states in 1998 and
achieved the necessary ratifications to come into force in 2002. However, two of the
seven states which voted against it were Security Council Permanent members, China
and the USA – along with Israel, Iraq, Libya, Yemen and Qatar. This raised some
doubts as to the likely effectiveness of the ICC, particularly as the USA continued to
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distance itself from any possibility that its own servicemen and political leaders
might ever be held to account in an international court. In August 2002, America
even went so far as to pass legislation entitling it to ‘rescue’ US personnel detained by
the ICC – conjuring up the bizarre prospect of an American invasion of the Hague.

Partly because of earlier American objections, the ICC contains numerous pro-
visions designed to limit its powers. Its remit is ‘the most serious crimes of inter-
national concern’, specifically genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes and the
crime of aggression – although its efficacy in the last case is weakened by the fact that
the UN, despite fifty years of deliberations, has been unable to arrive at an agreed
definition of ‘aggression’. Its Statutes do not permit capital punishment and there are
specific provisions in them against retroactive justice: two of the issues that caused
misgivings about the Nuremberg Tribunals. The Court is essentially complementary
to national jurisdictions rather than a substitute for them, which means that any state
with a reasonably effective and impartial legal system is unlikely to find its citizens
arraigned. Alleged crimes may be referred to it by states, the Security Council, or its
own Prosecutor, but Article 17 of its Statutes contains a proviso that is potentially
open to a fairly broad interpretation, to the effect that a case is inadmissible if it
‘has been investigated by a State which has jurisdiction over it and the State has
decided not to prosecute the person concerned, unless the decision resulted from the
unwillingness or inability of the State genuinely to prosecute’. There are also
procedures aimed at preventing cases brought for frivolous or politically motivated
reasons, as well as permitting states to argue that disclosure of certain information
might be harmful to their national security interests.

The ICC commenced activity in 2003 and at this stage it is impossible to tell what
kind of impact – if any – it will have upon events. It is in part designed as a deterrent
and it is in the nature of deterrents that it is impossible to determine with any
accuracy their precise impact if the action being deterred does not happen. It is also
clear that the ICC – like the agencies of global economic governance – is far more
likely to be utilised in the case of conflicts involving small third world states than
against its more powerful members, such as Russia or Britain. However, the Court
still qualifies as an instrument of global governance – if a weak one. Its juridical
proceedings will be under the control of its own independent lawyers, and although
states retain a power of oversight through an Assembly, decisions in this may be
taken on the basis of a two-thirds majority, with no individual state having a right of
veto. Yet, for all the reasons outlined here, human rights remain the most intractable
of possible subjects of global governance. The ICC, together with the occasional
willingness of the UN or NATO to engage in ‘humanitarian interventions’, represents
little more than a tentative step towards a preparedness to prevent or punish the very
worst cases of inhumanity, rather than the foundation stone of a comprehensive and
effective system for the international protection of human rights.

TOWARDS GLOBAL GOVERNANCE?

The Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty
Elements of global governance, as defined here, may be found in several other
areas of international relations. For example, the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty
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(NPT) of 1968 distinguishes between nuclear weapons states (NWS) and non-nuclear
weapons states (NNWS), and commits the former:

not to transfer to any recipient whatsoever nuclear weapons or other nuclear devices directly

or indirectly; and not in any way to assist, encourage, or induce any non-nuclear weapon

state to manufacture or otherwise acquire nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive

devices, or control over such weapons or explosive devices.27

The task of enforcing compliance with the NPT rests with the International Atomic
Energy Authority (IAEA), formed in 1956, and to a lesser extent with the Nuclear
Suppliers Group (NSG), set up in 1974 by exporters of materials for civil nu-
clear programmes. The IAEA has the right to inspect and monitor states’ use of
nuclear technology, and the obligation to report its findings to the Security Council.
The NSG has undertaken a wider range of responsibilities over nuclear-related ex-
ports than the NPT and has a range of diplomatic and commercial sanctions at its
disposal. However, the NPT ultimately rests upon the voluntary acquiescence of
states in its regime. Three nuclear states, India, Pakistan and Israel, together with
Cuba, have not signed the treaty; two others, Iran and North Korea, have sought to
acquire a nuclear capability; while the collapse of the Soviet Union has left open the
possibility of other ‘rogue states’ and possibly even terrorist groups (who of course
would not be signatories of the Treaty) acquiring nuclear weapons.

The environment
Similar problems occur in other areas of would-be global governance. For example,
the environment is thought by many to be the classic case requiring management by
global rather than national or even regional authorities, since environmental
problems observe no territorial boundaries, making international cooperation to deal
with problems that affect all, essential. Yet the international political system retains
all of those features – notably the principle of sovereignty and the incentive to cheat
or be a free-rider on international agreements if cost–benefit calculations indicate
advantages in so doing – that make cooperation difficult. Hence, for every partial
success in environmental governance, it is easy to point to several failures.

The contrasting fortunes of international efforts to deal with two distinct prob-
lems, the depletion of the ozone layer and global warming, illustrate this. Some
similar issues were involved in each case. For example, one issue that had been cen-
tral in all environmental debates since the first major international conference at
Stockholm in 1972 was the fact that the wealthier states were asking the developing
countries to take actions to curb pollution when their own wealth had been partly
founded on the technology that caused the pollution. A related question concerned
the fact that the more environmentally friendly technology was owned by corpora-
tions based in the richer countries, which therefore stood to profit greatly at the
expense of the poorer countries if international measures were adopted that required
the use of such technology. There were also scientific uncertainties about the degree
to which each problem was being exacerbated by human factors, and about what the
exact consequences were likely to be. Finally, all of the problems inherent in global
governance – which agencies were to be charged with responsibility for it, how great
should their powers be, how were principles of democracy to be reconciled with both
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efficiency and the realities of power, and how was state and corporate compliance to
be monitored and enforced – were present in all of the environmental negotiations.

The ozone layer in the atmosphere reduces the amount of ultraviolet radiation
that reaches the earth’s surface and therefore helps prevent the risk of skin cancer
and other health problems. The possible contribution of certain chemicals, especially
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), which are used in refrigeration and air conditioning, to
depleting the ozone layer had been speculated about for some time when the UN
Environmental Programme (UNEP), which had been set up after the 1972 Stockholm
Conference, called for international negotiations to reduce CFC emission. As the
scientific evidence on these matters became increasingly clear, states were able to
agree to a treaty in Vienna in 1985, and a more important Protocol to the treaty in
Montreal in 1987, together with amendments at various conferences since then.
These required states to phase out their production of CFCs, and included a finan-
cial mechanism, the Global Environment Facility (GEF), designed to compensate
developing countries, which were, for the most part, initially reluctant to participate
in the agreement.28 Another innovation was to introduce voting rules in the GEF
that, in effect, require a two-thirds majority of both developing and developed
countries for decisions about the transfer of resources. Although the potential
substitutes for CFCs were relatively expensive, taxes imposed by states on CFCs made
it more cost-effective for industry to switch to the substitutes.29 By 2002 the CFC
problem had effectively been eliminated.

One of the principles that has governed environmental negotiations since the
Stockholm Conference has been what was later termed ‘common but differentiated
responsibility’: namely that although all have environmental obligations, poorer
countries are entitled, on grounds of basic fairness, to the free transfer of the most
modern technology, financial compensation for introducing measures to reduce
pollution that might harm their own economic development, and even to exemp-
tion from some measures. This principle was fundamental to the agreements reached
at the 1992 UN Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) in Rio de
Janeiro, and the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, whose main concern was with the problem of
global warming. The first conference produced a Framework Convention on Climate
Change (FCCC) that was designed to deal with the problem of the contribution made
by human-produced carbon in ‘greenhouse gases’, such as automobile emissions, to
global warming. The Kyoto Protocol added teeth to the Convention by requiring
states to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases by agreed percentages, with states not
meeting their targets effectively ‘fined’, and also a complex system by which parties
to the Protocol could transfer to, or acquire from, other parties ‘emission reduc-
tion units’ – in other words states could ‘trade’ their permitted emission capacities.
‘Sinks’, which absorb greenhouse gases naturally, such as forests, could also count
towards a state’s target reduction. Developing countries had no reduction require-
ment but projects to reduce emissions in poorer countries that were funded by
developed countries would count towards the developed country’s target.

The exemption of developing countries from the Protocol was the major factor
cited by the US Senate when it expressed its opposition to the Protocol in 1997 in the
Byrd–Hagel Resolution, which also claimed that the Protocol’s current provisions
would damage the US economy. Similar points were made by President George W.
Bush’s administration, which singled out the exemption of India and China for
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particular criticism. Although the Protocol is close to receiving the required number
of ratifications for it to enter into effect, the absence of the United States, responsible
for some 36% of total greenhouse gas emissions, must cast doubt upon the pros-
pects for a sufficient global reduction in emissions, especially as some argue that
as much as a 60% reduction is required by 2012, as against the Protocol’s target of
around 5%.30

There are several reasons for the much greater success of the ozone layer agree-
ments compared with the Kyoto Protocol. First, there is far more consensus about the
human contribution to depletion of the ozone layer, and also about its adverse
consequences, than about the causes and consequences of global warming. Secondly,
very powerful special economic interests see themselves as potentially threatened
by the requirement to reduce greenhouse gases, which was much less the case with
CFCs. Thirdly, it would be far harder to monitor and enforce compliance with the
Kyoto Protocol than it was with the ozone layer agreements. Finally, not all accept
the particular conception of fairness that underlies the ‘common but differenti-
ated responsibilities’ principle, or the implication that governments in developed
countries should engage in significant intervention in the economic activities of
their private sectors.

The Law of the Sea
This last factor was also a significant element in the Reagan administration’s rejection
of the deep seabed mining provisions of the Third UN Convention on the Law of the
Sea in 1982, which similarly had various provisions designed to favour developing
countries, including production ceilings on seabed mining production, which were
designed to protect existing producers; the transfer of seabed mining technology to
developing countries; as well as provisions for the proposed Seabed Mining Authority
to have its own mining company and levy taxes on other companies, all primarily in
the interests of poorer countries. The Reagan administration saw such provisions as
conflicting with its own free market convictions, as well as setting up an IGO with,
potentially, too much freedom from state control. Considerations of this kind, as
well as those already discussed earlier in this chapter, are likely to act as major
constraints on the development of global governance. While the international system
may not display the propensity to inter-state violence in pursuit of separate national
interests that was so characteristic of earlier periods, it is still, in its essentials, based
upon state sovereignty, albeit a sovereignty operating within an increasingly complex
and widespread structure of constraints.
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The term ‘civil society’ has been employed in several distinct ways in political
thought. John Locke used it interchangeably with ‘political society’, which he
imagined as an association based on the rule of law and formed by men in a state of
nature to protect their property, which he saw as consisting of life and liberty as well
as ‘estate’.1 Locke, however, was very clear that such civil societies excluded absolutist
forms of government, while later writers, with the same aim of finding a theoreti-
cal foundation for resisting oppressive state power, tended to define civil society as
a zone of social activity existing apart from the state. Hegel saw moral superiority and
purpose as residing in the state rather than in civil society and Marx equated civil
society with ‘bourgeois society’, or the social relations emanating from capitalism.
Both thus problematised the term and made it more ambiguous in its connotations
than more contemporary theorists, who returned to the notion of civil society as a
zone of private social interaction that prevents the state from undermining individual
freedom. David Held’s definition provides a succinct and relatively uncontroversial
rendering of the modern understanding of the term:

Civil society constitutes those areas of social life – the domestic world, the economic sphere,

cultural activities and political interaction – which are organized by private or voluntary

arrangements between individuals and groups outside the direct control of the state.2

The concept of a global civil society is of much more recent coinage, emerging
in the 1990s alongside its conceptual partners, globalisation and global governance.
Although used primarily to refer to NGOs which operate internationally, it has also
been employed to refer to social movements, global advocacy networks and some-
times even transnational corporations. There is, perhaps inevitably, an even greater
looseness and flexibility in the use of the term in international relations than in the
context of the individual state, but it is possible to distinguish three broad interpre-
tations of the role of global civil society, as elaborated in most writings on the sub-
ject. Although distinct, these are not mutually exclusive and we shall begin by
considering each in turn.

The Emergence of
Global Civil Society

chapter
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GLOBAL CIVIL SOCIETY AS A PARTNER IN
GLOBAL GOVERNANCE

Kofi Annan, the UN Secretary-General, is one of the greatest enthusiasts for an
expanded role for global civil society in global governance. In 1999 he argued:

We have entered an era of ever-greater partnership and there are few limits to what civil

society can achieve . . . it is clear that there is a new diplomacy where NGOs, international

organizations and governments can come together to pursue their interests.3

He expanded on this a year later in his Millennium Report:

Formal institutional arrangements may often lack the scope, speed and informational

capacity to keep up with the rapidly changing global agenda. Mobilizing the skills and other

resources of diverse global actors, therefore, may increasingly involve forming loose and

temporary global policy networks that cut across national, institutional and disciplinary

lines. The UN is well situated to nurture such informal ‘coalitions for change’ across our

various areas of responsibility.4

Cynics might argue that the Secretary-General, and his predecessor, who had made
similar points in 1994, were doing little more than seeking to compensate for the
diminishing resources their organization was receiving from governments, by speak-
ing to an alternative constituency of non-state actors which would both be more
willing than governments to work within a UN framework and also provide much
needed material assistance and expertise. While such considerations might have
been a factor in the UN’s turn to NGOs, the reality is that several IGOs have come
to rely on the non-state sector for various kinds of support. Moreover, the role of
this sector in international affairs dates back much further than the recent UN
financial crisis.

The first World Congress of International Associations took place in Brussels in
1910, with 132 International Nongovernmental Organisations (INGOs) represented.
This may be seen as the earliest evidence of INGOs perceiving themselves as, in
certain respects, a single force on the international stage. At first some INGOs were
given the right to attend and speak (but not vote) at some committees of the League
of Nations, but they had effectively lost this right by 1939.5 However, Article 71 of
the UN Charter gave the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) the capacity to
‘make suitable arrangements for consultation with non-governmental organizations
which are concerned with matters within its competence’. Following some govern-
mental concern about the possible abuse of this right, an ECOSOC resolution in 1968
spelt out at some length the principles that were to govern NGO access to ECOSOC
and its subsidiary organs, namely, that a qualifying NGO ‘shall be of representative
character and of recognised international standing’; it should also be representative of
a substantial number of people, be democratically accountable, and have transparent
funding arrangements.6

Other IGOs began to allocate informal and sometimes formal roles to NGOs from
the 1980s onwards. Following its establishment of the NGO–World Bank Committee
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in 1982 and the formation of an NGO Working Group on the World Bank in 1984,
the Bank has held regular meetings with the NGO community.7 In a directive in
1989 the Bank attempted to define NGOs in a way that clearly implied their posses-
sion of quasi-governance functions in the provision of welfare, describing NGOs as

groups and institutions that are entirely or largely independent of government and that have

primarily humanitarian or co-operative rather than commercial objectives; they are private

organizations that pursue activities to relieve suffering, provide basic social services, or

undertake community development,

adding – almost as an afterthought – that ‘they also include citizens’ groups that
raise awareness and influence policies’.8 The Bank has sometimes included NGOs on
its missions to specific countries and it collaborates with the leading anti-corruption
NGO, Transparency International, in its own work against corruption.9 It has also
incorporated many NGO environmental concerns in its policy-making.

Sceptical voices argue that the Bank’s apparent openness to civil society influence
is superficial and intended mainly to deflect or tame opposition to its work.10 How-
ever, such critiques may reflect more fundamental ideological disagreement with the
Bank’s commitment to liberal capitalist principles – in other words, whatever the
Bank did would not be sufficient to satisfy some of its critics while it retained its
essential nature. There can be little doubt that it has led the way in providing greater
access to global civil society in a manner that many other IGOs have emulated. Partly
because of an increasing sense that it may be able to bring real influence to bear on
world affairs, the civil society community has both grown hugely in numbers and
attempted to organise its own affairs more effectively. In 2002, the Second World
Social Forum, held in Brazil, attracted 68,000 participants from 131 countries.11

So far as their actual involvement in global governance is concerned, the first key
role of NGOs is in the setting of normative standards and translating these into an
international policy agenda. For example, NGOs were mainly responsible both for
formulating the concept of sustainable development and for ensuring that it entered
the international discourse at major world gatherings. The growth of NGOs is shown
in Figure 14.1. Several specific issues have been identified by NGOs, then targeted for
sustained international pressure with the objective of bringing about new interna-
tional legal instruments. The 1984 Convention Against Torture, for example, was
largely a product of a long-term campaign by Amnesty International and other
NGOs.12 NGOs were also influential in bringing about the International Criminal
Court, improving international standards relating to the exploitation of children, and
identifying and publicising numerous environmental issues, including global warm-
ing, the protection of endangered species, and the dangers of various proposals to
build dams.

One notable achievement was the 1997 treaty banning antipersonnel land-
mines, which was the main outcome of the International Campaign to Ban
Landmines, which won the Nobel Peace Prize in the same year. The Campaign was
unusual in that it was a loose network of more than a thousand NGOs from many
countries, together with supporters in IGOs and some governments, most notably
Canada, whose Foreign Minister, Lloyd Axworthy, called an International Strategy
Conference on landmines in 1996, announced at the Conference that he intended to
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promote a landmines treaty a year later, and challenged the Campaign to work to
secure governmental support.13 Axworthy was later to speak of global civil society
in terms that gave it an explicit role in governance: ‘One can no longer relegate
NGOs to simple advisory or advocacy roles in this process. They are now part of the
way decisions have to be made.’14 Networks of this kind – termed by some ‘global
public policy networks’15 – have been greatly facilitated by the internet and are seen
by some as heralding, in the words of the UNDP’s 1999 Human Development Report:

the emergence of a new, much less formal structure of global governance, where govern-

ments and partners in civil society, the private sector and others are forming functional

coalitions across geographical borders and traditional political lines to move public policy

in ways that meet the aspirations of a global citizenry. . . . These coalitions use the con-

vening power and the consensus-building, standard setting and implementing roles of the

UN, the Bretton Woods institutions and international organizations, but their key strength

is that they are bigger than any of us and give new expression to the UN Charter’s ‘We

the peoples.’16

A related NGO role involves monitoring states’ observance of various inter-
national instruments. The best established instance of this is the widely accepted
function of the ICRC in relation to the laws of war, in particular the Geneva
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Conventions. However, the ICRC owes its high level of acceptability by states in part
to the ICRC’s traditional discretion and refusal to publicise the many violations of
which it becomes aware. Other NGOs, which do not enjoy the ICRC’s privileged
position, rely on ‘naming and shaming’ governments, a policy whose success is likely
to vary directly with the degree of openness and democracy in the state concerned.
In the human rights field, Amnesty, Human Rights Watch and the International
Committee of Jurists are particularly prominent in this variant of the monitoring
function.17 The environment – the classic instance of a policy area that transcends
national territorial boundaries and so is particularly susceptible to action at the
global level – is another area where global civil society plays a major monitoring
role. While this takes place primarily through ‘naming and shaming’ activities, there
are some instances where INGOs have been allocated a formal or semi-formal role,
such as the responsibility of the International Bureau for Whaling Statistics for
monitoring whaling fleets’ compliance with their allocated quotas.18 In some cases
both standard setting and monitoring occur within the context of a ‘global public
policy network’, comprising actors from the public sector (IGOs as well as states),
business and commerce, and global civil society. The World Commission on Dams,
whose task is to ‘undertake a global review of the development effectiveness of large
dams and to develop internationally acceptable criteria and guidelines for future
decision-making on dams’, is a good example of such a network.19

Finally, some IGOs allocate specific monitoring roles to global civil society – most
notably the World Bank, through its Inspection Panel, which was established in
1994. The Panel, whose three members are not Bank employees, is empowered to
hear and investigate claims from NGOs and other civil society groups who believe
they are, or might be, adversely affected by Bank projects. In some cases negative
findings by the Panel have halted the relevant project or caused it to be amended, but
it should be noted that this has been the cause of considerable controversy, and that
in other cases the Bank’s Board has restricted the activities of the Panel. One problem
for the Bank – which is responsible primarily to governments – is that some com-
plaints can have highly political motives. For example, a claim filed with the Panel
in 1999 by the International Campaign for Tibet, for investigation of the China
Western Poverty Reduction Project, touched very sensitive nerves with the Chinese
government. However, the Panel’s relative success was sufficient for it to be emulated
by the Asian Development Bank and the Inter-American Development Bank.20

NGOs have also played even more direct parts in global governance, including
sharing in the implementation of some programmes and even, in some instances,
having specific tasks effectively subcontracted to them by governments and IGOs.21

This may take many forms: for example, the World Bank frequently includes NGO
representatives on its missions to individual countries.22 But by far the largest
NGO role is in delivering development assistance generally, and particularly during
humanitarian emergencies. This is, in part, a simple consequence of significant re-
ductions in foreign aid provided by governments, which fell from 0.33 per cent of
the combined GDP of the developed countries in 1988 to 0.24 per cent in 1998.23

Since the number and severity of complex humanitarian emergencies arising from
civil conflict and state failure has increased sharply since the end of the cold war, this
has necessitated an ever greater response from global civil society. Such emergencies
have been defined by Andrew S. Natsios as having five common characteristics:
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the deterioration or complete collapse of central government authority; ethnic or religious

conflict and widespread human rights abuses; episodic food insecurity, frequently deterio-

rating into mass starvation; macroeconomic collapse involving hyperinflation, massive un-

employment and net decreases in GNP; and mass population movements of displaced people

and refugees escaping conflict or searching for food.24

This suggests a further principal reason for the increasing role of NGOs in such work:
it requires a range of skills and technical expertise – from medical care to road
building – as well as a degree of local knowledge that is unlikely to be found in a
single agency, governmental or otherwise, but may be found in a group of the major
INGOs, such as Oxfam, Médicins Sans Frontières and Catholic Relief Services. The
leading humanitarian INGOs have organised themselves into various partnerships
(InterAction, in the USA; the International Council of Voluntary Agencies, in Europe)
in order to enable them to respond more effectively to emergencies. Here, as in other
aspects of global civil society, the Internet has played an important part in such
coordination.25

Direct involvement in global governance of this kind has not been without
sometimes serious problems. Some see dangers in NGOs being drawn too closely into
quasi-governmental roles, both through providing an excuse for inaction by wealthy
states, and through compromising their other function of helping to hold govern-
ments and IGOs to account. The relationship between IGOs and NGOs is not always
easy, given their different relations with governments and the fact that they are
frequently competing for the same resources.26 Considerable controversy has sur-
rounded the roles of NGOs (and also IGOs) when they attempt to bring humanitarian
aid in situations of internal conflict. As one critic argues, UN and NGO resources in a
number of African conflicts have become ‘part of a complex economy of warfare
between rival clans’, with aid helping to keep conflicts going rather than to resolve
them.27 However, as the American experience in Somalia demonstrated, even when
intervention in such crises is backed by far more substantial power than is at the
disposal of the UN or NGOs, major problems can arise and complete impartiality is
close to impossible.

LEGITIMATION OF GLOBAL GOVERNANCE

The literature on global civil society places a considerable emphasis on a second
major role: helping to legitimise global governance, in particular through filling the
‘democratic deficit’ that is often seen as an inherent problem in IGOs. Globalisation
is perceived as giving rise to two distinct types of problem so far as accountable,
democratic governance is concerned. First, national governments are finding that
they are increasingly affected by developments at a global level yet the agencies of
such developments – markets and transnational corporations – operate without any
kind of democratic accountability. Secondly, power in various areas is passing from
governments to IGOs such as the WTO, which are likewise not elected or otherwise
directly accountable. The former UN Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali saw
the participation of NGOs in UN and other IGO activity as having an important
‘democratizing potential’,28 while both academic observers and activists have seen
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the growth of global civil society as playing several roles on the international stage
equivalent to those played by national groups in states, including enabling public
participation in global governance, promoting debate, disseminating information,
bringing an element of accountability to IGO activities and helping to legitimise IGO
decisions in the eyes of the public.

As long ago as 1954, one of the earliest theorists of international organisation,
David Mitrany, saw Article 71 of the UN Charter as having this potential:

When the drafters of the Charter . . . in Article 71 brought private international organizations

into a formal relationship within the constitutional organs of the UN, they were ashamed

merely to have taken over and given a regular form to what had been a hesitant practice in

the working of the League of Nations. In fact they did much more. Whether knowingly or

not, they took an important step toward a possible modern solution to the problem of

democratic representation.29

Mitrany’s ideas about particular clusters of democratic practices and institutions
developing in the context of specific functional areas of international activity relate
to his overall functionalist perspective on international organisation. To some
extent they anticipate more recent debates about the possibilities for ‘cosmopolitan
democracy’, whose leading advocate, David Held, argues:

The idea of a democratic order can no longer be simply defended as an idea suitable to a

particular closed political community or nation state. We are compelled to recognize that

we live in a complex interconnected world where the extent, intensity and impact of

issues (economic, political or environmental) raises questions about where those issues are

most appropriately addressed. Deliberative and decision-making centres beyond national

territories are appropriately situated when those significantly affected by a public matter

constitute a cross-border or transnational grouping, when ‘lower’ levels of decision-making

cannot manage and discharge satisfactorily transnational or international policy questions,

and when the principle of democratic legitimacy can only be properly redeemed in a

transnational context.30

One of the central contentions of such arguments is that specific transnational
issues (such as the environment) give rise to specific transnational constituencies of
affected groups and individuals who can no longer be defined in terms of traditional
democratic notions of universal suffrage within a determinate territory. Democratic
legitimacy in such circumstances may derive less from having directly elected
representatives in each issue area than from the more varied activities of global civil
society. The Commission on Global Governance (an international group of eminent
persons) similarly called for the establishment of a Forum of Civil Society, which
it saw as more likely to meet the need not just for greater but for more genuine pub-
lic participation in global governance than the more traditionally grounded idea
of a world assembly of parliamentarians.31 Some academic observers have also seen
global civil society’s capacity to mobilise public opinion behind specific agendas as
offering a more authentic basis for democratic legitimation than frequently dis-
credited governments. Non-state actors often enjoy closer and more intimate access
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to local levels of public opinion, while many contemporary issues, which are ‘long-
range, open-ended and diffuse in their need for attention’ are not always susceptible
to resolution through traditional, centralised modes of decision making.32

NGOs and social movements, unsurprisingly, concur with such ideas and have
increasingly organised themselves into functional, regional and other groupings in
order to strengthen what they perceive as their input to global democracy. In one
such meeting, in Manila in 1995 of more than eighty NGO networks, one paper
written for the meeting stated:

In the long run, we have to invent the infrastructure so citizens can participate effectively in

the democratic management of the global system. In the next decade, NGOs and their net-

works are one of the important precursors of an accountable global civil society. They are

one of the few actors who try to articulate the global public interest.33

Other NGO spokespersons have pointed to the apparent paradox that what they
term ‘global citizen participation’ is on the increase at the same time as participa-
tion in more conventional national political activities is declining, and cynicism and
disillusionment with traditional political processes rising.34 The argument here is
that the essence of authentic democracy is citizens’ participation in decision making,
and that this is more likely to be found in the workings of global civil society, even if
these may appear to have little in common with such traditional characteristics of
democracy as regular elections and delegated authority.

GLOBAL CIVIL SOCIETY AS A SITE OF GLOBAL RESISTANCE

The two functions of global civil society discussed to this point allocate roles to NGOs,
advocacy networks and social movements that, in essence, enable them to underpin
global governance and make it more accountable and legitimate. Others, focusing on
different kinds of activity that still fall under the broad umbrella of ‘global civil
society’, point to a very different role: resisting and if possible overthrowing what are
seen as the oppressive and exploitative features of globalisation. Such interpretations
are clearly sharply divergent from views of global civil society as comprising major
business enterprises as well as NGOs and advocacy networks, and are fundamentally
hostile to proposals from Kofi Annan and others for ‘global compacts’ or ‘trisectoral
alliances’ between states, IGOs and transnational corporations, to work together to
achieve improvements in global welfare and human rights.

Anti-capitalist movements of various kinds are as old as capitalism itself, and
to the extent that globalisation may be regarded as the latest stage of capitalism,
protests against it may be seen as the most recent example of those. Some of its
specific criticisms have been briefly mentioned in the previous chapter but at their
heart is a perception of globalisation as one of the root causes of numerous evils,
including environmental damage, an increasing gap between the richest and poor-
est countries, growing third world indebtedness, deteriorating conditions of labour
(especially for women), worsening public services, and the impoverishment of vari-
ous sectors of third world economies (such as coffee growers) whose products bring
substantial profits for Western transnational companies.
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Anti-globalisation protesters cover a range of viewpoints, from those wishing
to see radical reform of institutions like the World Bank and IMF to anarchists
wanting to bring about the collapse of the entire capitalist system, but most share an
ideological antipathy to the kinds of neoliberal economic doctrines that became the
dominant orthodoxy during the 1980s. These called for structural adjustment of
national economies to make them more open to trade, less controlled by the state
and more privately owned, in the belief that such reforms would in the long run
create more jobs, lower prices, make companies more competitive and give poorer
countries greater access to foreign capital and advanced technology. However, they
also required countries to impose various financial disciplines designed to curtail
inflation and free up labour markets, whose short-term effects frequently included
higher prices and unemployment. The anti-globalisation movement saw such effects
as inherent in capitalism itself, rather than a temporary by-product of attempts
to liberalise economies, as they were perceived by advocates of neoliberal adjust-
ment policies.

To the extent that structural adjustment programmes (SAPs) were associated with
the IMF and World Bank, those organisations became targets of anti-globalisation
protests. During the late 1980s, many countries in Latin America and Africa experi-
enced violent riots against SAPs, with several hundred casualties in one case, the
‘IMF riots’ in Venezuela in 1989.35 However, although clearly related to each other,
these involved essentially national movements protesting about the consequences
of specific national policies, rather than a global phenomenon. During the 1990s
groups began to emerge, especially in Canada and Mexico, that were opposed to
such products of globalisation as the formation of NAFTA, while the demonstrations
against the presence of the Indonesian President Suharto at the 1997 APEC con-
ference in Vancouver clearly showed the potential of such international gatherings
for gaining worldwide publicity. The large-scale demonstrations against the 1999
meeting in Seattle of the WTO, which had the open intention of forcing the meeting
to be abandoned, are generally seen as the first real instance of the new phenomenon
of a movement against globalisation as such, whose members are not primarily the
victims of structural adjustment policies but often middle-class individuals from
Western countries, and whose targets are international gatherings, especially of
organisations seen as symbolising or implementing globalisation. Later demonstra-
tions took place at Washington, Prague, Florence and elsewhere, with one protester
killed by police at Genoa in July 2001.

One frequently commented-upon irony of the anti-globalisation movement is
that it is itself very much a product of globalisation. More specifically, it is a move-
ment that not only makes very intensive use of the Internet to spread information
about forthcoming demonstrations and the alleged evil-doings of IGOs and trans-
national corporations, but in a very real sense is itself a ‘virtual movement’ that exists
in cyberspace, rather than in some more territorially-bounded form. There are,
indeed, numerous organised coalitions of activists, such as Direct Action Network,
Alliance for Global Justice, Global Action and (founded in 1994 on the fiftieth
anniversary of the Bretton Woods Conference) 50 Years is Enough – the US Network
for Global Economic Justice. Some of these have established office addresses but by
far the greatest part of their work is carried out via the Internet. This makes them
susceptible to some of the excesses and eccentricities of the cyber-community as
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well as making use of its undoubted value as a site for the free (and rapid) flow
of information. Indeed, the very freedom of the Internet and the possibility of com-
municating one’s views to a wide audience attracts the holders of bizarre and extreme
opinions as well as those with more thoughtful and soundly based views. For example,
the anti-globalisation movement has more than its share of conspiracy theorists
who believe that globalisation is in effect a secret plot by some fifty of the world’s
richest men to take over even more of the world’s resources than they currently own.
There are also individuals who believe that violence is the only method of achiev-
ing fundamental political change, as well as an array of representatives of various
fringe religions.

It is difficult at this stage to assess the significance of the anti-globalisation
movement. Greater police preparedness and also a growing tendency to remove the
sites of important international meetings away from places where they can be easily
accessed by protesters will inevitably reduce its capacity to cause major disruption
at such gatherings, still less to cause them to be abandoned. However, to the more
radical leftists, who are probably the most experienced and strongly motivated of the
demonstrators, such moves merely serve to reinforce their own propaganda lines:
that the police are agents of international capitalism and that the world’s leaders
have no real contact with the people they are supposed to serve.

Ultimately, the impact of the movement will depend on the degree to which its
concerns resonate with those of the wider community. This, however, is a matter not
just of public support for the specific issue being raised by the activists, but of the
degree to which some of their tactics also alienate people, and the extent to which
their actions result in some engagement with more conventional political processes.
For example, the Zapatista uprising in the Mexican state of Chiapas in the early 1990s
was seen by some analysts as a forerunner of the wider anti-globalisation move-
ment.36 The uprising was a response by the indigenous peoples of Chiapas to a series
of developments that had inflicted serious economic damage upon them, but its
larger significance derived from the fact that the leaders of the uprising identified
NAFTA and IMF structural adjustment policies as the chief culprits, and also because
they made extensive use of the Internet from the beginning to publicise their cause,
in return winning support from within Mexico but also globally, as other social
movements and NGOs took up their cause. Yet although the Internet clearly helped
to internationalise the Zapatistas’ cause, and to prevent the government from any
expectation that it could simply violently repress the movement, one observer argues
that the presentation of the Zapatista cause in anti-liberal terms, together with ‘the
tendency of some members of the transnational network to view the actions of
the Mexican government and the international community in conspiratorial terms’,
cost the Zapatistas potential support in policy circles in the US and also with
influential sections of the Mexican elite that might otherwise have been sympathetic
to their cause.37

The fact that the anti-globalisation movement is so diverse in its membership,
objectives and tactics is both a source of strength and a significant constraint on its
prospects of achieving more success than it already has. Its strengths are that it brings
together a wide range of individuals who, despite many different perspectives and
separate interests, share a conviction that there is something fundamentally wrong
with globalisation which requires equally fundamental reform, if not something
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more drastic. This gives the movement a vitality and dynamism that single-issue net-
works might lack. Its organisational diversity, ranging from well established formal
transnational NGOs like Greenpeace or Friends of the Earth to networks that exist
entirely through the Internet, such as People’s Global Action, also gives it the poten-
tial for an effective alliance between experience and enthusiasm, between adminis-
trative skills and flexibility. Its tactics have been classified by one analyst into broad
categories such as education and mobilisation, framing and symbolic mobilisa-
tion (e.g. street theatres, ‘global witnessing’), disruption, mimicking official public
activity (e.g. by holding ‘global people’s assemblies’ or conducting ‘people’s tribunals’
against TNCs), and electronic activism.38 Here too is a variety of modes of activism
each of which is likely to prove attractive to different constituencies. Yet tactics
deemed acceptable or entertaining by some will seem like unacceptable violence or
foolish pranks to others, while a vague antipathy to globalisation may not be suf-
ficient as a unifying factor when so many different interest groups are involved.

CRITIQUES OF GLOBAL CIVIL SOCIETY

All three variants of global civil society have encountered a range of criticisms. First,
it is not difficult for any group wishing to push some narrow purpose to exploit the
increasing readiness of IGOs and some governments to grant access to private-sector
associations. This, at best, can waste the time of overburdened officials in the UN and
elsewhere, at worst can give credibility and an international voice to groups whose
views would not otherwise command much attention, or indeed would generally be
regarded as repugnant. Secondly, even when civil society associations genuinely
represent some issue of broad international concern, they vary greatly in their own
transparency and efficiency. Jan Aart Scholte has pointed to several potential defects
in this respect, including limited opportunities for members of an NGO to participate
in its affairs, and opaque financial and decision-making procedures.39 Against this is
the fact the NGOs are aware of their vulnerability to this kind of criticism and have
taken steps towards greater self-regulation through such devices as codes of ethics
and standards of conduct.40

Probably the greatest area of controversy about global civil society concerns the
claim that it fills the ‘democratic deficit’ of globalisation and enhances the inter-
national legitimacy of IGOs. Several criticisms of this assertion have been advanced.
NGOs and social movements are frequently drawn from very narrow sectors of the
population. Their leaders are often unelected and the vast majority tend to stand for
viewpoints associated with the left–liberal end of the political spectrum, which casts
some doubt upon their claim to represent broad public interests. In addition, civil
society remains largely a phenomenon associated with the wealthier Northern states
rather than the poorer South, which provides only about 20 per cent of NGOs.41

There are many reasons for this, ranging from the greater likelihood that states will
suppress the growth of civil society in the South, to the obvious fact that the fund-
ing required for local NGOs to operate internationally may be beyond the resources
of most Southern NGOs. However, some have also suggested that Northern NGOs
may have self-interested motives for keeping Southern NGOs in a subordinate posi-
tion in so far as their own funding may partly depend upon their claim to act as
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intermediaries for the South: a claim that might be jeopardised if there was a stronger
Southern-based transnational civil society.42

There are particular difficulties where the global human rights agenda is domi-
nated by Western NGOs, which may lack sensitivity towards and understanding of
the different cultures and value systems that may underlie different human rights
perspectives in some third world countries. Nor does the civil society claim to
embody a more authentic, participatory form of democracy than the frequently
discredited and tired-looking processes of traditional constitutional democracy
command universal assent. However righteous their various causes, NGOs in a strict
sense represent nobody but themselves.43

Similarly, civil society’s belief that it may act as a source of legitimacy and
accountability for global governance inevitably invites questions about NGOs’ own
accountability. One much-cited case in this context concerns the campaign waged by
Greenpeace against Shell Oil Company’s attempt to scuttle the Brent Spar oil rig.
Shell had received full international authorisation for this and in fact several of
Greenpeace’s claims about the ecological dangers were later proved to be unfounded.
However, the Greenpeace campaign was having a serious impact on Shell’s revenues
so the company accepted the heavy cost of alternative means of disposing of the rig.
Yet it had, in reality, no legal remedy against Greenpeace, not least because it would
have incurred even greater international hostility and loss of revenues had it
attempted to sue them.44 Even in the highly unlikely event of a TNC forcing an NGO
into bankruptcy in an effort to gain redress for an unwarranted campaign against its
business operations, a similar – if not identical – organisation would swiftly appear
in its place. Considerations of this kind have caused some to levy the charge of
enjoying power without responsibility against some of the more influential NGOs,
particularly in the environmental area. Another complaint against some of the
NGOs who have privileged access to the World Bank is that they do not even accept
any degree of accountability to other NGOs, who are frequently not kept fully
informed about the deliberations of the World Bank–NGO Committee.45

Even the role of NGOs as direct participants in global governance has not been
immune from criticism. Critics from one perspective have argued that NGOs are
merely used by governments and IGOs to lend legitimacy to some of their activities,
or as a cheap way of responding to public calls for action to be taken in the event
of a humanitarian emergency. There can be little doubt that the needs of failed
and fragmenting states are increasing well beyond the current capacity of IGOs and
NGOs to deal with them, while assistance from Western governments has either not
kept pace with the increasing demands or, in the case of some governments, has
actually fallen.

As already argued, in some cases NGOs and IGOs lack the power to prevent their
limited assistance from being misused or stolen or employed in ways that may
unwittingly add to the crisis rather than aid in resolving it. Moreover, while relief in
humanitarian emergencies may command public support and hence some govern-
mental funding, the more complex, and often more expensive tasks of nation-
building and laying down the foundations for a more secure future for developing
countries may not be able to obtain the necessary support from the powerful Western
governments. NGOs, in other words, may assist in bringing some short-term relief
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but may also help to deflect criticism that governments are not doing enough to
tackle the roots of the problem.

A different kind of criticism concerns the overall culture of global civil society,
in that some activists may prefer the ‘gesture politics’ of holding alternative con-
ferences or conducting mock trials of TNCs simultaneously with intergovernmental
negotiations, especially those concerned with the environment, rather than engag-
ing in the duller task of attempting to influence the wording of some specific clause
in an environmental treaty.46

Yet a balanced view would have to reach the conclusion that global civil society,
in all three guises considered here, has had an increasing impact on world politics.
If its more inflated claims to be the main provider of democratic legitimacy to global
governance may be discounted, there can be little doubt that it has added vital
dimensions of participation, information and opposition that have helped to prevent
global governance from taking place on some lofty plain, far removed from the
public gaze. If the deeper problems of collapsed states are not really being addressed,
that is essentially a failure of governments, especially in the wealthier Western states,
while it is difficult to see any purpose being served by NGOs opting out of emergency
relief. And if extremists have tarnished the anti-globalisation movement, while other
participants have too exaggerated a perception of the value of such activities as mock
assemblies and trials, the demonstrations at Seattle and elsewhere have undeniably
helped to focus attention on some very real issues in a manner that more responsible
engagement in real politics might not.
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